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 Introduction 

 Application Overview 

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant Limited Partnership (Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP) submits 
this application to the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC, Commission) for a Certificate 
of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN), pursuant to sections 45 and 46 of the Utilities 
Commission Act (the Act), to acquire, operate, modernize and expand a thermal energy system 
(TES) to provide cooling to the Main Alley Development in the Mount Pleasant neighbourhood of 
Vancouver (Main Alley Development, or Development)(Mount Pleasant District Cooling System, 
or Mount Pleasant DCS)(Application).  

Westbank Projects Corp. has partnered with Mount Pixel Projects Limited Partnership (together, 
the 5th & Main Partnership) to construct the Main Alley Development, which is planned to consist 
of five buildings as summarized in section 2.1 below. The 5th & Main Partnership is the beneficial 
owner of all of the lands comprising the Development.  The entities 111 East 5th Property Inc., 110 
East 5th Property Inc., 130 East 4th Property Inc., and 2015 Main Property Inc. are the registered 
owners of the various lands that comprise the Development, and which hold registered title in trust 
for the beneficial owner, the 5th & Main Partnership. Each of the registered owners is owned 
through the 5th & Main Partnership and as such the same ownership group owns the entirety of 
the development site and is collectively the sole Owner of the Development.  

All five buildings in the Main Alley Development require thermal energy (cooling) services and the 
build-out of the Development is being planned and constructed by the Owner to connect to the 
Mount Pleasant DCS. Under the Owner’s prerogative and commercial interest, the new buildings in 
the Development are being designed to connect to a district cooling system and no alternative 
means to provide cooling services are under consideration by the Owner at this time. 

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP and the Owner have entered into a Construction and Purchase 
Agreement (refer to Appendix B of the Application), whereby Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP 
has agreed to purchase the existing cooling assets that serve the two existing buildings of the Main 
Alley Development and to operate, modernize and expand the system as a TES for cooling (that is, 
the Mount Pleasant DCS) to serve the entire Main Alley Development as planned.  The Construction 
and Purchase Agreement contemplates that Customer Service Agreements (CSAs) in respect of 
each building forming part of the Development will be entered into by each applicable registered 
owner, as set out above. 

The purchase of the existing assets under the Construction and Purchase Agreement is contingent 
on Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP receiving CPCN approval for the acquisition, operation and 
expansion of the DCS.  

Creative Energy submits that under the specific circumstances of this Application and guided by the 
principles for the Commission to use the least amount of regulation needed to protect ratepayers 
while ensuring also that the benefits of regulation outweigh its costs, that no public hearing is 
required to review and determine that a CPCN should be granted to the Mount Pleasant DCS. An 
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efficient regulatory process is available for Commission staff to engage directly with Creative 
Energy staff to support better understanding of the Application where required. 

 Requested Approvals 

In consideration of past determinations by the Commission in regards to the application of the 
Commission’s TES Regulatory Framework Guidelines, we understand that the Commission will 
consider the plan for the Mount Pleasant DCS as not falling within the Stream A TES Characteristics 
(specifically, the cooling equipment is located on a different Site than some of the cooling load) 
such that the project will be considered a Stream B TES by default. 

Therefore, in this Application, Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP is seeking an Order of the 
Commission granting the approvals described below pursuant to the noted sections of the 
legislation. A draft Commission Order is provided in Appendix A.  

Creative Energy requests approval of: 

1. A CPCN, pursuant to sections 45 and 46 of the Act, to acquire existing cooling assets at a 
cost of $419,222 and to operate and expand the Mount Pleasant DCS to provide cooling to 
the Main Alley Development in the Mount Pleasant neighbourhood of Vancouver at a total  
estimated capital cost of $9,134,241.1  The Application describes the phased development 
of the DCS, as supported by the Construction and Purchase Agreement at Appendix B, and 
as contemplated in the schedule of key milestone dates set out in Schedule F of that 
agreement; 
 

2. The Customer Service Agreement (Non-M3 Lands), pursuant to sections 58 to 60 of the Act, 
provided in Schedule C-1 of the Construction and Purchase Agreement at Appendix B; and 
 

3. The Customer Service Agreement (M3 Lands), pursuant to sections 58 to 60 of the Act, 
provided in Schedule C-2 of the Construction and Purchase Agreement at Appendix B.  

Creative Energy is not seeking approval of the rates it will charge for service at this time.  The 
revenue requirements and rates in section 3 are provided as indicative estimates only to support 
the request for approval of a CPCN.2  A rates application will follow at a later date requesting 
approval of proposed rates for service, as applicable following CPCN approval. 

 

1 This amount is equal to the total capital and development costs of $9,553,463 reported in Table 5 less the 
agreed-to purchase price of $419,222. 
2 An Excel model of the indicative cost of service of the Mount Pleasant DCS is attached for reference. 
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 About Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP 

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP was formed for the purpose of acquiring, operating and 
expanding the Mount Pleasant DCS to serve the cooling demand of the Main Alley Development.   

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP is a separate affiliate of Creative Energy Developments LP, a 
privately held energy infrastructure business with a focus on district energy system service in urban 
areas. As a result of undertaking the activities specified in this Application, Creative Energy Mount 
Pleasant LP will be a public utility under the Act, and we understand that it will be considered a 
Stream B TES by default.   

Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. (Creative Energy Vancouver) has extensive experience in 
the development, design, implementation, operation and maintenance of district thermal energy 
systems, which include TES for cooling that are regulated public utilities. Creative Energy Vancouver 
staff are providing expert services to Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP and the costs of those 
services are and will be directly assigned to the Mount Pleasant DCS project. Once the Mount 
Pleasant DCS is operational, residual general and administrative expenses will be allocated to the 
cost of service of the Mount Pleasant DCS in accordance with the Commission-approved 
Massachusetts formula for the assignment of such expenses across all projects supported by the 
functions administered by Creative Energy Vancouver.  

Table 1 sets out the Creative Energy Vancouver team that will support the ownership and ongoing 
operation and regulation of the Mt Pleasant DCS.  

Table 1:  Creative Energy Vancouver team supporting the Application 

Role Individual 

Application 
Sponsor 

Krishnan Iyer 
President & CEO 

• District energy executive with significant expertise leading organizational change and 
growth, strategy development, capital sourcing, and governance oversight  

Project 
Director 

Kieran McConnell 
Vice President, Projects & Engineering 

• Significant experience in District Energy Systems, power generation and industrial water 
and energy management. Kieran holds a Bachelor of Engineering from McGill University 

Project 
Manager 

Travis Penno 
Senior Construction Manager 

• Significant engineering, project management and construction management experience. 
Travis holds a Bachelor of Engineering from the University of British Columbia 

Regulatory 
Affairs 

Rob Gorter,  
Director, Regulatory Affairs & Customer Relations 

• Economist with significant regulatory affairs and stakeholder relations experience, 
including in cost of service and rate design strategy and implementation  

1.3 
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Role Individual 

Financial 
Controls 

Michael Lloyd 
Controller 

• A CPA and CA with considerable experience in public practice at a Big 4 accounting firm 
and in industry as an Operations Controller for a large construction company 

Operations 
Director 

Lori Parker 
Operations Director 

• Oversees Plant operations and the Distribution network and will be responsible for 
day to day operations of the DCS once operational 

Corporate 
Development  

Jeff Mayhew 
Manager of Corporate Development 

• Financial analysis and project financing for infrastructure assets. Jeff holds a Bachelor of 
Management in Finance and Economics from UBC and is a CFA Charterholder 

 Technical Capacity to Operate the Project 

Creative Energy Vancouver staff have the technical capacity to design, develop and operate the 
Mount Pleasant DCS. Creative Energy Vancouver has over 50 years of experience operating a 
reliable, efficient and low-cost district energy system in downtown Vancouver, and currently serves 
over 210 customers and accounts, including condo buildings, hotels, office buildings, social housing, 
small manufacturers, a major hospital, and other institutions through its North East False Creek 
steam utility. Creative Energy Vancouver also owns and operates two existing DCS projects, one in 
South Downtown Vancouver and one at Kensington Gardens in Vancouver. Creative Energy 
Vancouver staff have also designed three other District Energy systems that have a large cooling 
component and that are currently in design or under construction: Horseshoe Bay in West 
Vancouver, Oakridge in Vancouver and Mirvish Village in Toronto. 

 Financial Capacity to Acquire and Operate the Project 

Creative Energy Developments LP is providing the funding to Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP for 
its acquisition of the existing cooling system assets. The purchase of the existing cooling assets and 
the design and development of the Mount Pleasant DCS are part of Creative Energy Developments 
LP’s board-approved capital expenditure plan for 2020.  Creative Energy Developments LP expects 
to fund the purchase component via a combination of debt and equity. 

 Name, Title, and Address for Creative Energy Contact 

Rob Gorter 
Director, Regulatory Affairs & Customer Relations 
Suite 1, 720 Beatty Street, 
Vancouver, BC 
V6B 2M1 
Tel:   604.692.2118 
Email: rob@creative.energy 

1.4 
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 Organization of the Application 

This Application is organized as follows: 

Section 1 introduces the Application, the requested approvals and the team supporting the 
Application; 

Section 2 provides the business context for the Application to frame the public interest 
served by the Mount Pleasant DCS; and  

Section 3 describes the Mount Pleasant DCS project in detail to inform the Commission 
review, elaborating on the considerations to demonstrate the need and desirability of the 
project; and  

Section 4 discusses the regulatory considerations and proposal to support an efficient 
review of the Application. 
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 Business Context 

 Project Overview, Need and Justification 

The Main Alley Development will comprise mainly commercial/light industrial use buildings with a 
technology heavy focus that will require cooling year-round. There are two existing buildings in the 
Development, at 2015 Main St. and 111 East 5th Ave., and two new commercial buildings are 
planned for 114 East 4th Ave. and 110 East 5th Ave. Additional floors are planned to be added to the 
existing commercial building at 111 East 5th Ave in a future period. A residential tower is planned 
for 2015 Main Street, which will also require space cooling for occupancy. The first building is 
currently under construction and build-out of the Main Alley Development is anticipated to be 
completed by 2029. Please refer to a summary of the development schedule in Table 2. Illustrative 
maps of the current state and of the proposed buildout of the Main Alley Development and the 
Mount Pleasant DCS are provided in Figures 1 and 2 further below.  

Table 2:  Summary of the Main Alley Development  

Building Address Building Size m2 Building Status / 
Plan 

Use Occupancy 

M1 2015 Main St.  5,400 Existing Commercial /    
Light Industrial 

Current 

M2 114 East 4th Ave. 15,979 Under 
construction 

Commercial /    
Light Industrial 

2021 

M3 111 East 5th Ave. 7,880 / +8,190 Existing / 
Expansion 

Commercial /    
Light Industrial 

Current / 2027 

M4 110 East 5th Ave. 19,250 Development 
plan 

Commercial /    
Light Industrial 

2023 

M5 2015 Main St. 11,519 Future plan Residential 2029 

 

The M3 building was originally a banking data centre that had a large cooling demand. As illustrated 
in Figure 1 below, the M3 building has in place an existing cooling plant that serves both of the 
existing buildings, M1 and M3. The cooling plant was designed with substantial redundancy to 
accommodate the related critical operations contained in the M3 building.  

The data centre is no longer in service but the cooling plant, consisting of one 150-ton chiller and 
two 350-ton chillers, continues to provide cooling to both existing buildings. Current cooling 
demand is below installed capacity. The chillers have been properly maintained but are nearing 
end-of-life. The existing cooling system assets also include feed and distribution pumps, a control 
system, expansion tanks, electricity input connections, and cooling towers on the roof of M3.  

 

2 
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Figure 1: Location of Existing Assets and Current Development Context 

 

The Owner is designing and constructing the Main Alley Development to be served by a TES for 
cooling, supported by a feasibility study that concluded a centralized cooling plant will provide both 
capital and operating cost savings as compared to a distributed approach under which each 
building would be served by its own separate cooling plant. Please refer to section 2.3 for a 
discussion of the centralized versus distributed approach alternative. 

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP and the Owner have entered into a Construction and Purchase 
Agreement, whereby Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP has agreed to purchase the existing 
cooling assets and to operate, modernize and expand the system as a TES for cooling to serve the 
entire Main Alley Development as planned. 

Thus, upon Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP’s acquisition of the existing assets, the TES will 
comprise the thermal generation and distribution equipment and facilities located within the 
central plant room of M3 and the connection to M1 through the existing service tunnel. The system 
will be modernized and expanded to distribute cooling energy to the other buildings in the Main 
Alley Development, as illustrated in Figure 2 and as described further in section 3.2.   
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Figure 2: Buildings of Main Alley Development and the Mount Pleasant DCS  

 

 Construction and Purchase Agreement 

Pursuant to the Construction and Purchase Agreement, the Owner of the Main Alley development 
lands and property agrees to: 

1. At its own cost and expense, construct the buildings in the Development, which consist of 
new buildings and the substantial renovation of one or more existing buildings; 
 

2. Sell the existing cooling plant within the M3 building to Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP;  
  

3. Allow Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP to construct a DCS, at Creative Energy Mount 
Pleasant LP’s cost and expense, to incorporate the cooling plant for the provision of space 
cooling to the buildings in the Development and to expand the DCS to serve the entire 
Development over time, as set out in Schedule F of the Construction and Purchase 
Agreement and as summarized below in section 3.2; and  
 

4. Connect the buildings in the project to the DCS and enter into 25-year CSAs with Creative 
Energy Mount Pleasant LP for the provision of space cooling services to each building.   

The Construction and Purchase Agreement also requires the Owner to execute and register 
statutory rights of way (the forms of statutory right of way agreements are included at Schedules B-
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1 and B-2) to allow for Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP to construct, operate, maintain, repair 
and replace the DCS on the Development lands. 

Schedule K of the Construction and Purchase Agreement specifies the purchase price, based on an 
engineering calculation of the depreciated value of the existing cooling plant assets, that Creative 
Energy Mount Pleasant LP will pay to the Owner to acquire these assets. The Owner retained FVB 
Energy Inc. to review the value of the existing equipment to be purchased, and FVB Energy Inc. 
provided Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP with an update of its assessment in the memo as 
attached to Schedule K. 

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP retained Kerr Wood Leidal Consulting Engineers (KWL), to 
provide a third-party review of the existing DCS assets and to provide recommendations on the 
phasing of capital expenditures for upgrades, improvements and connections to buildings of the 
Development as they come online. This review is attached to the Construction and Purchase 
Agreement at Schedule J. 

The Construction and Purchase Agreement contemplates that an ancillary Contribution Agreement 
will be entered into for the payment of a fixed fee for the use of the designated premises housing 
the cooling plant. Please refer to Appendix C of the Application. 

2.2.1 Conditions Precedent 

As set out in Article 2 of the Construction and Purchase Agreement, the obligation of Creative 
Energy Mount Pleasant LP to carry out the transactions contemplated by the agreement is 
conditional upon obtaining, by no later than December 6, 2020, the necessary approvals of all 
governmental authorities, including the BCUC, to allow for the construction and operation of the 
DCS in accordance with the agreement. If this condition is not met to the satisfaction of Creative 
Energy Mount Pleasant LP acting reasonably, by that date (unless Creative Energy Mount Pleasant 
LP has agreed in writing to waive the condition), Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP retains the 
right to terminate the agreement as a whole. 

The December 2020 date is approximately 9 months from the filing of this Application, which is 
expected to provide sufficient time for the Commission to conduct its review of the Application 
through to issuing a decision. For the reasons elaborated upon in section 4, a light-handed 
regulatory review process may be applicable under the circumstances. An efficient regulatory 
process without a public hearing may allow for a Commission decision sooner than the indicated 
time frame, with consequent benefits also to supporting the scheduled milestones and service 
connections of the Development.   

2.2.2 Customer Service Agreements 

The Owner is not interested in becoming subject to regulation under the Act nor is it interested in 
designing and operating the Mount Pleasant DCS. It has therefore offered the existing cooling 
equipment for purchase by Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP at depreciated value and it has 
agreed for Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP to design and expand the DCS under a phased 
approach to meet the demands of the Main Alley Development buildings as they are completed. 
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Notwithstanding its overall intention as established through the Construction and Purchase 
Agreement overall, the Owner raised concerns about potential future adverse impacts to cooling 
service provided to the M3 building associated with having a district energy utility operating out of 
the Development and serving other buildings, and it therefore required certain provisions in the 
CSA relating to the M3 Lands. The Owner viewed these provisions as firm requirements. 

The following discussion sets out the special terms in the CSA applicable to the cooling service 
provided to the M3 Lands (at Schedule C-2) through the Mount Pleasant DCS. As elaborated below, 
these terms reflect the agreement between the Owner and Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP to 
address the noted requirements of the Owner.  

CSA at Schedule C-2, Section 21 – Distribution Extensions  

• Through section 21, the Owner of the M3 Building has an approval right in respect of any 
Distribution Extensions of the DCS Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP might consider 
undertaking, which approval will not be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned, 
provided that under no circumstances shall any such Distribution Extension adversely 
impact the energy services provided to the development buildings or increase the rates 
charged by Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP in respect of such energy services. For the 
purposes of this condition, “Distribution Extension” means an extension or upgrade of the 
DCS for the provision of energy services to buildings or properties other than those on the 
Development lands. Any such Distribution Extension that the Owner approves shall also be 
subject to the approval of the BCUC, where such approval is required. 
 

• Expansion of the DCS to serve additional buildings beyond those on the Development lands 
is not contemplated in the Construction and Purchase Agreement, and Creative Energy 
Mount Pleasant LP has no such plans at this time. Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP 
therefore accepted this protection to Owner as expressly set out in section 21 to the 
Owner’s satisfaction. If such an opportunity for expansion does arise in the future, Creative 
Energy Mount Pleasant LP considers that the requirements of this condition in section 21 
will be appropriately observed given the limited scope of the projects intended under the 
Construction and Purchase Agreement. 

CSA at Schedule C-2, Sections 22 and 23 – End of Term Purchase Option and Transfer of 
Ownership 

• Through sections 22 and 23, upon the termination of the CSA for cooling service to the M3 
Building, the owner of the M3 Building has the option to purchase the equipment forming 
part of the DCS located within the energy centre located within the M3 Building from 
Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP for the fair market value thereof, subject to the 
approval of the BCUC.   
 

• The Owner required this option to purchase, and Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP 
accepted the granting of this option in sections 22 and 23 with due regard to ensuring that 
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approval of the BCUC will be required to determine whether the public interest is served at 
any time in the future as applicable if this option is exercised.  

In addition to the requirement for BCUC approval that may stem from the agreement terms above,  
section 5.2 of the Construction and Purchase Agreement sets out in part that if the BCUC requires 
any revisions to the form of Customer Service Agreements, such Customer Service Agreements 
shall replace the agreement(s) as attached to the Construction and Purchase Agreement, but 
subject to section 5.3.  

Section 5.3 of the Construction and Purchase Agreement provides the Owner the option in its sole 
and absolute discretion to terminate the Construction and Purchase Agreement with no further 
obligations if the BCUC requires changes to the fundamental terms in the CSA at Schedule C-2.  

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP acknowledges the Commission’s jurisdiction pursuant to 
sections 58-60 of the Act to approve the CSAs for the Mount Pleasant DCS, as such are defined as a 
“rate” under the Act. Creative Energy highlights for the Commission’s consideration that there are 
no other parties affected by these terms because the Owner is in control of all of the lands and 
planned buildings comprising the Development. For the reasons outlined above, Creative Energy 
Mount Pleasant LP has accepted the negotiated terms under its view overall that the Mount 
Pleasant DCS is in the public interest and that the special conditions required by the Owner are 
reasonable and indeed appropriate in the specific context of this project to acquire and upgrade 
equipment to serve a defined group of five buildings all owned by the one Owner.       

With all required Commission approvals in place, for the CPCN and for the CSAs, Creative Energy 
Mount Pleasant LP will operate the Mount Pleasant DCS as a public utility and seek approval as 
required of the rates for service. Creative Energy will execute the CSAs with the registered owner 
for each building as they commence service.  

 Alternative to Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP acquiring the Mount Pleasant DCS 

The Mount Pleasant DCS is a very specific and localized project, Owner-driven and designed to 
serve an identified cooling load at five specific buildings being developed over time. It is not 
planned to be built with excess capacity in the hopes of serving as yet unidentified future growth 
opportunities. The DCS will cross a road and will serve multiple sites, but those sites are all 
controlled by the same entity, the Owner, and the need and desirability of the agreement to 
transfer and upgrade the Mount Pleasant DCS stems directly from the commercial and competitive 
interests of the Owner.  

The Owner is designing and constructing the Main Alley Development to be served by a centralized 
TES for cooling and through the Construction and Purchase Agreement it indicates its preference 
for Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP to own, design, build and operate the TES.  

If the approach provided for under the agreements between Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP 
and the Owner does not proceed, the alternative approach would be site-specific distributed 
cooling plants built in each building of the Development, and thereby not requiring any form of 

2.3 
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regulatory approval by the Commission. A distributed approach would require each new building to 
have its own individual cooling plant, associated cooling tower and related equipment. The existing 
cooling assets would still require upgrades to ensure system reliability to serve only 111 E. 5th Ave. 
(M3) and 2015 Main St. (M1), but the excess capacity and plant expansion floor space that 
currently exists would be wasted.  

Although this alternative would eliminate the distribution piping connection between the buildings 
to support the centralized cooling system, it would require a significantly larger footprint in each of 
Buildings M2, M4, and M5 for the additional equipment, including for the cooling towers that 
would be required in each building.  The alternative would be suboptimal in terms of lower 
economy of scale and efficiency, with a consequent higher cost to serve each building. The new 
buildings as designed do not include space to accommodate the extra equipment, and the 
additional capital needed for pumping systems, controls, and additional cooling plant equipment 
would far exceed the distribution piping costs and central plant equipment strategy.  The cost of 
operating and maintaining four separate systems as opposed to one DCS would be higher overall, 
both from a capital cost and operating efficiency perspective. 

If the requested CPCN is not granted to Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP for the Mount Pleasant 
DCS then the Construction and Purchase Agreement will have no effect and the Owner will be 
forced to redesign the planned buildings of the Main Alley Development in order to put in place a 
distributed cooling system at each building at greater cost and counter to the Owner’s plan and 
prerogative to pursue a centralized cooling TES for the entire Development.  

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP assessed the cost of centralized versus distributed cooling for 
benchmark comparison purposes in section 3.3.6.  
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 The Mount Pleasant DCS Project and Public Interest Considerations  

The design and phased development of the Mount Pleasant DCS will ensure that existing capacity is 
effectively utilized and that the required capital investment to modernize and expand the system is 
appropriately timed to meet the current and future cooling demands of the Main Alley 
Development, reliably and cost-effectively. 

 Peak Load Capacity and Annual Cooling Demand  

The cooling demand forecast was developed by the Integral Group, which is responsible for 
building design on behalf of the Owner. Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP has retained KWL to 
provide ongoing peer review of the peak load and energy demand forecasts based on Integral 
Group designs.  

Total peak load capacity and annual cooling energy requirements at project completion are 
provided in Table 3 below. These estimates are based on generally accepted specific demand and 
energy factors for similar types of buildings. These assumptions are appropriate under current 
planning for the phased investment in DCS capacity. Further refinement to the load forecast will be 
possible when future building design and specific building use is confirmed. Given the overall 
building types and the lumpy nature of chiller capacity investments it is not expected that such 
fine-tuning of building cooling demand estimates will have a material affect on the current plan for 
phasing such investments. 

Table 3:  Summary of Peak and Annual Cooling Load 

Building Floor Area 
m2 

Peak Cooling 
W/m2 

Peak Capacity 
kW 

Annual 
Cooling 

kWh/m2 

Annual 
Cooling 
MWh 

M1 5,400 60 320 41 220 

M3 – existing 7,880 60 470 41 330 

M2 15,979 53 840 41 655 

M4 19,250 60 1155 41 790 

M3 – expanded 16,070 60 960 41 670 

M53 11,519 34 390 21 240 

 Design and Phased Development 

The planned buildings of the Main Alley Development are being designed with space for Energy 
Transfer Stations (ETS), and a Distributed Piping System (DPS) will connect each of the buildings to 

 

3 The M5 building is residential with lower estimated energy use intensities.     

3 

3.1 

3.2 
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the central plant. At the ETS, cool water will exchange energy with each building’s heat exchangers 
to provide space cooling. The water will then return to the chillers in M3 via return piping. 

The Mount Pleasant DCS is forecast to be built in four phases over 9 years, from acquisition in 2020 
through to commencement of service to M5 in 2029, with capital deployed at each phase. Under 
this implementation plan, the existing assets will be operated and maintained while a cost-effective 
upgrade and replacement construction program is executed. Modern equipment will increase the 
efficiency, reliability and capacity of the DCS. 

The construction phases of the DCS are designed to match load growth during the development 
lifecycle. The DCS construction phases will be coordinated with construction of the Main Alley 
Development so that capital is not deployed before securing the new customer load associated 
with the new building connections. Please refer to the summary provided in Table 4. 

3.2.1 Acquisition through Phase 1 

During this phase Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP will: 

• Extend the DPS to connect M2; 
• Procure and install the ETS equipment at M2 (Building M2 is currently under construction 

and has been designed for the district cooling connection); 
• Remove the existing 150-ton chiller in the cooling plant at M3; and 
• Add one efficient modern 400-ton chiller in the cooling plant at M3.  

3.2.2 Phase 2  

During this phase Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP will: 

• Extend the DPS to connect M4; and  
• Procure and install the ETS equipment at M4. 

3.2.3 Phase 3  

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP will modernize the majority of the remaining equipment in the 
central plant room to coincide with the planned renovation of Building M3 in 2026.  

During this phase Creative Energy will: 

• Replace the two 350-ton chillers with two efficient modern 400-ton chillers in the central 
plant at M3; 

• Replace the control system, upgrade the auxiliary systems and add a fourth cooling tower 
at M3 (temporarily relocating the existing cooling towers during construction); and 

• Install a modern ETS to replace the direct delivery system in place currently at M3. 
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3.2.4 Phase 4  

During this phase Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP will: 

• Extend the DPS to connect M5; and  
• Procure and install the ETS equipment at M5 

Table 4:  Summary of Mount Pleasant DCS Phased Implementation 

Phase Description Targeted Service 
Commencement 

Essential 
Components  

Total Capacity Cumulative Peak 
Load Served 

Initial Acquisition 
and Operation  

Continue service 
to M1 & M3 
 

September 1, 2020 • Two existing 
350-ton chillers  

• Remove 
existing 150-ton 
chiller 

2,460 kW4 790 kW 

Phase 1 Connect M2 
 
Upgrade M3 
cooling plant 
capacity and 
reliability 

2021 • DPS  
• ETS 
• Add 400-ton 

chiller to 
cooling plant 

3,870 kW 1,630 kW 

Phase 2 Connect M4 2023 • DPS  
• ETS 

3,870 kW 2,785 kW 

Phase 3 Serve renovated 
and expanded M3 
 
Upgrade & 
Modernize M3 
cooling plant 

2027 • Replace two 
350-ton chillers 
with two 400-
ton chillers  

• Replace control 
system, add 
cooling tower, 
equip with 
modern ETS 

4,220 kW 3,275 kW 

Phase 4 Connect M5 2029 • DPS  
• ETS 

4,220 kW 3,665 kW 

 

As Figure 3 below illustrates, existing customers at M1 and M3 can be served using one of the 350-
ton chillers, providing an appropriate level of system redundancy given the aging equipment. Figure 
3 also highlights that the addition of the new and more efficient 400-ton chiller in 2021 is required 
to ensure the reliability of the system with the addition of M2 load in 2021 and the planned 
addition of M4 load in 2023. The smaller chiller can be removed while maintaining existing service 
and the addition of the 400-ton chiller provides sufficient capacity to serve load in the event that 
one of the 350-ton chiller fails.  

 

4 One ton of chilling capacity = 3.51685 kW of chilling capacity. 
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By 2027, all existing chillers will have been replaced with more efficient and reliable capacity to 
serve load going forward. To support the planned connection of M5, subject to the final building 
design and a more certain development planning horizon, Creative Energy will evaluate the M5 
connection and any other possible future customer connections at that time with a view to 
confirming whether additional cooling system capacity is required to support connections at that 
time. 

Figure 3: Building Peak Load and Cooling Plant Capacity  

 

 Indicative Costs and Rates for Service  

The following costs and rates are based on current estimates and are reasonably indicative of the 
expected cost of service of the DCS and the required rates for cost recovery over time. Creative 
Energy Mount Pleasant LP is not seeking approval of revenue requirements and customer rates for 
the DCS at this time. 

3.3.1 Capital and Development Costs 

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP's cost to acquire the DCS is $419,222 based on the value of the 
depreciated assets. Please refer to Schedule K of Appendix B for a report on this valuation as 
accepted by both Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP and the Owner. 

Total capital and development costs associated with each phase of DCS development are reported 
in Table 5 and are capitalized for the purpose of determining the overall cost of service. The cost 
estimates have been developed to a Class 3 level of accuracy by KWL in 2020 based on the Integral 
Group’s design.  
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Table 5:  Estimated Capital and Development Costs 

 
M1 + M3 M2 + M4 M3 M5 Total 

Purchase of Assets 419,222    419,222 

Energy Center and Owner Supplied Equipment  1,086,656 3,891,813  4,978,468 

DPS and ETS  668,525  273,983 942,508 

Predevelopment 190,029    190,029 

CPCN 50,000    50,000 

Engineering  195,598 317,278  512,876 

Soft Costs  229,353 547,009 40,733 817,095 

Internal 59,687 88,576 229,860 67,092 445,216 

Contingency 13,855 351,036 778,363 54,797 1,198,050 

Total 732,793 2,619,744 5,764,322 436,605 9,553,463 
 

Predevelopment activities comprise primarily feasibility studies and design work. Forecast 
engineering costs are a KWL estimate of engineering and construction costs calculated as 18 
percent of hard costs. Soft costs, also estimated by KWL, consist of mobilization, demobilization, 
bonding and insurance costs. Internal costs are estimated at 5 percent of construction and 
equipment costs per building. Contingency is 20 percent based on the project team/design 
engineer’s assessment of risk relating to construction costs. 

3.3.2 Non-Fuel Operating and Maintenance Costs 

Non-fuel operating costs will include maintenance, operation, insurance and administrative costs as 
well as municipal access fees in lieu of property taxes and lease payments for the cooling plant 
space. 

• Maintenance costs are estimated at 1.0 percent of plant in service costs for all assets, 
escalated at inflation, an amount forecast to be sufficient and appropriate for both routine 
and sustained maintenance throughout the service term. 

• Operation costs are estimated based on a requirement for 3 full-time operators earning 
$100,000 per year.  

• Insurance costs consist of business interruption and replacement insurance. Business 
interruption insurance is calculated based on two-years of project EBITDA while 
replacement insurance is based on the accumulated construction costs of the project, each 
at the applicable rate of 0.12 percent and escalated at inflation. 

• Administration and overhead costs will be allocated to the project based on the 
Commission-approved Massachusetts formula and the assignment ratios between this 
project and other applicable Creative Energy projects. The current indicative estimate is 
based on the two-factor formula that is currently before the Commission for approval in 
Creative Energy’s 2019-2020 Revenue Requirements Application.  
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• Municipal Access Fees to the City of Vancouver are set at a rate of 1.25 percent of fixed 
revenue. 

• Lease payments are based on the cooling plant space requirement of 2,000 square feet at a 
rate of $20 per square foot and escalating at inflation.  

3.3.3 Fuel – Variable Cost of Service 

The DCS will utilize only electricity to run the central plant equipment and will be served under BC 
Hydro Large General Service (LGS) rates. 

3.3.4 Indicative Cost of Service 

Table 6 sets out the indicative cost of service through DCS project build-out.  Figure 4 illustrates the 
annual revenue requirements over the duration of contracts. 

Table 6:  Indicative cost of service through project build out – 2020-2029 

 20205 2021 2023 2027 2029 

Maintenance 3,655 25,973 39,003 112,872 124,901 

Insurance 595 4,499 5,789 14,688 16,235 

Corporate Overhead 37,400 114,444 119,068 128,883 134,089 

Municipal Access Fee 1,323 7,898 14,312 17,340 19,697 

Rent 13,600 41,616 43,297 46,866 48,760 

Operators 102,000 312,120 324,730 351,498 365,698 

Total Non-fuel O&M 158,573 506,549 546,199 672,147 709,381 

Depreciation 12,213 168,205 180,165 481,676 512,313 

Return on Equity6 13,970 94,107 126,939 334,655 319,921 

Cost of Debt7 8,953 60,310 81,351 214,469 205,027 

O&M 158,573 506,549 546,199 672,147 709,381 

Income Taxes 0 0 0 0 0 

Fixed Cost of Service 193,709 829,171 934,654 1,702,946 1,746,641 

Variable Cost of Service 9,971 57,784 84,600 104,468 110,548 

Total Cost of Service 203,680 886,956 1,019,254 1,807,414 1,857,188 

 

5 Operating period modelled is September to December, not a full-year period. 
6 The indicative cost of service is based on a deemed capital structure and ROE consistent with that approved 
by the Commission in its GCOC Stage 2 Decision, that is an equity thickness of 42.5 percent and an equity risk 
premium of 75 basis points for regulated thermal energy systems. 
7 The weighted average cost of debt is presently 4.5 percent.  
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Figure 4: Indicative cost of service over contract duration 

 

3.3.5 Indicative Rates 

Creative Energy will seek to recover its cost of service through a fixed charge and a variable charge.  

The purpose of the fixed charge will be to fairly recover from each building the cost of service that 
does not vary with cooling energy consumption. Figure 5 illustrates an indicative rate on a dollar 
per kilowatt ($/kW) of total subscribed peak capacity, levelized over the contract term. Under this 
rate each building will pay a proportion of the fixed cost of service based on each building’s 
respective amount of subscribed peak cooling demand that the DCS must be able to serve at any 
point in time. 

The indicative levelized fixed rate is less than the indicative fixed cost of service recovery in the first 
few years of project build-out due to a low subscribed peak demand in the initial period relative to 
the required capital investment to acquire and immediately improve the reliability of the existing 
assets of the DCS.  
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Figure 5: Indicative levelized fixed rate  

 

The purpose of the variable charge will be to fairly recover from each building customer the cost of 
electricity required to serve thermal cooling energy load, which would be allocated to each building 
customer on a flow-through basis based on each building’s metered cooling energy consumption. 
Figure 6 illustrates an indicative $/MWh rate based on forecast build out of annual cooling energy 
load and current BC Hydro LGS rates escalated at inflation over contract duration.  

Figure 6: Indicative variable rate 

 

3.3.6 Benchmark Rates  

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP can offer no comparable benchmark rates to other cooling TES 
that would put the indicative rates into context due to the unique characteristics of the Mount 
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rates to other utility systems may not be relevant in any case given that the Mount Pleasant DCS is 
being sized at this time to serve just the identified load of the Main Alley Development, without 
significant additional capacity for other customers to subscribe to.   

A more helpful assessment to put the indicative rates of the Mount Pleasant DCS into context is a 
comparison of the overall indicative rates of the centralized cooling delivered by the Mount 
Pleasant DCS to the estimated costs to each building in the Main Alley Development under a 
distributed cooling approach. While a distributed approach is not an alternative under 
consideration, as discussed in section 2.3, the following assessment offers a reasonable comparison 
to the higher overall rates that would be expected under a distributed approach, consistent with 
the inputs to the Mount Pleasant DCS cost of service model. The indicative capital costs for each 
building are estimates as developed by the Integral Group. 

Table 7:  Centralized versus Distributed Cooling of the Main Alley Development  

 Centralized Distributed 

  DCS M1 & M3 M2 M4 M5 

Soft Cost & Contingency   25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 

WACC   6.63% 6.63% 6.63% 6.63% 

Depreciation Period   20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 

Maintenance   1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 

Insurance   0.12% 0.12% 0.12% 0.12% 

Capital   3,510,000 3,000,000 2,900,000 1,500,000 

Total Capital   4,387,500 3,750,000 3,625,000 1,875,000 

Capital Charge   402,156 343,723 332,266 171,862 

Maintenance   43,875 37,500 36,250 18,750 

Insurance   5,265 4,500 4,350 2,250 

Operators8   300,000 66,667 66,667 66,667 

Total Fixed Charge   751,296 452,390 439,532 259,528 

       
Subscribed Peak (kW)   1,280 840 1,155 390 

Load (MWh)   890 655 790 240 

$/MWh   $48.53 $48.53 $48.53 $48.53 

Variable Charge   43,189 31,785 38,336 11,646 

       
All-in $/kW $442 $621 $576 $414 $695 

All-in $/MWh $579 $893 $739 $605 $1,130 

 

8 Assumes the current 5 operators ($500,000) running the existing assets at M1 and M3 can operate and 
maintain the systems of all buildings under a distributed approach. 
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 Risk Assessment 

3.4.1 Construction Cost 

The risks associated with construction are low. Creative Energy will phase the capital investment in 
the new equipment for the DCS to align with the connection of new building customers given their 
specific construction timelines and expected occupancy. If construction of a particular phase of the 
Main Alley Development is expected to be delayed or cancelled, the timing of the associated 
upgrades and capital deployment can be delayed if and as required. 

3.4.2 Operations 

The operations and reliability risk of the DCS is low. Creative Energy Vancouver has extensive 
experience managing thermal energy systems. Creative Energy Vancouver’s experience in 
operating thermal energy systems of this nature, along with the reliable technology being 
implemented will result in minimal to no risk in operating and maintaining the DCS outside of 
normal practice.  

New, modern equipment is being phased in to bring the DCS up to current standards. The older 
equipment that will be utilized in the early stages of project development has been tested and is in 
good condition. The older equipment will also be operated with a level of redundancy to ensure 
reliable delivery of energy to the customers.  

3.4.3 Load 

There is very little load risk associated with the DCS. 

The entirety of DCS load is currently comprised of one entity, the Owner. The phased aspect of this 
project allows Creative Energy to service the customer with the existing DCS equipment being 
purchased and to deploy the new equipment to align with the planned load growth at the time the 
future buildings are permitted to be built.  

3.4.4 Public Acceptance 

The risk of public concern with the DCS is low. The DCS is located in a commercial/light industrial 
neighbourhood where this type of equipment and plant will largely go unnoticed. The existing 
works are in place and are contained in the buildings with future underground road crossing 
construction being the only impact to the surrounding neighbourhood.  

3.4.5 Cost Recovery and Financial Risk 

The risk of under-recovered costs and/or stranded assets is low.   

A Construction and Purchase Agreement is in place for the existing DCS system that has been in 
operation for over 30 years and allows for connection of the new buildings within the Development 

3.4 
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as they are completed. Customer rates will be set to allow for full cost recovery over 25-year terms 
for each of the Customer Service Agreements. 

The DCS is not planned to connect to any other developments outside the bounds of the Main Alley 
Development. The DCS will only connect to customers outside the bounds of the Development if 
the extension has a positive or neutral impact to the existing customers of the Development and 
the Owner consents.  

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP’s purchase and operation of the DCS will not impact rates or 
service for any Creative Energy Vancouver customers.  Existing Creative Energy Vancouver 
customers will not bear any risk as a result of the acquisition, and potential cross-subsidization risk 
will be fully mitigated. 

 Other Considerations 

3.5.1 Effects of the DCS on the physical, biological and social environment 

The cooling system that currently serves two of the existing buildings within the Main Alley 
Development has been in operation for roughly 35 years with no adverse affects. The planned 
modernization and expansion of the system will consist of similar equipment and operating 
procedures and likewise is not expected to have any adverse effects on the physical, biological and 
social environment.  

In addition, by centralizing cooling equipment the Mt Pleasant DCS will remove the need for cooling 
towers in each of the buildings, which will lessen any perceived affects related to noise and water 
vapour emissions in comparison, however unlikely. 

The Owner is managing construction of the development overall to limit disruptions to surrounding 
residential and commercial properties, including implementing traffic management plans as 
required to minimize traffic delays.  

3.5.2 Applicable BC Energy Objectives and Policy Considerations  

A limited set of government energy objectives as set out in the Clean Energy Act are directly 
applicable to construction of the Mount Pleasant DCS, as follows: 

(d) to use and foster the development in British Columbia of innovative technologies that 
support energy conservation and efficiency and the use of clean or renewable resources; 

(i) to encourage communities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and use energy 
efficiently; and 

(o) to achieve British Columbia's energy objectives without the use of nuclear power. 

 

3.5 
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The Mount Pleasant DCS is consistent with and will advance these objectives as follows: 

• The centralized generation of thermal cooling energy delivered though the Mount Pleasant 
DCS will support the efficient use of electricity;  
 

• Renewable, clean electricity delivered by BC Hydro provides the energy source for the 
Mount Pleasant DCS and the centralized system is more energy efficient from a generation 
perspective as compared to a distributed system put in place for each building; and 
 

• The Mount Pleasant DCS will not utilize nuclear power. 

3.5.3 Permitting to operate the DCS 

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP will engage Technical Safety BC in the normal course to receive 
an operating permit prior to operating the central plant. There are no other federal, provincial, or 
municipal approvals, permits, licenses, or authorizations, including material conditions required to 
operate the central plant. 

3.5.4 Consultation 

Creative Energy Vancouver staff hosted a public open house in Mount Pleasant to share details of 
the proposed DCS, to engage and solicit feedback and provide an opportunity to ask questions of 
Creative Energy Vancouver staff. The open house also allowed attendees to meet members of the 
project team and to learn more about Creative Energy’s role as an energy utility provider and its 
vision for the future. Please refer the public consultation summary report at Appendix D. 

Over 1,400 notifications were distributed via Canada Post targeting individuals living within 100 
meters of the Main Alley Development and of the DCS internal to the development. A map of the 
notification route is included in Appendix D. 

Four local community members were walk-up attendees to the open house in response to signage 
at the open house on the day. Attendees reviewed the display material and were able to ask 
questions and provide comments to the project team. Each attendee was invited to fill out a 
comment form. Four attendees provided comment forms, all of which were supportive of the 
Application. 

Development of the DCS does not impose a duty to consult First Nations. All DCS infrastructure is 
installed on titled land, with the exception of two small crossings of City of Vancouver streets. 
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 Regulatory Framework and Process 

 Framework 

Under the Construction and Purchase Agreement Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP has agreed to 
purchase, operate and expand a TES for cooling to serve the Main Alley Development, subject in 
part to obtaining from the Commission the applicable regulatory approvals to provide such thermal 
energy cooling services as a public utility.  

The existing cooling plant in M3 and the related service also to M1 are not presently in operation as 
a public utility. While the cooling system serves two buildings across an alley and a property line, 
both of those buildings and the cooling system contained within them have been owned and 
operated by a single entity in control of both buildings for approximately 35 years, and it therefore 
was not operating as a public utility. The Owner owns buildings M1 and M3 and it owns and 
operates the existing cooling system that serves those two buildings.  

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP’s completion of the acquisition is necessarily dependent upon 
approval of a CPCN to modernize and extend the Mount Pleasant DCS to all other planned buildings 
in the Main Alley Development. The agreement to purchase the existing cooling assets will not be 
completed absent Commission approval also to modernize and extend the system to serve the 
entire Development.     

The Mount Pleasant DCS will serve load at multiple sites across a public street, and for that reason 
we assume that the Commission will deem it a Stream B TES by default in reference to the guiding 
characteristics set out in its Thermal Energy Systems Regulatory Framework Guidelines (TES 
Guidelines). This Application has therefore been prepared in accordance with the TES Guidelines 
for a Stream B TES and with regard also to the Commission’s CPCN Guidelines to the extent 
applicable.    

 Review of the TES Guidelines and Foundational Principles 

By Order G-341-19 the Commission has established a public hearing to review the TES Guidelines, 
and submissions in that proceeding, including in respect of defining the scale of regulation 
applicable to TES utilities, will be sought from registered participants, including Creative Energy 
Vancouver, beginning with a workshop(s) scheduled at the beginning of April 2020.    

We acknowledge that the Commission’s review of the TES Guidelines is just commencing and the 
Commission Panel that will be established in the matter of this Application will necessarily be 
guided by the existing TES Guidelines.     

In full view of that context, we make the following observations on the unique circumstances of 
this Application for the Commission to consider when determining an appropriate process for 
review: 

4 

4.1 

4.2 
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• The Owner is in control of the entire Development and it has evaluated and seeks to put 
into place a centralized cooling TES as one component of a broader commercial venture;  
 

• The Owner through its registered entities in trust of each building in the Development is 
effectively the sole customer of the Mount Pleasant DCS;  
 

• The Owner is not considering other alternatives to the Mount Pleasant DCS for the 
provision of cooling services;  
 

• The Owner does not want to own and operate the Mount Pleasant DCS, and prefers that 
Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP does so in accordance with the terms agreed to in the 
Construction and Purchase Agreement and CSA’s; and  
 

• A residential building (Building M5) is planned and expected to begin taking service in 2029, 
but residential end-users will not materialize until that building is designed and developed 
further sometime in the future interim period. It is unknown at this time if the residential 
building will be developed as strata units for purchase or rental units for lease. Either way, 
future residential end-users of the cooling supplied by the Mount Pleasant DCS will rent or 
purchase units on a fully informed basis. 

Thus, while Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP accepts that a Stream B TES designation may apply 
by default under the existing TES Guidelines, the Commission can reasonably apply an efficient 
review process to review the Application without a public hearing process in light of the 
circumstances above and with due regard to the foundational principles and guidelines for 
regulatory efficiency as set out in the Alternative Energy Services (AES) Inquiry Report. We also 
note that pursuant to section 46(2) of the Act, the Commission has discretion whether or not to 
hold any hearing on an application for a CPCN where such an application is required.  

The Key Principles of the AES Inquiry Report are the foundation of the TES Regulatory Framework:  

• Where regulation is required use the least amount of regulation needed to protect the 
ratepayer; and 

• The benefits of regulation should outweigh the costs.  

Guidelines in the AES Inquiry Report set forth that the form of regulation should:  

• provide adequate customer protection in a cost-effective manner;  
• consider administrative efficiency;  
• consider the level of expenditure, the number of customers, the sophistication of the 

parties involved and the track record of the utility in undertaking similar projects; and  
• require the provision of sufficient information to allow the Commission to assess the new 

business activity, and any rates to be set, against BC’s Energy Objectives and the 
requirements of the Utilities Commission Act and the Clean Energy Act. 
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Thus, without any prejudgement of the possible outcome of the Commission’s review of the TES 
Guidelines (in another proceeding, by another Commission Panel), the Panel reviewing this 
Application can consider section 46(2) of the Act and be guided by the principles to use the least 
amount of regulation needed to protect ratepayers while ensuring also that the benefits of 
regulation outweigh its costs.  

 Proposed Regulatory Process 

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP submits that no public hearing is required and an efficient 
regulatory process is available for Commission staff to engage directly with Creative Energy staff to 
support better understanding of the Application where required. 

Creative Energy emphasizes also that any issues regarding cost of service and rate setting, including 
ensuring that residual general and administrative allocations of Creative Energy Vancouver costs 
among all applicable Creative Energy projects are fair and appropriate, will be fully and properly 
examined through revenue requirements applications (RRAs), such as is currently before the 
Commission in the proceeding to review Creative Energy Vancouver’s Core Steam and NEFC 
2019/2020 RRA.  That proceeding for example has appropriate representation from customer 
intervenor groups to ensure that potential cross-subsidization is mitigated across all Creative 
Energy projects.  

4.3 
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Appendix A 

Draft Order 



Order Number 
 

IN THE MATTER OF 
the Utilities Commission Act, RSBC 1996, Chapter 473 

and 

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant Limited Partnership 
Application for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity to Acquire, Operate and Expand a 

Thermal Energy System for Cooling in the Main Alley Development 

ORDER 

WHEREAS: 

A. On March 2, 2015, the British Columbia Utilities Commission (Commission) issued Order
G-27-15 approving revisions to the Thermal Energy Systems (TES) Regulatory Framework
Guidelines (TES Guidelines);

B. On March 11, 2020, consistent with the requirements of the TES Guidelines for a Stream B
TES, Creative Energy Mount Pleasant Limited Partnership (LP) applied to the Commission
for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity to acquire, operate and expand a TES
(the Mount Pleasant DCS) for cooling at the Main Alley Development (the CPCN
Application) all as described in the CPCN Application;

C. Specifically, Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP requests Commission approval of the
following:

a. A CPCN, pursuant to sections 45 and 46 of the Utilities Commission Act (Act), to
acquire existing cooling assets at a cost of $419,222 and to operate and expand the
Mount Pleasant DCS to provide cooling to the Main Alley Development in the
Mount Pleasant neighbourhood of Vancouver at a total estimated capital cost of
$9,134,241;

b. The Customer Service Agreement (Non-M3 Lands) provided in Schedule C-1 of the
Construction and Purchase Agreement at Appendix B to the CPCN Application,
pursuant to sections 58 to 60 of the Act; and

c. The Customer Service Agreement (M3 Lands) provided in Schedule C-2 of the
Construction and Purchase Agreement at Appendix B to the CPCN Application,
pursuant to sections 58 to 60 of the Act.
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D. The Commission has reviewed the CPCN Application and is satisfied that the CPCN and
Customer Service Agreements should be approved.

NOW THEREFORE the British Columbia Utilities Commission orders as follows: 

1. Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP's CPCN Application is approved.

2. Pursuant to sections 45 and 46 of the Act, a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity
is granted to Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP to acquire the existing Mount Pleasant
DCS cooling assets at a cost of $419,222 and to operate and expand the Mount Pleasant
DCS to provide cooling to the Main Alley Development in the Mount Pleasant
neighbourhood of Vancouver at a total estimated capital cost of $9,134,241, as described
in the CPCN Application.

3. Pursuant to sections 58 to 60 of the Act, the Customer Service Agreements for the Non-M3
Lands and M3 Lands of the Main Alley Development are approved as filed with the CPCN
Application.

DATED at the City of Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia, this  ___ day of ___ 2020. 



Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP 

Application for a CPCN to Acquire, Operate and Expand a  

Thermal Energy System for Cooling in the Main Alley Development 

Appendix B 

Construction and Purchase Agreement



CONSTRUCTION AND PURCHASE AGREEMENT 

THIS AGREEMENT is dated for reference March 5, 2020 (the "Effective Date"). 

AMONG: 

AND: 

WHEREAS: 

s™ & MAIN PARTNERSHIP (REG NO. FM0666843), having 
an address at 666 Burrard Street, Floor 25, Vancouver, BC V6C 
2X8 

AND 

111 EAST s™ PROPERTY INC., having an address at 6th Floor 
-1067 West Cordova Street, Vancouver, BC V6C 1C7 

110 EAST 5TH PROPERTY INC., having an address at 6th Floor 
-1067 West Cordova Street, Vancouver, BC V6C 1C7 

130 EAST 4TH PROPERTY INC., having an address at 6th Floor 
-1067 West Cordova Street, Vancouver, BC V6C 1C7 

2015 MAIN PROPERTY INC., having an address at 6th Floor -
1067 West Cordova Street, Vancouver, BC V6C 1C7 

( collectively, the "Owner") 

CREATIVE ENERGY MOUNT PLEASANT LIMITED 
PARTNERSHIP, by its general partner, CREATIVE ENERGY 
MOUNT PLEASANT G.P. INC., having an address at Suite 1 -
720 Beatty Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 2Ml 

("Creative Energy") 

A. The Owner collectively is the legal and beneficial owner of the Development Lands (as 
hereinafter defined), as set out in SCHEDULE A; 

B. The Owner is constructing or is intending to construct the Development (as hereinafter 
defined), which will employ the Energy System to provide the Development with its 
energy needs for space cooling; 

C. Creative Energy is or will be a public utility as defined in the Utilities Commission Act 
(British Columbia); and 
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D. The Parties wish to enter into this Agreement to record the terms and conditions on which 
the Energy System will be constructed and will connect to the Buildings constructed on 
the Development Lands and for the provision of Energy Services to the Development 
Lands. 

NOW THEREFORE THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSES THAT, in consideration of the 
premises and the covenants, agreements, representations, warranties and payments set out herein, 
and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged by each Party, the Parties covenant and agree as follows: 

ARTICLE 1-INTERPRETATION 

1.1 DEFINITIONS 

In this Agreement, the following words and phrases have the meanings set out below and all 
other terms defined within the text of this Agreement will have the meanings so ascribed: 

(a) "Affiliate" means, with respect to any Person (i) any entity over which such 
Person exercises, directly or indirectly, Control, (ii) any entity that is under the 
common Control of the same entity as such Person, or (iii) any entity which 
exercises control over such Person by virtue of ownership, financial participation 
or the rules which govern it. 

(b) "Agreement" means this agreement, including the preamble hereto and any 
schedules attached hereto and the terms "this Agreement", "hereof', "herein", 
"hereunder" and "hereinafter" and similar expressions refer to the Agreement and 
not to any particular section or other portion thereof and includes any agreement 
supplementary or ancillary thereto; 

(c) "BCUC" means the British Columbia Utilities Commission and includes any 
replacement authority, commission or board having similar jurisdictional 
authority; 

(d) "BCUC Approvals" has the meaning ascribed to that term in subsection 3.5(d); 

( e) "Buildings" means the buildings, structures and improvements on the 
Development Lands, and Building means any one or more of the Buildings that 
may be situate on any discrete parcel comprising the Development Lands from 
time to time; 

(f) "Building System" means the complete air conditioning and ventilating system 
and storage equipment to be installed and used for distributing and storing 
Thermal Energy in a Building, including any Sub-Meters, connected to but 
downstream of and excluding the Energy Transfer Station and the Demarcation 
Points located within that Building; 

(g) "Building System Application" means an application in respect of each Building 
in the form attached hereto as SCHEDULE F, setting out: 
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(i) the specifications for each Building System, including all design and 
engineering components and the Owner's proposed energy loads, 
temperatures and any connection requirements, and attaching copies of 
specifications, drawings and other information relating to the design and 
location of the Building Systems; 

(ii) in respect of the Building System Application for the M3 Building, the 
plans and schematics for the base building construction of the Energy 
Centre, including plans setting out the roughed-in plumbing and electrical 
services and the ventilation shaft to serve as an exhaust conduit for any 
component of the Energy System to be constructed within the Energy 
Centre; and 

(iii) such other information as Creative Energy may reasonably require to 
confirm that the Building Systems conform to the Design Guide and are 
compatible with the Energy System; 

(h) "Building System Commissioning" means, in relation to a Building System, the 
process by which the Building System is tested by the Owner (including 
operational and performance testing) to verify and confirm that it performs in 
accordance with the final Building System Application approved pursuant to 
subsection 3.2(e); 

(i) "Business Day" means any day that is not a Saturday, Sunday, a statutory holiday 
in British Columbia, and includes Easter Monday, Remembrance Day and Boxing 
Day; 

G) "Closing Date" has the meaning ascribed to that term in section 4.3; 

(k) "Completion Notice" has the meaning ascribed to that term in subsection 3.9(a); 

(1) "Contaminants" means, collectively, any contaminant, toxic substance, 
dangerous goods or pollutant or any other substance which when Released to the 
natural environment is likely to cause, at some immediate or future time, material 
harm or degradation to the natural environment or material risk to human health, 
and includes any radioactive materials, asbestos materials, urea formaldehyde, 
underground or aboveground tanks, pollutants, contaminants, deleterious 
substances, dangerous substances or goods, hazardous, corrosive or toxic 
substances, hazardous waste or waste of any kind, pesticides, defoliants, or any 
other solid, liquid, gas, vapour, odour, or any other substance, the storage, 
manufacture, disposal, handling, treatment, generation, use, transport, remediation 
or Release of which into the Environment is now or hereafter prohibited, 
controlled or regulated under Environmental Laws; 

(m) "Contribution Agreement" means the agreement between Creative Energy and 
the Owner under which Creative Energy agrees to make financial contributions to 
the Owner in recognition of the benefits associated with Creative Energy's use of 
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portions of the Buildings and Development Lands for the purpose of, inter alia, 
the Energy Centre; 

(n) "Control" means more than 50% of the interest having ordinary voting power for 
the election of directors of such Person or to direct or cause the direction of the 
management and policies of such Person, whether through the ownership of 
voting securities, partnership interests, by contract or otherwise; 

( o) "Cooling Plant" means the existing plant consisting of water pipes, water pumps 
and all ancillary equipment, components, controls, appliances and fittings, energy 
meters, chillers and cooling towers located in the M3 Building, used for the 
generation, distribution and exchange of thermal energy, currently as shown on 
the drawings and lists of equipment attached as SCHEDULE H, and all alterations 
and expansions thereto and replacements thereof from time to time by Creative 
Energy from and after the Closing Date; 

(p) "Cooling Plant Design" means the design for the Cooling Plant, as set out in 
SCHEDULED; 

(q) "Cooling Plant Specifications" means the requirements and specifications for the 
Cooling Plant as identified in SCHEDULE D, as amended by the Parties in 
accordance with section 1.3; 

(a) "Costs" means all actual, non-refundable, non-terminable or non-transferable 
costs incurred by Creative Energy in connection with the termination of this 
Agreement, the other Definitive Agreements, the BCUC Approvals and any 
agreements or arrangements related to the performance of this Agreement or the 
other Definitive Agreements, including (without expanding the scope of the 
foregoing) amounts payable to contractors or employees due to termination of 
construction, service, supply or employment agreements entered into by Creative 
Energy in connection with such performance, amounts payable to consultants, 
contractors, legal, accounting and financial advisors, and a reasonable and 
proportionate allocation of internal staff salaries, expenses and overhead; 

(b) "Creative Energy Engineer" means the professional engineer or engineers 
retained by or on behalf of Creative Energy, who designed the Energy System, 
other than the Cooling Plant, for and on behalf of Creative Energy; 

(c) "Customer Service Agreements" means the terms and conditions under which 
Creative Energy will provide Energy Services to Building, in the form attached 
hereto as SCHEDULE C-1 ( as to all Development Lands other than the M3 
Lands) and SCHEDULE C-2 (as to the M3 Lands) or, subject to section 5.2(b), in 
the form approved by the BCUC from time to time; 

(d) "Deficiencies" has the meaning ascribed to that term in section 4.5; 

( e) "Definitive Agreements" means this Agreement, the Contribution Agreement, 
the Customer Service Agreements and the Statutory Rights of Way; 
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(f) "Demarcation Points" means: 

(i) in respect of Buildings other than the M3 Building, the Energy Transfer 
Stations; 

(ii) in respect of the M3 Building, the mid-point of the walls of the Energy 
Centre; 

(g) "Design Guide" means the Design Guide for Compatibility with District Energy, 
as administered and issued by Creative Energy, and as amended from time to 
time, a current version of which is attached to this Agreement as SCHEDULE E; 

(h) "Development" means the mixed use industrial, office and retail development 
being constructed on the Development Lands by the Owner and known as "Main 
Alley"; 

(i) "Development Lands" means, collectively, the lands as set out m 
SCHEDULE A; 

(j) "Dispute" has the meaning ascribed to that term in section 12.1; 

(k) "Distribution System" means, collectively, the system of pipes, fittings and 
ancillary components and equipment supplying Energy Services to, inter alia, the 
Demarcation Points; 

(1) "Effective Date" means the date set out on page 1 of this Agreement; 

(m) "Energy Centre" means a secured access below-grade room located within the 
M3 Building within which will be located a portion of the Energy System, as 
more particularly described in the plans attached hereto as SCHEDULE I; 

(n) "]_l:nergy Centre Ancillary Spaces" means a portion of the rooftop of the M3 
Building, a portion of each Building for an Energy Transfer Station, and corridors 
for piping, air intake, exhaust shafts and termination grilles; 

( o) "Energy Services" means the supply of thermal energy for space cooling 
purposes to be provided through the Energy System to the Demarcation Points; 

(p) "Energy Services Commencement" has the meaning ascribed to that term in 
section 5.1; 

( q) "Energy Services Infrastructure" means the On-Site TES, the Energy Transfer 
Stations and those portions of the Distribution System located on the 
Development Lands, including any alterations, replacements or expansions to the 
Cooling Plant undertaken by Creative Energy after the Closing Date; 
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(r) "Energy Services Infrastructure Work" means the design, engineering, 
installation and verification by Creative Energy of Energy Services Infrastructure 
on the Development Lands; 

(s) "Energy System" means the thermal energy system situate on the Development 
Lands consisting of the Cooling Plant, the On-Site TES, the Local District Energy 
Utility, the Distribution System ( or any combination of the foregoing), the Energy 
Transfer Stations and related components, equipment and controls used for 
generating and distributing the Energy Services to the Demarcation Points, and all 
additions thereto and replacements thereof, but specifically excluding all Building 
Systems; 

(t) "Energy Transfer Station" means, in respect of each Building, one or more 
separate exchangers for space cooling, energy metering equipment including 
temperature sensors and flow meters, control panel and all pipes, fittings and 
other associated equipment which control the transfer, and measure Energy 
Services from the Distribution System to the Building System for such Building; 

(u) "Environment" includes the air (including all layers of the atmosphere), land 
(including soil, sediment deposited on land, fill, lands submerged under water, 
buildings, and improvements), water (including oceans, lakes, rivers, streams, 
groundwater, and surface water), and all other external conditions and influences 
under which humans, animals, and plants live or are developed and 
"Environmental" has a corresponding meaning; 

(v) "Environmental Attributes" means: 

(i) all attributes associated with, or that may be derived from the Energy 
System installed having decreased environmental impacts relative to the 
use of conventional heating and cooling and hot water heating systems 
including any existing or future credit, allowance, certificate, right, benefit 
or advantage or proprietary or contractual right whether or not tradable; 

(ii) any existing or future instrument, including, without limitation, any 
environmental emission allowances and environmental emission reduction 
credits, reduction right, allowance, certificate or other unit of any kind 
whatsoever, whether or not tradable and any other proprietary or 
contractual right, whether or not tradable, and any resulting from, or 
otherwise related to the actual assumed reduction, displacement or offset 
of emissions associated with, or that may be derived from the Energy 
System; and 

(iii) all revenues, entitlement, benefits and other proceeds ansmg from or 
related to any of the foregoing; 

(w) "Environmental Laws" means any and all statutes, laws, regulations, orders, 
bylaws, standards, guidelines, protocols, permits, and other lawful requirements 
of any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over the Development Lands 
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now or hereafter in force with respect in any way to the Environment, 
environmental assessment, health, occupational health and safety, protection of 
any form of plant or animal life, or transportation of dangerous goods, including 
the principles of common law and equity; 

(x) "Force Majeure" has the meaning ascribed to that term in section 11.2; 

(y) "Functional" means in respect of each of the Building Systems and the Energy 
System, or any component thereof, such systems are compatible with each other, 
each system and component thereof is substantially complete in compliance with 
the Cooling Plant Design, Cooling Plant Specifications and the design and 
specifications for the Building Systems, as applicable, performance tests and 
system commissioning have been successfully completed and the Energy System 
is ready for use or is being used for the purpose intended in relation to a particular 
Building System; 

(z) "Fundamental Terms" means sections 21 to 23, inclusive, of the Customer 
Service Agreement attached hereto as SCHEDULE C-2, plus all defined terms 
associated with such sections; 

(aa) "Governmental Authority" means any federal, provincial, regional, municipal, 
local or other government, governmental or public department, court, tribunal, 
arbitral body, commission, board, bureau or agency and any subdivision, agent, 
commission, board or authority thereof; 

(bb) "Key Milestone Dates" means the list of key milestone dates for the construction 
of the Development and the connection of the Energy System to the Buildings, as 
applicable, as more particularly shown in the list attached hereto as 
SCHEDULEF; 

(cc) "Laws" means laws, statutes, regulations, bylaws, Permits and orders or legal 
requirement of or issued by or under the direction or authority of any 
Governmental Authority having jurisdiction, including Environmental Laws; 

(dd) "Local District Energy Utility" means the district energy utility that is intended 
to be constructed and operated by Creative Energy in the Mount Pleasant 
neighbourhood of Vancouver, British Columbia, that will generate, distribute, 
meter, and transfer thermal energy from one or more sources to and from 
connected buildings through a network of pipes and associated permanent or 
temporary equipment and infrastructure to provide Energy Services to the 
Buildings and other buildings within its service area; 

( ee) "L TO" means the applicable Land Title Office; 

(ft) "M3 Building" means the existing building located on the M3 Lands; 

(gg) "M3 Lands" means the lands located at 111 East 5th Avenue, Vancouver, BC and 
legally described at SCHEDULE A; 
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(hh) "Meter" means an energy consumption meter owned and operated by Creative 
Energy and comprising part of the Energy System, excluding any Downstream 
Meters and any energy consumption meter comprising part of a Building System 
and owned by the Owner or any Person other than Creative Energy; 

(ii) "On-site TES" means the energy system which may be constructed by Creative 
Energy entirely on the Development Lands, and primarily located within the 
Energy Centre, by which Creative Energy generates and delivers Energy Services 
to the Buildings and includes any on-site chillers and cooling towers, the on-site 
Distribution System and the Energy Transfer Stations; 

(ij) "Owner's Engineer" means the professional engineer or engineers retained by or 
on behalf of the Owner, who designed the Building Systems for and on behalf of 
the Owner; 

(kk) "Party" means either the Owner or Creative Energy and "Parties" means both of 
them; 

(11) "Permits" means all permits, licences, certificates, approvals, authorizations, 
consents and the like issued by any Governmental Authority; 

(mm) "Person" means an individual or his or her legal personal representative, an 
unincorporated organization or association, or a corporation, partnership, limited 
partnership, trust, trustee, strata corporation, syndicate, joint venture, limited 
liability company, union, Governmental Authority or other entity or organization; 

(nn) "Purchase Price" means the price to be paid by Creative Energy to the Owner as 
described in section 4.1; 

( oo) "Purchased Assets" has the meaning ascribed to that term in section 4.2; 

(pp) "Purchased Assets Report" means the report outlining the requirements for the 
condition of the Purchased Assets attached hereto as SCHEDULE J; 

( qq) "Release" includes any release, spill, leak, pumping, pouring, em1ss1on, 
emptying, discharge, injection, escape, leaching, migration, disposal, or dumping; 

(rr) "Sales Taxes" has the meaning ascribed to that term in subsection 4.l(b); 

(ss) "Satisfactory Financing Commitment" means: 

(i) a commitment of funds from a lender that is not conditional on the Owner 
entering into a certain number of purchase agreements with purchasers or 
leases with tenants; 

(ii) a conditional financing commitment, the conditions of which have been 
satisfied; 
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(iii) the availability of the Owner's own funds; or 

(iv) a combination of (i), (ii) or (iii), 

that is sufficient to finance the construction and completion of the applicable 
Building, including the installation of all utilities and other services associated 
with such Building; 

(tt) "Statutory Rights of Way" means any agreements or instruments in a form 
registrable in the L TO, including a right of way and covenant, which grants 
Creative Energy and its agents, contractors and employees the right of access on, 
over and under the applicable portions of the Development Lands and within and 
through the applicable portions of the Buildings for the purposes of constructing, 
operating, maintaining, repairing, replacing, upgrading and (if permitted by the 
Owner) expanding the Energy System and, if necessary, connecting the Building 
Systems to the Local District Energy Utility, on terms substantially similar to 
those set out in the two forms attached as SCHEDULE B-1 ( as to all 
Development Lands other than the M3 Lands) and SCHEDULE B-2 (as to the M3 
Lands) but as reasonably modified by Creative Energy, to reflect the 
Development as constructed and the location of the Energy System; 

(uu) "Sub-Meters" means an energy consumption meter owned and operated by the 
Owner to be used to measure individual consumption of the tenants of each 
Building; 

(w) "Target Date" has the meaning ascribed to that term in subsection 3.9(a); 

(ww) "Thermal Energy" means all thermal energy for space cooling purposes; 

(xx) "Transferred Employees" means those non-union employees of the Owner 
employed with respect to the maintenance and servicing of the Purchased Assets 
who accept in writing Creative Energy's offer of employment provided for in 
section 4.3 and continue their employment with Creative Energy after the Closing 
Date; 

(yy) "Warranty Period" means the period commencing on the Closing Date and 
continuing until the occurrence of the event described in Milestone 11 as set out 
in the Key Milestone Dates, unless and to the extent otherwise provided or 
extended in accordance with the terms of this Agreement; and 

(zz) "Zoning and Building Regulations" means the Zoning and Development Bylaw 
and the Building Bylaw of the City of Vancouver, as amended and replaced from 
time to time. 

1.2 SCHEDULES 

The following Schedules, as may be amended from time to time, are incorporated by reference 
into this Agreement: 
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SCHEDULE A 
SCHEDULE B-1 
SCHEDULE B-2 
SCHEDULE C-1 
SCHEDULE C-2 
SCHEDULED 
SCHEDULEE 
SCHEDULEF 
SCHEDULEG 
SCHEDULER 
SCHEDULE I 
SCHEDULEJ 
SCHEDULEK 

Ownership of the Development 
Form of Statutory Right of Way Agreement (non M3 Lands) 
Form of Statutory Right of Way Agreement (M3 Lands) 
Customer Service Agreement (non M3 Lands) 
Customer Service Agreement (M3 Lands) 
Cooling Plant Plans and Specifications 
Design Guide 
Key Milestone Dates 
Building System Application 
Description of Purchased Assets 
Plan of Energy Centre 
Purchased Assets Report 
Purchase Price Calculation 

1.3 AMENDMENTS TO DESIGN AND SPECIFICATIONS 

The Parties acknowledge that, during the design and construction phases of the Energy System, 
there may be additions and alterations to the design, scope and specifications for the Energy 
System, all of which such changes shall be in the sole and absolute discretion of Creative 
Energy, provided that the final design of the Energy System shall meet the cooling loads and 
demands of the Development as set out in the Cooling Plant Specifications as at the Effective 
Date. If these additions or alterations result in changes to SCHEDULE D, the Parties mutually 
agree to amend such Schedule by way of a written amendment to this Agreement as soon as is 
practical. 

1.4 INTERPRETATION 

Except where the context requires otherwise or except as otherwise expressly provided, in this 
Agreement: 

(a) all references to a designated Article or section are to the designated Article or 
section of this Agreement unless otherwise specifically stated; 

(b) the singular of any term includes the plural, and vice versa, and the use of any 
term is equally applicable to any gender and, where applicable, body corporate; 

(c) any reference to a corporate entity includes and is also a reference to any 
corporate entity that is a successor by merger, amalgamation, consolidation or 
otherwise to such entity; 

(d) the preamble hereto will form a part hereof; 

(e) all sums of money which are referred to in this Agreement are unless expressly 
stated otherwise expressed in lawful money of Canada; 

( f) all words, phrases and expressions used in this Agreement that have a common 
usage in the utilities industry and that are not defined herein have the meanings 
commonly ascribed thereto in the utilities industry; and 
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(g) the headings of the Articles and sections set out in this Agreement are for 
convemence only and will not be considered in any interpretation of this 
Agreement. 

ARTICLE 2 - CONDITIONS PRECEDENT 

2.1 The obligation of Creative Energy to carry out the transactions contemplated by this 
Agreement is conditional upon each of the following conditions being fulfilled within 30 
days of the Effective Date, or such later dates as agreed between the Parties, which 
conditions are for the sole benefit of Creative Energy and may be waived by Creative 
Energy in whole or in part: 

(a) the board of directors of Creative Energy approving the terms and conditions of 
this Agreement; 

(b) Creative Energy being satisfied, in its sole discretion, with its review of the 
Cooling Plant Design, Cooling Plant Specifications, the existing condition of the 
Cooling Plant and all components thereof and all documents, records and 
contracts relating to the Cooling Plant and the design thereof, including the 
contracts entered into by the Owner with the Owner's Engineer for the design of 
the Cooling Plant; and 

(c) the Owner having executed and delivered to Creative Energy the Statutory Rights 
of Way registered in priority to all financial encumbrances, 

provided that if any of the foregoing conditions are not met to the satisfaction of Creative 
Energy, acting reasonably, by the specified date (unless Creative Energy has agreed in 
writing to waive any conditions), Creative Energy reserves the right to terminate this 
Agreement, in whole or in part, and, except for those obligations and provisions which 
are specifically stated to survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement, its 
obligations hereunder will cease, without penalty or liability. 

2.2 The obligation of Creative Energy to carry out the transactions contemplated by this 
Agreement is conditional upon Creative Energy obtaining, by no later than December 
6, 2020 (the "Approval Date"), the necessary approvals of all Governmental Authorities, 
including BCUC, to allow for the construction and operation of the Energy System in 
accordance with this Agreement, on terms and conditions which are satisfactory to 
Creative Energy acting reasonably having regard to its bona fide business interests. 
Creative Energy may, in its sole discretion, extend the Approval Date by up to 90 days by 
giving prior written notice to the Owner. 

2.3 If the foregoing condition at section 2.2 is not met to the satisfaction of Creative Energy, 
acting reasonably, by the Approval Date (unless Creative Energy has agreed in writing to 
waive such condition), Creative Energy reserves the right to terminate this Agreement as 
a whole, and, except for those obligations and provisions which are specifically stated to 
survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement, its obligations hereunder will 
cease, without penalty or liability. 
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ARTICLE 3 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

3.1 DEVELOPMENT 

The Owner will, at its own cost and expense, undertake, diligently proceed with, and complete 
the design, engineering and construction of the Development, including the Building Systems, in 
accordance with applicable zoning, applicable Laws (including, without limitation, the Zoning 
and Building Regulations), the Design Guide and this Agreement. 

3.2 BUILDING SYSTEMS 

To achieve compatibility between each Building System and the Energy System the Owner will: 

(a) review the Design Guide attached hereto at SCHEDULE E; 

(b) prior to the commencement date for each of the four phases identified in the Key 
Milestone Dates attached hereto as SCHEDULE F, submit to Creative Energy for 
approval a duly completed Building System Application and in any event, no later 
than 60 days prior to commencing the installation of any Building System; 

(c) allow Creative Energy a minimum of 30 days to review the Building System 
Application and comment on the specifications and designs set out therein; 

( d) promptly make such changes to the specifications and design of the Building 
Systems as set out in the Building System Application as are required by Creative 
Energy, acting reasonably, to ensure the Building Systems are compatible with 
the Energy System, and submit a revised Building System Application to Creative 
Energy incorporating such changes; 

(e) not commence the installation of any Building System until such time as a final 
Building System Application has been certified by the Owner's Engineer and 
approved by Creative Energy, which approval shall be evidenced by the execution 
of the Building System Application by a duly authorized representative of 
Creative Energy; 

(f) not amend the final Building System Application approved pursuant to subsection 
3.2(e) above without the prior written consent of Creative Energy, not to be 
unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned, and pay or reimburse (as 
applicable) Creative Energy for any additional costs reasonably incurred by 
Creative Energy in connection with any such approved amendments within 30 
days of Creative Energy delivering an invoice therefor to the Owner; 

(g) the Owner will construct and install each Building System in accordance with the 
Design Guide and the final Building System Application approved pursuant to 
subsection 3.2(e); and 

(h) permit Creative Energy, and its employees, contractors engineers, consultants, or 
advisors, at all reasonable times and upon reasonable notice to enter upon the 
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applicable portions of the Development Lands in order to monitor the 
construction and installation of the Building Systems. 

3.3 ENERGY SERVICES INFRASTRUCTURE 

(a) Prior to the approval of each final Building System Application pursuant to 
section 3.2(e), Creative Energy will provide details to the Owner of the proposed 
number and location of the Energy Transfer Stations to be constructed within the 
applicable Building for the approval of the Owner, acting reasonably. 

(b) Creative Energy will: 

(i) make alterations to and construct the Cooling Plant utilizing, among other 
equipment, the Purchased Assets in accordance with the Cooling Plant 
Design and the Cooling Plant Specifications, as amended in accordance 
with the provisions of this Agreement; 

(ii) at its own cost and expense, perform the Energy Services Infrastructure 
Work in a good and workmanlike manner, consistent with industry 
standards and in compliance with all applicable Laws and this section 3 .3 
in order to enable Creative Energy to deliver the Energy Services in 
accordance with the provisions of the Customer Service Agreements; and 

(iii) to the extent reasonably possible in light of Creative Energy's obligations 
to other developers and customers receiving Energy Services produced by 
the Energy System, in performing the work set out in subsection (i) above: 

(A) work in a timely manner compatible with the Owner's 
construction/installation schedule; 

(B) keep the Owner reasonably informed regarding the progress of the 
Energy Services Infrastructure Work; and 

(C) install the Energy Services Infrastructure in the Energy Centre, the 
Energy Centre Ancillary Spaces, in designated mechanical rooms 
and in utility corridors and other rights of way. 

(c) To the extent the Parties are able to coordinate their construction and installation 
activities on the Development Lands, the Owner will pay all costs relating to 
excavation, bedding material and backfilling of trenches where such items and 
activities are related to both the construction activities of the Owner and 
installation of the Energy Services Infrastructure. 

( d) Notwithstanding any degree of annexation or affixation, or rule of law or equity to 
the contrary, all components of the Energy Services Infrastructure and all 
additions or extensions will be and remain the property of and vest in Creative 
Energy. 
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(e) To assist Creative Energy in defraying the costs of constructing the Energy 
System and to correspondingly lower the rates associated with the Energy 
Services, the Owner may make a capital contribution to Creative Energy in such 
amount and on such terms as are agreed upon among the Parties. 

3.4 ENERGY CENTRE 

(a) Creative Energy shall have the right to occupy the Energy Centre in accordance 
with the provisions of the Statutory Right of Way granted in respect of the M3 
Building for the purposes of the construction, operation and maintenance of any 
component of the Energy System, including the On-site TES, as determined by 
Creative Energy in its sole and absolute discretion. 

(b) Creative Energy will make a financial contribution to the Owner in order to 
recognize its use of the Energy Centre in accordance with the provisions of the 
Contribution Agreement. 

3.5 PERMITS 

(a) The Owner will obtain and maintain all Permits and other documentation 
necessary for the design, engineering, construction, installation, operation and 
maintenance of the Development and the Building Systems, other than the 
approvals to be obtained by Creative Energy pursuant to subsections 3.5(b), 3.5(c) 
and 3.5(d) below, in such form as may from time to time be required by any 
Governmental Authority and will ensure any Permits and other documentation 
related to the Energy System are duly transferred to Creative Energy, where 
permitted, forthwith after the Closing Date. 

(b) Creative Energy will obtain and maintain all Permits and other documentation 
necessary for the design, engineering, construction, installation, operation and 
maintenance of the Energy System, and the purchase of the Purchased Assets. 

(c) Creative Energy will obtain and maintain all Permits and other documentation 
necessary for the operation and maintenance of the Cooling Plant after the 
construction thereof. 

(d) Creative Energy will apply, at its own cost, to BCUC, on its own behalf and on 
behalf of the Owner, for all necessary approvals to allow for the construction, 
acquisition and operation of the Energy System in accordance with this 
Agreement ( collectively, the "BCUC Approvals"). 

(e) The Owner agrees to support Creative Energy in its applications to BCUC for the 
BCUC Approvals. 

(f) Each Party shall, upon request, use commercially reasonable efforts to advise and 
assist the other Party in obtaining any Permits. 
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3.6 RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ENERGY SYSTEM 

(a) Creative Energy shall own the Distribution System, the Energy Transfer Stations 
and the Local District Energy Utility, if any, and shall be responsible for all costs 
associated therewith, including the design, engineering, construction and, if 
permitted by the Owner in accordance with the Customer Service Agreement for 
the M3 Lands, installation of any expansions thereof to provide connectivity to 
adjacent or nearby properties. 

(b) Save and except with respect to the Owner's obligations expressly set out in this 
Agreement, from and after the Closing Date Creative Energy shall own the 
Purchased Assets and shall be responsible for the Purchased Assets and all costs 
associated therewith, including the design, engineering, construction and, if 
permitted by the Owner in accordance with the Customer Service Agreement for 
the M3 Lands, installation of any expansions thereof to provide connectivity to 
adjacent or nearby properties serviced by the Local District Energy Utility. 

(c) Creative Energy shall not expand the Energy System or any portion thereof 
(including without limitation the Local District Energy Utility to the extent it is 
connected to the Energy System) to provide Energy Services to properties other 
than the Development Lands except in strict accordance with the Customer 
Service Agreement for the M3 Lands. 

( d) Despite any assistance, input or support provided by Creative Energy with respect 
to any Building Systems or any portion thereof, Creative Energy shall not, in any 
way, be responsible for the design, construction or installation of the Building 
Systems. 

(e) For greater certainty, the connection of the Energy System to the Local District 
Energy Utility, regardless whether such connection results in the Energy System 
immediately servicing adjacent or nearby properties or having the potential to 
serve adjacent or nearby properties, is and shall be deemed a "Distribution 
Extension" as that term is defined in the Customer Service Agreement for the M3 
Lands for which the Owner's consent is required in accordance with the terms of 
that agreement. 

3.7 SPECIFICATIONS 

The Owner and the Owner's Engineer have designed the Building Systems to meet the Cooling 
Plant Specifications and the specifications set out in the Design Guide and energy requirements 
of the Development based on investigations and due diligence conducted by the Owner as to the 
cooling loads and demands of the Development. Creative Energy shall not have any duty to 
independently verify any information used or supplied by the Owner or any liability or 
responsibility resulting from any such information being incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete, 
despite Creative Energy reviewing and providing comments on the design and specifications for 
the Building Systems. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Owner is solely 
responsible for determining the cooling loads of the Buildings. 
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3.8 USE OF CONTRACTORS 

(a) The Owner may assign primary responsibility for the engineering, design and 
construction of the Building Systems to contractors selected by the Owner. The 
Owner shall be fully responsible for the acts and omission of any contractors or 
subcontractors retained by the Owner and those directly employed by them to the 
same extent as the Owner for its own acts and omissions. 

(b) Subject to the terms of the Statutory Rights of Way, Creative Energy may assign 
primary responsibility for the engineering, design and construction of the Energy 
System to contractors selected by Creative Energy. Creative Energy shall be fully 
responsible for, and shall indemnify and save harmless the Owner and its 
directors, officers, employees, agents, tenants, contractors and all those for whom 
the Owner is responsible at law, the negligent acts and omission of any 
contractors or subcontractors retained by Creative Energy and those directly 
employed by them to the same extent as Creative Energy's responsibility 
hereunder for its own acts and omissions. 

3.9 CERTIFICATION OF FUNCTIONALITY 

(a) The Owner will keep Creative Energy reasonably informed regarding the progress of 
construction and installation of each Building System. Without limiting the generality of 
the foregoing, in respect of each Building to be constructed or renovated in the 
Development, the Owner will provide written notice (each, a "Completion Notice") to 
Creative Energy of the Owner's scheduled date (the "Target Date") by which (a) the 
Owner will have completed the construction and installation of each Building System in 
accordance with this Article 3; (b) the Owner will have each Building System ready for 
connection to the applicable Demarcation Points; and (c) each Building will be ready to 
receive Energy Services from Creative Energy. The Owner shall include in each 
Completion Notice delivered to Creative Energy, written confirmation of a Satisfactory 
Financing Commitment for the Building that is the subject of the applicable Completion 
Notice. 

(b) The Owner will deliver a Completion Notice: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

in respect of the M3 Building and the existing Buildings located at 2015 Main 
Street and 114 E. 4th Avenue, not less than 4 months prior to the respective Target 
Dates for such Buildings; 

with respect to any substantial renovation of the M3 Building, not less than 36 
months prior to the Target Date for the renovated M3 Building; and 

with respect to any newly constructed or substantially renovated Building ( other 
than the M3 Building, not less than 24 months prior to the Target Dates for such 
newly constructed or renovated Building. 

( c) Upon substantial completion of construction and installation of any Building System, the 
Owner will forthwith provide to Creative Energy, for its approval, as-built drawings for 
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such Building System together with such documentation verifying that the applicable 
Building System has been designed, constructed and installed in full compliance with the 
final Building System Application approved pursuant to subsection 3.2(e), has been 
flushed and cleaned and is capable of performing the function for which it was designed. 

( d) The Owner, at its sole cost and expense, will promptly rectify any components of the 
Building Systems which are identified by Creative Energy as being non-compliant with 
the final Building System Application approved pursuant to subsection 3.2(e). 

(e) Forthwith following the approval by Creative Energy of the Building Systems in 
accordance with this section 3.9, the Owner will connect each Building System to the 
applicable Demarcation Points as designated by Creative Energy and in the presence of a 
Creative Energy representative. 

(f) Upon connection of each Building System to the designated Demarcation Points pursuant 
to subsection 3.9(e), the Owner will perform Building System Commissioning. During 
Building System Commissioning, the Owner will take all required steps to remedy any 
defects in the design, engineering, construction or installation of the Building System 
identified by the Owner's Engineer within such period of time as may be reasonably 
required to remedy such defects and will forthwith provide to Creative Energy 
documentation from the Owner's Engineer (in a form that is satisfactory to Creative 
Energy, acting reasonably) verifying that the Building System is Functional. 

(g) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, the Parties acknowledge and 
agree that a Building System will not be connected to the Energy System before the 
Target Date, unless the Parties mutually agree otherwise in writing. 

(h) If the Energy Services Commencement in respect of a Building has not occurred within 
90 days after the earlier of: 

(i) if applicable, the Target Date set out in the Completion Notice in respect of such 
Building; and 

(ii) the scheduled date for service commencement in respect of such Building as set 
out in the Key Milestone Dates, 

or such other date that is mutually agreed by the Parties in writing (the "Deadline"), the 
Owner will commence paying Creative Energy the rates charged by Creative Energy 
pursuant to the applicable Customer Service Agreement with effect as of the Deadline as 
if Creative Energy had commenced providing Energy Services to the Building as of the 
Deadline. The Owner will pay such rates whether or not it has signed a Customer Service 
Agreement in respect of the applicable Building by the Deadline. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, the Owner will not be required to pay such rates if Creative Energy is the 
cause of the delay (in which case Creative Energy will use commercially reasonable 
efforts to commence providing Energy Services as soon as possible). 
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3.10 OCCUPANCY 

Except with respect to the Buildings located on the Development Lands which are occupied on 
the Effective Date, the Owner will not allow for the occupancy of any Building that is newly 
constructed or has been substantially renovated until such time as the Owner has delivered to 
Creative Energy the documentation verifying that the Building Systems are Functional in 
accordance with section 3.9. 

3.11 STATE OF PURCHASED ASSETS AND WARRANTY 

(a) During the period between the Effective Date and the Closing Date, the Owner 
shall maintain the Purchased Assets so that, at the Closing Date, the Purchased 
Assets are in substantially the same condition and state of repair as at the 
Effective Date and as set out in the Purchased Assets Report and are in reasonable 
operating condition and repair having regard to their use and age, and are suitable 
for use as components of the Cooling Plant, reasonable wear and tear excepted. 

(b) Without limiting the Owner's own representations and warranties with respect to 
the Purchased Assets, the Owner will assign to Creative Energy, effective the 
Closing Date, all warranties and guarantees relating to the Purchased Assets from 
its subcontractors and vendors which are capable of being assigned. 

(c) The Owner is fully and exclusively responsible to ensure the Cooling Plant is in 
the condition as set out in the Purchased Assets Report and functions in 
accordance with the Cooling Plant Design and Cooling Plant Specifications as at 
the Closing Date. 

( d) Despite anything to the contrary in this Agreement, but subject to section 10.3 of 
this Agreement, Creative Energy may commence claims in relation to the design 
or performance of the Cooling Plant, at any time, and from time to time, subject to 
any applicable limitation period imposed by Law. 

(e) No transfer of the Owner's interest in the Purchased Assets is intended to limit, 
constrain, reduce, or restrict, in any manner or to any extent whatsoever: 

(i) Creative Energy's right of indemnification under Article 1 O; or 

(ii) any of the Owner's obligations to perform warranty services set out in this 
section 3.11. 

(f) The Owner shall complete, remedy and correct, until they are in accordance with 
and meet the requirements of this Agreement, any and all parts of the Cooling 
Plant that are discovered, from and after the Closing Date and prior to the 
expiration of the Warranty Period, to be incomplete, which fail to perform or are 
not in accordance with the Cooling Plant Design and Cooling Plant Specifications 
or are not otherwise in the condition as set out in the Purchased Assets Report. 
Creative Energy will provide the Owner with written notice of any such defect or 
failure prior to the expiration of the Warranty Period and the Owner will, within 
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10 days, meet with Creative Energy to investigate the defect or failure and 
develop an execution plan for its correction or remediation to the satisfaction of 
Creative Energy. The Owner shall be responsive and make every reasonable 
effort to mitigate any operational lost time or damages experienced by Creative 
Energy or its customers arising as a result of any defects discovered by Creative 
Energy during the Warranty Period. The Owner may in writing from time to time 
during the Warranty Period request Creative Energy to perform specific warranty 
work for and on behalf of the Owner, and the cost and expenses of any such work 
performed by Creative Energy, including for its personnel, contractors, supplies, 
equipment and replacement parts, shall be paid by the Owner promptly upon 
receipt of an invoice with respect to the same. 

(g) Except as to any claim made pursuant to subsection 3 .11 ( d), if any warranty claim 
is made by Creative Energy pursuant to this section and any work with respect to 
the Cooling Plant is re-performed or any part is replaced, the Warranty Period for 
that work or part, as the case may be, shall commence again from the date of re
performance or replacement, unless such work or replacement was of a minor 
nature not exceeding $1,000. The foregoing provision shall not be interpreted to 
extend the warranties for the Cooling Plant as a whole, but only for such work re
performed or part replaced. 

(h) The warranties pursuant to this section will not apply to: 

(i) damage after the Closing Date to the extent such damage is caused by the 
failure of Creative Energy to operate or maintain the Cooling Plant in 
accordance with applicable standard operating procedures and the 
recommendations set forth in any operating manuals supplied by the 
Owner to Creative Energy on the Closing Date; 

(ii) any damage for which insurance proceeds have been received by Creative 
Energy; 

(iii) modifications to the Cooling Plant made by Creative Energy; and 

(iv) items that require regular replacement due to normal wear and tear. 

(i) The Owner will not make any claims against Creative Energy or any of its 
shareholders, directors, officers, employees, agents, successors, and assigns and 
hereby releases and discharges Creative Energy and its shareholders, directors, 
officers, employees, agents, successors, and assigns from and against all damages, 
losses, costs, actions, causes of action, claims, demands, judgements, builders 
liens, liabilities, expenses, indirect or consequential damages (including loss of 
profits and loss of use and damages arising out of delays) which may, at any time, 
arise or accrue to the Owner, in connection with the inability of or failure by 
Creative Energy to deliver Energy Services to any Building, or any degradation or 
reduction in Energy Services delivered by Creative Energy to any Building, as a 
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result of any deficiency in the Cooling Plant in respect of which a claim is made 
by Creative Energy pursuant to this section 3 .11. 

(j) The terms and conditions provided under this section 3 .11 will survive the 
termination of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE 4 - PURCHASE AND SALE OF THE COOLING PLANT 

4.1 PURCHASE PRICE 

(a) The purchase price (the "Purchase Price") payable by Creative Energy to the 
Owner is the fair market value of the Purchased Assets, which is to be determined 
by the Parties as at the Closing Date in accordance with the calculations set out in 
SCHEDULEK. 

(b) The Purchase Price is exclusive of any applicable sales taxes, including Goods 
and Services Tax (GST) and Provincial Sales Tax (PST) (collectively, the "Sales 
Taxes"). To the extent the Purchased Assets constitute real property, Creative 
Energy shall self-assess GST payable as required by subsection 228( 4) of the 
Excise Tax Act (Canada). To the extent the Purchased Assets do not constitute 
real property subject to self-assessment by Creative Energy, Creative Energy shall 
pay to the Owner any applicable Sales Taxes. The Owner shall remit such Sales 
Taxes to the appropriate government authority. The Owner shall disclose all 
Sales Taxes as separate line items on invoices and related documentation and in 
the case where the GST is charged shall also disclose its GST registration number 
on the invoice and such other information as may be required for Creative Energy 
to claim an input tax credit. 

(c) Creative Energy will indemnify and save harmless the Owner from any GST, 
penalty, interest and other amounts which may be payable by or assessed against 
the Owner under the Excise Tax Act as a result of or in connection with the 
Owner's failure to collect, and in respect of all GST that is self-assessed by 
Creative Energy, remit any GST applicable with respect to the transaction 
contemplated hereby. This indemnity will survive the completion of the 
transaction contemplated hereby indefinitely. 

4.2 PURCHASE OF THE COOLING PLANT 

(a) Upon and subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, on the Closing 
Date the Owner agrees to sell, assign, transfer and convey to Creative Energy, and 
Creative Energy agrees to purchase from the Owner the Owner's right, title and 
interest in and to the Cooling Plant, including all Permits and warranties/ 
guarantees attributable to the Cooling Plant which are capable of being assigned, 
and all drawings, designs, manuals, operating instructions, and other records and 
information created as part of the design, construction or installation of the 
Cooling Plant or necessary for the ownership, operation and maintenance of the 
Cooling Plant ( collectively, the "Purchased Assets"). 
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(b) Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, including the Owner's 
obligations pursuant to sections 3.11 and 4.5, on and after Closing Date Creative 
Energy shall assume and pay all costs, expenses and other liabilities associated 
with the ownership, operation and maintenance of the Purchased Assets arising 
after the Closing Date, and Creative Energy shall indemnify and save the Owner 
harmless from all claims, demands, suits and actions in respect of any such costs, 
expenses and liabilities. 

4.3 EMPLOYEES 

(a) Creative Energy may, in its sole discretion, give offers of employment (such 
employment to commence on the Closing Date) to certain non-union employees 
of the Owner employed in connection with the Purchased Assets by giving the 
Owner and such employees prior written notice of an intention to give an offer of 
employment at least 30 days prior to the Closing Date. 

(b) The Owner shall terminate the employment of any employees employed in 
connection with the Purchased Assets (whether unionized or non-unionized) 
effective the Closing Date and shall pay all accrued or earned and outstanding 
compensation owing them as of the Closing Date, including any severance pay 
and vacation pay relating to any such employee's employment with the Owner 
prior to the Closing Date. 

( c) Creative Energy acknowledges and confirms that it will be the successor 
employer of all of the Transferred Employees and shall be responsible for all 
liabilities and obligations related to the Transferred Employees from and after the 
Closing Date. 

4.4 CLOSING DATE 

The Purchase Price, less the holdback set out in section 4.5 below, if applicable, will be paid by 
Creative Energy to the Owner on the date which is 30 days following the satisfaction, removal or 
waiver of Creative Energy's condition at section 2.2 (the "Closing Date"), subject to the 
following conditions being met on or before the Closing Date: 

(a) the Owner making the following representations and warranties, effective as at the 
Closing Date, knowing that Creative Energy is relying on these representations 
and warranties being true and accurate in all material respects in deciding to 
complete the purchase of the Purchased Assets: 

(i) the Purchased Assets will be in compliance with all Laws and the Owner 
has complied with all reporting and monitoring requirements under all 
Laws and the Owner has not received any notice of any non-compliance 
with any Laws with respect to the Purchased Assets or any portion thereof, 
and has never been convicted of an offence for non-compliance with any 
Environmental Laws in connection with the Purchased Assets or been 
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fined or otherwise sentenced or settled such prosecution short of 
conviction; 

(ii) the Owner is or will be the legal and beneficial owner of the Purchased 
Assets with good and marketable title thereto free and clear of any liens, 
charges, encumbrances or rights of others, save for those encumbrances to 
be discharged by the Owner pursuant to section 4.7, and is exclusively 
entitled to possess and dispose of the same; 

(iii) the Owner has the right to assign its interest in and to the Permits, 
warranties and agreements forming part of the Purchased Assets which are 
capable of being assigned to Creative Energy and no such Permits, 
warranties or agreements will become void or voidable as a result of the 
consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby and no consent to 
such transactions is required to maintain such Permits, warranties or 
agreements in full force and effect; 

(iv) the Owner has disclosed to Creative Energy all environmental reports 
relating to the environmental condition of the Development Lands in its 
possession or information relating to any environmental reports it has 
commissioned and not yet received; and 

(v) its representations and warranties set out in section 8.1 remain true and 
correct in all material respects as of the Closing Date; 

(b) the Statutory Rights of Way have been registered against title to the Development 
Lands in accordance with subsection 7 .1 ( a); and 

( c) all consents and approvals from all applicable Governmental Authorities required 
to complete the transactions contemplated herein will have been obtained without 
conditions relating to Creative Energy or the operation of the Purchased Assets 
which are satisfactory to Creative Energy acting reasonably having regard to its 
bona fide business interests. 

4.5 DEFICIENCIES 

At least 15 days prior to the Closing Date, the Owner and Creative Energy shall arrange for an 
inspection of the Purchased Assets and the Energy Centre by the Creative Energy Engineer, who 
shall determine if there are any defects in the Energy Centre or non-compliance with the 
specifications for the Energy Centre as set out in the final Building System Application approved 
for the M3 Building in accordance with the terms hereof or any defects in the Purchased Assets 
or deviations from the state of the Purchased Assets as set out in the Purchased Assets Report, as 
applicable (in each case, collectively, the "Deficiencies"). If the Creative Energy Engineer 
identifies any Deficiencies, then Creative Energy may correct such Deficiencies and hold back 
from the payment of the Purchase Price an amount equal to 125% of the cost which the Creative 
Energy Engineer estimates will be incurred to correct or complete any Deficiencies which 
remain to be completed on the Closing Date and which shall be broken down as to each item of 
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Deficiency. The amount of the hold back for each item of Deficiency shall be released to the 
Owner on completion of such item of Deficiency. 

4.6 OWNERSHIP AND RISK 

(a) Upon payment of the Purchase Price, the Owner will assign and transfer to 
Creative Energy all the Owner's right, title and interest in and to the Purchased 
Assets. The Owner will execute all documentation reasonably required by 
Creative Energy to effect the transfer. 

(b) The Purchased Assets will be at the risk of the Owner until the Closing Date at 
which time title and risk of loss will transfer to and vest in Creative Energy, 
without prejudice to any warranty or other claims by Creative Energy against the 
Owner pursuant to this Agreement, and despite any degree of annexation or 
affixation, or rule oflaw or equity to the contrary. 

4.7 DISCHARGE OF ENCUMBRANCES BY THE OWNER 

If on the Closing Date there are any judgments, liens, claims of lien or any other financial 
charges against title to the Purchased Assets, the Owner shall not be required to clear title to 
Purchased Assets prior to the receipt of the net sales proceeds of the Purchased Assets, and shall 
be obliged to do so forthwith following receipt of such net sales proceeds and, in that event, 
Creative Energy's solicitor may pay the net sales proceeds to the Owner's solicitor on the 
condition that the Owner's solicitor undertake to discharge any such judgment, lien, claim of lien 
or any other financial charge, which may include a no-interest letter from the holder(s) of any 
financing statements registered in the Personal Property Registry (BC) against the Purchased 
Assets. 

ARTICLE 5 - PROVISION OF ENERGY SERVICES BY CREATIVE ENERGY 

5.1 PROVISION OF ENERGY SERVICES 

Creative Energy will provide Energy Services to the Buildings in accordance with the provisions 
of the Customer Service Agreements once the following conditions have been satisfied: 

(a) that each of the Building Systems and the Energy System shall have been certified 
as Functional in accordance with subsection 3.9(f); 

(b) the Owner has entered into a Customer Service Agreement in respect of such 
Building; 

( c) that an occupancy certificate shall have been issued by the City of Vancouver in 
respect of each Building containing no material conditions or restrictions related 
to such Building, including the Energy System and the applicable Building 
System; and 

(d) that the Owner is not then in material default in respect of its obligations under 
this Agreement. 
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Such conditions are for the sole benefit of Creative Energy and any one or all of them may be 
waived by Creative Energy. The date and time when Creative Energy first delivers Energy 
Services to a Building System will be the "Energy Services Commencement" in respect of the 
Building housing such Building System., 

5.2 CUSTOMER SERVICE AGREEMENTS 

(a) Within 10 Business Days following the delivery of a Completion Notice by the 
Owner to Creative Energy in respect of a Building, the Owner will complete, 
execute and deliver to Creative Energy a Customer Service Agreement in respect 
of such Building. 

(b) If, in the application by Creative Energy for the BCUC Approvals, the BCUC 
requires any revisions to the form of Customer Service Agreements, such 
Customer Service Agreements shall replace the agreement(s) in the forms 
attached hereto and, subject to section 5.3, the Customer shall, forthwith upon the 
direction of Creative Energy, enter into one or more Customer Service 
Agreements in such form as is approved by the BCUC to replace any previously 
executed Customer Service Agreements. 

(c) In addition to the requirement pursuant to subsection 5.2(a), the Owner will 
complete, execute and deliver to Creative Energy at its option and direction a 
Customer Service Agreement in respect of any one or more of the following: 

(i) the Development Lands; 

(ii) any Building; 

(iii) any legal parcel, including, without limitation, an air space parcel or a 
remainder parcel, that is subdivided from the Development Lands or any 
portion thereof; and 

(iv) if applicable, a strata corporation that is formed within any Building by 
way of the deposit of a strata plan, and in each such case the applicable 
Customer Service Agreement shall be executed and delivered to Creative 
Energy by the strata corporation prior to the first conveyance of a strata lot 
within the applicable strata plan. 

( d) The Owner will cause any Person to whom the Owner transfers or otherwise 
disposes, whether directly or indirectly, all or any portion of its fee simple interest 
in the Development Lands or a Building to complete, execute and deliver to 
Creative Energy a Customer Service Agreement covering the applicable Building 
or Buildings. 
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5.3 CUSTOMER TERMINATION ON BCUC CHANGES TO M3 LANDS 
CUSTOMER SERVICE AGREEMENT 

(a) If as contemplated in section 5.2(b) the BCUC requires changes to the Customer 
Service Agreement attached hereto as SCHEDULE C-2 as a condition of any of 
the BCUC Approvals, and such changes impact any Fundamental Term, then the 
Owner may at its option and in its sole and absolute discretion elect to terminate 
this Agreement effective immediately and the parties shall have no further 
obligations or liabilities to each other under this Agreement or any other 
agreement with respect to the Development. 

(b) Upon the termination of this Agreement pursuant to Section 5.3(a), the Owner 
shall forthwith pay to Creative Energy upon demand by Creative Energy an early 
termination payment equal to the sum of: 

(i) any breakage or make whole amounts payable by Creative Energy to any 
of its lenders arising in connection with any financing of the Energy 
System or the purchase thereof; and 

(ii) without duplication, Creative Energy's Costs. 

For greater certainty, the Owner shall have no liability to Creative Energy for any 
indirect or consequential damages, including loss of profits, resultant from 
termination of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE 6 - ENVIRONMENTAL ATTRIBUTES 

6.1 ENVIRONMENTAL ATTRIBUTES 

Despite any other provision of this Agreement, all right, title and interest existing as of the 
Effective Date in the potential or actual commercial value of any Environmental Attributes that 
arise or accrue by virtue of the construction and operation of the Energy System will belong to 
Creative Energy but without any obligation on the part of the Owner to provide compensation or 
consideration to Creative Energy therefor. The Owner will, at the cost and expense of Creative 
Energy, provide non-financial support to Creative Energy in all applications for the 
Environmental Attributes and provide any authorizations and information Creative Energy 
reasonably requires in this regard. To the extent possible using commercially reasonable efforts, 
Creative Energy shall apply the Environmental Attributes towards reducing the cost of providing 
Energy Services in a manner approved by the BCUC. 

ARTICLE 7 - ACCESS 

7.1 STATUTORYRIGHTSOFWAY 

(a) In consideration of the covenants and agreements set out in this Agreement, the 
Owner will execute and register the Statutory Rights of Way against titles to the 
Development Lands, in priority to all financial charges. 
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(b) If the Parties mutually agree to install Sub-Meters in the Development, and such 
Sub-Meters are operated and maintained by Creative Energy, then the Owner will 
execute and register the Statutory Rights of Way relating to such Sub-Meters 
against title to the applicable Development Lands, in priority to all financial 
charges. 

(c) Upon the termination of this Agreement, Creative Energy shall, within 15 
Business Days following such termination, deliver to the Owner executed 
discharges in registrable form in respect of any Statutory Rights of Way which do 
not survive the termination of this Agreement in accordance with subsection 
9.2(b) or 9.2(c). 

ARTICLE 8 - REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

8.1 OWNER'S REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

The Owner hereby represents and warrants to Creative Energy as follows, as representations and 
warranties that are true and correct as at the Effective Date, and acknowledges that Creative 
Energy is relying on these representations and warranties in entering into the transactions 
contemplated by this Agreement: 

(a) each of the Parties comprising the Owner is duly formed and validly existing 
under the laws of the Province of British Columbia and is in good standing under 
all applicable laws; 

(b) each of the Parties comprising the Owner has the full right, power and authority to 
enter into, and perform all of its obligations under, this Agreement; 

( c) all necessary actions on the part of the Owner have been taken to authorize and 
approve the execution and delivery of this Agreement and the performance by the 
Owner of its obligations hereunder; 

( d) this Agreement and the performance of its obligations under this Agreement does 
not and will not breach any provisions of any other agreement that is binding on 
or applicable to the Owner as of the date of this Agreement; 

( e) the Owner is not party to any action, suit or legal proceeding, actual or threatened, 
and there are no circumstances, matters or things known to the Owner which 
might give rise to any such action, suit or legal proceeding, and there are no 
actions, suits or proceedings pending or threatened against the Owner before or by 
any Governmental Authority, which could adversely affect the Owner's ability to 
perform its obligations under this Agreement; 

(f) the Owner collectively is the legal and beneficial owner of the Development 
Lands, as set out in Schedule A; 

(g) no Person has any agreement, right, or option or right capable of becoming an 
agreement, right or option for any of the design, construction, operation, 
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maintenance or ownership of an energy system to provide the majority of energy 
needs to the Development for space cooling, and for domestic hot water; and 

(h) to the best of the Owner's knowledge, there are no liabilities of the Owner of any 
kind whatsoever (including absolute, accrued, unknown or contingent liabilities) 
nor any commitments whether or not determined or determinable relating to the 
Energy System in respect of which Creative Energy may become liable, except 
where specifically acknowledged and agreed to in writing by Creative Energy. 

8.2 CREATIVE ENERGY'S REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

Creative Energy hereby represents and warrants to the Owner as follows as representations and 
warranties that are true and correct as at the Effective Date and acknowledges that the Owner is 
relying on these representations and warranties in entering into the transactions contemplated by 
this Agreement: 

(a) Creative Energy is a corporation duly incorporated and validly existing under the 
laws of British Columbia; 

(b) Creative Energy is or will be as at the Closing Date a public utility as defined 
under the Utilities Commission Act (British Columbia); 

(c) Creative Energy has the full right, power and authority to enter into and perform 
all of its obligations under this Agreement; 

( d) all necessary corporate action on the part of Creative Energy has been taken to 
authorize and approve the execution and delivery of this Agreement and the 
performance by Creative Energy of its obligations hereunder; 

(e) this Agreement and the performance of its obligations under this Agreement does 
not and will not breach any provisions of any other agreement or Law that is 
binding on or applicable to Creative Energy as of the date of this Agreement; and 

(f) Creative Energy is not party to any action, suit or legal proceeding, actual or 
threatened, and there are no circumstances, matters or things known to Creative 
Energy which might give rise to any such action, suit or legal proceeding, and 
there are no actions, suits or proceedings pending or threatened against Creative 
Energy before or by any Governmental Authority, which could affect Creative 
Energy's ability to perform its obligations under this Agreement. 

8.3 SURVIVAL OF REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

(a) Unless otherwise expressly stated in this Agreement, all representations and 
warranties made by the Owner in section 8.1 shall be made with effect as at the 
Effective Date and shall survive the Effective Date for a period of 6 months. 
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(b) Unless otherwise expressly stated in this Agreement, all representations and 
warranties made by Creative Energy in section 8.2 shall be made with effect as at 
the Effective Date and shall survive the Effective Date for a period of 6 months. 

ARTICLE 9 - TERMINATION 

9.1 DEFAULT 

If either Party (the "Defaulting Party"): 

(a) breaches a term of this Agreement and fails to cure such breach within 30 days 
after receipt of written notice thereof from the other Party (the "Non-Defaulting 
Party") or, if such breach is not being capable of being cured within such 30-day 
cure period, fails to commence in good faith the curing of such breach forthwith 
upon receipt of written notice thereof from the Non-Defaulting Party and to 
continue to diligently pursue the curing of such breach thereafter until cured; 

(b) becomes insolvent, commits an act of bankruptcy, has a receiver or liquidator 
appointed for its assets, or files for protection from its creditors under insolvency 
legislation; or 

(c) assigns this Agreement in whole or in part except where such assignment it 
permitted under section 13.19, 

then the Non-Defaulting Party may, without prejudice to any other rights or remedies it has, 
terminate this Agreement by giving the Defaulting Party 7 days written notice thereof whereupon 
this Agreement will immediately terminate. 

9.2 TERMINATION 

(a) Subject to any other rights of termination as expressly provided herein, this 
Agreement shall terminate on the later of: 

(i) the Closing Date; and 

(ii) the Energy Services Commencement for the last Building in the 
Development and the execution and delivery by each of the Owner and 
Creative Energy of a Customer Service Agreement in respect of such 
Building. 

(b) If this Agreement is terminated prior to the Closing Date, then the obligations of 
each of the Owner and Creative Energy with respect to all of the Definitive 
Agreements shall immediately terminate, except to the extent such obligations are 
expressly stated to survive termination of the applicable Definitive Agreement. 

( c) If this Agreement is terminated at any time on or after the Closing Date, then the 
obligations of each of the Owner and Creative Energy with respect to the 
following Definitive Agreements shall survive termination of this Agreement: 
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(i) Statutory Rights of Way relating to the M3 Building; 

(ii) the Contribution Agreement; 

(iii) the Customer Service Agreements entered into as at the date of the 
termination of this Agreement; and 

(iv) the Statutory Rights of Way (other than the Statutory Rights of Way 
relating to the M3 Building) relating to the Building that is the subject of a 
Customer Service Agreements entered into as at the date of the 
termination of this Agreement, 

and the obligations of each of the Owner and Creative Energy with respect to all 
other Definitive Agreements shall immediately terminate, except to the extent 
such obligations are expressly stated to survive termination of the applicable 
Definitive Agreement. 

( d) If, by the Key Milestone Date identified as Number 24, the Owner has not 
delivered a Completion Notice in respect of the new Building to be constructed on 
2015 Main Street (identified in Phase 3 in the Key Milestone Dates), then 
Creative Energy may terminate this Agreement by giving the Owner 7 days 
written notice thereof at any time after the Key Milestone Date identified as 
Number 24, whereupon this Agreement will immediately terminate. 

ARTICLE 10 - INDEMNITY 

10.1 MUTUAL INDEMNITY 

Without limiting any other obligations of the Parties provided herein, each Party (the 
"Indemnifying Party") will indemnify, defend, and save harmless the other Party (the 
"Indemnified Party"), and its shareholders, directors, officers, employees, agents, successors, 
and assigns from any and all liabilities, actions, damages, claims, losses, costs, orders, fines, 
penalties, and expenses whatsoever (including the full amount of all legal fees and expenses on a 
solicitor-client basis) which may be paid by, incurred by, or asserted against the Indemnified 
Party, or its shareholders, directors, officers, employees, agents, successors, or assigns, arising 
from or in connection with: · 

(a) the breach or non-performance by the Indemnifying Party, or any of its 
shareholders, directors, officers, employees, agents, successors, assigns or those 
for whom the Indemnifying Party is responsible at law, of any of the 
Indemnifying Party's obligations or warranties hereunder; 

(b) the negligence or wilful misconduct of the Indemnifying Party, or any of its 
shareholders, directors, officers, employees, agents, successors, assigns or those 
for whom the Indemnifying Party is responsible at law, occurring during the term 
of this Agreement in respect of the Energy System or any portion thereof; or 
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( c) the negligence or wilful misconduct of the Indemnifying Party, or any of its 
shareholders, directors, officers, employees, agents, successors, assigns or those 
for whom the Indemnifying Party is responsible at law, occurring during the term 
of this Agreement in respect of the Building Systems or any portion thereof, 

excluding only such of the foregoing to the extent arising from the fraud, negligence or wilful 
misconduct of the Indemnified Party, or any of its shareholders, directors, officers, employees, 
agents, successors, assigns or those for whom the Indemnifying Party is responsible at law, or the 
material and uncured breach by the Indemnified Party of any of its obligations or warranties 
hereunder, and of which such breach the Indemnified Party has received written notice from 
Creative Energy. 

10.2 ENVIRONMENTAL INDEMNITY 

The Owner will indemnify and save harmless Creative Energy, its directors, officers, 
shareholders, employees, agents, successors and permitted assigns, from any and all liabilities, 
actions, damages, claims, remediation cost recovery claims, losses, costs, orders, fines, penalties 
and expenses whatsoever (including the full amount of all consulting and legal fees and expenses 
on a solicitor-client basis and the costs of removal, treatment, storage and disposal of 
Contaminants and remediation of the Development Lands and any affected adjacent property) 
which may be paid by, incurred by or asserted against Creative Energy, its directors, officers, 
shareholders, employees, agents, successors or permitted assigns, arising from or in connection 
with any Contaminants: 

(a) existing on the Development Lands prior to the date of this Agreement; 

(b) brought onto the Development Lands or Released onto the Development Lands by 
the Owner or any Person for whom it is in law responsible; 

(c) Released from the Energy System caused by the negligence or wilful misconduct 
of the Owner or those for whom it is responsible at law. 

10.3 LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

Despite any other provisions of this Agreement, in no event will the Owner or Creative Energy 
or any of their respective officers, directors, employees, contractors or agents be liable to the 
other Party for any indirect or consequential loss, cost or expense whatsoever, including any loss 
of profits, revenues or other economic loss, suffered by the other Party or its officers, directors, 
employees, contractors or agents. 

10.4 DUTY TO MITIGATE 

Each Party has a duty to mitigate the damages that would otherwise be recoverable from the 
other Party pursuant to this Agreement by taking appropriate and commercially reasonable 
actions to reduce or limit the amount of such damages or amounts. 
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10.5 SURVIVAL OF INDEMNITY 

The indemnities provided under this Article 10, and the provisions of this Article 10, will survive 
the termination or completion of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE 11 - FORCE MAJEURE 

11.1 SUSPENSION 

Subject to the other provisions of this Article 11, if either Party is unable or fails by reason of 
Force Majeure to perform in whole or in part any obligation or covenant set forth in this 
Agreement, such inability or failure will be deemed not to be a breach of such obligation or 
covenant and the obligations under this Agreement of both Parties will be suspended to the 
extent necessary during the continuation of any inability or failure so caused by such Force 
Majeure. 

11.2 DEFINITION OF FORCE MAJEURE 

For purposes of this Agreement, "Force Majeure" means any event or occurrence not 
reasonably within the control of the Party claiming Force Majeure and which by the exercise of 
reasonable diligence such Party is unable to prevent or overcome, including any acts of God, 
including lightning, earthquakes, storms, washouts, landslides, avalanches, fires, epidemics and 
floods; strikes, lockouts or other industrial disturbances; acts of the Queen's or public enemies, 
sabotage, wars, blockades, blackouts, insurrections, riots or civil disturbances, arrests and 
restraints of rulers or people, fires, explosions; and interruptions by government or court orders. 
For the purposes of this Article, a Party is deemed to have control over the actions or omissions 
of those persons to which it, its agents, contractors or employees, have delegated, assigned or 
subcontracted its obligations and responsibilities. 

11.3 EXCEPTIONS 

Neither Party will be entitled to the benefit of section 11.1 under any of the following 
circumstances: 

(a) to the extent that the inability or failure was caused by the wilful misconduct, 
negligence or contributory negligence of the Party claiming Force Majeure; 

(b) to the extent that the inability or failure was caused by the Party claiming Force 
Majeure having failed to diligently attempt to remedy the condition by taking all 
reasonable acts and to resume the performance of such covenants and obligations 
with reasonable dispatch; 

( c) if the inability or failure was caused by lack of funds or is in respect of any 
amount due hereunder; or 

( d) unless, as soon as possible after the happening of the occurrence relied upon or as 
soon as possible after determining that the occurrence was in the nature of Force 
Majeure and would affect the claiming Party's ability to observe or perform any 
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of its covenants or obligations under this Agreement, the claiming Party will have 
given to the other Party notice to the effect that the claiming Party is unable by 
reason of Force Majeure (the nature whereof will be therein specified) to perform 
the particular covenants or obligations. 

11.4 RESUMPTION OF OBLIGATIONS 

The Party claiming Force Majeure will give notice to the other Party, as soon as possible after 
the Force Majeure condition is remedied, to the effect that the same had been remedied and that 
such Party has resumed, or is then in a position to resume, the performance of its suspended 
covenants and obligations hereunder either in whole or in part. 

11.5 SETTLEMENT OF LABOUR DISPUTES 

Despite any of the provisions of this Article 11, and subject to section 11.3, the settlement of 
labour disputes or industrial disturbances is entirely within the discretion of the particular Party 
involved and the Party may make settlement of it at the time and on terms and conditions as it 
may deem to be advisable and no delay in making settlement will deprive the Party of the benefit 
of section 11.1. 

ARTICLE 12 - DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

12.1 REFERENCE TO ARBITRATION 

The Parties will make a bona fide attempt to settle any dispute (a "Dispute") which may arise 
under, out of, in connection with or in relation to this Agreement, including, without limitation, 
with respect to the warranty provisions, by amicable negotiations and will provide frank and 
timely disclosure to one another of all relevant facts and information to facilitate negotiations. If 
any Dispute remains unresolved within 30 days of either Party requesting that the other Party 
enter into negotiations to resolve the Dispute, or if the Parties agree to waive such discussions in 
respect of a particular issue, then the Dispute shall be promptly submitted to and finally settled 
by arbitration in a manner agreed by the Parties or, if the Parties have not agreed to a manner of 
arbitration within such 30 days, then by a single arbitrator who is appointed and renders a 
decision in accordance with the then current "Shorter Rules for Domestic Commercial 
Arbitration" or similar rules of the British Columbia International Commercial Arbitration 
Centre ("BCICAC"). The arbitration will take place in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada 
and be conducted in English. 

12.2 BINDING DECISION 

The decision of the arbitrator will, regardless of the arbitration process used, for all purposes of 
this Agreement, be final and binding on the Parties. 

12.3 CONTINUATION OF SERVICES 

Each of the Parties will perform all of its respective obligations under this Agreement 
notwithstanding the existence of any Dispute that arises from time to time between the Parties in 
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respect of any matter related to this Agreement or during the resolution of any Dispute in 
accordance with this Article. 

12.4 COSTS 

The costs and expenses of the arbitration, but not those incurred by the Parties, shall be shared 
equally, unless the arbitrator determines that a specific Party prevailed. In such a case, the non
prevailing Party shall pay all costs and expenses of the arbitration, but not those of the prevailing 
Party. 

ARTICLE 13 - GENERAL 

13.1 SOLICITATION 

Nothing in this Agreement precludes Creative Energy from soliciting or entering into other 
contracts with the Owner or any other Person. 

13.2 NOTICES 

Any notice or other communication required or permitted to be given under this Agreement will 
be effective only if in writing and when it is actually delivered (which delivery may be by 
telecopy or other telecommunications device) to the Party for whom it is intended at the 
following address or such other address in British Columbia as such Party may designate to the 
other Party by notice in writing delivered in accordance with this section 13.2: 

(a) if to Creative Energy: 

Suite 1 - 720 Beatty Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 2Ml 
Attention: President and CEO 
Phone: (604) 692-2110 
Fax: (604) 688-2213 

(b) if to the Owner: 

6th Floor-1067 West Cordova Street, Vancouver, BC V6C 1C7 
Attention: Development Manager 
Phone: (604) 685-8986 
Fax: (604) 893-1708 

Despite the foregoing, notices with respect to Force Majeure will be given in writing by 
telecopy, or orally in person or by telephone (to be confirmed by telecopy), to the person or 
persons designated from time to time by the Parties as the person or persons authorized to 
receive such notices. 

13.3 CONFIDENTIALITY 

The Parties shall treat as confidential the terms of the Definitive Agreements and all Confidential 
Information (as defined below) and will at all times during the term of the Definitive 
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Agreements, as applicable, and thereafter hold the terms of the Definitive Agreements and all 
Confidential Information in confidence and no Party will, without the prior written consent of the 
other Party, disclose or divulge the terms of this Agreement or any Confidential Information to 
any Person, provided that nothing in this section 13.3 will restrict or prevent either Party from 
making any disclosure of such terms or any Confidential Information 

(a) which is reasonably necessary or desirable for such Party to carry out and give 
full effect to the terms, conditions and intent of the Definitive Agreements, as 
applicable, and the matters contemplated hereby (including, without limitation, 
the Owner's disclosure to its lenders); 

(b) which is required by any Law (including, without limitation, disclosure in any 
disclosure statement provided to purchasers or prospective purchasers at the 
Development) or as ordered by a court of competent jurisdiction; 

( c) which is necessary for the preparation for and conduct of submissions to 
regulatory agencies, in which event, any of the Definitive Agreements, as 
applicable, made become a public document; 

( d) to any Governmental Authority who requires such disclosure and makes demand 
therefor; 

( e) to the directors, officers or employees of such Party or to an Affiliate of such 
Party or to the directors, officers or employees of an Affiliate of such Party; 

(f) to the professional advisors of such Party; or 

(g) in connection with legal proceedings or steps being taken to remedy a breach or 
default under the Definitive Agreements, as applicable, by the other Party. 

The terms of the Definitive Agreements may be disclosed to the owners and purchasers of the 
Development. 

For the purposes of this section 13.3, "Confidential Information" means proprietary 
information of either Party such as data, plans, drawings, manuals, or specifications which have 
been provided by such Party, its employees, contractors, agents, subcontractors, Affiliates to the 
other Party pursuant to any of the Definitive Agreements or proprietary information either Party 
conceived or developed by or for such Party concerning construction practices, operation and 
maintenance practices, agreements, marketing plans and strategies, profits, costs, pricing and 
systems of procedure; provided however, "Confidential Information" does not include 
information which was disclosed to the receiving Party by a third party (unless, to the knowledge 
of the receiving Party, the third party is under an obligation of confidentiality to the other Party) 
or any information developed or conceived by the receiving Party without using the 
"Confidential Information" of the other Party or information already in the public domain. 
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13.4 SEVERABILITY 

If any provision of this Agreement is found or determined to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable 
it will be construed to be separate and severable from this Agreement and will not impair the 
validity, legality or enforceability of any other provisions of this Agreement, and the remainder 
of this Agreement will continue to be binding on the Parties as if such provision had been 
deleted. 

13.5 NO WAIVER 

No waiver by either Party of any default by the other in the performance of any of the provisions 
of this Agreement will operate or be construed as a waiver of any other or future default or 
defaults hereunder, whether of a like or a different character. To be binding, any waiver of any 
provision of this Agreement must be clearly expressed in writing and be signed by the waiving 
Party. 

13.6 BURDEN AND BENEFIT 

This Agreement shall enure to the benefit of and be binding upon the Parties and their respective 
successors and permitted assigns, including, without limitation, successor by merger, 
amalgamation or consolidation. 

13.7 GOVERNING LAW 

This Agreement and all matters arising hereunder will be governed by the laws of British 
Columbia and the federal laws of Canada applicable in British Columbia. 

13.8 ENTIRE AGREEMENT 

Other than the Definitive Agreements, this Agreement contains the whole agreement between the 
Parties in respect of the subject matter hereof and there are no terms, conditions or collateral 
agreements express, implied or statutory other than as expressly set forth in this Agreement and 
this Agreement supersedes all of the terms of any written or oral agreement or understanding 
between the Parties. 

13.9 AMENDMENTS TO BE IN WRITING 

Except as set out in this Agreement, no amendment or variation of this Agreement will be 
effective or binding upon the Parties unless such amendment or variation is set out in writing and 
duly executed by an officer of each of the Parties. 

13.10 COSTS AND EXPENSES 

(a) Except as otherwise set out in this Agreement, each Party will be responsible for 
the payment of its own costs related to performing its obligations under this 
Agreement. 
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(b) Each Party to this Agreement shall be responsible for the payment of all costs, 
expenses, legal fees, and disbursements incurred or to be incurred by it in 
negotiating and preparing this Agreement and all documents required to be 
delivered under this Agreement and otherwise relating to the transactions 
contemplated by this Agreement. 

13.11 NO CONTRARY AGREEMENTS 

No Party shall enter into an agreement or other commitment with any Person if such agreement 
or commitment has terms or provisions in conflict with or inconsistent with the terms of this 
Agreement or which could reasonably be expected to lead to actions or consequences that would 
result in the Party being in breach of the commitments and obligations of the Party pursuant to 
this Agreement unless such other agreement or commitment is expressly approved by the other 
Parties. 

13.12 TIME OF ESSENCE 

Time is of the essence of this Agreement. 

13.13 FURTHER ASSURANCES 

Each Party will, on demand by the other, execute and deliver or cause to be executed and 
delivered all such further documents and instruments and do all such further acts and things as 
the other may reasonably require to evidence, carry out and give full effect to the terms, 
conditions, intent and meaning of this Agreement and to assure the completion of the 
transactions contemplated hereby. 

13.14 SUBJECT TO LEGISLATION 

Despite any other provision hereof, this Agreement and the respective rights and obligations of 
the Parties under this Agreement are subject to all present and future laws, rules, regulations and 
orders of any legislative body, governmental agency or duly constituted authority now or 
hereafter having jurisdiction over either Party. 

13.15 NO PARTNERSHIP 

This Agreement is not intended to create, nor will it be construed as creating, any partnership, 
joint venture or agency whatsoever between the Parties and no Party will be deemed to be the 
legal representative of the other Party for the purposes of this Agreement, the Building Systems 
or Energy System, as the case may be, or otherwise nor will either Party have, nor represent itself 
to have, any authority or power to act for, to undertake any obligation or responsibility on behalf 
of, or to pledge the credit of the other Party, or otherwise except as may herein be expressly 
provided or as may hereafter be expressly agreed upon between the Parties. 

13.16 SURVIVAL 

Upon expiry or earlier termination of this Agreement for any reason, all of the provisions of this 
Agreement relating to confidentiality or to the obligation of either of the Parties to account to or 
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indemnify the other and to pay to the other any amounts owing as at the date of expiry or 
termination in connection with this Agreement will survive such expiry or termination. 

13.17 FACSIMILE AND OTHER ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION 

This Agreement may be executed by the Parties and transmitted by facsimile transmission or 
other electronic transmission and, if so executed, transmitted and received, this Agreement will 
for all purposes be effective as if the Parties had delivered and executed the original Agreement 
and each Party undertakes to provide the other Party with a copy of this Agreement bearing 
original signatures forthwith upon demand. 

13.18 COUNTERPARTS 

This Agreement may be executed in counterparts with the same effect as if the Parties had signed 
the same document. All counterparts will be construed together and will constitute one 
agreement. 

13.19 ASSIGNMENT 

(a) The Owner shall not assign, transfer or sell its right, title and interest in this 
Agreement or the Customer Service Agreements, without the prior written 
consent of Creative Energy, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld, 
delayed or conditioned, except the Owner may assign a portion its interest in this 
Agreement and the Customer Service Agreements in part together with the sale of 
its respective interest in the Development to a third party (the "Transferee"), 
provided that such Transferee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of 
this Agreement and the Customer Service Agreements as they relate to the 
Owner's respective interest in the portion of the Development that has been 
assigned, transferred or sold to the Transferee. 

(b) Creative Energy may, in its sole discretion, with prior written notice to the Owner, 
assign, transfer or sell its right, title and interest in this Agreement or the 
Customer Service Agreements to any of its Affiliates or to any lender(s) providing 
financing for the Energy System or any portion thereof for collateral security 
purposes, or sell the majority of its shares or business or its material assets to, or 
amalgamate with, any of its Affiliates, without the consent of the Owner, or to 
another company with the prior written consent of the Owner, such consent not to 
be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned, provided such Affiliate or 
other company agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Agreement 
and the Customer Service Agreements. 

[the remainder of this page intentionally left blank; the next page is the signature page] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Parties hereto have executed this Construction and Purchase 
Agreement as of the day and year first above written. 

By the Owner: 

5TH & MAIN PARTNERSHIP, by its General 
Partners: 

2000 MAIN HOLDINGS INC., by its 
authorized signatory: 

Name: 

MOUNT PIXEL PROJECTS LIMITED 
PARTNERSHIP, by its General Partner, 
1038324 B.C. LTD., by its authorized 
signatory: 

Name: 

110 E 5TH PROPERTY INC. 
by its authorized signatory: 

Name: 

130 E 4TH PROPERTY INC. 
by its authorized signatory: 

Name: 

By Creative Energy: 

CREATIVE ENERGY MOUNT 
PLEASANT LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, by 
its general partner, CREATIVE ENERGY 
MOUNT PLEASANT G.P. INC., by its 
authorized signatory: 

~ 
Name: Krishnan Iyer 

111 E 5TH PROPERTY INC. 
by its authorized signatory: 

Name: 

2015 MAIN PROPERTY INC. 
by its authorized signatory: 

Name: 



SCHEDULE A 

DEVELOPMENT LANDS 

Civic Address Le2al Description (PID) 

2015 Main Street, Vancouver, BC PID: 004-908-660 

PID: 004-908-686 

PID: 004-908-724 

PID: 004-909-160 

PID: 004-909-208 

PID: 004-909-232 

130 East 4th Avenue, Vancouver, BC PID: 018-157-700 

PID: 018-157-700 

111 East 5th A venue, Vancouver, BC PID: 004-909-291 

PID: 004-909-275 

PID: 004-909-259 

PID: 004-909-143 

PID: 004-908-767 

110 East 5th Avenue, Vancouver, BC PID: 004-908-554 

PID: 004-908-503 

PID: 004-908-473 

PID: 004-908-414 

PID: 015-558-959 
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Re2istered Owner 

2015 Main Property Inc. 

130 E 4TH Property Inc. 

111 E 5 TH Property Inc. 

110 E 5 TH Property Inc. 



SCHEDULE B-1 

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY 
[NON M3 LANDS] 

[See attached SR W Agreement} 
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PART 2 - TERMS OF INSTRUMENT 

STATUTORY RIGHTS OF WAY 
[MAIN ALLEY -BUILDINGS OTHER THAN M3} 

THIS AGREEMENT dated for reference ______ _, 

BETWEEN: 

AND: 

♦ [INSERT NAME OF REGISTERED OWNER OF 
APPLICABLE LANDS], having an address at Suite 501, 1067 
West Cordova Street, Vancouver, BC, V6C 1C7 

(the "Grantor") 

CREATIVE ENERGY MOUNT PLEASANT GP LTD. (Inc. 
No. BCl 138690), having an address at Suite 1 - 720 Beatty Street, 
Vancouver, BC V6B 2Ml 

(the "Grantee") 

WITNESSES THAT WHEREAS: 

A. The Grantor is the registered owner in fee simple of the Lands. 

B. The Grantee will own and operate the Energy System in respect of, inter alia, the Lands. 

7 

C. The statutory rights of way granted under this Agreement are necessary for the operation 
and maintenance of the Energy System and the provision of Energy Services in respect 
of, inter alia, the Lands. 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises, the terms and conditions herein 
contained, ONE DOLLAR ($1.00) now paid by the Grantee to the Grantor and other good and 
valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency whereof are hereby acknowledged by the 
Grantor, the parties agree as follows: 

1. Definitions. In this Agreement: 

(a) "Building" means the mixed use building located on the Lands and includes all 
outside areas, landscaped areas, roadways and driveways, ramps, outside and 
covered parking areas and walkways, existing or to be constructed from time to 
time in connection therewith. 

(b) "Building System" means the complete air conditioning and ventilating system 
and storage equipment to be installed and used for distributing and storing thermal 
energy in the Building, including any Sub-Meters, connected to but downstream 
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of and excluding the Energy Transfer Station, the Demarcation Points and the 
Energy System Ancillary Spaces. 

(c) "Business Day" means any day that is not a Saturday, Sunday, a statutory holiday 
in British Columbia, Easter Monday or Boxing Day. 

( d) "Consultant" means a duly qualified and licensed engineer or other professional 
having expertise in respect of the Works referred to in the applicable Works 
Plans. 

(e) "Cooling Plant" means one or more cooling plants consisting of water pipes, 
water pumps, and all ancillary equipment, components, controls, appliances and 
fittings, energy meters, chillers and cooling towers, used for the generation, 
distribution and exchange of thermal energy, and all alterations thereto and 
replacements thereof from time to time by the Grantee. 

(f) "Customer Service Agreement" means the terms and conditions under which the 
Grantee will provide Energy Services to the Building, as such agreement may be 
amended or restated from time to time. 

(g) "Demarcation Points" means the the Energy Transfer Stations. 

(h) "Development" means the mixed-use industrial, office and retail development 
partially located on the Lands known as "Main Alley" in Vancouver, British 
Columbia. 

(i) "Distribution System" means, collectively, the system of pipes, fittings and 
ancillary components and equipment supplying Energy Services to, inter alia, the 
Demarcation Points. 

(j) "Energy Services" means the supply of thermal energy for space cooling 
purposes to be provided through the Energy System to the Demarcation Points. 

(k) "Energy System" means the thermal energy system consisting of the Cooling 
Plant, the On-Site TES, the Local District Energy Utility, the Distribution System 
(or any combination of the foregoing), the Energy Transfer Stations and related 
components, equipment and controls used for generating and distributing the 
Energy Services to the Demarcation Points, and all additions thereto and 
replacements thereof, but specifically excluding all Building Systems. 

(1) "Energy System Ancillary Spaces" means those portions of the Building and the 
Lands wherein the Energy System is located from time to time, including, without 
limitation, the rooftop areas of the Building which contain or will contain any 
portion of the Energy System, the locations in the Building which house or will 
house the Energy Transfer Station and the Distribution System and any associated 
corridors for piping, air intake, exhaust shafts and termination grilles. 
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(m) "Energy Transfer Station" means one or more separate exchangers for space 
cooling, energy metering equipment including temperature sensors and flow 
meters, control panel and all pipes, fittings and other associated equipment which 
control the transfer, and measure Energy Services from the Distribution System to 
the Building System for such Building. 

(n) "Governmental Authority" means any federal, provincial, regional, municipal, 
local or other government, governmental or public department, court, tribunal, 
arbitral body, commission, board, bureau or agency and any subdivision, agent, 
commission, board or authority thereof. 

( o) "Interfere" means, except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, interfere 
with, impede, disturb or adversely affect except in a non-material and temporary 
way and "Interference" has a corresponding meaning. 

(p) "Lands" means those lands and premises defined in Item 2 of the Form C 
Instrument General Part 1 of which this Agreement forms part. 

( q) "Local District Energy Utility" means the district energy utility that is intended 
to be constructed and operated by the Grantee in the Mount Pleasant 
neighbourhood of Vancouver, British Columbia, that will generate, distribute, 
meter, and transfer thermal energy from one or more sources to and from 
connected buildings through a network of pipes and associated permanent or 
temporary equipment and infrastructure to provide Energy Services to each 
building within its service area, including the Building. 

(r) "On-site TES" means the energy system which may be constructed by the 
Grantee entirely on the lands forming part of the Development, by which the 
Grantee generates and delivers Energy Services to the Buildings and includes any 
on-site chillers and cooling towers, the on-site Distribution System and the 
Energy Transfer Stations. 

(s) "person" means an individual or his or her legal personal representative, an 
unincorporated organization or association, or a corporation, partnership, limited 
partnership, trust, trustee, strata corporation, syndicate, joint venture, limited 
liability company, union, Governmental Authority or other entity or organization. 

(t) "Related Person" in respect of any person, means: 

(i) any affiliate of such person, within the meaning of the Business 
Corporations Act (British Columbia); 

(ii) any associate of such person, within the meaning of the Business 
Corporations Act (British Columbia) or the Securities Act (British 
Columbia); and 

(iii) any partnership, including a limited partnership, in which such person is a 
partner. 
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(u) "Representatives" means, with respect to either party, any person who is a 
Related Person to such party, and any officer, director, employee, agent, 
contractor, subcontractor, consultant, or advisor of such party or its Related 
Person, or any person for whom such party is responsible at law. 

(v) "Strata Property Act" means the Strata Property Act (British Columbia) from 
time to time in force and all amendments thereto or other similar legislation which 
may hereafter be enacted in its place. 

(w) "Sub-Meters" means an energy consumption meter owned and operated by the 
Owner to be used to measure individual consumption of the tenants of the 
Building. 

(x) "Works" means any installation, inspection, maintenance, operation, repair, 
construction, replacement, removal, steps or any other acts contemplated by the 
Grantee in exercising any of its rights under this Agreement if such installation, 
inspection, maintenance, operation, repair, construction, replacement, removal, 
steps or any other acts contemplated by the Grantee requires the exclusive use of 
any Building elevators or requires the interruption of any Building services or 
utilities in any way or in any way is likely to cause any material interference in 
the construction or operation of the Building or access to or egress from the 
Building or the movement within the Building by the owners, tenants or other 
occupants of the Building or any part thereof or any of their respective invitees. 

(y) "Works Plans" means the plans and specifications for the Works intended to be 
undertaken as identified therein as prepared by a Consultant, which Works Plans 
will include: 

(i) a schedule for undertaking and completing the Works; 

(ii) particulars of anticipated power or other building service or utility 
interruptions necessitated by the Works; and 

(iii) particulars of any restrictions on access to or from or movement within the 
Building necessitated by the Works. 

2. Provision of Service. The Grantor will connect the Building to the Energy System and 
will enter into one or more Customer Service Agreements with the Grantee for such 
connection to the Energy System, and the Grantor will provide the Grantee with any 
information and documentation reasonably required by the Grantee in connection 
therewith. In the event of a conflict between the terms and conditions of any such 
Customer Service Agreement with respect to the use of and access to the Lands and this 
Agreement, the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall prevail. 

3. Statutory Right of Way re: Energy System Ancillary Spaces. Pursuant to Section 218 of 
the Land Title Act and subject always to the terms of this Agreement, the Grantor hereby 
grants to the Grantee for so long as the Grantee shall require it, a statutory right of way 
over the Energy System Ancillary Spaces, for the Grantee and the Grantee's 
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Representatives to enter onto the Energy System Ancillary Spaces at any time and from 
time to time to: 

(a) construct, install, inspect, maintain, operate, repair, replace and remove the 
Energy System or any portion thereof; 

(b) make, inspect, maintain, remove and repair the Energy System service 
connections and connect and disconnect the Energy System service lines; 

(c) clear the Energy System Ancillary Spaces of any obstructions, including, without 
limitation, trees or other vegetation, buildings, structures, foundations, pavements, 
improvements or obstructions, which Interfere with any of the rights granted to 
the Grantee herein; 

( d) install marking posts or other identifiers to mark the location of the Energy 
System or any portion thereof; 

( e) take such steps as the Grantee deems necessary to protect and secure the Energy 
System within the Energy System Ancillary Spaces; 

(f) bring onto the Lands all machinery, vehicles, materials and equipment it requires 
or desires for any of the foregoing purposes; 

(g) generally do all acts necessary or incidental to the foregoing or to the business of 
operating, maintaining and repairing the Energy System within the Energy 
System Ancillary Spaces; 

(h) connect the Energy System to buildings on properties other than the Lands in 
order to provide Energy Services to such buildings from the Energy System; and 

(i) exercise any of the Grantee's other rights set out in this Agreement. 

4. Statutory Right of Way re: Local District Energy Utility. Pursuant to Section 218 of the 
Land Title Act and subject always to the terms of this Agreement, the Grantor hereby 
grants to the Grantee for so long as the Grantee shall require it, a statutory right of way 
over the Lands as reasonably required by the Grantee and its Representatives for the 
purpose of: 

(a) excavating for, constructing, installing, inspecting, maintaining, operating, 
repairing, replacing and removing the system of water pipes and all ancillary 
equipment, appliances and fittings as are necessary to connect the Energy System 
or the Building System to the Local District Energy Utility for the provision of 
Energy Services to the Building from the Local District Energy Utility; 

(b) retrofitting and modifying the Energy System and the Building System for the 
purpose of connecting the Building to the Local District Energy Utility; and 
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(c) connecting the Energy System or the Building System to the Local District 
Energy Utility. 

5. Statutory Right of Way re: Access. Pursuant to Section 218 of the Land Title Act and 
subject always to the terms of this Agreement, the Grantor hereby grants to the Grantee 
for so long as the Grantee shall require it, a statutory right of way over the Lands as 
reasonably required by the Grantee and its Representatives, with or without vehicles or 
equipment, for the purpose of access to and egress from that portion of the Lands which 
contains the Energy System. 

6. Grantee to Act Reasonably. The Grantee agrees to act reasonably when exercising its 
rights pursuant to sections 3 through 5 herein and to minimize as much as reasonably 
possible any disruption or disturbance to the Grantor or its consultants, contractors and 
subcontractors, the Building, or the tenants, occupants and licensees of the Building in 
connection with the exercise by the Grantee and the Grantee's Representatives of such 
rights, and to promptly clean up and restore the Building after having exercised any such 
rights, to the condition the Building was in prior to the exercise of any such rights, to the 
extent reasonably possible. 

7. Covenants Regarding the Works. 

(a) The Grantee hereby covenants and agrees with the Grantor the Grantee will not 
carry out any Works except in accordance with the terms of this Section 7. 

(b) Prior to undertaking any Works, the Grantee will cause to be prepared and 
delivered to the Grantor for review the Works Plans. 

(c) If and to the extent required by applicable laws, none of the Works shall be 
commenced until the applicable Works Plans have been approved by the 
applicable Governmental Authorities having jurisdiction. 

( d) During the construction of the Building, the Work and the construction of the 
Building will be reasonably co-ordinated with a view to enabling both the Works 
and the construction of the Building to be completed without delay or undue 
interference. 

( e) The Grantee shall not deviate from the Works Plans in any material respect unless 
revised Works Plans with respect to any such deviation are submitted to the 
Grantor for review. 

(f) The Grantee's Consultant shall supervise the applicable Works. 

(g) The parties agree that the Grantor shall have the right, at its sole election and at its 
cost, to appoint its own representative (the "Grantor's Monitor") and the 
Grantee shall permit the Grantor's Monitor, at all reasonable times during the 
period beginning with such appointment and continuing until the completion of 
the Works, to monitor the applicable Works. 
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(h) The Grantee covenants and agrees to use due care and attention to identify, before 
commencing any Works, the location of all works servicing the Building 
including, without limitation, utilities and building systems, to ensure that the 
Grantee does not Interfere ( except as may be described in the Works Plans) with 
the operation of such works in the undertaking of the Works. 

(i) After the completion of the Works, the Grantee shall, upon request by the 
Grantor, promptly provide the Grantor with copies of all professionally signed 
and sealed drawings, reports, specifications, field reports, site instructions and 
final as-built drawings with respect to the Works, including surveys, if any, 
setting out the location of the Works. 

(i) If the Grantee, in exercising its rights under this Agreement, causes any damage 
to the Building or Lands, the Grantee shall promptly make good any such damage 
caused to the Building or Lands by restoring such property to a condition at least 
as good as it or they were in prior to such damage and if the Grantee does not 
make good such damage, the Grantor shall have the right to restore the Building 
and the Lands at the expense of the Grantee. 

8. No Alternate System. The Grantor will not itself supply or install nor allow any other 
person to install any system that would supply any Energy Services to the Building. 

9. Covenants of the Grantor. The Grantor acknowledges, covenants and agrees with the 
Grantee that from and after the date on which this Agreement is submitted for registration 
in the Land Title Office that the Grantor will, except as required by any level of 
government having jurisdiction over the Lands or the Building: 

(a) not do or permit to be done on the Lands or in the Building anything which 
Interferes with or damages the Energy System or impairs the operation or 
otherwise adversely impacts the Energy System and the provision of Energy 
Services or creates any hazard or adversely impacts the safety or security of the 
Energy System. Such acts include, but are not limited to, the acts referred to in 
this Section 9; 

(b) not make, place, erect, operate, use or maintain upon the Lands any building, 
structure, foundation, pavement, excavation, well, culvert, swimming pool, open 
drain or ditch, pond, pile or material, obstruction, equipment or thing, or to plant 
any vegetation which: 

(i) Interferes with or endangers the Energy System or the installation, 
construction, operation, maintenance, repair, removal or replacement of 
the Energy System; 

(ii) materially obstructs the access granted in accordance with this Agreement 
to the Grantee or the Grantee's Representatives to the Energy System; or 

(iii) adversely impacts the safety or security of the Energy System by its 
operation, use, maintenance or existence on the Lands; 
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(c) not add or remove ground cover over the Energy System or carry out blasting on 
or next to the Lands without the prior written consent of the Grantee, which 
consent will not be unreasonably withheld or delayed, and if such consent is 
granted, only in accordance with the reasonable written requirements of the 
Grantee; and 

( d) act reasonably and cooperate with the Grantee in connection with the provision by 
the Grantee of Energy Services to, inter alia, the Lands and, without limiting the 
generality of the foregoing, the Grantor will ensure the Grantee has reasonable 
access to the Energy System and any part thereof on the Lands at all reasonable 
times and in the case of emergency, at any time, subject to the terms and 
conditions set out in this Agreement and in the case of emergency. 

10. Landscaping. Subject to limitations in Section 9, the Grantor may landscape that portion 
of the Lands that is on, over, under any portion of the Energy System with lawns, trees, 
flowers and shrubs and other surface growth and erect, place, install and maintain 
concrete driveways, patios, walkways and other surface materials (collectively 
"Improvements"), on, over and under any portion of the Energy System, provided that 
the Grantor will be solely responsible for any and all damage to, and costs and expenses 
associated with repairing or replacing the Energy System or any portion thereof caused 
by or arising from the construction or existence of such Improvements on the Lands. In 
addition, the Grantee will not be responsible for any damage whatsoever to, and costs and 
expenses associated with repairing any damage to the Improvements resulting from the 
Grantee exercising its rights and obligations under this Agreement, except for any 
damage which could have been avoided if the Grantee exercised reasonable caution in the 
applicable circumstances. 

11. Environmental Matters. For the purpose of this Section 11: 

"Environmental Laws" means any and all statutes, laws, regulations, orders, bylaws 
standards, guidelines, permits and other lawful requirements of any Governmental 
Authority having jurisdiction over the Lands now or hereafter in force with respect in any 
way to the environment, health, occupational health and safety, product liability or 
transportation of dangerous goods, including the principles of common law and equity; 
and 

"Hazardous Substance" means any radioactive materials, asbestos materials, urea 
formaldehyde, underground or aboveground tanks, pollutants, hazardous substances, 
deleterious substances, dangerous substances or goods, hazardous, corrosive or toxic 
substances, special waste or waste of any kind or any other substance the storage, 
manufacture, disposal, bundling, treatment, generation, use, transport, remediation or 
release into the environment of which is now or hereafter prohibited, controlled or 
regulated under Environmental Laws; and 

"Pre-existing Hazardous Substances" means any Hazardous Substance present in, on or 
under the Lands, including without limitation surface and ground water, as at the date of 
the Grantee becomes the owner of the Energy System. 
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(a) Control and Management of Site 

(b) 

(c) 

For the purposes of applicable Environmental Laws, the Grantor will be deemed 
to have responsibility for, and control and management of the Lands with respect 
to their environmental condition except as otherwise expressly provided in this 
Agreement or any other agreement between the Grantee and the Grantor or the 
beneficial owner of the Lands. 

Grantor's Environmental Covenants 

The Grantor covenants and agrees with the Grantee at all times and from time to 
time as follows: 

i) not to use or permit the Lands to be used for the sale, storage, 
manufacture, disposal, handling, treatment, use or any other dealing with 
any Hazardous Substance, except in compliance with Environmental 
Laws; and 

ii) to comply with and to continue to comply with Environmental Laws and 
to use its best efforts to cause any tenants or other occupants of the Lands 
to comply with Environmental Laws in their use and occupancy of the 
Lands. 

Grantor's Environmental Indemnity 

The Grantor will release and indemnify and hold harmless the Grantee, its 
Representatives and their respective successors and permitted assigns from any 
and all liabilities, actions, damages, claims (including remediation cost recovery 
claims), losses, costs, orders, fines, penalties and expenses whatsoever (including 
all consulting and legal fees and expenses on a solicitor-client basis) and the costs 
of removal, treatment, storage and disposal of Hazardous Substances and 
remediation of the Lands and any adjacent property affected by the transmission 
of Hazardous Substances from the Lands which may be paid by, incurred by or 
asserted against the Grantee, its Representatives and their respective directors, 
officers, shareholders, employees, agents, successors and permitted assigns 
arising from or in connection with: 

i) any breach of or non-compliance with the provisions of this Section 11 by 
the Grantor or its Representatives; and 

ii) the presence or alleged presence of any Hazardous Substance in, on or 
under the Lands, including without limitation surface and ground water, 
and the release or alleged release of any Hazardous Substance at or from 
the Lands, including without limitation surface and ground water, except 
to the extent that such presence or release arises from the negligent act or 
omission of the Grantee or its Representatives or a breach or non
compliance by the Grantee or its Representatives with applicable 
Environmental Laws. 
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Grantee's Environmental Covenants 

The Grantee covenants and agrees with the Grantor at all times and from time to 
time as follows: 

i) not to use the Lands for the sale, storage, manufacture, disposal, handling, 
treatment, use or any other dealing with any Hazardous Substance, except 
in compliance with Environmental Laws; and 

ii) to comply with and to continue to comply with Environmental Laws in its 
use and occupancy of the Lands hereunder. 

Grantee's Environmental Indemnity 

From and after the date on which the Grantee becomes the owner of the Energy 
System, the Grantee will release and indemnify and hold harmless the Grantor 
and its Representatives and their respective successors and permitted assigns from 
any and all liabilities, actions, damages, claims (including remediation cost 
recovery claims), losses, costs, orders, fines, penalties and expenses whatsoever 
(including all consulting and legal fees and expenses on a solicitor-client basis) 
and the costs of removal, treatment, storage and disposal of Hazardous Substances 
(except any Pre-Existing Hazardous Substance) and remediation of the Lands and 
any adjacent property affected by the transmission of Hazardous Substances 
(except any Pre-Existing Hazardous Substance) from the Lands which may be 
paid by, incurred by or asserted against the Grantor or its Representatives and 
their respective successors and permitted assigns arising from or in connection 
with any breach of or non-compliance with the provisions of this Section 11 by 
the Grantee except to the extent that such breach or non-compliance was 
contributed to or caused by any negligent act or omission of the Grantor or its 
Representatives or a breach or non-compliance by the Grantor or its 
Representatives with applicable Environmental Laws. 

(f) The obligations of the Grantee under this Section 11 shall survive the registration 
of this Agreement and the termination and release thereof, if any. The obligations 
of the Grantee under this Section 11 are in addition to, and shall not limit, the 
obligations of the Grantee contained in other provisions of this Agreement. 

12. No Requirement to Do Works, Pay Fees, Etc. This Agreement does not in any way 
require the Grantee to provide any works or services whatsoever to the Lands, to develop, 
construct, inspect, clean, maintain, repair or replace any works or improvements 
whatsoever within or in respect of the Lands or to pay any fee or other amount 
whatsoever in connection with this Agreement, unless the Grantee is expressly required 
to do so under the terms of this Agreement or under any other agreement in writing. 

13. Subdivision/ Effect of Agreement. This Agreement and the rights herein granted will 
run with the Lands and each part into which the Lands may be subdivided, whether by 
subdivision plan, strata plan or otherwise howsoever, and the term "Grantor" includes the 
owner of each subdivided portion of the Lands and the successors in title thereof. 
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Despite anything contained in this Agreement, if the Lands are subdivided by subdivision 
plan, strata plan or otherwise howsoever, a default in respect of any subdivided portion of 
the Lands, including a default with respect to any amount payable in connection with any 
subdivided portion of the Lands, will not be a default with respect to any other portion of 
the Lands for which there has not been a default and the Grantee will not be entitled to 
exercise any of its rights or remedies under this Agreement except with respect to the 
subdivided portion or portions of the Lands for which there has been a default. Despite 
any other provision of this Agreement, in the event that the Lands are subdivided by 
means of a strata plan pursuant to the Strata Property Act: 

(a) the "Grantor" under this Agreement shall be the strata corporation created by the 
filing of such strata plan and the individual owners of the strata lots created by 
such strata plan shall have no obligations or liabilities under this Agreement other 
than as members of the strata corporation; 

(b) the individual strata lots created by any strata plan in respect of any portion of the 
Lands will not form part of the "Lands" and will not be subject to this Agreement; 

( c) the statutory rights of way granted pursuant to this Agreement are intended to 
apply to and burden only the common property created by such strata plan and not 
at any time to burden any strata lot or the owner of any strata lot; and 

( d) upon the request of and at the expense of the Grantor or any strata lot owner, the 
Grantee will execute and deliver in registrable form a discharge of this Agreement 
from any such strata lot provided however, that this section 13( d) will not apply in 
the case of bare land strata lots. 

14. Application to Strata Corporation. Without limiting anything set out in this Agreement, 
any strata corporation created in respect of any portion of the Lands will be a "Grantor" 
and will be bound by all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement and any common 
property created by any strata plan in respect of any portion of the Lands will remain as 
part of the "Lands" and will be subject to this Agreement. 

15. Injunctive Relief. The Grantor acknowledges and agrees that, without limiting any other 
right or remedy of the Grantee, the Grantee may obtain from a court of competent 
jurisdiction injunctive relief in respect of any breach or anticipated breach by the Grantor 
of any of the Grantor's duties or obligations under this Agreement. 

16. Grantor's Indemnity. Subject to section 18, the Grantor does hereby agree to indemnify 
and save harmless the Grantee from all liabilities, claims, demands, actions, damages, 
losses, costs and expenses which the Grantee may suffer or incur arising from or 
connected to the non-performance by the Grantor of its obligations hereunder, save and 
except to the extent that such liabilities, claims, demands, actions, damages, losses, costs 
and expenses which the Grantee may suffer or incur result from the negligence or wilful 
misconduct of the Grantee or its Representatives. The provisions of this Section shall 
survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement. 
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17. Grantee's Liability and Indemnity. The Grantee shall indemnify the Grantor and save it 
harmless from all loss claims, actions, damages, liability and expense in connection with 
loss of life, personal injury, damage to property or any other loss or injury whatsoever 
arising out of this Agreement, or any occurrence in, upon or at the Lands, or the 
occupancy or use by the Grantee of the Lands or any part thereof, or occasioned wholly 
or in part by any act or omission of the Grantee or its Representatives or anyone 
permitted by the Grantee to be on the Lands or in the Development. If the Grantor or any 
of its Representatives shall, without fault on its part, be made a party to any litigation 
commenced by or against the Grantee, then the Grantee shall protect, indemnify and hold 
the Grantor and its Representatives harmless in connection with such litigation. The 
Grantor or any of its Representatives may, at its option, participate in or assume carriage 
of any litigation or settlement discussions relating to the foregoing, or any other matter 
for which the Grantee is required to indemnify the Grantor or its Representatives under 
this Agreement. Alternatively, the Grantor or its Representatives may require the 
Grantee to assume carriage of and responsibility for all or any part of such litigation or 
discussions. 

18. Limitation of Liability. 

(a) Neither party shall be liable for any indirect, incidental, special or consequential 
damages or losses, including any loss of profits, loss of business revenue, failure 
to realize expected savings or any other commercial or economic loss suffer or 
incurred by the other party or its Representatives, howsoever caused. 

(b) The Grantor shall not be liable for any death or injury arising from or out of any 
occurrence in, upon, at, or relating to the Lands or the Building, or damage to 
property of the Grantee or of others located on the Lands or the Building, nor 
shall it be responsible for any loss of or damage to any property of the Grantee or 
others from any cause, except to the extent that such death, injury, loss or damage 
directly or indirectly results from the negligence or willful misconduct of the 
Grantor or its Representatives. The Grantor shall not be liable for any damage to 
the property of the Grantee or of others located on the Lands or Building caused 
by other tenants or persons on the Lands or in the Building or the Development or 
by occupants of adjacent property thereto, or the public, or caused by any public 
or quasi-public work. All property of the Grantee kept or stored on the Lands 
shall be so kept or stored at the risk of the Grantee only and the Grantee releases 
and agrees to indemnify the Grantor and its Representatives and save them 
harmless from any claims arising out of any damage to the same including, 
without limitation, any subrogation claims by the Grantee's insurers unless such 
damage results from the negligence or willful misconduct of the Grantor or its 
Representatives. 

( c) The provisions of this Section shall survive the expiration or termination of this 
Agreement. 

19. Insurance. The Grantee will, without limiting its liability under this Agreement or its 
obligations under applicable laws, at its own expense, obtain and maintain in full force 
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and effect throughout the Term (defined below), the insurance coverage described in this 
Section 16 including coverage for their officers, directors and employees and, unless 
otherwise agreed in writing by the Grantor, will also cause any subcontractors or sub
consultants of the Grantee to obtain and maintain reasonable levels of the relevant types 
of insurance coverage described in this Section 16, including such coverage for their 
respective officers, directors and employees. 

(a) General Commercial or Wrap-Up Liability Insurance, on an occurrence basis 
having a limit of not less than five million dollars ($5,000,000) inclusive per 
occurrence and in the aggregate for products and completed operations, and 
insuring against claims for bodily injury, personal injury, death, and property 
damage, including loss of use, arising out of the operations of the Grantee under 
this Agreement. The Commercial General Liability or Wrap-Up Liability policy 
shall name the Grantor and its directors, officers, employees and agents as 
additional insureds in respect of the operations of the Grantee under this 
Agreement and shall be non-contributory and apply only as primary, and not as 
excess, to any other insurance available to the Grantor. 

(b) Automobile Liability Insurance having a limit of not less than two million 
dollars ($2,000,000) inclusive per occurrence and insuring against claims for 
bodily injury, including death, and for property damage arising out of the use of 
the Grantee's owned, leased and non-owned vehicles if such vehicles are used in 
the performance of this Agreement. 

(c) All Risks Property Insurance (including flood and earthquake) upon all property 
owned by the Grantee or in their care, custody or control or installed by or on 
behalf of the Grantee which is located in the Building in an amount not less than 
the full replacement cost thereof. 

( d) Boiler and Machinery Insurance with limits for each accident in an amount not 
less than the full replacement cost of all boilers, pressure vessels, heating, 
ventilating and air-conditioning equipment and miscellaneous electrical apparatus 
owned or operated by the Grantee or by others (other than the Grantor) on behalf 
of the Grantee. 

The policies in (c) and (d) above shall name as loss payee the Grantor, and anyone 
else with an interest in the Building from time to time designated in writing by the 
Grantor, shall not contain a co-insurance clause and shall contain a waiver of any 
rights of subrogation which the insurer may have against the Grantor. 

(e) Workers' Compensation Insurance in compliance with the applicable Laws 
pertaining to the compensation of injured employees assigned to the operations of 
the Grantee under this Agreement including voluntary compensation. 

All insurance policies required pursuant to this Section 16 will be in accordance with the 
following requirements: 
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(f) The policies will contain a provision obligating the insurer to give the Grantor 
thirty (30) days advance written notice of policy cancellation. 

(g) Any self-insured retention, deductible, and exclusion in coverage in the policies 
will be assumed by, for the account of, and at the sole risk of the Grantee and, to 
the extent applicable, will be paid by the Grantee. 

(h) The Grantee will deliver to the Grantor up-to-date insurance certificates 
evidencing such required coverage before the commencement of the operations of 
the Grantee under this Agreement within fifteen (15) days of the renewal of any 
such policy, and otherwise from time to time as is reasonably required by the 
Grantor, provided that the Grantor has no obligation to examine such certificates 
or to advise the Grantee in the event its insurance is not in compliance with this 
Section 16. 

(i) The insurance shall be placed with insurers which have an "AM Best" rating of 
A- or better and which are licensed to provide insurance coverage in the Province 
of British Columbia. 

(j) Neither the providing of insurance by the Grantee in accordance with the 
requirements of this Agreement nor the insolvency, bankruptcy or failure of any 
insurance company to pay any claim accruing shall be held to waive any of the 
provisions of this Agreement with respect to the liability of the Grantee or 
otherwise. The presence or absence of such insurance coverage as contemplated 
by this Agreement does not in any way decrease the Grantee's liability owed to 
the Grantor. 

20. Discharge. If this Agreement is terminated for any reason, the Grantee will execute and 
deliver in registrable form a discharge of this Agreement within 15 days of such 
termination. 

21. Amendment. Except as expressly set out herein, this Agreement may only be amended 
by an agreement in writing signed by the Grantee and the Grantor. No modification or 
amendment of any provision of this Agreement will be inferred from anything done or 
omitted by any of the parties except by an express agreement in writing duly executed 
and delivered by all of the parties. 

22. No Waiver. No condoning, excusing or overlooking of any default nor any delay in 
proceeding or failure to proceed in the case of any default under this Agreement will 
operate as a waiver of or otherwise affect in any way any rights or remedies under this 
Agreement or at law. No waiver of any rights or remedies will be inferred from anything 
done or omitted to be done by any party except by an express waiver in writing. No 
waiver in respect of any matter or thing will operate as a waiver in respect of any other 
matter or thing. 

23. Governing Law. This Agreement will be governed by and interpreted in accordance with 
the laws of in force in the Province of British Columbia, which is the proper law hereof, 
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and the courts of British Columbia will have the exclusive jurisdiction with respect to all 
matters arising under or in respect of this Agreement. 

24. Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of this Agreement and will remain of the 
essence despite any extension of time given under or in connection with this Agreement. 

25. Notices. All notices under this Agreement must be given in writing and delivered in 
accordance with this provision. The parties agree that: 

(a) any notice to the Grantor may be sent to the Grantor's address according to the 
Land Title Office records in respect of the Lands or delivered to the Grantor; and 

(b) all notices to the Grantee must be sent to the Grantee at the address set out above 
or such other address as the Grantee may notify the Grantor in accordance with 
the terms hereof at any time and from time to time. 

If any portion of the Lands is stratified by a strata plan (including a bare land strata plan), 
any notice in respect of such stratified lands will be sufficiently given if given to the 
strata corporation and it will not be necessary to give notice to all of the owners of strata 
lots within the strata plan. Notices will be sent by personal delivery, electronic 
transmission (including by fax) or by registered mail. Notices will be deemed to have 
been delivered (i) upon delivery, if delivered by hand, (ii) upon receipt, if sent by 
electronic transmission, or (iii) on the fifth Business Day after the mailing thereof, if sent 
by registered mail from a post office in British Columbia. In any court proceedings, any 
notice may be given in accordance with any requirements for service provided for 
pursuant to the Supreme Court Rules of the Province of British Columbia. 

26. Grantee's Licences and Authorizations. The Grantee may grant to any other person a 
licence or other agreement, authorizing such person to exercise any right granted to the 
Grantee pursuant to this Agreement without limiting or restricting its obligations and 
liabilities contained in this Agreement. 

27. Priority. The Grantor will do all acts and things determined by the Grantee to be 
necessary to gain priority for this Agreement over any financial charge or encumbrance 
registered against title to the Lands or any portion thereof, other than any financial charge 
or encumbrance consented to in writing by the Grantee in its absolute discretion. 

28. Severability. The provisions hereof are severable and if any of them should be found to 
be void or unenforceable at law, the remaining provisions shall not be affected thereby. 

29. Assignment by Grantee/Release. The Grantee may assign this Agreement to any person, 
provided that the Grantee and its assignee satisfy any requirements set out in Section 218 
of the Land Title Act, and provided that upon any assignment of this Agreement by the 
Grantee, the Grantee shall cause the assignee to enter into an agreement with the Grantor 
under which such assignee covenants that it shall perform the obligations of the Grantee 
hereunder and be bound by all of the provisions of this Agreement, including the 
provisions of this Section 29, which will apply to each and every subsequent assignment 
of any interest under this Agreement by such assignee. 
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30. Further Assurances. The Grantor will execute and deliver any further agreement, 
document or instrument and do and perform any further act or thing as may be required 
by the Grantee at any time and from time to time in order to evidence or give full force 
and effect to the terms, conditions and intent of this Agreement. 

31. Ownership of Energy System. Despite any degree of annexation or affixation, or rule of 
law or equity to the contrary, all components of the Energy System shall not be 
considered a fixture and will be and remain the property of and vest in the Grantee. 

32. Release of Grantor. For greater certainty, no person who has been "Grantor" will be 
liable for any breach of this Agreement occurring after such person has ceased to be an 
owner of, or strata corporation with respect to any part of the Lands, provided that the 
Grantor has obtained from the transferee of the Lands an assumption agreement whereby 
the transferee covenants and agrees to be bound by the obligations of the Grantor set out 
in this Agreement from and after the date of such conveyance and transfer. 

33. Restriction of Right of Way Area. The Grantee agrees that, once the Energy System is 
installed on, in and under the Lands, the Grantee shall at its cost prepare a reference plan 
("Plan") showing the location of the right of way areas for the Energy System Ancillary 
Spaces on the Lands (the "Right of Way Area") and file the Plan in the applicable Land 
Title Office together with a registrable discharge of the charge to remove the charge 
created under Section 3 from title to the Lands except as to that portion thereof identified 
on the Plan as the Right of Way Area. 

34. Term. The term of this Agreement (the "Term") shall commence upon its registration at 
the Land Title Office and shall continue until the Grantee no longer provides Energy 
Services from the Energy System. 

35. Default and Termination. Either party may, at its option and without further liability to 
the other party, terminate this Agreement: (i) upon the material default by such other 
party in the performance of any of its covenants or obligations under this Agreement, if 
such default is not remedied within thirty (30) days of the party in default receiving 
written notice of such default, or within such longer period as is reasonable in the 
circumstances, so long as the party in default is diligently moving to implement remedial 
action; or (ii) if such other party becomes insolvent, ceases to do business as a going 
concern, is adjudged bankrupt or made subject to the appointment of a receiver-manager, 
makes a general assignment for the benefit of creditors, or takes the benefit of any statute 
in force for the winding up or liquidation of business enterprises. 

36. Dispute. The parties will make a bona fide attempt to settle any dispute (a "Dispute") 
which may arise under, out of, in connection with or in relation to this Agreement by 
amicable negotiations and will provide frank and timely disclosure to one another of all 
relevant facts and information to facilitate negotiations. If the parties are unable to 
resolve the Dispute within thirty (30) days, or if the parties agree to waive such 
discussions in respect of a particular Dispute, then either party may refer the Dispute to a 
single arbitrator who is appointed and renders a decision in accordance with the then 
current "Shorter Rules for Domestic Commercial Arbitration" or similar rules of the 
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British Columbia International Commercial Arbitration Centre ("BCICAC"). The 
decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding. The costs and expenses of the 
arbitration, but not those incurred by the parties, shall be shared equally, unless the 
arbitrator determines that a specific party prevailed, and in such a case the non-prevailing 
party shall pay all costs and expenses of the arbitration, but not those of the prevailing 
party. The arbitration will take place in Vancouver, British Columbia and be conducted 
in English. 

37. Grantee 

(a) The Grantee is the General Partner of Creative Energy Mount Pleasant Limited 
Partnership and is entering into this Agreement for and on behalf of Creative 
Energy Mount Pleasant Limited Partnership. 

(b) The term "Grantee" when used in this Agreement shall include Creative Energy 
Mount Pleasant Limited Partnership. 

(c) Where the consent of the Grantee is required to any matter, the consent of 
Creative Energy Mount Pleasant Limited Partnership shall be sufficient to meet 
that requirement. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have executed and delivered this Agreement by 
signing on the Land Title Act Form C above. 
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PRIORITY CONSENT 

For One Dollar ($1.00) and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of 
which are hereby acknowledged and agreed to by First National Financial GP Corporation (the 
"Chargeholder"), being the holder of Mortgage CA4678967 (modified by CA6760439), 
Assignment of Rents CA4678968 (modified by CA6760440), Mortgage CA4678971 (modified 
by CA6760445 and CA7422352) and Assignment of Rents CA4678972 (modified by 
CA6760446 and CA7422353) (collectively, the "Charges"), hereby approves and consents to 
the granting of the Statutory Rights of Way (collectively, the "Encumbrances") herein 
contained, and consents and agrees that the Encumbrances shall be binding upon the 
Chargeholder's interest in or charge upon the Lands and shall be encumbrances upon such Lands 
in priority to the Charges in the same manner and to the same effect as if the Encumbrances had 
been granted and registered against such Lands prior to the dating, execution and registration of 
the Charges and the advance of any monies thereunder. 

To witness this priority consent, the Chargeholder has caused its duly authorized signatory(ies) 
to sign the Land Title Act Form C above. 
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SCHEDULE B-2 

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY 
[M3 LANDS] 

[See attached SRW Agreement] 

I:\ENK\CREO 11\MAil 91 \Docs\Definitive Agreements\Construction and Purchase Agreement (Final Execution Copy).docx 
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PART 2 - TERMS OF INSTRUMENT 

STATUTORY RIGHTS OF WAY 
[MAIN ALLEY - M3 BUILDING} 

THIS AGREEMENT dated for reference ------~ 

BETWEEN: 

AND: 

111 E 5TH PROPERTY INC., having an address at Suite 501, 
1067 West Cordova Street, Vancouver, BC, V6C 1C7 

(the "Grantor") 

CREATIVE ENERGY MOUNT PLEASANT GP LTD. (Inc. 
No. BCl 138690), having an address at Suite 1 - 720 Beatty Street, 
Vancouver, BC V6B 2Ml 

(the "Grantee") 

WITNESSES THAT WHEREAS: 

A. The Grantor is the registered owner in fee simple of the Lands. 

B. The Grantee will own and operate the Energy System in respect of, inter alia, the Lands. 

7 

C. The statutory rights of way granted under this Agreement are necessary for the operation 
and maintenance of the Energy System and the provision of Energy Services in respect 
of, inter alia, the Lands. 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises, the terms and conditions herein 
contained, ONE DOLLAR ($1.00) now paid by the Grantee to the Grantor and other good and 
valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency whereof are hereby acknowledged by the 
Grantor, the parties agree as follows: 

1. Definitions. In this Agreement: 

(a) "Building" means the mixed use building located on the Lands and includes all 
outside areas, landscaped areas, roadways and driveways, ramps, outside and 
covered parking areas and walkways, existing or to be constructed from time to 
time in connection therewith. 

(b) "Building System" means the complete air conditioning and ventilating system 
and storage equipment to be installed and used for distributing and storing thermal 
energy in the Building, including any Sub-Meters, connected to but downstream 
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of and excluding the Energy Transfer Station, the Demarcation Points and the 
Energy System Ancillary Spaces. 

( c) "Business Day" means any day that is not a Saturday, Sunday, a statutory holiday 
in British Columbia, Easter Monday or Boxing Day. 

( d) "Consultant" means a duly qualified and licensed engineer or other professional 
having expertise in respect of the Works referred to in the applicable Works 
Plans. 

(e) "Cooling Plant" means one or more cooling plants located primarily within the 
ECR Area consisting of water pipes, water pumps, and all ancillary equipment, 
components, controls, appliances and fittings, energy meters, chillers and cooling 
towers, used for the generation, distribution and exchange of thermal energy, and 
all alterations thereto and replacements thereof from time to time by the Grantee. 

(f) "Customer Service Agreement" means the terms and conditions under which the 
Grantee will provide Energy Services to the Building, as such agreement may be 
amended or restated from time to time. 

(g) "Demarcation Points" means the mid-point of the walls of the ECR Area. 

(h) "Development" means the mixed-use industrial, office and retail development 
partially located on the Lands known as "Main Alley" in Vancouver, British 
Columbia. 

(i) "Distribution System" means, collectively, the system of pipes, fittings and 
ancillary components and equipment supplying Energy Services to, inter alia, the 
Demarcation Points. 

(j) "ECR Area" means the energy centre area located on the Lands, so labelled on 
the Reference Plan of Statutory Right of Way EPP ____ (a photo-reduced 
copy of which is attached as Schedule A to this Agreement), which from time to 
time contains the Cooling Plant or a portion thereof. 

(k) "Energy Services" means the supply of thermal energy for space cooling 
purposes to be provided through the Energy System to the Demarcation Points. 

(1) "Energy System" means the thermal energy system consisting of the Cooling 
Plant, the On-Site TES, the Local District Energy Utility, the Distribution System 
( or any combination of the foregoing), the Energy Transfer Stations and related 
components, equipment and controls used for generating and distributing the 
Energy Services to the Demarcation Points, and all additions thereto and 
replacements thereof, but specifically excluding all Building Systems. 

(m) "Energy System Ancillary Spaces" means those portions of the Building and the 
Lands, other than the ECR Area, wherein the Energy System is located from time 
to time, including, without limitation, the rooftop areas of the Building which 
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contain or will contain any portion of the Energy System, the locations in the 
Building which house or will house the Energy Transfer Station and the 
Distribution System and any associated corridors for piping, air intake, exhaust 
shafts and termination grilles. 

(n) "Energy Transfer Station" means one or more separate exchangers for space 
cooling, energy metering equipment including temperature sensors and flow 
meters, control panel and all pipes, fittings and other associated equipment which 
control the transfer, and measure Energy Services from the Distribution System to 
the Building System for such Building. 

( o) "Governmental Authority" means any federal, provincial, regional, municipal, 
local or other government, governmental or public department, court, tribunal, 
arbitral body, commission, board, bureau or agency and any subdivision, agent, 
commission, board or authority thereof. 

(p) "Interfere" means, except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, interfere 
with, impede, disturb or adversely affect except in a non-material and temporary 
way and "Interference" has a corresponding meaning. 

(q) "Lands" means those lands and premises defined in Item 2 of the Form C 
Instrument General Part 1 of which this Agreement forms part. 

(r) "Local District Energy Utility" means the district energy utility that is intended 
to be constructed and operated by the Grantee in the Mount Pleasant 
neighbourhood of Vancouver, British Columbia, that will generate, distribute, 
meter, and transfer thermal energy from one or more sources to and from 
connected buildings through a network of pipes and associated permanent or 
temporary equipment and infrastructure to provide Energy Services to each 
building within its service area, including the Building. 

(s) "On-site TES" means the energy system which may be constructed by the 
Grantee entirely on the lands forming part of the Development, and primarily 
located within the ECR Area, by which the Grantee generates and delivers Energy 
Services to the Buildings and includes any on-site chillers and cooling towers, the 
on-site Distribution System and the Energy Transfer Stations. 

(t) "person" means an individual or his or her legal personal representative, an 
unincorporated organization or association, or a corporation, partnership, limited 
partnership, trust, trustee, strata corporation, syndicate, joint venture, limited 
liability company, union, Governmental Authority or other entity or organization. 

(u) "Related Person" in respect of any person, means: 

(i) any affiliate of such person, within the meaning of the Business 
Corporations Act (British Columbia); 
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(ii) any associate of such person, within the meaning of the Business 
Corporations Act (British Columbia) or the Securities Act (British 
Columbia); and 

(iii) any partnership, including a limited partnership, in which such person is a 
partner. 

(v) "Representatives" means, with respect to either party, any person who is a 
Related Person to such party, and any officer, director, employee, agent, 
contractor, subcontractor, consultant, or advisor of such party or its Related 
Person, or any person for whom such party is responsible at law. 

(w) "Strata Property Act" means the Strata Property Act (British Columbia) from 
time to time in force and all amendments thereto or other similar legislation which 
may hereafter be enacted in its place. 

(x) "Sub-Meters" means an energy consumption meter owned and operated by the 
Owner to be used to measure individual consumption of the tenants of the 
Building. 

(y) "Works" means any installation, inspection, maintenance, operation, repair, 
construction, replacement, removal, steps or any other acts contemplated by the 
Grantee in exercising any of its rights under this Agreement if such installation, 
inspection, maintenance, operation, repair, construction, replacement, removal, 
steps or any other acts contemplated by the Grantee requires the exclusive use of 
any Building elevators or requires the interruption of any Building services or 
utilities in any way or in any way is likely to cause any material interference in 
the construction or operation of the Building or access to or egress from the 
Building or the movement within the Building by the owners, tenants or other 
occupants of the Building or any part thereof or any of their respective invitees. 

(z) "Works Plans" means the plans and specifications for the Works intended to be 
undertaken as identified therein as prepared by a Consultant, which Works Plans 
will include: 

(i) a schedule for undertaking and completing the Works; 

(ii) particulars of anticipated power or other building service or utility 
interruptions necessitated by the Works; and 

(iii) particulars of any restrictions on access to or from or movement within the 
Building necessitated by the Works. 

2. Provision of Service. The Grantor will connect the Building to the Energy System and 
will enter into one or more Customer Service Agreements with the Grantee for such 
connection to the Energy System, and the Grantor will provide the Grantee with any 
information and documentation reasonably required by the Grantee in connection 
therewith. In the event of a conflict between the terms and conditions of any such 
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Customer Service Agreement with respect to the use of and access to the Lands and this 
Agreement, the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall prevail. 

3. Statutory Right of Way re: ECR Area. Pursuant to Section 218 of the Land Title Act and 
subject always to the terms of this Agreement, the Grantor hereby grants to the Grantee 
for so long as the Grantee shall require it, a statutory right of way over the ECR Area to 
exclusively, and without interruption, enter, go across, pass over, repass over and remain 
within, upon and along the ECR Area at any time and from time to time for the following 
purposes: 

(a) constructing and installing, maintaining, operating, altering, reconstructing, 
repairing, demolishing, replacing, rebuilding, inspecting and removing the 
Cooling Plant, and dealing in any other way (unless contrary to or inconsistent 
with this Agreement) with the Cooling Plant, within the ECR Area; 

(b) clearing the ECR Area of any obstructions, including, without limitation, trees or 
other vegetation, buildings, structures, foundations, pavements, improvements or 
obstructions, which Interfere with any of the rights granted to the Grantee herein; 

( c) construct the Distribution System to connect the Energy System to buildings on 
properties other than the Lands in order to provide Energy Services to such 
buildings from the Energy System; 

( d) take such steps as the Grantee deems necessary to protect and secure the Energy 
System within the ECR Area; 

(e) bring onto the Lands all machinery, vehicles, materials and equipment it requires 
or desires for any of the foregoing purposes; 

(f) generally do all acts necessary or incidental to the foregoing or to the business of 
operating, maintaining and repairing the Energy System within the ECR Area; 

(g) generally doing all acts, things and matters that, in the reasonable opinion of the 
Grantee, are necessary, convenient or incidental to the exercise of the rights 
granted pursuant to this Section 3. 

Notwithstanding the grant of the statutory right of way in this section 3, there is hereby 
reserved to the Grantor in respect of the ECR Area the right at all times hereafter from 
time to time to access such portions of the ECR Area as may be necessary in the 
determination of the Grantor acting reasonably to facilitate the inspection, maintenance, 
repair or replacement of any improvements owned by the Grantor in, on or within all or 
any portion of the ECR Area, including without limitation boilers and all works, 
improvements, fixtures and fittings ancillary thereto or associated therewith. In 
connection with the foregoing reservation, the Grantor will not adversely impact the 
operation of the Energy System or Interfere with the Grantee's exercise of its rights 
hereunder. If the Grantor ceases to own or operate any such improvements within the 
ECR Area, the rights of the Grantor pursuant to the reservation in this Section 11 (b) shall 
be at an end and thereafter the Grantor shall be entitled, upon reasonable notice to, and 
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with the consent of the Grantee, which consent will not be unreasonably withheld, 
delayed or conditioned, to access the ECR Area, provided the Grantor agrees at all times 
to comply with the reasonable conditions imposed by the Grantee for the protection of the 
Energy System and the continued operation of Energy Services, including requirements 
for escorted access. 

4. Statutory Right of Way re: Energy System Ancillary Spaces. Pursuant to Section 218 of 
the Land Title Act and subject always to the terms of this Agreement, the Grantor hereby 
grants to the Grantee for so long as the Grantee shall require it, a statutory right of way 
over the Energy System Ancillary Spaces, for the Grantee and the Grantee's 
Representatives to enter onto the Energy System Ancillary Spaces at any time and from 
time to time to: 

(a) construct, install, inspect, maintain, operate, repair, replace and remove the 
Energy System or any portion thereof; 

(b) make, inspect, maintain, remove and repair the Energy System service 
connections and connect and disconnect the Energy System service lines; 

(c) clear the Energy System Ancillary Spaces of any obstructions, including, without 
limitation, trees or other vegetation, buildings, structures, foundations, pavements, 
improvements or obstructions, which Interfere with any of the rights granted to 
the Grantee herein; 

( d) install marking posts or other identifiers to mark the location of the Energy 
System or any portion thereof; 

( e) take such steps as the Grantee deems necessary to protect and secure the Energy 
System within the Energy System Ancillary Spaces; 

(f) bring onto the Lands all machinery, vehicles, materials and equipment it requires 
or desires for any of the foregoing purposes; 

(g) generally do all acts necessary or incidental to the foregoing or to the business of 
operating, maintaining and repairing the Energy System within the Energy 
System Ancillary Spaces; 

(h) connect the Energy System to buildings on properties other than the Lands in 
order to provide Energy Services to such buildings from the Energy System; and 

(i) exercise any of the Grantee's other rights set out in this Agreement. 

5. Statutory Right of Way re: Local District Energy Utility. Pursuant to Section 218 of the 
Land Title Act and subject always to the terms of this Agreement, the Grantor hereby 
grants to the Grantee for so long as the Grantee shall require it, a statutory right of way 
over the Lands as reasonably required by the Grantee and its Representatives for the 
purpose of: 
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(a) excavating for, constructing, installing, inspecting, maintaining, operating, 
repairing, replacing and removing the system of water pipes and all ancillary 
equipment, appliances and fittings as are necessary to connect the Energy System 
or the Building System to the Local District Energy Utility for the provision of 
Energy Services to the Building from the Local District Energy Utility; 

(b) retrofitting and modifying the Energy System and the Building System for the 
purpose of connecting the Building to the Local District Energy Utility; and 

(c) connecting the Energy System or the Building System to the Local District 
Energy Utility. 

6. Statutory Right of Way re: Access. Pursuant to Section 218 of the Land Title Act and 
subject always to the terms of this Agreement, the Grantor hereby grants to the Grantee 
for so long as the Grantee shall require it, a statutory right of way over the Lands as 
reasonably required by the Grantee and its Representatives, with or without vehicles or 
equipment, for the purpose of access to and egress from that portion of the Lands which 
contains the Energy System. 

7. Grantee to Act Reasonably. The Grantee agrees to act reasonably when exercising its 
rights pursuant to sections 3 through 6 herein and to minimize as much as reasonably 
possible any disruption or disturbance to the Grantor or its consultants, contractors and 
subcontractors, the Building, or the tenants, occupants and licensees of the Building in 
connection with the exercise by the Grantee and the Grantee's Representatives of such 
rights, and to promptly clean up and restore the Building after having exercised any such 
rights, to the condition the Building was in prior to the exercise of any such rights, to the 
extent reasonably possible. 

8. Covenants Regarding the Works. 

(a) The Grantee hereby covenants and agrees with the Grantor the Grantee will not 
carry out any Works except in accordance with the terms of this Section 8. 

(b) Prior to undertaking any Works, the Grantee will cause to be prepared and 
delivered to the Grantor for review the Works Plans. 

( c) If and to the extent required by applicable laws, none of the Works shall be 
commenced until the applicable Works Plans have been approved by the 
applicable Governmental Authorities having jurisdiction. 

( d) During the construction of the Building, the Work and the construction of the 
Building will be reasonably co-ordinated with a view to enabling both the Works 
and the construction of the Building to be completed without delay or undue 
interference. 

( e) The Grantee shall not deviate from the Works Plans in any material respect unless 
revised Works Plans with respect to any such deviation are submitted to the 
Grantor for review. 
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(f) The Grantee's Consultant shall supervise the applicable Works. 

(g) The parties agree that the Grantor shall have the right, at its sole election and at its 
cost, to appoint its own representative (the "Grantor's Monitor") and the 
Grantee shall permit the Grantor's Monitor, at all reasonable times during the 
period beginning with such appointment and continuing until the completion of 
the Works, to monitor the applicable Works. 

(h) The Grantee covenants and agrees to use due care and attention to identify, before 
commencing any Works, the location of all works servicing the Building 
including, without limitation, utilities and building systems, to ensure that the 
Grantee does not Interfere ( except as may be described in the Works Plans) with 
the operation of such works in the undertaking of the Works. 

(i) After the completion of the Works, the Grantee shall, upon request by the 
Grantor, promptly provide the Grantor with copies of all professionally signed 
and sealed drawings, reports, specifications, field reports, site instructions and 
final as-built drawings with respect to the Works, including surveys, if any, 
setting out the location of the Works. 

(j) If the Grantee, in exercising its rights under this Agreement, causes any damage 
to the Building or Lands, the Grantee shall promptly make good any such damage 
caused to the Building or Lands by restoring such property to a condition at least 
as good as it or they were in prior to such damage and if the Grantee does not 
make good such damage, the Grantor shall have the right to restore the Building 
and the Lands at the expense of the Grantee. 

9. No Alternate System. The Grantor will not itself supply or install nor allow any other 
person to install any system that would supply any Energy Services to the Building. 

10. Covenants of the Grantor. The Grantor acknowledges, covenants and agrees with the 
Grantee that from and after the date on which this Agreement is submitted for registration 
in the Land Title Office that the Grantor will, except as required by any level of 
government having jurisdiction over the Lands or the Building: 

(a) not do or permit to be done on the Lands or in the Building anything which 
Interferes with or damages the Energy System or impairs the operation or 
otherwise adversely impacts the Energy System and the provision of Energy 
Services or creates any hazard or adversely impacts the safety or security of the 
Energy System. Such acts include, but are not limited to, the acts referred to in 
this Section 1 O; 

(b) not make, place, erect, operate, use or maintain upon the Lands any building, 
structure, foundation, pavement, excavation, well, culvert, swimming pool, open 
drain or ditch, pond, pile or material, obstruction, equipment or thing, or to plant 
any vegetation which: 
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(i) Interferes with or endangers the Energy System or the installation, 
construction, operation, maintenance, repair, removal or replacement of 
the Energy System; 

(ii) materially obstructs the access granted in accordance with this Agreement 
to the Grantee or the Grantee's Representatives to the Energy System; or 

(iii) adversely impacts the safety or security of the Energy System by its 
operation, use, maintenance or existence on the Lands; 

(c) not add or remove ground cover over the Energy System or carry out blasting on 
or next to the Lands without the prior written consent of the Grantee, which 
consent will not be unreasonably withheld or delayed, and if such consent is 
granted, only in accordance with the reasonable written requirements of the 
Grantee; and 

(d) act reasonably and cooperate with the Grantee in connection with the provision by 
the Grantee of Energy Services to, inter alia, the Lands and, without limiting the 
generality of the foregoing, the Grantor will ensure the Grantee has reasonable 
access to the Energy System and any part thereof on the Lands at all reasonable 
times and in the case of emergency, at any time, subject to the terms and 
conditions set out in this Agreement and in the case of emergency. 

11. Access to ECR Area. 

(a) The Grantee shall have the continuous and exclusive use of the ECR Area 
pursuant to the statutory right of way granted to the Grantee under Section 3 and 
subject to the balance of the terms hereof. The Grantee shall be permitted to 
install a separate lock or a card reader or fob locking system at the access points 
of the ECR Area in order to prevent unauthorized access to the ECR Area. 

(b) The Grantor shall be entitled, upon reasonable notice to, and with the consent of 
the Grantee, which consent will not be unreasonably withheld, delayed or 
conditioned, and at any time in case of emergency, to access the ECR Area for the 
purpose of undertaking repairs, maintenance and improvements to the Building or 
the Building System, provided that such works will not Interfere with Grantee's 
use of the ECR Area or interrupt the operation of the Energy System. In 
undertaking such works, the Grantor agrees to comply with the reasonable 
conditions imposed by the Grantee for the protection of the Energy System and 
the continued operation of Energy Services, including requirements for escorted 
access. Prior to undertaking such works and as a condition of the Grantee's 
consent for access to the ECR Area, the Grantor will submit plans of the proposed 
work to the Grantee, which plans will include a work schedule for access to the 
ECR Area and the particulars of any anticipated interruption to power or other 
service or utility which may impact the operation of the Energy System. 

(c) The Grantee shall, at its sole cost and expense, repair, clean and maintain the 
interior components of the ECR Area in a reasonable operating condition 
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including, without limiting the foregoing, the interior walls and floor of the ECR 
Area and the Cooling Plant and all components of the Energy System, excluding 
reasonable wear and tear, and any repairs to utilities servicing the ECR Area and 
any drains within the ECR Area and any repairs which are the responsibility of 
the Grantor as specifically set out in this Agreement. 

12. Utility Services. 

(a) The Grantor acknowledges and confirms that as at the date of this Agreement the 
following items of service or connections are available to connect to or service the 
Energy System within the ECR Area: 

(i) water; 

(ii) electricity; 

(iii) internet; and 

(iv) telephone. 

(b) If the Building is materially renovated or upgraded, the Grantor shall, at its own 
cost and expense, equip the ECR Area with such utility and service connections as 
are reasonably required by the Grantee for connection to and servicing of the 
Energy System within the ECR Area. 

13. Temporary Relocation of Equipment. The Grantor may give six months' prior written 
notice to the Grantee of a relocation date (the "Relocation Date") for the temporary 
relocation of certain cooling towers forming part of the Energy System and all ancillary 
equipment (collectively, the "Relocated Assets") from the roof of the Building located 
within the Energy Services Ancillary Area to a temporary relocation area (the 
"Relocation Area") in order to facilitate the Grantor's future expansion and renovation 
of the Building. During the six month notice period prior to the Relocation Date, the 
Grantor and the Grantee will develop a temporary relocation plan (the "Relocation 
Plan") that ensures that: (i) the requirements and specifications for the Relocated Assets 
being temporarily relocated can be met in the Relocation Area; (ii) the Energy Services 
can be provided to the Development and any other customers without disruption; and (iii) 
the Relocated Assets are returned to the roof of the Building promptly upon completion 
of the expansion and renovation of the Building. The Relocation Plan and the Relocation 
Area shall each be satisfactory to the Grantee, acting reasonably. 

14. Landscaping. Subject to limitations in Section 11, the Grantor may landscape that 
portion of the Lands that is on, over, under any portion of the Energy System with lawns, 
trees, flowers and shrubs and other surface growth and erect, place, install and maintain 
concrete driveways, patios, walkways and other surface materials ( collectively 
"Improvements"), on, over and under any portion of the Energy System, provided that 
the Grantor will be solely responsible for any and all damage to, and costs and expenses 
associated with repairing or replacing the Energy System or any portion thereof caused 
by or arising from the construction or existence of such Improvements on the Lands. In 
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addition, the Grantee will not be responsible for any damage whatsoever to, and costs and 
expenses associated with repairing any damage to the Improvements resulting from the 
Grantee exercising its rights and obligations under this Agreement, except for any 
damage which could have been avoided if the Grantee exercised reasonable caution in the 
applicable circumstances. 

15. Environmental Matters. For the purpose of this Section 15: 

"Environmental Laws" means any and all statutes, laws, regulations, orders, bylaws 
standards, guidelines, permits and other lawful requirements of any Governmental 
Authority having jurisdiction over the Lands now or hereafter in force with respect in any 
way to the environment, health, occupational health and safety, product liability or 
transportation of dangerous goods, including the principles of common law and equity; 
and 

"Hazardous Substance" means any radioactive materials, asbestos materials, urea 
formaldehyde, underground or aboveground tanks, pollutants, hazardous substances, 
deleterious substances, dangerous substances or goods, hazardous, corrosive or toxic 
substances, special waste or waste of any kind or any other substance the storage, 
manufacture, disposal, bundling, treatment, generation, use, transport, remediation or 
release into the environment of which is now or hereafter prohibited, controlled or 
regulated under Environmental Laws; and 

"Pre-existing Hazardous Substances" means any Hazardous Substance present in, on or 
under the Lands, including without limitation surface and ground water, as at the date of 
the Grantee becomes the owner of the Energy System. 

(a) Control and Management of Site 

For the purposes of applicable Environmental Laws, the Grantor will be deemed 
to have responsibility for, and control and management of the Lands with respect 
to their environmental condition except as otherwise expressly provided in this 
Agreement or any other agreement between the Grantee and the Grantor or the 
beneficial owner of the Lands. 

(b) Grantor's Environmental Covenants 

The Grantor covenants and agrees with the Grantee at all times and from time to 
time as follows: 

i) not to use or permit the Lands to be used for the sale, storage, 
manufacture, disposal, handling, treatment, use or any other dealing with 
any Hazardous Substance, except in compliance with Environmental 
Laws; and 

ii) to comply with and to continue to comply with Environmental Laws and 
to use its best efforts to cause any tenants or other occupants of the Lands 
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to comply with Environmental Laws in their use and occupancy of the 
Lands. 

(c) Grantor's Environmental Indemnity 

(d) 

(e) 

The Grantor will release and indemnify and hold harmless the Grantee, its 
Representatives and their respective successors and permitted assigns from any 
and all liabilities, actions, damages, claims (including remediation cost recovery 
claims), losses, costs, orders, fines, penalties and expenses whatsoever (including 
all consulting and legal fees and expenses on a solicitor-client basis) and the costs 
of removal, treatment, storage and disposal of Hazardous Substances and 
remediation of the Lands and any adjacent property affected by the transmission 
of Hazardous Substances from the Lands which may be paid by, incurred by or 
asserted against the Grantee, its Representatives and their respective directors, 
officers, shareholders, employees, agents, successors and permitted assigns 
arising from or in connection with: 

i) any breach of or non-compliance with the provisions of this Section 15 by 
the Grantor or its Representatives; and 

ii) the presence or alleged presence of any Hazardous Substance in, on or 
under the Lands, including without limitation surface and ground water, 
and the release or alleged release of any Hazardous Substance at or from 
the Lands, including without limitation surface and ground water, except 
to the extent that such presence or release arises from the negligent act or 
omission of the Grantee or its Representatives or a breach or non
compliance by the Grantee or its Representatives with applicable 
Environmental Laws. 

Grantee's Environmental Covenants 

The Grantee covenants and agrees with the Grantor at all times and from time to 
time as follows: 

i) not to use the Lands for the sale, storage, manufacture, disposal, handling, 
treatment, use or any other dealing with any Hazardous Substance, except 
in compliance with Environmental Laws; and 

ii) to comply with and to continue to comply with Environmental Laws in its 
use and occupancy of the Lands hereunder. 

Grantee's Environmental Indemnity 

From and after the date on which the Grantee becomes the owner of the Energy 
System, the Grantee will release and indemnify and hold harmless the Grantor 
and its Representatives and their respective successors and permitted assigns from 
any and all liabilities, actions, damages, claims (including remediation cost 
recovery claims), losses, costs, orders, fines, penalties and expenses whatsoever 
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(including all consulting and legal fees and expenses on a solicitor-client basis) 
and the costs of removal, treatment, storage and disposal of Hazardous Substances 
( except any Pre-Existing Hazardous Substance) and remediation of the Lands and 
any adjacent property affected by the transmission of Hazardous Substances 
(except any Pre-Existing Hazardous Substance) from the Lands which may be 
paid by, incurred by or asserted against the Grantor or its Representatives and 
their respective successors and permitted assigns arising from or in connection 
with any breach of or non-compliance with the provisions of this Section 15 by 
the Grantee except to the extent that such breach or non-compliance was 
contributed to or caused by any negligent act or omission of the Grantor or its 
Representatives or a breach or non-compliance by the Grantor or its 
Representatives with applicable Environmental Laws. 

(f) The obligations of the Grantee under this Section 15 shall survive the registration 
of this Agreement and the termination and release thereof, if any. The obligations 
of the Grantee under this Section 15 are in addition to, and shall not limit, the 
obligations of the Grantee contained in other provisions of this Agreement. 

16. No Requirement to Do Works, Pay Fees, Etc. This Agreement does not in any way 
require the Grantee to provide any works or services whatsoever to the Lands, to develop, 
construct, inspect, clean, maintain, repair or replace any works or improvements 
whatsoever within or in respect of the Lands or to pay any fee or other amount 
whatsoever in connection with this Agreement, unless the Grantee is expressly required 
to do so under the terms of this Agreement or under any other agreement in writing. 

17. Subdivision / Effect of Agreement. This Agreement and the rights herein granted will 
run with the Lands and each part into which the Lands may be subdivided, whether by 
subdivision plan, strata plan or otherwise howsoever, and the term "Grantor" includes 
the owner of each subdivided portion of the Lands and the successors in title thereof. 
Despite anything contained in this Agreement, if the Lands are subdivided by subdivision 
plan, strata plan or otherwise howsoever, a default in respect of any subdivided portion of 
the Lands, including a default with respect to any amount payable in connection with any 
subdivided portion of the Lands, will not be a default with respect to any other portion of 
the Lands for which there has not been a default and the Grantee will not be entitled to 
exercise any of its rights or remedies under this Agreement except with respect to the 
subdivided portion or portions of the Lands for which there has been a default. Despite 
any other provision of this Agreement, in the event that the Lands are subdivided by 
means of a strata plan pursuant to the Strata Property Act: 

(a) the "Grantor" under this Agreement shall be the strata corporation created by the 
filing of such strata plan and the individual owners of the strata lots created by 
such strata plan shall have no obligations or liabilities under this Agreement other 
than as members of the strata corporation; 

(b) the individual strata lots created by any strata plan in respect of any portion of the 
Lands will not form part of the "Lands" and will not be subject to this Agreement; 
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( c) the statutory rights of way granted pursuant to this Agreement are intended to 
apply to and burden only the common property created by such strata plan and not 
at any time to burden any strata lot or the owner of any strata lot; and 

( d) upon the request of and at the expense of the Grantor or any strata lot owner, the 
Grantee will execute and deliver in registrable form a discharge of this Agreement 
from any such strata lot provided however, that this section 17(d) will not apply in 
the case of bare land strata lots. 

18. Application to Strata Corporation. Without limiting anything set out in this Agreement, 
any strata corporation created in respect of any portion of the Lands will be a "Grantor" 
and will be bound by all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement and any common 
property created by any strata plan in respect of any portion of the Lands will remain as 
part of the "Lands" and will be subject to this Agreement. 

19. Injunctive Relief. The Grantor acknowledges and agrees that, without limiting any other 
right or remedy of the Grantee, the Grantee may obtain from a court of competent 
jurisdiction injunctive relief in respect of any breach or anticipated breach by the Grantor 
of any of the Grantor's duties or obligations under this Agreement. 

20. Grantor's Indemnity. Subject to section 22, the Grantor shall indemnify the Grantee and 
save it harmless from all loss claims, actions, damages, liability and expense in 
connection with loss of life, personal injury, damage to property or any other loss or 
injury whatsoever arising from or connected to: 

(a) the occupancy or use by the Grantor of the ECR Area or any part thereof, or 
occasioned wholly or in part by any act or omission of the Grantor or its 
Representatives or anyone permitted by the Grantor to be in the ECR Area; or 

(b) the non-performance by the Grantor of its obligations hereunder. 

If the Grantee or any of its Representatives shall, without fault on its part, be made a 
party to any litigation commenced by or against the Grantor, then the Grantor shall 
protect, indemnify and hold the Grantee and its Representatives harmless in connection 
with such litigation. The Grantee or any of its Representatives may, at its option, 
participate in or assume carriage of any litigation or settlement discussions relating to the 
foregoing, or any other matter for which the Grantor is required to indemnify the Grantee 
or its Representatives under this Agreement. Alternatively, the Grantee or its 
Representatives may require the Grantor to assume carriage of and responsibility for all 
or any part of such litigation or discussions. The provisions of this Section shall survive 
the expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

21. Grantee's Liability and Indemnity. The Grantee shall indemnify the Grantor and save it 
harmless from all loss claims, actions, damages, liability and expense in connection with 
loss of life, personal injury, damage to property or any other loss or injury whatsoever 
arising out of this Agreement, or any occurrence in, upon or at the Lands, or the 
occupancy or use by the Grantee of the Lands or any part thereof, or occasioned wholly 
or in part by any act or omission of the Grantee or its Representatives or anyone 
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permitted by the Grantee to be on the Lands or in the Development. If the Grantor or any 
of its Representatives shall, without fault on its part, be made a party to any litigation 
commenced by or against the Grantee, then the Grantee shall protect, indemnify and hold 
the Grantor and its Representatives harmless in connection with such litigation. The 
Grantor or any of its Representatives may, at its option, participate in or assume carriage 
of any litigation or settlement discussions relating to the foregoing, or any other matter 
for which the Grantee is required to indemnify the Grantor or its Representatives under 
this Agreement. Alternatively, the Grantor or its Representatives may require the 
Grantee to assume carriage of and responsibility for all or any part of such litigation or 
discussions. 

22. Limitation of Liability. 

(a) Neither party shall be liable for any indirect, incidental, special or consequential 
damages or losses, including any loss of profits, loss of business revenue, failure 
to realize expected savings or any other commercial or economic loss suffer or 
incurred by the other party or its Representatives, howsoever caused. 

(b) The Grantor shall not be liable for any death or injury arising from or out of any 
occurrence in, upon, at, or relating to the Lands or the Building, or damage to 
property of the Grantee or of others located on the Lands or the Building, nor 
shall it be responsible for any loss of or damage to any property of the Grantee or 
others from any cause, except to the extent that such death, injury, loss or damage 
directly or indirectly results from the negligence or willful misconduct of the 
Grantor or its Representatives. The Grantor shall not be liable for any damage to 
the property of the Grantee or of others located on the Lands or Building caused 
by other tenants or persons on the Lands or in the Building or the Development or 
by occupants of adjacent property thereto, or the public, or caused by any public 
or quasi-public work. All property of the Grantee kept or stored on the Lands 
shall be so kept or stored at the risk of the Grantee only and the Grantee releases 
and agrees to indemnify the Grantor and its Representatives and save them 
harmless from any claims arising out of any damage to the same including, 
without limitation, any subrogation claims by the Grantee's insurers unless such 
damage results from the negligence or willful misconduct of the Grantor or its 
Representatives. 

( c) The provisions of this Section shall survive the expiration or termination of this 
Agreement. 

23. Insurance. The Grantee will, without limiting its liability under this Agreement or its 
obligations under applicable laws, at its own expense, obtain and maintain in full force 
and effect throughout the Term (defined below), the insurance coverage described in this 
Section 23 including coverage for their officers, directors and employees and, unless 
otherwise agreed in writing by the Grantor, will also cause any subcontractors or sub
consultants of the Grantee to obtain and maintain reasonable levels of the relevant types 
of insurance coverage described in this Section 23, including such coverage for their 
respective officers, directors and employees. 
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(a) General Commercial or Wrap-Up Liability Insurance, on an occurrence basis 
having a limit of not less than five million dollars ($5,000,000) inclusive per 
occurrence and in the aggregate for products and completed operations, and 
insuring against claims for bodily injury, personal injury, death, and property 
damage, including loss of use, arising out of the operations of the Grantee under 
this Agreement. The Commercial General Liability or Wrap-Up Liability policy 
shall name the Grantor and its directors, officers, employees and agents as 
additional insureds in respect of the operations of the Grantee under this 
Agreement and shall be non-contributory and apply only as primary, and not as 
excess, to any other insurance available to the Grantor. 

(b) Automobile Liability Insurance having a limit of not less than two million 
dollars ($2,000,000) inclusive per occurrence and insuring against claims for 
bodily injury, including death, and for property damage arising out of the use of 
the Grantee's owned, leased and non-owned vehicles if such vehicles are used in 
the performance of this Agreement. 

( c) All Risks Property Insurance (including flood and earthquake) upon all property 
owned by the Grantee or in their care, custody or control or installed by or on 
behalf of the Grantee which is located in the Building in an amount not less than 
the full replacement cost thereof. 

( d) Boiler and Machinery Insurance with limits for each accident in an amount not 
less than the full replacement cost of all boilers, pressure vessels, heating, 
ventilating and air-conditioning equipment and miscellaneous electrical apparatus 
owned or operated by the Grantee or by others ( other than the Grantor) on behalf 
of the Grantee. 

The policies in (c) and (d) above shall name as loss payee the Grantor, and anyone 
else with an interest in the Building from time to time designated in writing by the 
Grantor, shall not contain a co-insurance clause and shall contain a waiver of any 
rights of subrogation which the insurer may have against the Grantor. 

(e) Workers' Compensation Insurance in compliance with the applicable Laws 
pertaining to the compensation of injured employees assigned to the operations of 
the Grantee under this Agreement including voluntary compensation. 

All insurance policies required pursuant to this Section 23 will be in accordance with the 
following requirements: 

(f) The policies will contain a provision obligating the insurer to give the Grantor 
thirty (30) days advance written notice of policy cancellation. 

(g) Any self-insured retention, deductible, and exclusion in coverage in the policies 
will be assumed by, for the account of, and at the sole risk of the Grantee and, to 
the extent applicable, will be paid by the Grantee. 
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(h) The Grantee will deliver to the Grantor up-to-date insurance certificates 
evidencing such required coverage before the commencement of the operations of 
the Grantee under this Agreement within fifteen ( 15) days of the renewal of any 
such policy, and otherwise from time to time as is reasonably required by the 
Grantor, provided that the Grantor has no obligation to examine such certificates 
or to advise the Grantee in the event its insurance is not in compliance with this 
Section 23. 

(i) The insurance shall be placed with insurers which have an "AM Best" rating of 
A- or better and which are licensed to provide insurance coverage in the Province 
of British Columbia. 

(j) Neither the providing of insurance by the Grantee in accordance with the 
requirements of this Agreement nor the insolvency, bankruptcy or failure of any 
insurance company to pay any claim accruing shall be held to waive any of the 
provisions of this Agreement with respect to the liability of the Grantee or 
otherwise. The presence or absence of such insurance coverage as contemplated 
by this Agreement does not in any way decrease the Grantee's liability owed to 
the Grantor. 

24. Discharge. If this Agreement is terminated for any reason, the Grantee will execute and 
deliver in registrable form a discharge of this Agreement within 15 days of such 
termination. 

25. Amendment. Except as expressly set out herein, this Agreement may only be amended 
by an agreement in writing signed by the Grantee and the Grantor. No modification or 
amendment of any provision of this Agreement will be inferred from anything done or 
omitted by any of the parties except by an express agreement in writing duly executed 
and delivered by all of the parties. 

26. No Waiver. No condoning, excusing or overlooking of any default nor any delay in 
proceeding or failure to proceed in the case of any default under this Agreement will 
operate as a waiver of or otherwise affect in any way any rights or remedies under this 
Agreement or at law. No waiver of any rights or remedies will be inferred from anything 
done or omitted to be done by any party except by an express waiver in writing. No 
waiver in respect of any matter or thing will operate as a waiver in respect of any other 
matter or thing. 

27. Governing Law. This Agreement will be governed by and interpreted in accordance with 
the laws of in force in the Province of British Columbia, which is the proper law hereof, 
and the courts of British Columbia will have the exclusive jurisdiction with respect to all 
matters arising under or in respect of this Agreement. 

28. Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of this Agreement and will remain of the 
essence despite any extension of time given under or in connection with this Agreement. 

29. Notices. All notices under this Agreement must be given in writing and delivered in 
accordance with this provision. The parties agree that: 
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(a) any notice to the Grantor may be sent to the Grantor's address according to the 
Land Title Office records in respect of the Lands or delivered to the Grantor; and 

(b) all notices to the Grantee must be sent to the Grantee at the address set out above 
or such other address as the Grantee may notify the Grantor in accordance with 
the terms hereof at any time and from time to time. 

If any portion of the Lands is stratified by a strata plan (including a bare land strata plan), 
any notice in respect of such stratified lands will be sufficiently given if given to the 
strata corporation and it will not be necessary to give notice to all of the owners of strata 
lots within the strata plan. Notices will be sent by personal delivery, electronic 
transmission (including by fax) or by registered mail. Notices will be deemed to have 
been delivered (i) upon delivery, if delivered by hand, (ii) upon receipt, if sent by 
electronic transmission, or (iii) on the fifth Business Day after the mailing thereof, if sent 
by registered mail from a post office in British Columbia. In any court proceedings, any 
notice may be given in accordance with any requirements for service provided for 
pursuant to the Supreme Court Rules of the Province of British Columbia. 

30. Grantee's Licences and Authorizations. The Grantee may grant to any other person a 
licence or other agreement, authorizing such person to exercise any right granted to the 
Grantee pursuant to this Agreement without limiting or restricting its obligations and 
liabilities contained in this Agreement. 

31. Priority. The Grantor will do all acts and things determined by the Grantee to be 
necessary to gain priority for this Agreement over any financial charge or encumbrance 
registered against title to the Lands or any portion thereof, other than any financial charge 
or encumbrance consented to in writing by the Grantee in its absolute discretion. 

32. Severability. The provisions hereof are severable and if any of them should be found to 
be void or unenforceable at law, the remaining provisions shall not be affected thereby. 

33. Assignment by Grantee/Release. The Grantee may assign this Agreement to any person, 
provided that the Grantee and its assignee satisfy any requirements set out in Section 218 
of the Land Title Act, and provided that upon any assignment of this Agreement by the 
Grantee, the Grantee shall cause the assignee to enter into an agreement with the Grantor 
under which such assignee covenants that it shall perform the obligations of the Grantee 
hereunder and be bound by all of the provisions of this Agreement, including the 
provisions of this Section 33, which will apply to each and every subsequent assignment 
of any interest under this Agreement by such assignee. 

34. Further Assurances. The Grantor will execute and deliver any further agreement, 
document or instrument and do and perform any further act or thing as may be required 
by the Grantee at any time and from time to time in order to evidence or give full force 
and effect to the terms, conditions and intent of this Agreement. 

35. Ownership of Energy System. Despite any degree of annexation or affixation, or rule of 
law or equity to the contrary, all components of the Energy System shall not be 
considered a fixture and will be and remain the property of and vest in the Grantee. 
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36. Release of Grantor. For greater certainty, no person who has been "Grantor" will be 
liable for any breach of this Agreement occurring after such person has ceased to be an 
owner of, or strata corporation with respect to any part of the Lands, provided that the 
Grantor has obtained from the transferee of the Lands an assumption agreement whereby 
the transferee covenants and agrees to be bound by the obligations of the Grantor set out 
in this Agreement from and after the date of such conveyance and transfer. 

37. Restriction of Right of Way Area. The Grantee agrees that, once the Energy System is 
installed on, in and under the Lands, the Grantee shall at its cost prepare a reference plan 
("Plan") showing the location of the right of way areas for the Energy System Ancillary 
Spaces on the Lands (the "Right of Way Area") and file the Plan in the applicable Land 
Title Office together with a registrable discharge of the charge to remove the charge 
created under Section 4 from title to the Lands except as to that portion thereof identified 
on the Plan as the Right of Way Area. 

38. Term. The term of this Agreement (the "Term") shall commence upon its registration at 
the Land Title Office and shall continue until the Grantee no longer provides Energy 
Services from the Energy System. 

39. Default and Termination. Either party may, at its option and without further liability to 
the other party, terminate this Agreement: (i) upon the material default by such other 
party in the performance of any of its covenants or obligations under this Agreement, if 
such default is not remedied within thirty (30) days of the party in default receiving 
written notice of such default, or within such longer period as is reasonable in the 
circumstances, so long as the party in default is diligently moving to implement remedial 
action; or (ii) if such other party becomes insolvent, ceases to do business as a going 
concern, is adjudged bankrupt or made subject to the appointment of a receiver-manager, 
makes a general assignment for the benefit of creditors, or takes the benefit of any statute 
in force for the winding up or liquidation of business enterprises. 

40. Dispute. The parties will make a bona fide attempt to settle any dispute (a "Dispute") 
which may arise under, out of, in connection with or in relation to this Agreement by 
amicable negotiations and will provide frank and timely disclosure to one another of all 
relevant facts and information to facilitate negotiations. If the parties are unable to 
resolve the Dispute within thirty (30) days, or if the parties agree to waive such 
discussions in respect of a particular Dispute, then either party may refer the Dispute to a 
single arbitrator who is appointed and renders a decision in accordance with the then 
current "Shorter Rules for Domestic Commercial Arbitration" or similar rules of the 
British Columbia International Commercial Arbitration Centre ("BCICAC"). The 
decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding. The costs and expenses of the 
arbitration, but not those incurred by the parties, shall be shared equally, unless the 
arbitrator determines that a specific party prevailed, and in such a case the non-prevailing 
party shall pay all costs and expenses of the arbitration, but not those of the prevailing 
party. The arbitration will take place in Vancouver, British Columbia and be conducted 
in English. 
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41. Grantee. 

(a) The Grantee is the General Partner of Creative Energy Mount Pleasant Limited 
Partnership and is entering into this Agreement for and on behalf of Creative 
Energy Mount Pleasant Limited Partnership. 

(b) The term "Grantee" when used in this Agreement shall include Creative Energy 
Mount Pleasant Limited Partnership. 

(c) Where the consent of the Grantee is required to any matter, the consent of 
Creative Energy Mount Pleasant Limited Partnership shall be sufficient to meet 
that requirement. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have executed and delivered this Agreement by 
signing on the Land Title Act Form C above. 
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PRIORITY CONSENT 

For One Dollar ($1.00) and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of 
which are hereby acknowledged and agreed to by First National Financial GP Corporation (the 
"Chargeholder"), being the holder of Mortgage CA4678967 (modified by CA6760439), 
Assignment of Rents CA4678968 (modified by CA6760440), Mortgage CA4678971 (modified 
by CA6760445 and CA7422352) and Assignment of Rents CA4678972 (modified by 
CA6760446 and CA7422353) (collectively, the "Charges"), hereby approves and consents to 
the granting of the Statutory Rights of Way (collectively, the "Encumbrances") herein 
contained, and consents and agrees that the Encumbrances shall be binding upon the 
Chargeholder' s interest in or charge upon the Lands and shall be encumbrances upon such Lands 
in priority to the Charges in the same manner and to the same effect as if the Encumbrances had 
been granted and registered against such Lands prior to the dating, execution and registration of 
the Charges and the advance of any monies thereunder. 

To witness this priority consent, the Chargeholder has caused its duly authorized signatory(ies) 
to sign the Land Title Act Form C above. 
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SCHEDULE A 
PLAN OF ECR AREA 

[Parties to provide} 
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SCHEDULE C-1 

CUSTOMER SERVICE AGREEMENT 
[NON M3 LANDS] 

[See attached Customer Service Agreement] 
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CUSTOMER SERVICE AGREEMENT 

CREATIVE ENERGY MOUNT PLEASANT LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, by its General 
Partner, CREATIVE ENERGY MOUNT PLEASANT G.P. INC. 

NEIGHBOURHOOD ENERGY SYSTEM 

THERMAL ENERGY SERVICE 

CIVIC ADDRESS: ♦ 

LEGALLY DESCRIBED AS: 

♦ 

TERMS & CONDITIONS OF CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Effective: _________ _ 

These Terms and Conditions are available for public inspection on the website of the British Columbia Utilities 
Commission and at the office of the British Columbia Utilities Commission in Vancouver, British Columbia. 
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NEIGHBOURHOOD ENERGY SYSTEM SERVICE AGREEMENT 

Customer Information and Billing Address 
' 

Name or company name (include business registration no. if applicable) 

Mailing/billing address 

If company, contact name Telephone Email 

Property/Service location address (the "Lands") 

-----------------------------------------------1 
Legally described as: 

The Customer, by signing this Agreement, accepts and agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions herein contained, 
including in Sections A, B and C below. 

CUSTOMER: 

Signature Date 

·' 
Name Title 
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SECTION A - DEFINITIONS 

Unless the context otherwise requires, in these Terms and Conditions the following terms have 
the following meanings: 

Affiliate: means, with respect to any Person (i) any entity over which such Person exercises, 
directly or indirectly, Control, (ii) any entity that is under the common Control of the same entity 
as such Person, or (iii) any entity which exercises control over such Person by virtue of 
ownership, financial participation or the rules which govern it. 

BCUC: means the British Columbia Utilities Commission and includes any replacement 
authority, commission or board having similar jurisdictional authority. 

Buildings: means the buildings, structures and improvements on the Lands, and Building means 
any one or more of the Buildings that may be situate on any parcel created upon the subdivision 
of the Lands and includes a subdivision by air space plan or strata plan, or a Building operated as 
a separate component of the development on the Lands, and which may be subject to a separate 
Customer Service Agreement. 

Building System: means the complete air conditioning and ventilating system and storage 
equipment to be installed and used for distributing and storing Thermal Energy in a Building, 
including any Sub-Meters, connected to but downstream of and excluding the Energy Transfer 
Station and the Demarcation Points located within that Building. 

Control: means more than fifty per cent ( 50%) of the securities having ordinary voting power 
for the election of directors of such Person or to direct or cause the direction of the management 
and policies of such Person, whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract or 
otherwise. 

Costs: means all: (i) actual, documented and/or committed and non-terminable costs reasonably 
incurred by the Utility in connection with the termination of the Customer Service Agreement 
and any agreement or arrangement related to the provision of Energy Services, including 
amounts payable to contractors or employees due to termination of construction, service, supply 
or employment agreements entered into by the Utility in connection with such performance; and 
(ii) reasonable fees and expenses incurred by the Utility in connection with the Utility enforcing 
its rights under the Service Agreement. 

Customer: means a Person receiving Energy Services pursuant to this Customer Service 
Agreement. 

Customer Service Agreement: means an agreement between the Utility and a Customer for the 
provision of Energy Services to a Building or Buildings, which agreement is comprised of a page 
bearing the information and signature of the Customer and these Terms and Conditions. 

Customer's Representatives: means any Person who is an officer, director, employee, agent, 
contractor, subcontractor, consultant or advisor of either the Customer or any Affiliate of the 
Customer. 
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Demarcation Points means the Energy Transfer Stations. 

Design Capacity: means the load for which the Neighbourhood Energy System has been 
designed. 

Distribution System: means, collectively, the system of pipes, fittings and ancillary components 
and equipment supplying Energy Services to, inter alia, the Demarcation Points. 

Early Termination Payment: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 19.2. 

Encumbrance: means any financial encumbrance, excluding any financial encumbrance m 
favour of the City of Vancouver. 

Energy Services: means the supply of thermal energy for space cooling purposes to be provided 
through the Energy System to the Demarcation Points. 

Energy Transfer Station: means, in respect of each Building, one or more separate exchangers 
for space cooling, energy metering equipment including temperature sensors and flow meters, 
control panel and all pipes, fittings and other associated equipment which control the transfer, 
and measure Energy Services from the Distribution System to the Building System for such 
Building. 

Governmental Authority: means any federal, provincial, regional, municipal, local or other 
government, governmental or public department, court, tribunal, arbitral body, commission, 
board, bureau or agency and any subdivision, agent, commission, board or authority thereof. 

Initial Term: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 18.1. 

Lands: means those lands and premises situate in Vancouver, British Columbia, more 
particularly described on the signature page forming part of this Customer Service Agreement. 

Meter: means an energy consumption meter owned and operated by the Utility and comprising 
part of an Energy Transfer Station, excluding any energy consumption meter owned by a 
Customer or a Person other than the Utility comprising part of a Building System. 

NES Area: means the Mount Pleasant neighbourhood in the City of Vancouver, within which 
the Lands are situate. 

Neighbourhood Energy System: means the energy system by which the Utility delivers 
Thermal Energy to Customers, including the Distribution System and the Energy Transfer 
Stations. 

Person: means an individual or his or her legal personal representative, an unincorporated 
organization or association, or a corporation, partnership, limited partnership, trust, trustee, strata 
corporation, syndicate, joint venture, limited liability company, union, Governmental Authority 
or other entity or organization. 

Services Commencement Date: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 18.1. 
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Standard Fees and Charges: means the standard fees and charges which may be charged to the 
Customer by the Utility and set out in the Tariff. 

Sub-Meters means an energy consumption meter owned and operated by the Utility to be used 
to measure individual consumption of the tenants of each Building 

Tariff: means Tariff No. ♦, which sets out the rates for Energy Services and certain related 
terms and conditions, as amended from time to time by the Utility with the approval of, and as 
filed with, the BCUC. 

Terms and Conditions: means these Thermal Energy Service Terms & Conditions, including 
Sections A, B and C herein, all as amended from time to time by the Utility with the approval of, 
and as filed with, the BCUC to the extent required by the BCUC. 

Thermal Energy: means all thermal energy for space cooling purposes. 

Utility: means Creative Energy Mount Pleasant Limited Partnership carrying on the business of 
a public utility. 

Utility's Representatives: means any Person who is an officer, director, employee, agent, 
contractor, subcontractor, consultant or advisor of either the Utility or any Affiliate of the Utility. 
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SECTION B - NATURE OF AGREEMENT 

1. The Lands 

1.1 If the Customer wishes to subdivide the Lands, including by way of air space or strata 
plan or both, then the Customer shall provide prior notice of such subdivision to the 
Utility, together with subdivision plans for the Lands and such further information as the 
Utility may require, and the Customer will execute and deliver, or will cause the 
applicable Person to complete, execute and deliver, to the Utility at its option forthwith 
following such subdivision, a Customer Service Agreement in respect of any one or more 
of the following: 

(a) any Building; 

(b) any legal parcel, including without limitation an air space parcel or a remainder 
parcel, that is subdivided from the Lands or any portion thereof; and 

( c) a strata corporation that is formed within any Building by way of the deposit of a 
strata plan, and in each such case the applicable Customer Service Agreement 
shall be executed and delivered to the Utility by the strata corporation prior to the 
first conveyance of a strata lot within the applicable strata plan. 

1.2 The Customer will cause any Person to whom the Customer transfers or otherwise 
disposes, whether directly or indirectly, all or any portion of its interest in the Lands to 
complete, execute and deliver to the Utility a Customer Service Agreement covering the 
applicable portion of the Lands so transferred or otherwise disposed. 

2. Provision of Energy Services 

2.1 The Utility will provide Energy Services to the Customer solely in accordance with these 
Terms and Conditions. 

2.2 The Customer may be required to provide reference information and identification 
acceptable to the Utility. 

2.3 The Utility may refuse to provide Energy Services to the Customer if there is an unpaid 
account for Energy Services in respect of the Customer or the relevant Building(s). 

• 2.4 This Customer Service Agreement relates only to the provision of the Energy Services by 
the Utility to the Customer, upon the Terms and Conditions. The Utility shall not be 
responsible for the provision of any utility services other than the Energy Services, such 
as electricity and natural gas, and the Customer shall be solely responsible for any fees 
and charges associated with such utility services, in addition to the fees and charges 
payable to the Utility hereunder. 
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3. Assignment 

3 .1 The Customer may not assign this Customer Service Agreement or any of its rights or 
obligations hereunder without the prior written consent of the Utility, such consent not to 
be unreasonably withheld. The Utility may, subject to BCUC approval, assign this 
Customer Service Agreement or any of its rights or obligations thereunder (including, 
without limitation, by way of the sale of the majority of its shares or business or its 
material assets or by way of an amalgamation, merger or other corporate reorganization) 
to any of its Affiliates or to any other Person without the consent of the Customer, 
provided such Affiliate or Person is duly qualified to carry out the Customer Service 
Agreement and agrees in writing to assume and be bound by the provisions of this 
Customer Service Agreement in all respects and to the same extent as the Utility is 
bound. 

4. Applicable Rates 

4.1 The rates to be charged to the Customer by, and paid by the Customer to, the Utility for 
Energy Services are set out in the Tariff from time to time in effect, which may be 
reviewed on the website of the BCUC or at the office of the BCUC in Vancouver, British 
Columbia. 

4.2 The rates have been determined on the basis of the estimated connected loads and Design 
Capacity which are in tum based on the intended design and use of the Buildings. The 
Customer must not significantly change its connected load without the prior written 
approval of the Utility, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld, delayed or 
conditioned. 

4.3 The Utility may conduct periodic reviews of the quantity of Thermal Energy delivered 
and the rate of delivery of Thermal Energy to the Customer for the purpose of, among 
other things, determining whether to substitute a more applicable Tariff. 

4.4 If the maximum Thermal Energy demand exceeds the Design Capacity, the Utility may, 
subject to BCUC approval, assess additional fees and charges to the Customer for usage 
exceeding such limits as approved by the BCUC, provided that if usage exceeds such 
limits, the Utility reserves the right to temporarily suspend or limit the Energy Services to 
reduce the load on the Neighbourhood Energy System. 

5. Ownership and Care of Neighbourhood Energy System 

5.1 Notwithstanding any degree of annexation or affixation, or rule of law or equity to the 
contrary, the Utility owns all components of the Neighbourhood Energy System and all 
additions or extensions thereto will be and remain the property of and vest in the Utility, 
whether located inside or outside of any Building. No component of the Neighbourhood 
Energy System shall be moved or removed from the Lands (whether located inside or 
outside of any Building) without the advance written permission of the Utility. 

5.2 The Customer will take reasonable care of and protect all components of the 
Neighbourhood Energy System in, on or under the Lands (whether located inside or 
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outside of any Building) against damage and must advise the Utility promptly of any 
damage to or disappearance of the whole or part of any such component. Subject to 
Section 8.1, the Customer will pay to the Utility promptly upon request the cost of any 
broken, missing or damaged component of the Neighbourhood Energy System (or part 
thereof), except to the extent that the Customer demonstrates that such component ( or 
part thereof) was broken, missing or damaged due to a defect therein or to any act or 
omission of the Utility or any of the Utility's Representatives. 

6. Meter Reading 

6.1 The amount of Thermal Energy registered by a Meter during each billing period will be 
converted to megawatt-hour. 

6.2 The interval between consecutive Meter readings will be at the sole discretion of the 
Utility. The Meter will typically be read at monthly intervals. 

7. Meter Testing 

7.1 If the Customer doubts the accuracy of a Meter, then the Customer may request to have 
the Meter tested by an independent qualified third party. 

7.2 If the testing indicates that the Meter is recording accurately, then the Customer must pay 
the Utility for the cost of removing, replacing and testing the Meter as set out in the 
Standard Fees and Charges and the reconnection charge as set out in Section 10. 

7 .3 If the testing indicates that the Meter is recording inaccurately, then the Utility will incur 
the cost of removing, replacing and testing the Meter. 

8. Maintenance 

8.1 The Utility will repair, maintain and replace all components of the Neighbourhood 
Energy System in, on or under the Lands (whether located inside or outside of the 
Buildings or any of them), from time to time at its own cost to keep the same in good 
working order. For greater certainty, except for the Utility's obligation to repair, maintain 
and replace such components of the Neighbourhood Energy System as aforesaid, the 
Utility is not, and will not be, responsible for repairing, maintaining or replacing any 
Building System or part thereof or other facility or equipment in, on or under the Lands 
(whether located inside or outside of the Buildings or any of them). 

8.2 The Customer shall not make any alterations to any Building System which may impact 
the provision of the Energy Services by the Utility without the prior written approval of 
the Utility, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned. 

8.3 The Customer will promptly repair, maintain and replace the Building Systems from time 
to time at its own cost to keep the same in good working order. 
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9. Connections and Disconnections 

9.1 No connection, disconnection, reconnection, extension, installation, replacement or any 
other change is to be made to any component of the Neighbourhood Energy System by 
anyone except by the Utility's Representatives authorized by the Utility. 

10. Energy Services Reconnections 

10.1 If: 

(a) Energy Services are discontinued to the Customer for any of the reasons specified 
in Section 15 or any other provision of this Customer Service Agreement; or 

(b) a Building System is disconnected from the Neighbourhood Energy System or 
Energy Services are discontinued to the Customer: 

(i) at the request of the Customer with the approval of the Utility; or 

(ii) to permit a test of a Meter at the request of the Customer, which Meter is 
subsequently determined to be accurate, 

and the Customer or the employee, agent or other representative of the Customer re
applies for Energy Services for the same Building within 12 months of such 
discontinuance or disconnection (as applicable), then if the Building's Building System is 
reconnected to the Neighbourhood Energy System or if Energy Services are restored to 
the Customer, then the Customer will pay, as part of fees owing for the first month of 
Energy Services, a reconnection charge equal to the sum of: 

(c) the actual costs that the Utility will incur in reconnecting the Building's Building 
System to the Neighbourhood Energy System or restoring Energy Services to the 
Customer; and 

( d) the Basic Charge ( as set out in the Tariff) that the Customer would have paid had 
Energy Services continued during the period between the date of discontinuance 
or disconnection ( as applicable) and the date of such re- application. 

10.2 If a Building System is disconnected from the Neighbourhood Energy System or Energy 
Services are discontinued to the Customer for public safety or repairs or maintenance by 
the Utility, there will be no reconnection charge to reconnect the Building's Building 
System to the Neighbourhood Energy System or to restore Energy Services to the 
Customer. 

11. Billing 

11.1 The Utility will render bills to the Customer in accordance with this Customer Service 
Agreement and the Tariff. 
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11.2 Subject to Section 11.4 below, if Meter readings cannot be obtained for any reason, 
consumption may be estimated by the Utility for billing purposes and the next bill that is 
based on actual Meter readings will be adjusted for the difference between estimated and 
actual use over the interval between Meter readings. 

11.3 If any Meter fails to register or registers incorrectly, the consumption may be estimated 
by the Utility for billing purposes, subject to Section 12. 

11.4 If the Customer terminates this Customer Service Agreement, then the final bill rendered 
to the Customer will be based on an actual Meter reading. 

11.5 Bills will be rendered as often as deemed necessary by the Utility, but generally on a 
monthly basis. The due date for payment of bills shown on the face of the bill will be the 
first business day after: 

(a) the 21st calendar day following the billing date; or 

(b) such other longer period, as may be specified in the Application for Service or 
otherwise agreed in writing by the Customer and the Utility. 

11.6 Bills will be paid in the manner specified therein, which may include payment by regular 
mail, payment at a designated office of the Utility and/or payment by on-line banking or 
electronic funds transfer. 

11. 7 If the Customer requests historic billing information then the Utility may charge the 
Customer the cost of processing and providing this information. 

12. Back-billing 

12.1 Minor adjustments to a Customer's bill, such as an estimated bill or an equal payment 
plan billing, do not require back-billing treatment. 

12.2 Back-billing means the re-billing by the Utility for Energy Services rendered to the 
Customer because original billings were discovered to be either too high ( over-billed) or 
too low (under-billed). The discovery may be made by either the Customer or the Utility. 
The cause of the billing error may include any of the following non-exhaustive reasons or 
combination thereof: 

(a) stopped Meter; 

(b) metering equipment failure; 

( c) inaccurate Meter, as determined pursuant to Section 7; 

( d) switched Meters; 

( e) double metering; 

( f) incorrect Meter connections; 
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(g) incorrect use of any prescribed apparatus respecting the registration of a Meter; 

(h) incorrect Meter multiplier; 

(i) the application of an incorrect rate; 

(j) incorrect reading of Meters or data processing; or 

(k) tampering, fraud, theft or any other criminal act. 

12.3 Where the Customer requests that the Meter be tested, the provisions of Section 7 will 
apply in addition to those set forth in this Section 12. 

12.4 Where metering or billing errors occur and the Customer does not request that the Meter 
be tested, the consumption and demand will be based on the records of the Utility for the 
Customer or on the Customer's own records to the extent they are available and accurate 
or, if not available, on reasonable and fair estimates made by the Utility. Such estimates 
will be on a consistent basis within the class of customer of which the Customer is a 
member or according to the provisions of this Customer Service Agreement, as 
applicable. 

12.5 In every case of under-billing or over-billing, the cause of the error will be remedied 
without delay, and the Customer will be promptly notified of the error and of the effect 
on the Customer's ongoing bill. 

12.6 In every case of over-billing, the Utility will refund to the Customer money incorrectly 
collected, with interest computed at the short-term bank loan rate applicable to the Utility 
on a monthly basis thereon, for the shorter of: 

(a) the duration of the error; and 

(b) six months prior to the discovery of the error. 

12.7 Subject to paragraph 12.11 below, in every case of under-billing, the Utility will back-bill 
the Customer for the shorter of: 

(a) the duration of the error; or 

(b) six months prior to the discovery of the error. 

12.8 Subject to paragraph 12.11 below, in every case of under-billing, the Utility will offer the 
Customer reasonable terms of repayment. If requested by the Customer, the repayment 
term will be equivalent in length to the back-billing period. The repayment will be 
interest free and in equal instalments corresponding to the normal billing cycle. 
Delinquency in payment of such instalments will be subject to the usual late payment 
charges. 
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12.9 Subject to paragraph 12.11 below, if the Customer disputes a portion of a back-billing 
due to under-billing based upon either consumption, demand or duration of the error, the 
Utility will not threaten or cause the discontinuance of Energy Services for the 
Customer's failure to pay that portion of the back-billing, unless there is no reasonable 
ground for the Customer to dispute that portion of the back- billing. The undisputed 
portion of the bill will be paid by the Customer and the Utility may threaten or cause the 
discontinuance of Energy Services if such undisputed portion of the bill is not paid. 

12.10 Subject to paragraph 12.11 below, in all instances of back-billing where changes of 
ownership have occurred, the Utility will make a reasonable attempt to locate the former 
customer. If, after a period of one year, such former customer cannot be located, the over
billing or under-billing applicable to them will be cancelled. 

12.11 Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, if there are reasonable grounds to 
believe that the Customer has tampered with or otherwise used the Thermal Energy or 
any component of the Neighbourhood Energy System in an unauthorized way, or there is 
evidence of fraud, theft or another criminal act, then back-billing will be applied for the 
duration of the unauthorized use, and the provisions of paragraphs 12.7, 12.8, 12.9 and 
12.10 above will not apply. 

12.12 Under-billing resulting from circumstances described in paragraph 12.11 will bear 
interest at the rate specified in the Tariff on unpaid accounts from the date of the original 
under-billed invoice until the amount under-billed is paid in full. 

12.13 In addition, the Customer is liable for the direct administrative costs incurred by the 
Utility in the investigation of any incident of tampering, including the direct costs of 
repair, or replacement of equipment. 

13. Late Payment Charge And Collection Charge 

13 .1 If the amount due on any bill has not been paid in full on or before the due date shown on 
such bill, a further bill will be rendered to include the overdue amount plus a late 
payment charge as set out in the Standard Fees and Charges. Notwithstanding the due 
date shown, to allow time for payments made to reach the Utility and to co-ordinate the 
billing of late payment charges with scheduled billing cycles, the Utility may, in its 
discretion, waive late payment charges on payments not processed until a number of days 
after the due date. If the Customer's account is overdue and requires additional effort to 
collect, the Utility may charge the Customer a collection charge as set out in the Standard 
Fees and Charges. 

14. Dishonoured Payments Charge 

14.1 If a cheque received by the Utility from the Customer in payment of any account is 
returned by the Customer's bank, trust company or financial institution because of 
insufficient funds (NSF), or any reason other than clerical error, a returned cheque charge 
as set out in the Standard Fees and Charges will be added to the amount due and payable 
by the Customer whether or not the applicable Building System has been disconnected_ 
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from the Neighbourhood Energy System or Energy Services have been discontinued to 
the Customer. 

15. Refusal to Provide Energy Services and Discontinuance of Energy Services 

15.1 The Utility may, after following the billing and the back-billing processes in Sections 11 
and 12, respectively, and after having given two (2) business days' prior written notice, 
discontinue providing Energy Services to the Customer if the Customer: 

(a) fails to fully pay for any Energy Services provided to any Building(s) on or before 
the due date for such payment; or 

(b) fails to provide or pay by the applicable date required any security deposit, 
equivalent form of security or guarantee or any requisite increase thereof. 

15.2 The Utility may, without having to give any notice, discontinue providing Energy 
Services to the Customer if the Customer: 

(a) breaches any material terms and conditions of this Customer Service Agreement; 

(b) uses the provided Thermal Energy in a manner that may, in the opinion of the 
Utility acting reasonably: 

(i) lead to a dangerous situation; or 

(ii) have a negative impact on the Neighbourhood Energy System, or any 
components thereof; 

( c) fails to make modifications or additions to the Customer's equipment as required 
by the Utility to prevent a danger or negative impact described in paragraph (b) 
above; 

( d) negligently or fraudulently misrepresents to the Utility its use of Thermal Energy 
or the Thermal Energy load requirements of, or Thermal Energy volume 
consumed within and by, any Building; or 

( e) terminates this Customer Service Agreement pursuant to Sections 19 or 20 or 
causes the termination of this Customer Service Agreement for any reason. 

15.3 The Utility may, on not less than 30 days' prior written notice, discontinue providing 
Energy Services to the Customer if the Customer: 

(a) refuses to provide reference information and identification acceptable to the 
Utility when applying for Energy Services or at any subsequent time on request 
by the Utility; 
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(b) has defective pipes, appliances, or Thermal Energy fittings in any part or parts of 
Building(s) which may adversely impact the provision of the Energy Services by 
the Utility; or 

(c) makes any alterations to any Building System which may impact the provision of 
the Energy Services by the Utility without the prior written approval of the 
Utility, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned. 

15.4 The Utility may, without having to give notice, discontinue proving Energy Services to 
the Customer if the Customer stops consuming Thermal Energy in any of the Buildings 
for a time period determined by the Utility, acting reasonably but such period to be no 
less than six months, unless a shorter period is agreed to in writing by the Customer. 

15.5 The Utility will not be liable for any loss, injury or damage suffered by the Customer by 
reason of the discontinuation of or refusal to provide Energy Services in accordance with 
this Section 15. 

16. Security for Payment of Bills 

16.1 If the Customer does not establish or maintain credit to the satisfaction of the Utility, the 
Utility may require the Customer to provide a security deposit or equivalent form of 
security, the amount of which may not exceed the estimated total bill for the two highest 
consecutive months' consumption of Thermal Energy by the Customer. 

16.2 A security deposit or equivalent form of security is not an advance payment. 

16.3 The Utility will pay interest on a security deposit at the rate and at the times specified in 
the Standard Fees and Charges. If a security deposit is returned to the Customer for any 
reason, the Utility will credit any accrued interest to the Customer's account at that time. 
No interest is payable on any unclaimed deposit left with the Utility after the account for 
which it is security is closed, or on a deposit held by the Utility in a form other than cash. 

16.4 A security deposit (plus any accrued interest) will be returned to the Customer after one 
year of good payment history, or when this Customer Service Agreement is terminated 
pursuant to Sections 19 or 20, whichever occurs first. 

16.5 If the Customer's bill is not paid when due, the Utility may apply all or any part of the 
Customer's security deposit or equivalent form of security and any accrued interest 
towards payment of the bill. Under these circumstances, the Utility may still elect to 
discontinue Energy Services to the Customer for failure to pay for Energy Services in 
accordance with these Terms and Conditions. 

16.6 If the Customer's security deposit or equivalent form of security is appropriated by the 
Utility for payment of an unpaid bill, the Customer must re-establish the security deposit 
or equivalent form of security before the Utility will reconnect or continue Energy 
Services to the Customer. 
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17. Account Charge 

17 .1 When a change of customer occurs for a Building, then an account charge, as set out in 
the Standard Fees and Charges, will be paid by the new customer with respect to each 
account in that new customer's name for which a separate bill is rendered by the Utility. 

18. Term of Customer Service Agreement 

18.1 The initial term of this Customer Service Agreement is 25 years (the "Initial Term") 
from the date on which the Utility commences delivery of the Energy Services (the 
"Services Commencement Date"). 

18.2 The Customer may: 

(a) terminate this Customer Service Agreement with effect upon the expiry of the 
Initial Term; or 

(b) renew the term of this Customer Service Agreement for a period between five and 
20 years, and the rates for such renewal period shall be determined in accordance 
with Section 4, 

by giving no less than three years' written notice to the Utility at the address specified in 
the most recent bill rendered to the Customer that the Customer so elects to terminate this 
Customer Service Agreement. 

18.3 If the Customer does not elect to terminate or renew this Customer Service Agreement in 
accordance with Section 18.2, then this Customer Service Agreement shall renew 
automatically for a further term of 20 years, at rates to be determined in accordance with 
Section 4. 

19. Termination after Services Commencement Date 

19 .1 Either the Customer or the Utility may terminate this Customer Service Agreement at any 
time after the Services Commencement Date in connection with a default by the other 
party under this Customer Service Agreement that is continuing beyond any applicable 
cure period. 

19 .2 If the defaulting party under Section 19 .1 is the Customer, then the Customer shall pay to 
the Utility an early termination payment (the "Early Termination Payment") equal to 
the sum of: 

(a) the net present value of the remaining rates for Energy Services as set out in the 
Tariff for the balance of the Initial Term utilizing a discount rate of seven percent 
(7%); 

(b) any breakage or make-whole amounts payable by the Utility to its lenders arising 
in connection with any financing of any component of the Neighbourhood Energy 
System; and 
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( c) without duplication, all Costs incurred by the Utility. 

19.3 If the defaulting party under Section 19.1 is the Utility, then the Utility shall be 
responsible for all costs, expenses, damages and liabilities incurred by the Customer in 
connection with the termination of this Customer Service Agreement, provided that in no 
event will the Utility or any of its officers, directors, employees, contractors or agents be 
liable to the Customer for any indirect or consequential loss, cost or expense whatsoever, 
including any loss of profits, revenues or other economic loss, suffered by the Customer 
or its officers, directors, employees, contractors or agents. 

20. Effect of Termination 

20.1 The Customer is not released from any obligations to the Utility previously existing as at 
the effective date of termination as a result of the Customer terminating this Customer 
Service Agreement. 

20.2 If this Customer Service Agreement is terminated in accordance with Section 18.3, the 
Utility shall remove any component of the Neighbourhood Energy System located on the 
Lands that is not used by the Utility to service other Customers. 

20.3 Notwithstanding any termination by the Customer pursuant to this Section, and without 
derogating from the generality of Section 5, all components of the Neighbourhood 
Energy System will remain the property of and vest in the Utility. 

21. Liability 

21.1 Neither the Utility, nor any of the Utility's Representatives, is responsible or liable for 
any loss, injury (including death), damage or expense incurred by the Customer or any 
Person claiming by or through the Customer, that is caused by or results from, directly or 
indirectly, any discontinuance, suspension, or interruption of, or failure or defect in the 
supply, delivery or transportation of, or any refusal to supply, deliver, or transport 
Thermal Energy, or provide Energy Services, unless the loss, injury (including death), 
damage or expense is directly and solely attributable to the negligence or wilful 
misconduct of the Utility or any of the Utility's Representatives; provided however that 
neither the Utility nor any of the Utility's Representatives is responsible for any loss of 
profit, loss of revenue or other economic loss, even if the loss is directly attributable to 
the negligence or wilful misconduct of the Utility or any of the Utility's Representatives. 

21.2 The Utility may, on 48 hours' notice to the Customer, suspend Energy Services 
temporarily to make repairs or improvements to the Neighbourhood Energy System, 
except in the event of fire, flood or other emergency, where no notice shall be required. 
The Utility will, as soon as reasonably possible, restore Energy Services. 

21.3 The Customer shall bear and retain the risk of, and hereby indemnifies and holds 
harmless the Utility and all of the Utility's Representatives from, all loss and damage to 
all components of the Neighbourhood Energy System in, on or under the Lands (whether 
located inside or outside of Building(s)), subject to Section 8.1 and except to the extent 
any loss or damage is attributable to the negligence or wilful misconduct of the Utility or 
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any of the Utility's Representatives, or is caused by or results from a defect in the 
Neighbourhood Energy System or such components of the Neighbourhood Energy 
System. 

21.4 The Customer agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Utility and all of the Utility's 
Representatives from all claims, losses, damages, liabilities, costs, expenses and injury 
(including death) suffered by the Customer or any person claiming by or through the 
Customer or any third party and caused by or resulting from the use of Thermal Energy 
by the Customer or the presence of Thermal Energy on or in any part of the Building( s) 
or from the Customer or the Customer's employees, contractors or agents damaging any 
component of the Neighbourhood Energy System. This paragraph will survive any 
termination of the Customer Service Agreement. 

21.5 The Customer acknowledges and agrees that the Utility will not in any way be 
responsible for any aspect of the design, engineering, permitting, construction or 
installation of any Building System. 

21.6 The Customer will obtain and maintain at its own expense appropriate insurance 
coverage (including property and liability) throughout the Initial Term and any renewal 
thereof and will provide the Utility with evidence of same upon request. 

22. Access to Buildings and Equipment 

22.1 The Utility's Representatives will have, at all reasonable times, reasonable access to all 
components of the Neighbourhood Energy System in, on or under the Lands (whether 
located inside or outside of Building(s)) to ascertain the quantity or method of use of 
Energy Services, as well as for the purpose of reading, testing, repairing or removing the 
whole or any such component (or part thereof), turning Thermal Energy on or off, 
conducting system leakage surveys, stopping leaks, and examining pipes, fittings, 
connections and appliances. Utility shall act reasonably in connection with having access 
to the Lands or Building and take all reasonable steps not to disturb or interfere with the 
use and occupancy of the Lands or Building by Customer and any of its tenants, licencees 
guests or invitees. 

22.2 In furtherance of the above in Section 22.1, the Customer hereby grants and covenants to 
secure for the Utility and its subcontractors, agents, employees and representatives, by 
licenses, statutory rights of way or other agreements, and for nominal consideration, non
exclusive access to, on, over and under the Lands for the purposes of the Utility 
performing its obligations under this Customer Service Agreement, and if applicable for 
the connection of the Neighbourhood Energy System to other customers of the Utility as 
may be approved by the BCUC where required. Without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing, the Customer will, forthwith upon the Utility's request, grant or cause to be 
granted to the Utility and duly register in the relevant Land Title Office a statutory right 
of way in the Utility's standard form in respect of each lot comprising a part of the Lands 
to allow the Utility to perform its obligations. For greater certainty, the access granted 
pursuant to this Section 22.2 will be adequate, in the sole discretion and determination of 
the Utility, to allow the Utility to efficiently and effectively carry out its obligations 
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without undue disturbance or interference from the Customer or any of its contractors, 
agents, employees or representatives. 

22.3 The Customer acknowledges and agrees that each statutory right of way, lease or other 
registrable interest granted pursuant to this Section may be registered by the Utility in the 
relevant Land Title Office, together with any priority agreements as the Utility may deem 
necessary or advisable. The Customer will at the request of the Utility ensure that each 
statutory right of way granted pursuant to this Section will have priority over any 
Encumbrance registered against the title to the Lands, the applicable subdivided parcel 
thereof or the Customer's leasehold interest therein, as applicable. 

22.4 To the extent there is a statutory right of way in favour of the Utility registered against 
the Lands, the Customer hereby covenants and agrees to be bound by, and to comply 
with, such registered statutory right of way. 

23. Curtailment of Energy Services 

23.1 If there is a breakdown or failure of any component of the Neighbourhood Energy 
System, or at any time to comply with the requirements of any law, the Utility will have 
the right to require the Customer or a class or classes of customers serviced by the 
Neighbourhood Energy System, until notice of termination of the requirement is given, or 
between specified hours, to discontinue use of Thermal Energy for any purpose or 
purposes or to reduce in any specified degree or quantity the Customer's consumption of 
Thermal Energy for any purpose or purposes. 

23 .2 Any such requirement as described in Section 23 .1 shall be communicated by notice to 
the Customer. Any notice of the termination of any such requirement shall also be 
communicated by notice. 

23 .3 If in the opinion of the Utility, acting reasonably, the Customer has failed to comply with 
any requirement of the Utility communicated in accordance with this Section 23, then the 
Utility will be at liberty, after notice to the Customer is communicated in accordance with 
this Section, to discontinue Energy Service to the Customer. 

23.4 The Utility will not be liable for any loss, injury, damage or expense occasioned to or 
suffered by any Customer for or by reason of any discontinuance of Energy Services as 
contemplated by this Section 23. 

24. Disturbing Use 

24.1 The Customer will take and use the Thermal Energy supplied by the Utility so as not to 
endanger or negatively impact the Neighbourhood Energy System. 

24.2 The Utility may require the Customer, at the Customer's expense, to provide equipment 
which will reasonably limit such fluctuations or disturbances and may refuse to supply 
Thermal Energy or suspend the supply thereof until such equipment is provided. 
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25. Taxes 

25.1 The rates and charges set out in these Terms and Conditions do not include social 
services tax, goods and services tax, harmonized sales tax or any other tax that the Utility 
may be lawfully authorized or required to add to its normal rates and charges. 

26. Special Contracts and Supplements 

26.1 In unusual circumstances, special contracts and supplements to these Terms and 
Conditions may be negotiated between the Utility and the Customer and submitted for 
approval by the BCUC where a minimum rate or revenue stream is required by the Utility 
to ensure that the provision of Energy Services to the Customer is economic. 

27. Conflicting Terms and Conditions 

27.1 Whenever anything in these Terms and Conditions is in conflict with any special terms or 
conditions provided in the Tariff, the terms or conditions provided in the Tariff will 
prevail and whenever anything in these Terms and Conditions or in the Tariff is in 
conflict with the terms of any special contract the terms of such special contract will 
prevail. 

28. Authority of Agents of the Utility 

28.1 None of the Utility's Representatives has authority to make any promise, agreement or 
representation not incorporated in this Customer Service Agreement, and any such 
unauthorized promise, agreement or representation is not binding on the Utility. 

29. Utility Contact Information 

29.1 Section E attached to and forming part of these Terms and Conditions sets out the contact 
information and hours of operation for the Utility in the event of an emergency or in the 
event the Customer has any inquiries with respect to the Energy Services or the fees and 
charges payable by the Customer to the Utility hereunder or in the event of any disputes. 

30. Collection and Use of Data 

30.1 The Customer acknowledges and agrees that the Utility may from time to time collect 
and provide to the City of Vancouver data regarding the performance of the 
Neighbourhood Energy System on a system-wide basis for the NES Area or on the basis 
of a specified area within the NES Area system. 

31. Notices 

31.1 Any notice or other communication required or permitted to be given under this 
Customer Service Agreement by the Customer to the Utility will be effective only if in 
writing and when it is actually delivered (which delivery may be by telecopy or other 
telecommunications device) to the Utility at the address set out in Section C herein or 
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such other address as the Utility may designate to the Customer by notice to the 
Customer in accordance with Section 31.2. 

31.2 Any notice or other communication required or permitted to be given under this 
Customer Service Agreement by the Utility to the Customer or a class of customers may 
be made by either or both of public notices in the press and announcements over the 
radio, and may be communicated to any individual Customer by either or both of notice 
in writing (via e-mail, regular mail or personal delivery, or left at the relevant Building) 
and oral communication (including by telephone). 
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SECTION C - UTILITY CONTACT INFORMATION 

In the case of an Emergency (at any time): 

Telephone: 604-688-9584 

For all general inquiries: 

Suite 1 -720 Beatty Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 2Ml 

Telephone: 604-688-9584 
Fax: 604-688-2213 
Email: info@creativeenergycanada.com 

Hours of Operation: Monday - Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ( closed on statutory holidays) 
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SCHEDULE C-2 

CUSTOMER SERVICE AGREEMENT 
[M3 LANDS] 

[See attached Customer Service Agreement] 

I:\ENK\CREOI l\MAil 91 \Docs\Definitive Agreements\Construction and Purchase Agreement (Final Execution Copy).docx 
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CUSTOMER SERVICE AGREEMENT 
(M3 BUILDING) 

CREATIVE ENERGY MOUNT PLEASANT LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, 
by its General Partner, CREATIVE ENERGY MOUNT PLEASANT G.P. INC. 

NEIGHBOURHOOD ENERGY SYSTEM 

THERMAL ENERGY SERVICE 

CIVIC ADDRESS: 111 East 5th Avenue, Vancouver, BC 

LEGALLY DESCRIBED AS: 

♦ 

TERMS & CONDITIONS OF CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Effective: ----------

These Terms and Conditions are available for public inspection on the website of the British Columbia Utilities 
Commission and at the office of the British Columbia Utilities Commission in Vancouver, British Columbia. 
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NEIGHBOURHOOD ENERGY SYSTEM SERVICE AGREEMENT 

Customer Information and Billing Address 

Name or company name (include business registration no. if applicable) 

Mailing/billing address 

If company, contact name Telephone Email 

(the "Lands") 

Legally described as: 

The Customer, by signing this Agreement, accepts and agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions herein contained, 
including in Sections A, B and C below. 

CUSTOMER: 

Signature Date 

Name Title 
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SECTION A - DEFINITIONS 

Unless the context otherwise requires, in these Terms and Conditions the following terms have 
the following meanings: 

Affiliate: means, with respect to any Person (i) any entity over which such Person exercises, 
directly or indirectly, Control, (ii) any entity that is under the common Control of the same entity 
as such Person, or (iii) any entity which exercises control over such Person by virtue of 
ownership, financial participation or the rules which govern it. 

BCUC: means the British Columbia Utilities Commission and includes any replacement 
authority, commission or board having similar jurisdictional authority. 

Buildings: means the buildings, structures and improvements on the Lands, and Building means 
any one or more of the Buildings that may be situate on any parcel created upon the subdivision 
of the Lands and includes a subdivision by air space plan or strata plan, or a Building operated as 
a separate component of the development on the Lands, and which may be subject to a separate 
Customer Service Agreement. 

Building System: means the complete air conditioning and ventilating system and storage 
equipment to be installed and used for distributing and storing Thermal Energy in a Building, 
including any Sub-Meters, connected to but downstream of and excluding the Energy Transfer 
Station and the Demarcation Points located within that Building. 

Closing Date: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 23.1. 

Control: means more than fifty per cent (50%) of the securities having ordinary voting power 
for the election of directors of such Person or to direct or cause the direction of the management 
and policies of such Person, whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract or 
otherwise. 

Costs: means all: (i) actual, documented and/or committed and non-terminable costs reasonably 
incurred by the Utility in connection with the termination of the Customer Service Agreement 
and any agreement or arrangement related to the provision of Energy Services, including 
amounts payable to contractors or employees due to termination of construction, service, supply 
or employment agreements entered into by the Utility in connection with such performance; and 
(ii) reasonable fees and expenses incurred by the Utility in connection with the Utility enforcing 
its rights under the Service Agreement. 

Customer: means a Person receiving Energy Services pursuant to this Customer Service 
Agreement. 

Customer Service Agreement: means an agreement between the Utility and a Customer for the 
provision of Energy Services to a Building or Buildings, which agreement is comprised of a page 
bearing the information and signature of the Customer and these Terms and Conditions. 
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Customer's Representatives: means any Person who is an officer, director, employee, agent, 
contractor, subcontractor, consultant or advisor of either the Customer or any Affiliate of the 
Customer. 

Demarcation Points means the mid-point of the walls of the Energy Centre. 

Design Capacity: means the load for which the Neighbourhood Energy System has been 
designed. 

Development Lands: means, collectively, the lands as set out in SCHEDULE A; 

Distribution Extension: means an extension or upgrade of the Neighbourhood Energy System 
for the provision of Energy Services to buildings or properties other than those on the 
Development Lands. 

Distribution Extension Customer: means customers supplied Energy Services by the Utility 
through a Distribution Extension. 

Distribution System: means, collectively, the system of pipes, fittings and ancillary components 
and equipment supplying Energy Services to, inter alia, the Demarcation Points. 

Early Termination Payment: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 19.2. 

Encumbrance: means any financial encumbrance, excluding any financial encumbrance m 
favour of the City of Vancouver. 

Energy Services: means the supply of thermal energy for space cooling purposes to be provided 
through the Energy System to the Demarcation Points. 

Energy Transfer Station: means, in respect of each Building, one or more separate exchangers 
for space cooling, energy metering equipment including temperature sensors and flow meters, 
control panel and all pipes, fittings and other associated equipment which control the transfer, 
and measure Energy Services from the Distribution System to the Building System for such 
Building. 

Energy Centre: means a secured access below-grade room located within the Building within 
which will be located a portion of the Energy System. 

Fair Market Value: means the price as at the Closing Date at which the Purchased Assets would 
be acquired by a willing purchaser, not under any compulsion to purchase, from a willing buyer, 
not under any compulsion to sell, both parties having reasonable knowledge of all relevant facts. 

FMV Notice: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 22.2. 

Governmental Authority: means any federal, provincial, regional, municipal, local or other 
government, governmental or public department, court, tribunal, arbitral body, commission, 
board, bureau or agency and any subdivision, agent, commission, board or authority thereof 

Initial Term: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 18.1. 
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Lands: means those lands and premises situate in Vancouver, British Columbia, more 
particularly described on the signature page forming part of this Customer Service Agreement. 

Meter: means an energy consumption meter owned and operated by the Utility and comprising 
part of an Energy Transfer Station, excluding any energy consumption meter owned by a 
Customer or a Person other than the Utility comprising part of a Building System. 

NES Area: means the Mount Pleasant neighbourhood in the City of Vancouver, within which 
the Lands are situate. 

Neighbourhood Energy System: means the energy system by which the Utility delivers 
Thermal Energy to Customers, including the Distribution System and the Energy Transfer 
Stations. 

Option: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 22.1. 

Option Exercise Notice: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 22.2. 

Person: means an individual or his or her legal personal representative, an unincorporated 
organization or association, or a corporation, partnership, limited partnership, trust, trustee, strata 
corporation, syndicate, joint venture, limited liability company, union, Governmental Authority 
or other entity or organization. 

Purchase Confirmation Notice: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 22.4. 

Purchased Assets: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 22.1. 

Services Commencement Date: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 18.1. 

Standard Fees and Charges: means the standard fees and charges which may be charged to the 
Customer by the Utility and set out in the Tariff. 

Sub-Meters means an energy consumption meter owned and operated by the Utility to be used 
to measure individual consumption of the tenants of each Building 

Tariff: means Tariff No. ♦, which sets out the rates for Energy Services and certain related 
terms and conditions, as amended from time to time by the Utility with the approval of, and as 
filed with, the BCUC. 

Terms and Conditions: means these Thermal Energy Service Terms & Conditions, including 
Sections A, B and C herein, all as amended from time to time by the Utility with the approval of, 
and as filed with, the BCUC to the extent required by the BCUC. 

Thermal Energy: means all thermal energy for space cooling purposes. 

Transfer Approvals: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 22.5. 
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Utility: means Creative Energy Mount Pleasant Limited Partnership carrying on the business of 
a public utility. 

Utility's Representatives: means any Person who is an officer, director, employee, agent, 
contractor, subcontractor, consultant or advisor of either the Utility or any Affiliate of the Utility. 

Valuation Process Notice: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 22.3. 
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SECTION B - NATURE OF AGREEMENT 

1. The Lands 

1.1 If the Customer wishes to subdivide the Lands, including by way of air space or strata 
plan or both, then the Customer shall provide prior notice of such subdivision to the 
Utility, together with subdivision plans for the Lands and such further information as the 
Utility may require, and the Customer will execute and deliver, or will cause the 
applicable Person to complete, execute and deliver, to the Utility at its option forthwith 
following such subdivision, a Customer Service Agreement in respect of any one or more 
of the following: 

(a) any Building; 

(b) any legal parcel, including without limitation an air space parcel or a remainder 
parcel, that is subdivided from the Lands or any portion thereof; and 

( c) a strata corporation that is formed within any Building by way of the deposit of a 
strata plan, and in each such case the applicable Customer Service Agreement 
shall be executed and delivered to the Utility by the strata corporation prior to the 
first conveyance of a strata lot within the applicable strata plan. 

1.2 The Customer will cause any Person to whom the Customer transfers or otherwise 
disposes, whether directly or indirectly, all or any portion of its interest in the Lands to 
complete, execute and deliver to the Utility a Customer Service Agreement covering the 
applicable portion of the Lands so transferred or otherwise disposed. 

2. Provision of Energy Services 

2.1 The Utility will provide Energy Services to the Customer solely in accordance with these 
Terms and Conditions. 

2.2 The Customer may be required to provide reference information and identification 
acceptable to the Utility. 

2.3 The Utility may refuse to provide Energy Services to the Customer if there is an unpaid 
account for Energy Services in respect of the Customer or the relevant Building(s). 

2.4 This Customer Service Agreement relates only to the provision of the Energy Services by 
the Utility to the Customer, upon the Terms and Conditions. The Utility shall not be 
responsible for the provision of any utility services other than the Energy Services, such 
as electricity and natural gas, and the Customer shall be solely responsible for any fees 
and charges associated with such utility services, in addition to the fees and charges 
payable to the Utility hereunder. 
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3. Assignment 

3.1 The Customer may not assign this Customer Service Agreement or any of its rights or 
obligations hereunder without the prior written consent of the Utility, such consent not to 
be unreasonably withheld. The Utility may, subject to BCUC approval, assign this 
Customer Service Agreement or any of its rights or obligations thereunder (including, 
without limitation, by way of the sale of the majority of its shares or business or its 
material assets or by way of an amalgamation, merger or other corporate reorganization) 
to any of its Affiliates or to any other Person without the consent of the Customer, 
provided such Affiliate or Person is duly qualified to carry out the Customer Service 
Agreement and agrees in writing to assume and be bound by the provisions of this 
Customer Service Agreement in all respects and to the same extent as the Utility is 
bound. 

4. Applicable Rates 

4.1 The rates to be charged to the Customer by, and paid by the Customer to, the Utility for 
Energy Services are set out in the Tariff from time to time in effect, which may be 
reviewed on the website of the BCUC or at the office of the BCUC in Vancouver, British 
Columbia. 

4.2 The rates have been determined on the basis of the estimated connected loads and Design 
Capacity which are in tum based on the intended design and use of the Buildings. The 
Customer must not significantly change its connected load without the prior written 
approval of the Utility, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld, delayed or 
conditioned. 

4.3 The Utility may conduct periodic reviews of the quantity of Thermal Energy delivered 
and the rate of delivery of Thermal Energy to the Customer for the purpose of, among 
other things, determining whether to substitute a more applicable Tariff. 

4.4 If the maximum Thermal Energy demand exceeds the Design Capacity, the Utility may, 
subject to BCUC approval, assess additional fees and charges to the Customer for usage 
exceeding such limits as approved by the BCUC, provided that if usage exceeds such 
limits, the Utility reserves the right to temporarily suspend or limit the Energy Services to 
reduce the load on the Neighbourhood Energy System. 

5. Ownership and Care of Neighbourhood Energy System 

5.1 Notwithstanding any degree of annexation or affixation, or rule of law or equity to the 
contrary, the Utility owns all components of the Neighbourhood Energy System and all 
additions or extensions thereto will be and remain the property of and vest in the Utility, 
whether located inside or outside of any Building. No component of the Neighbourhood 
Energy System shall be moved or removed from the Lands (whether located inside or 
outside of any Building) without the advance written permission of the Utility. 

5.2 The Customer will take reasonable care of and protect all components of the 
Neighbourhood Energy System in, on or under the Lands (whether located inside or 
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outside of any Building) against damage and must advise the Utility promptly of any 
damage to or disappearance of the whole or part of any such component. Subject to 
Section 8.1, the Customer will pay to the Utility promptly upon request the cost of any 
broken, missing or damaged component of the Neighbourhood Energy System (or part 
thereof), except to the extent that the Customer demonstrates that such component ( or 
part thereof) was broken, missing or damaged due to a defect therein or to any act or 
omission of the Utility or any of the Utility's Representatives. 

6. Meter Reading 

6.1 The amount of Thermal Energy registered by a Meter during each billing period will be 
converted to megawatt-hour. 

6.2 The interval between consecutive Meter readings will be at the sole discretion of the 
Utility. The Meter will typically be read at monthly intervals. 

7. Meter Testing 

7.1 If the Customer doubts the accuracy of a Meter, then the Customer may request to have 
the Meter tested by an independent qualified third party. 

7.2 If the testing indicates that the Meter is recording accurately, then the Customer must pay 
the Utility for the cost of removing, replacing and testing the Meter as set out in the 
Standard Fees and Charges and the reconnection charge as set out in Section 10. 

7.3 If the testing indicates that the Meter is recording inaccurately, then the Utility will incur 
the cost of removing, replacing and testing the Meter. 

8. Maintenance 

8.1 The Utility will repair, maintain and replace all components of the Neighbourhood 
Energy System in, on or under the Lands (whether located inside or outside of the 
Buildings or any of them), from time to time at its own cost to keep the same in good 
working order. For greater certainty, except for the Utility's obligation to repair, maintain 
and replace such components of the Neighbourhood Energy System as aforesaid, the 
Utility is not, and will not be, responsible for repairing, maintaining or replacing any 
Building System or part thereof or other facility or equipment in, on or under the Lands 
(whether located inside or outside of the Buildings or any of them). 

8.2 The Customer shall not make any alterations to any Building System which may impact 
the provision of the Energy Services by the Utility without the prior written approval of 
the Utility, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned. 

8.3 The Customer will promptly repair, maintain and replace the Building Systems from time 
to time at its own cost to keep the same in good working order. 
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9. Connections and Disconnections 

9.1 No connection, disconnection, reconnection, extension, installation, replacement or any 
other change is to be made to any component of the Neighbourhood Energy System by 
anyone except by the Utility's Representatives authorized by the Utility. 

10. Energy Services Reconnections 

10.1 If: 

(a) Energy Services are discontinued to the Customer for any of the reasons specified 
in Section 15 or any other provision of this Customer Service Agreement; or 

(b) a Building System is disconnected from the Neighbourhood Energy System or 
Energy Services are discontinued to the Customer: 

(i) at the request of the Customer with the approval of the Utility; or 

(ii) to permit a test of a Meter at the request of the Customer, which Meter is 
subsequently determined to be accurate, 

and the Customer or the employee, agent or other representative of the Customer re
applies for Energy Services for the same Building within 12 months of such 
discontinuance or disconnection (as applicable), then if the Building's Building System is 
reconnected to the Neighbourhood Energy System or if Energy Services are restored to 
the Customer, then the Customer will pay, as part of fees owing for the first month of 
Energy Services, a reconnection charge equal to the sum of: 

(c) the actual costs that the Utility will incur in reconnecting the Building's Building 
System to the Neighbourhood Energy System or restoring Energy Services to the 
Customer; and 

( d) the Basic Charge ( as set out in the Tariff) that the Customer would have paid had 
Energy Services continued during the period between the date of discontinuance 
or disconnection (as applicable) and the date of such re- application. 

10.2 If a Building System is disconnected from the Neighbourhood Energy System or Energy 
Services are discontinued to the Customer for public safety or repairs or maintenance by 
the Utility, there will be no reconnection charge to reconnect the Building's Building 
System to the Neighbourhood Energy System or to restore Energy Services to the 
Customer. 

11. Billing 

11.1 The Utility will render bills to the Customer in accordance with this Customer Service 
Agreement and the Tariff. 
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11.2 Subject to Section 11.4 below, if Meter readings cannot be obtained for any reason, 
consumption may be estimated by the Utility for billing purposes and the next bill that is 
based on actual Meter readings will be adjusted for the difference between estimated and 
actual use over the interval between Meter readings. 

11.3 If any Meter fails to register or registers incorrectly, the consumption may be estimated 
by the Utility for billing purposes, subject to Section 12. 

11.4 If the Customer terminates this Customer Service Agreement, then the final bill rendered 
to the Customer will be based on an actual Meter reading. 

11.5 Bills will be rendered as often as deemed necessary by the Utility, but generally on a 
monthly basis. The due date for payment of bills shown on the face of the bill will be the 
first business day after: 

(a) the 21st calendar day following the billing date; or 

(b) such other longer period, as may be specified in the Application for Service or 
otherwise agreed in writing by the Customer and the Utility. 

11.6 Bills will be paid in the manner specified therein, which may include payment by regular 
mail, payment at a designated office of the Utility and/or payment by on-line banking or 
electronic funds transfer. 

11.7 If the Customer requests historic billing information then the Utility may charge the 
Customer the cost of processing and providing this information. 

12. Back-billing 

12.1 Minor adjustments to a Customer's bill, such as an estimated bill or an equal payment 
plan billing, do not require back-billing treatment. 

12.2 Back-billing means the re-billing by the Utility for Energy Services rendered to the 
Customer because original billings were discovered to be either too high ( over-billed) or 
too low (under-billed). The discovery may be made by either the Customer or the Utility. 
The cause of the billing error may include any of the following non-exhaustive reasons or 
combination thereof: 

(a) stopped Meter; 

(b) metering equipment failure; 

(c) inaccurate Meter, as determined pursuant to Section 7; 

( d) switched Meters; 

( e) double metering; 

(f) incorrect Meter connections; 
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(g) incorrect use of any prescribed apparatus respecting the registration of a Meter; 

(h) incorrect Meter multiplier; 

(i) the application of an incorrect rate; 

G) incorrect reading of Meters or data processing; or 

(k) tampering, fraud, theft or any other criminal act. 

12.3 Where the Customer requests that the Meter be tested, the provisions of Section 7 will 
apply in addition to those set forth in this Section 12. 

12.4 Where metering or billing errors occur and the Customer does not request that the Meter 
be tested, the consumption and demand will be based on the records of the Utility for the 
Customer or on the Customer's own records to the extent they are available and accurate 
or, if not available, on reasonable and fair estimates made by the Utility. Such estimates 
will be on a consistent basis within the class of customer of which the Customer is a 
member or according to the provisions of this Customer Service Agreement, as 
applicable. 

12.5 In every case of under-billing or over-billing, the cause of the error will be remedied 
without delay, and the Customer will be promptly notified of the error and of the effect 
on the Customer's ongoing bill. 

12.6 In every case of over-billing, the Utility will refund to the Customer money incorrectly 
collected, with interest computed at the short-term bank loan rate applicable to the Utility 
on a monthly basis thereon, for the shorter of: 

(a) the duration of the error; and 

(b) six months prior to the discovery of the error. 

12.7 Subject to paragraph 12.11 below, in every case of under-billing, the Utility will back-bill 
the Customer for the shorter of: 

(a) the duration of the error; or 

(b) six months prior to the discovery of the error. 

12.8 Subject to paragraph 12.11 below, in every case of under-billing, the Utility will offer the 
Customer reasonable terms of repayment. If requested by the Customer, the repayment 
term will be equivalent in length to the back-billing period. The repayment will be 
interest free and in equal instalments corresponding to the normal billing cycle. 
Delinquency in payment of such instalments will be subject to the usual late payment 
charges. 
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12.9 Subject to paragraph 12.11 below, if the Customer disputes a portion of a back-billing 
due to under-billing based upon either consumption, demand or duration of the error, the 
Utility will not threaten or cause the discontinuance of Energy Services for the 
Customer's failure to pay that portion of the back-billing, unless there is no reasonable 
ground for the Customer to dispute that portion of the back- billing. The undisputed 
portion of the bill will be paid by the Customer and the Utility may threaten or cause the 
discontinuance of Energy Services if such undisputed portion of the bill is not paid. 

12.10 Subject to paragraph 12.11 below, in all instances of back-billing where changes of 
ownership have occurred, the Utility will make a reasonable attempt to locate the former 
customer. If, after a period of one year, such former customer cannot be located, the over
billing or under-billing applicable to them will be cancelled. 

12.11 Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, if there are reasonable grounds to 
believe that the Customer has tampered with or otherwise used the Thermal Energy or 
any component of the Neighbourhood Energy System in an unauthorized way, or there is 
evidence of fraud, theft or another criminal act, then back-billing will be applied for the 
duration of the unauthorized use, and the provisions of paragraphs 12.7, 12.8, 12.9 and 
12.10 above will not apply. 

12.12 Under-billing resulting from circumstances described in paragraph 12.11 will bear 
interest at the rate specified in the Tariff on unpaid accounts from the date of the original 
under-billed invoice until the amount under-billed is paid in full. 

12.13 In addition, the Customer is liable for the direct administrative costs incurred by the 
Utility in the investigation of any incident of tampering, including the direct costs of 
repair, or replacement of equipment. 

13. Late Payment Charge And Collection Charge 

13 .1 If the amount due on any bill has not been paid in full on or before the due date shown on 
such bill, a further bill will be rendered to include the overdue amount plus a late 
payment charge as set out in the Standard Fees and Charges. Notwithstanding the due 
date shown, to allow time for payments made to reach the Utility and to co-ordinate the 
billing of late payment charges with scheduled billing cycles, the Utility may, in its 
discretion, waive late payment charges on payments not processed until a number of days 
after the due date. If the Customer's account is overdue and requires additional effort to 
collect, the Utility may charge the Customer a collection charge as set out in the Standard 
Fees and Charges. 

14. Dishonoured Payments Charge 

14.1 If a cheque received by the Utility from the Customer in payment of any account is 
returned by the Customer's bank, trust company or financial institution because of 
insufficient funds (NSF), or any reason other than clerical error, a returned cheque charge 
as set out in the Standard Fees and Charges will be added to the amount due and payable 
by the Customer whether or not the applicable Building System has been disconnected 
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from the Neighbourhood Energy System or Energy Services have been discontinued to 
the Customer. 

15. Refusal to Provide Energy Services and Discontinuance of Energy Services 

15.1 The Utility may, after following the billing and the back-billing processes in Sections 11 
and 12, respectively, and after having given two (2) business days' prior written notice, 
discontinue providing Energy Services to the Customer if the Customer: 

(a) fails to fully pay for any Energy Services provided to any Building(s) on or before 
the due date for such payment; or 

(b) fails to provide or pay by the applicable date required any security deposit, 
equivalent form of security or guarantee or any requisite increase thereof. 

15.2 The Utility may, without having to give any notice, discontinue providing Energy 
Services to the Customer if the Customer: 

(a) breaches any material terms and conditions of this Customer Service Agreement; 

(b) uses the provided Thermal Energy in a manner that may, in the opinion of the 
Utility acting reasonably: 

(i) lead to a dangerous situation; or 

(ii) have a negative impact on the Neighbourhood Energy System, or any 
components thereof; 

( c) fails to make modifications or additions to the Customer's equipment as required 
by the Utility to prevent a danger or negative impact described in paragraph (b) 
above; 

( d) negligently or fraudulently misrepresents to the Utility its use of Thermal Energy 
or the Thermal Energy load requirements of, or Thermal Energy volume 
consumed within and by, any Building; or 

( e) terminates this Customer Service Agreement pursuant to Sections 19 or 20 or 
causes the termination of this Customer Service Agreement for any reason. 

15.3 The Utility may, on not less than 30 days' prior written notice, discontinue providing 
Energy Services to the Customer if the Customer: 

(a) refuses to provide reference information and identification acceptable to the 
Utility when applying for Energy Services or at any subsequent time on request 
by the Utility; 
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(b) has defective pipes, appliances, or Thermal Energy fittings in any part or parts of 
Building(s) which may adversely impact the provision of the Energy Services by 
the Utility; or 

(c) makes any alterations to any Building System which may impact the provision of 
the Energy Services by the Utility without the prior written approval of the 
Utility, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned. 

15.4 The Utility may, without having to give notice, discontinue proving Energy Services to 
the Customer if the Customer stops consuming Thermal Energy in any of the Buildings 
for a time period determined by the Utility, acting reasonably but such period to be no 
less than six months, unless a shorter period is agreed to in writing by the Customer. 

15.5 The Utility will not be liable for any loss, injury or damage suffered by the Customer by 
reason of the discontinuation of or refusal to provide Energy Services in accordance with 
this Section 15. 

16. Security for Payment of Bills 

16.1 If the Customer does not establish or maintain credit to the satisfaction of the Utility, the 
Utility may require the Customer to provide a security deposit or equivalent form of 
security, the amount of which may not exceed the estimated total bill for the two highest 
consecutive months' consumption of Thermal Energy by the Customer. 

16.2 A security deposit or equivalent form of security is not an advance payment. 

16.3 The Utility will pay interest on a security deposit at the rate and at the times specified in 
the Standard Fees and Charges. If a security deposit is returned to the Customer for any 
reason, the Utility will credit any accrued interest to the Customer's account at that time. 
No interest is payable on any unclaimed deposit left with the Utility after the account for 
which it is security is closed, or on a deposit held by the Utility in a form other than cash. 

16.4 A security deposit (plus any accrued interest) will be returned to the Customer after one 
year of good payment history, or when this Customer Service Agreement is terminated 
pursuant to Sections 19 or 20, whichever occurs first. 

16.5 If the Customer's bill is not paid when due, the Utility may apply all or any part of the 
Customer's security deposit or equivalent form of security and any accrued interest 
towards payment of the bill. Under these circumstances, the Utility may still elect to 
discontinue Energy Services to the Customer for failure to pay for Energy Services in 
accordance with these Terms and Conditions. 

16.6 If the Customer's security deposit or equivalent form of security is appropriated by the 
Utility for payment of an unpaid bill, the Customer must re-establish the security deposit 
or equivalent form of security before the Utility will reconnect or continue Energy 
Services to the Customer. 
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17. Account Charge 

1 7 .1 When a change of customer occurs for a Building, then an account charge, as set out in 
the Standard Fees and Charges, will be paid by the new customer with respect to each 
account in that new customer's name for which a separate bill is rendered by the Utility. 

18. Term of Customer Service Agreement 

18.1 The initial term of this Customer Service Agreement is 25 years (the "Initial Term") 
from the date on which the Utility commences delivery of the Energy Services (the 
"Services Commencement Date"). 

18.2 The Customer may: 

(a) terminate this Customer Service Agreement with effect upon the expiry of the 
Initial Term; or 

(b) renew the term of this Customer Service Agreement for a period between five and 
20 years, and the rates for such renewal period shall be determined in accordance 
with Section 4, 

by giving no less than three years' written notice to the Utility at the address specified in 
the most recent bill rendered to the Customer that the Customer so elects to terminate this 
Customer Service Agreement. 

18.3 If the Customer does not elect to terminate or renew this Customer Service Agreement in 
accordance with Section 18.2, then this Customer Service Agreement shall renew 
automatically for a further term of 20 years, at rates to be determined in accordance with 
Section 4. 

19. Termination after Services Commencement Date 

19.1 Either the Customer or the Utility may terminate this Customer Service Agreement at any 
time after the Services Commencement Date in connection with a default by the other 
party under this Customer Service Agreement that is continuing beyond any applicable 
cure period. 

19 .2 If the defaulting party under Section 19 .1 is the Customer, then the Customer shall pay to 
the Utility an early termination payment (the "Early Termination Payment") equal to 
the sum of: 

(a) the net present value of the remaining rates for Energy Services as set out in the 
Tariff for the balance of the Initial Term utilizing a discount rate of seven percent 
(7%); 

(b) any breakage or make-whole amounts payable by the Utility to its lenders arising 
in connection with any financing of any component of the Neighbourhood Energy 
System; and 
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(c) without duplication, all Costs incurred by the Utility. 

19.3 If the defaulting party under Section 19.1 is the Utility, then the Utility shall be 
responsible for all costs, expenses, damages and liabilities incurred by the Customer in 
connection with the termination of this Customer Service Agreement, provided that in no 
event will the Utility or any of its officers, directors, employees, contractors or agents be 
liable to the Customer for any indirect or consequential loss, cost or expense whatsoever, 
including any loss of profits, revenues or other economic loss, suffered by the Customer 
or its officers, directors, employees, contractors or agents. 

20. Effect of Termination 

20.1 The Customer is not released from any obligations to the Utility previously existing as at 
the effective date of termination as a result of the Customer terminating this Customer 
Service Agreement. 

20.2 If this Customer Service Agreement is terminated in accordance with Section 18.3, but 
subject to Sections 22 and 23, the Utility shall remove any component of the 
Neighbourhood Energy System located on the Lands that is not used by the Utility to 
service other Customers. 

20.3 Notwithstanding any termination by the Customer pursuant to this Section, and without 
derogating from the generality of Section 5, all components of the Neighbourhood 
Energy System will remain the property of and vest in the Utility. 

21. Distribution Extensions 

21.1 The Utility will not undertake any Distribution Extension without the prior approval of 
the Customer in accordance with this Section 21.1. The Customer and the Utility agree 
that if the Utility wishes to undertake a Distribution Extension, then the Utility may, by 
delivery of written notice to the Customer, request that the Customer grant its approval in 
respect of such Distribution Extension, which approval will not be unreasonably 
withheld, delayed or conditioned, provided that under no circumstances shall any such 
Distribution Extension adversely impact the Energy Services provided to the Customer or 
increase the rates charged by the Utility in respect of the provision of Energy Services. 

21.2 If the Utility delivers notice to the Customer that it wishes to undertake a Distribution 
Extension pursuant to Section 21.1, then the parties will enter into good faith discussions 
and negotiations to amend any provisions of this Customer Service Agreement which are 
impacted by such Distribution Extension, including, without limitation, Sections 22 and 
23 in respect of the applicability of the option to purchase the Purchased Assets. 

21.3 All Distribution Extensions shall be subject to the approval of the BCUC, where such 
approval is required. 
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22. End of Term Purchase Option 

22.1 Customer shall have the option to purchase from the Utility all equipment forming part of 
the Neighbourhood Energy System located within the Energy Centre up to the 
Demarcation Points (the "Purchased Assets") upon the termination of this Customer 
Service Agreement following the expiration of the Initial Term ( or any renewal term 
pursuant to Section 18), for the Fair Market Value, on the terms set out in Section 22 and 
Section 23 (the "Option"). 

22.2 Customer shall notify Utility of Customer's intent to exercise the Option (the "Option 
Exercise Notice") not less than thirty-six months prior to the expiration of the Initial 
Term (or renewal term, as the case may be). No later than three (3) months following 
receipt of an Option Exercise Notice, Utility shall deliver to Customer a notice (the 
"FMV Notice") containing Utility's determination of the Fair Market Value. 

22.3 If Customer still wishes to purchase the Purchased Assets and is of the view, acting 
reasonably, that the Fair Market Value is at least 15% lower than the value set out in the 
FMV Notice ( or if Utility has failed to deliver a FMV Notice in accordance with Section 
22.2), Customer may so notify Utility within 30 days of either receiving the FMV Notice 
or of the Utility's failure to deliver the FMV Notice by the deadline, as applicable (the 
"Valuation Process Notice"), in which event the Fair Market Value will be determined 
as the average of two appraisals as to the Fair Market Value obtained from two different, 
certified business valuation firms, one designated by each of Utility and Customer. Each 
party must designate its chosen valuation firm in writing within 15 days following 
delivery of the Valuation Process Notice, and each valuation firm shall deliver its final 
appraisal to both parties and to the other valuation firm within a further 30 days after the 
designation deadline. If a party fails to designate a certified business valuation firm 
within the 15 day period described above, then it shall forfeit its right to designate a 
valuation firm, and the Fair Market Value shall be determined exclusively by the other 
party's designated valuation firm. If a designated valuation firm fails to deliver its 
appraisal within the 30 days period described above, then the Fair Market Value shall be 
determined exclusively by the other party's designated valuation firm. If the Fair Market 
Value so determined is at least 15% lower than the figure stated in the FMW Notice (as 
applicable), then the Utility shall pay all of the appraisal firms' fees; otherwise Customer 
shall pay all of such fees. 

22.4 Upon the Fair Market Value being determined, whether by acceptance of the FMV 
Notice or by appraisal, Customer may within three (3) months of such determination 
notify Utility of its intent to proceed with the purchase of the Purchased Assets at the Fair 
Market Value on the terms described in Section 22.2 ("Purchase Confirmation 
Notice"). If Customer does not deliver a Purchase Confirmation Notice, then Customer is 
deemed to have revoked its exercise of the Option. If Customer notifies Utility it will not 
exercise the Option or the Option period expires without an election by Customer, the 
Option will automatically expire and be of no further effect. 

22.5 Upon the delivery of a Purchase Confirmation Notice by Customer, Customer will apply 
(or cause an application to be made) to the BCUC for any approvals required to allow for 
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the purchase and sale of the Purchased Assets and the operation of the Neighborhood 
Energy System by the Customer or such other person as the Customer intends to take 
ownership of the Purchased Assets (the "Transfer Approvals") and both Customer and 
Owner agree to cooperate and take all steps reasonably required to obtain such approvals, 
including assisting with the procedural steps related to filing the necessary documents, 
and providing arguments and witnesses in support of the applications. If for any reason 
the Transfer Approvals are not obtained, then the Option will automatically terminate and 
be of no further effect. 

22.6 Upon the Customer having delivered the Purchase Confirmation Notice, Customer shall 
have the right to assign its right to acquire the Purchased Assets in accordance with this 
Section 22 and Section 23. 

23. Transfer of Ownership 

23 .1 If Customer has delivered an Option Exercise Notice and a Purchase Confirmation Notice 
in accordance with Section 22, then on the first business day immediately following the 
later of: (i) the termination of this Customer Service Agreement; and (ii) 30 days 
following the receipt of the Transfer Approvals ("Closing Date"), Utility shall sell and 
Customer shall purchase the Purchased Assets for a purchase price determined pursuant 
to Section 22, on the following terms and conditions: 

(a) this Customer Service Agreement and all other Customer Service Agreements 
made with respect to the Development Lands will terminate effective the Closing 
Date; 

(b) between the date of the Option Exercise Notice and the Closing Date, Utility shall 
continue to operate and maintain the Purchased Assets in the same manner and 
with the same frequency and to the same standard as it had preceding the Option 
Exercise Notice and in accordance with the terms of this Customer Service 
Agreement; provided, however, such maintenance shall not include any 
expenditure properly characterized as a capital expense in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles unless the parties agree acting 
reasonably on who should bear the expense and whether the Fair Market Value 
should be adjusted accordingly; 

( c) Customer shall pay the purchase price to Utility by wire transfer or solicitor's trust 
cheque; 

( d) Utility shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Customer a bill of sale conveying 
the Purchased Assets, together with all intellectual property rights associated 
therewith, to Customer ( or as Customer may further direct). Such bill of sale shall 
not contain any warranties other than a warranty against any defects in title 
arising through Utility, and a warranty as to the Customer's ownership of the 
Purchased Assets; 
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( e) Utility shall use all reasonable efforts to transfer any remaining manufacturer's 
warranties on the Purchased Assets, or portions thereof, to Customer; 

(f) Utility shall use all reasonable efforts to transfer to Customer any permits, 
licenses and approvals that are transferrable and associated solely with the 
ownership or operation of the Purchased Assets and no other property or business 
of Utility; 

(g) Utility shall deliver to Customer all existing operating manuals for the Purchased 
Assets or any parts thereof, together with any other copies in Utility's possession 
or control; 

(h) Utility shall deliver to Customer all keys, codes, software systems, performance 
and maintenance logs and records, designs, as-built drawings, and other ancillary 
assets associated with or necessary for the proper operation of the Purchased 
Assets; and 

(i) the Purchased Assets and all ancillary assets shall be transferred by Utility free 
and clear of any liens, charges, financing statements or encumbrances against any 
component of the Purchased Assets. 

24. Liability 

24.1 Neither the Utility, nor any of the Utility's Representatives, is responsible or liable for 
any loss, injury (including death), damage or expense incurred by the Customer or any 
Person claiming by or through the Customer, that is caused by or results from, directly or 
indirectly, any discontinuance, suspension, or interruption of, or failure or defect in the 
supply, delivery or transportation of, or any refusal to supply, deliver, or transport 
Thermal Energy, or provide Energy Services, unless the loss, injury (including death), 
damage or expense is directly and solely attributable to the negligence or wilful 
misconduct of the Utility or any of the Utility's Representatives; provided however that 
neither the Utility nor any of the Utility's Representatives is responsible for any loss of 
profit, loss of revenue or other economic loss, even if the loss is directly attributable to 
the negligence or wilful misconduct of the Utility or any of the Utility's Representatives. 

24.2 The Utility may, on 48 hours' notice to the Customer, suspend Energy Services 
temporarily to make repairs or improvements to the Neighbourhood Energy System, 
except in the event of fire, flood or other emergency, where no notice shall be required. 
The Utility will, as soon as reasonably possible, restore Energy Services. 

24.3 The Customer shall bear and retain the risk of, and hereby indemnifies and holds 
harmless the Utility and all of the Utility's Representatives from, all loss and damage to 
all components of the Neighbourhood Energy System in, on or under the Lands (whether 
located inside or outside of Building(s)), subject to Section 8.1 and except to the extent 
any loss or damage is attributable to the negligence or wilful misconduct of the Utility or 
any of the Utility's Representatives, or is caused by or results from a defect in the 
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Neighbourhood Energy System or such components of the Neighbourhood Energy 
System. 

24.4 The Customer agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Utility and all of the Utility's 
Representatives from all claims, losses, damages, liabilities, costs, expenses and injury 
(including death) suffered by the Customer or any person claiming by or through the 
Customer or any third party and caused by or resulting from the use of Thermal Energy 
by the Customer or the presence of Thermal Energy on or in any part of the Building(s) 
or from the Customer or the Customer's employees, contractors or agents damaging any 
component of the Neighbourhood Energy System. This paragraph will survive any 
termination of the Customer Service Agreement. 

24.5 The Customer acknowledges and agrees that the Utility will not in any way be 
responsible for any aspect of the design, engineering, permitting, construction or 
installation of any Building System. 

24.6 The Customer will obtain and maintain at its own expense appropriate insurance 
coverage (including property and liability) throughout the Initial Term and any renewal 
thereof and will provide the Utility with evidence of same upon request. 

25. Access to Buildings and Equipment 

25.1 The Utility's Representatives will have, at all reasonable times, reasonable access to all 
components of the Neighbourhood Energy System in, on or under the Lands (whether 
located inside or outside of Building(s)) to ascertain the quantity or method of use of 
Energy Services, as well as for the purpose of reading, testing, repairing or removing the 
whole or any such component ( or part thereof), turning Thermal Energy on or off, 
conducting system leakage surveys, stopping leaks, and examining pipes, fittings, 
connections and appliances. Utility shall act reasonably in connection with having access 
to the Lands or Building and take all reasonable steps not to disturb or interfere with the 
use and occupancy of the Lands or Building by Customer and any of its tenants, licencees 
guests or invitees. 

25.2 In furtherance of the above in Section 25.1, the Customer hereby grants and covenants to 
secure for the Utility and its subcontractors, agents, employees and representatives, by 
licenses, statutory rights of way or other agreements, and for nominal consideration, non
exclusive access to, on, over and under the Lands for the purposes of the Utility 
performing its obligations under this Customer Service Agreement, and if applicable for 
the connection of the Neighbourhood Energy System to other customers of the Utility as 
may be approved by the BCUC where required. Without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing, the Customer will, forthwith upon the Utility's request, grant or cause to be 
granted to the Utility and duly register in the relevant Land Title Office a statutory right 
of way in the Utility's standard form in respect of each lot comprising a part of the Lands 
to allow the Utility to perform its obligations. For greater certainty, the access granted 
pursuant to this Section 25.2 will be adequate, in the sole discretion and determination of 
the Utility, to allow the Utility to efficiently and effectively carry out its obligations 
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without undue disturbance or interference from the Customer or any of its contractors, 
agents, employees or representatives. 

25.3 The Customer acknowledges and agrees that each statutory right of way, lease or other 
registrable interest granted pursuant to this Section may be registered by the Utility in the 
relevant Land Title Office, together with any priority agreements as the Utility may deem 
necessary or advisable. The Customer will at the request of the Utility ensure that each 
statutory right of way granted pursuant to this Section will have priority over any 
Encumbrance registered against the title to the Lands, the applicable subdivided parcel 
thereof or the Customer's leasehold interest therein, as applicable. 

25.4 To the extent there is a statutory right of way in favour of the Utility registered against 
the Lands, the Customer hereby covenants and agrees to be bound by, and to comply 
with, such registered statutory right of way. 

26. Curtailment of Energy Services 

26.1 If there is a breakdown or failure of any component of the Neighbourhood Energy 
System, or at any time to comply with the requirements of any law, the Utility will have 
the right to require the Customer or a class or classes of customers serviced by the 
Neighbourhood Energy System, until notice of termination of the requirement is given, or 
between specified hours, to discontinue use of Thermal Energy for any purpose or 
purposes or to reduce in any specified degree or quantity the Customer's consumption of 
Thermal Energy for any purpose or purposes. 

26.2 Any such requirement as described in Section 26.1 shall be communicated by notice to 
the Customer. Any notice of the termination of any such requirement shall also be 
communicated by notice. 

26.3 If in the opinion of the Utility, acting reasonably, the Customer has failed to comply with 
any requirement of the Utility communicated in accordance with this Section 26, then the 
Utility will be at liberty, after notice to the Customer is communicated in accordance with 
this Section, to discontinue Energy Service to the Customer. 

26.4 The Utility will not be liable for any loss, injury, damage or expense occasioned to or 
suffered by any Customer for or by reason of any discontinuance of Energy Services as 
contemplated by this Section 26. 

27. Disturbing Use 

27.1 The Customer will take and use the Thermal Energy supplied by the Utility so as not to 
endanger or negatively impact the Neighbourhood Energy System. 

27.2 The Utility may require the Customer, at the Customer's expense, to provide equipment 
which will reasonably limit such fluctuations or disturbances and may refuse to supply 
Thermal Energy or suspend the supply thereof until such equipment is provided. 
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28. Taxes 

28.1 The rates and charges set out in these Terms and Conditions do not include social 
services tax, goods and services tax, harmonized sales tax or any other tax that the Utility 
may be lawfully authorized or required to add to its normal rates and charges. 

29. Special Contracts and Supplements 

29.1 In unusual circumstances, special contracts and supplements to these Terms and 
Conditions may be negotiated between the Utility and the Customer and submitted for 
approval by the BCUC where a minimum rate or revenue stream is required by the Utility 
to ensure that the provision of Energy Services to the Customer is economic. 

30. Conflicting Terms and Conditions 

30.1 Whenever anything in these Terms and Conditions is in conflict with any special terms or 
conditions provided in the Tariff, the terms or conditions provided in the Tariff will 
prevail and whenever anything in these Terms and Conditions or in the Tariff is in 
conflict with the terms of any special contract the terms of such special contract will 
prevail. 

31. Authority of Agents of the Utility 

31.1 None of the Utility's Representatives has authority to make any promise, agreement or 
representation not incorporated in this Customer Service Agreement, and any such 
unauthorized promise, agreement or representation is not binding on the Utility. 

32. Utility Contact Information 

32.1 Section E attached to and forming part of these Terms and Conditions sets out the contact 
information and hours of operation for the Utility in the event of an emergency or in the 
event the Customer has any inquiries with respect to the Energy Services or the fees and 
charges payable by the Customer to the Utility hereunder or in the event of any disputes. 

33. Collection and Use of Data 

33.1 The Customer acknowledges and agrees that the Utility may from time to time collect 
and provide to the City of Vancouver data regarding the performance of the 
Neighbourhood Energy System on a system-wide basis for the NES Area or on the basis 
of a specified area within the NES Area system. 

34. Notices 

34.1 Any notice or other communication required or permitted to be given under this 
Customer Service Agreement by the Customer to the Utility will be effective only if in 
writing and when it is actually delivered (which delivery may be by telecopy or other 
telecommunications device) to the Utility at the address set out in Section C herein or 
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such other address as the Utility may designate to the Customer by notice to the 
Customer in accordance with Section 34.2. 

34.2 Any notice or other communication required or permitted to be given under this 
Customer Service Agreement by the Utility to the Customer or a class of customers may 
be made by either or both of public notices in the press and announcements over the 
radio, and may be communicated to any individual Customer by either or both of notice 
in writing (via e-mail, regular mail or personal delivery, or left at the relevant Building) 
and oral communication (including by telephone). 
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SECTION C - UTILITY CONTACT INFORMATION 

In the case of an Emergency (at any time): 

Telephone: 604-688-9584 

For all general inquiries: 

Suite 1 -720 Beatty Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 2Ml 

Telephone: 604-688-9584 
Fax: 604-688-2213 
Email: info@creativeenergycanada.com 

Hours of Operation: Monday - Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ( closed on statutory holidays) 
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SECTION D - DEVELOPMENT LANDS 

Civic Address Legal Description (PID) 

2015 Main Street, Vancouver, BC PID: 004-908-660 

PID: 004-908-686 

PID: 004-908-724 

PID: 004-909-160 

PID: 004-909-208 

PID: 004-909-232 

130 East 4th Avenue, Vancouver, BC PID: 018-157-700 

PID: 018-157-700 

111 East 5th Avenue, Vancouver, BC PID: 004-909-291 

PID: 004-909-275 

PID: 004-909-259 

PID: 004-909-143 

PID: 004-908-767 

110 East 5th A venue, Vancouver, BC PID: 004-908-554 

PID: 004-908-503 

PID: 004-908-473 

PID: 004-908-414 

PID: 015-558-959 
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SCHEDULED 

COOLING PLANT PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS 

The drawings attached are subject to change as Design progresses and more scheduling 
information is provided. The phasing described in this package has been modified, this will be 
captured during Creative Energy's Detailed Design process. 

https://creativeenergy.sharepoint.com/sites/Projects/Shared Docwnents/Main and 5th/3. Agreements/Definitive Agreeements/Tum from CE to WB Dec 2 2019/Construction and Purchase 
Agreement v7.docx 
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SCHEDULE E 

DESIGN GUIDE 

Further to this Design Guide, Creative Energy will conduct a peer review of the Base Building 
design to ensure that the building systems will be compatible with the Cooling Plant Design. 

https://creativeenergy.sharepoint.com/sites/Projects/Shared Documents/Main and 5th/3. Agreements/Definitive Agreeementsffurn from CE to WB Dec 2 2019/Construction and Purchase 
Agreement v7.docx 
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1. Introduction & Intent 

Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. {CE) is a publicly regulated utility that provides district 
energy services to buildings in the District Energy System (DES). 

This document summarizes building design strategies required of developers in anticipation of 
connection to a District Energy System (DES). Developers are required to adopt these standards 
and make appropriate provisions in building mechanical design to enable them to take full 
advantage of the benefits offered through future DES connection. 

The goal of the guidelines is to optimize DES connection, thereby creating seamless integration 
and operation. Compliance with the guidelines will improve overall building mechanical system 
efficiency. 

This Guideline is structured as follows: 

• Introduction & Intent 

• General steps to Ensure Building Compatibility to the DES 

• Background of District Energy and its benefits. 

• Contact information for Creative Energy 

Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 contain the technical guidelines for the base building engineer to 
follow. 

2. General Steps to Ensure Building Compatibility to the DES 

The Utility generally will install, own and operate all DES equipment within the customer building 
up to and including Energy Transfer Stations - further information is provided in Section 4. The 
following steps are undertaken between the Utility, Developer, and the Building mechanical 
engineer to ensure compatibility to the DES. 

CREAT!VENERGY DES Building Compatibility Design Guide - December 2019 
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During Design Stage: 

1. Kickoff Meeting with Building Developer and Design Engineer - CE to supply copies of 

Building Compatibility Design Guide and Energy Transfer Station (ETS) room requirements 

to Building Engineer - Building Engineer to provide a copy of "Project Statistics" (from 

Architect). 

2. Building Engineer to provide Building Service Application (form attached) with copies of 

relevant design information (Architectural, HVAC, and Plumbing drawing sets, equipment 

schedules and specifications), plus load and temperature details at the earliest stage 

possible - minimum 90 days before Building Permit application. 

NB: If an energy model has been performed, please provide energy profile summaries. 

3. CE to review and provide feedback on Building Service Application within 90 days. 

4. Ongoing reviews of the Building Service Application by CE and Engineer. 

5. Building Engineer approves (sealed by professional engineer of record) the final Building 

Service Application. 

6. CE signs off the Building Service Application 

7. Developer and CE sign the Connection agreement and Statutory Right of Way 

8. Building Engineer and CE approve the building compatibility package; CE to send the 

package to pertinent municipality (if applicable) 

9. Developer applies for Building Permit 

10. Amendments to Building Service Application to be approved by CE 

During Construction and Commissioning Stage 

1. Service Agreement between Developer and CE 

2. CE to review relevant submittals/Shop Drawings to ensure compatibility 

3. Construction of building mechanical systems starts 

4. Connection to Energy Transfer Station (ETS) 

5. Flushing of Building Mechanical System 

6. Building mechanical system as-builts provided to CE for review 

7. Remedies completed by building owner, as required 

8. Commissioning and Functional testing 

9. Occupancy permit and Energy Service commencement 

CE DES Building Compatibility Guidelines - December 2019 
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3. Background 

District Energy System (DES) Components 

The DES is comprised of three major components; the Energy Centre, the distribution network, 
and the customer energy Transfer Stations. The latter is the key equipment located in the 
customer building. All components are owned and operated by the Utility. 

1. District Energy Centre (EC): A centralized energy plant employing one or more technologies 
to produce hot and/or chilled water. Energy sources may change over time in response to 
changes in fuel prices and technological innovation. The long-term objective is for energy 
production to be provided by renewable technologies. Natural gas boilers and electric chillers 
may be used for back-up and peaking energy, and as an interim heating and cooling source 
until there is adequate energy demand to support renewable technology. 

2. Thermal Distribution Piping System (DPS): Consists of a four-pipe system providing separate 
supply and return loop hot and/or chilled water, buried in the streets between the 
Community Energy Centre and the building Energy Transfer Stations. The mains will typically 
be located in adjacent public Rights of Ways (ROW). Branch connections for each customer 
will typically enter the building at approximately 1000 mm below grade. For new proposed 
buildings sleeves can be placed ahead of time, otherwise cored holes are common. Water 
sealing will be provided per building specifications. 

3. Energy Transfer Stations (ETS): Each DES customer building has an ETS as the interface 
between the DES and the in-building thermal distribution system. The ETS includes 
equipment installed and operated by the DES provider including the necessary pipes, heat 
exchangers, associated controls and energy meters. This equipment is typically located inside 
the customer building mechanical room, which preferably is either at Pl or L1 and adjacent 
the branch connection point of entry. Information gathered by the Utility at the ETS, e.g. 
metering data, will be available in real time to the customer (method to be determined at 
design stage). See Appendix 1 for more information on the building connection. 

Further information can be found at the following: 

1. Creative Energy's website, www.creative.energy 

2. International District Energy Association website, http://www.districtenergy.org/what-is
district-energy/ 

CE DES Building Compatibility Guidelines - December 2019 
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4. Contact Information 

For additional information contact Creative Energy at info@creative.energy or 604-688-9584. 
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Appendix 1- DES Design Overview 

To achieve reliable and efficient operation of the District energy system (DES) high temperature 
differentials (~T) between the supply and return water is required. This is critical to minimize the 
heat and pumping losses and maximize the energy center (plant) efficiency to ensure that the 
DES system can meet optimal design efficiencies. The following table outlines the DES and base 
building temperature expectations (Note, these are maximums). 

Hot Water 
Temperature DES Design HVAC Design 

C (*note 1) 
Winter Summer Winter Summer 

Supply 95 65 70 60 
Return 55 50 50 45 
Delta-T 40 15 20 15 

Chilled Water 
Temperature DES Design HVAC Design 

C 
Winter Summer Winter Summer 

Supply 6.7 6.7 8.3 8.3 
Return 12.2 12.2 13.9 13.9 
Delta-T 5.5 5.5 5.6 5.6 

*Note 1 - if customers require "condensing efficiencies", temperatures will be reviewed. 

The building heating system must be designed to operate in a temperate regime that will be 
compatible with the District energy service. 

Energy Transfer Station Overview 

The following figures outlines how a building connects to the DES. Typically, the DES piping 
comes into the building approximately 1000 mm below grade and enters directly into the 
mechanical room where the ETS is located on the Utility side of the ETS. The ETS is the only 
equipment required for the building and replaces boilers. Isolation valves will be provided 
immediately upon entering. Isolation valves on the secondary side, indicate the demarcation 
point between the utility and the building. 

Sub-metering on the building side of the ETS is possible - if this is a service of interest please 
contact the Utility. 

CE DES Building Compatibility Guidelines - December 2019 
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Standard practice has one heat exchanger installed for the space heating, a second for domestic 
hot water, and a third for chilled water for each customer. Depending on flow range, multiple 
control valves can be provided to accommodate a range of seasonal loads. 
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ETS Control Strategy 

The building heating system shall be designed for variable volume flow operation (preferably 
with variable speed pumps to minimize the pumping power requirements and to achieve the 
minimum water temperature drop). All control valves (terminal units and zone valves) are to be 
of 2-way modulating (or on/off for Fan Coil Units) type. The system must not include 3-way valves 
that allow flow to by-pass the heating elements. 

Figure A-1. Temperature Reset Curve for Vancouver 
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The building (secondary) supply temperature shall be reset based on outside air temperature 
according to the guidelines provided in Figure A-1 above. The temperature reset strategy needs 
to be designed to allow the control valves to operate within the middle portion of their operating 
range. This prevent laminar flow conditions (by maintaining tube velocities above minimum) and 
thus maintaining a high heat transfer coefficient through the heating coils and other terminal 
devices, producing low return temperatures at all load conditions. 

As shown in Figure A-2 below, the primary (utility) system flow though the ETS is controlled to 
achieve the design supply temperature in the secondary (building) system. 

Figure A-2. In Building ETS Flow Schematic 
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To optimize domestic hot water ("DHW") load it is essential to centralize the DHW system, 
preferably in one main mechanical room. 
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There are options available to for DHW systems. The table below outlines the options and 
suitability with DES: 

Setup Type Description Pro's Con's 

Instantaneous No storage Lower supply temps. Larger heat 
Lower return temps exchanger required. 
for DES. Need tempering. 

Semi-Instantaneous Small buffer storage 
Charging Traditional storage 

The preferred design for DES performance is the 'semi-instantaneous' system, for buffering 
purposes. This system optimizes efficiency while reducing capital costs for hot water storage. 
Note, in all setups cold water make-up should be introduced directly to the ETS, rather than to 
the storage tanks. 

Figure A-3. DHW INSTANTANEOUS SET-UP 
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Figure A-4 
. SEMI-INSTANTANEOUS SET-UP 

Figure A-5. CHARGING SET-UP 
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The DHW system is to be designed in accordance with the design temperature specified below. 

Domestic cold water: S°C 
Domestic hot water: 60°C 

Additional Services Available: 

Other services, including steam for humidification or other process loads, central cooling and sub 
metering. Please contact Creative Energy to discuss other services. 
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Appendix 2 - Base Building Heating System Design Guidelines 

The hot water hydronic heating system shall be designed to provide all of the space heating and 
ventilation air heating requirements for the individual suites, hallways/stairwells and other 
common areas in the building, supplied from a central mechanical room within the building. Hot 
water shall be distributed, via a 2-pipe (direct return) piping system, to the various heating 
elements throughout the building. 

The specified LH shall be regarded as a minimum requirement, and a larger LH is desirable to 
further reduce the pipe sizes and associated valves, fittings, etc., pumping requirements and 
energy losses. The building return temperatures must be kept to a minimum to allow the DES to 
operate in a cost-effective manner. 

Hydronic heating can be delivered in a variety of forms including radiant floor/ceiling systems, 
hot water base-boards, fan coils, etc. The building (secondary) heating system shall be designed 
according to the maximum design temperatures specified below for several common types of 
systems. 

The following heating systems are deemed compatible with the DES. 

1. Hydronic Radiant Floor Heating 

Floor heating shall be designed for the following maximum temperatures: 

Hot water supply: 45°C 
Hot water return: 35°C 

Fin Type Baseboard Convectors I Perimeter Radiators 

The radiant heating shall be provided by 2-pass commercial fin type radiators or perimeter style 
radiant panels. The baseboard convectors and radiant panels shall be designed for the following 
maximum temperatures: 

Convectors: 

Radiators: 

Hot water supply: 7o•c 
Hot water return: so·c 

Hot water supply: Go0 c 
Hot water return: 45°C 

CE DES Building Compatibility Guidelines - December 2019 
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2. Fan Coils 

Packaged fan coil units designed with hot water coils can be used to provide individual unit 
heating. The fan coil units shall be designed for the following maximum temperatures: 

Hot water supply: 70°C 
Hot water return: S0°C 

3. Ventilation Make-Up Air Units 

The ventilation (make-up air) requirements shall be provided by air handling units designed with 
hot water/glycol heating coils. The heating coils shall be designed for the following maximum 
temperatures: 

Hot water supply: 6S°C 
Hot water return: 45°C 

4. Hybrid Heat Pumps 

Hybrid heat pump units designed with hot water coils can be used if cooling is required. The 
major benefit of these units is that the compressor only runs when cooling is required and shuts 
down when in heating mode. This results in lower operating costs, reduced maintenance, 
reduced noise, extended unit life, and a more efficient system due to heat recovery options. 

CE DES Building Compatibility Guidelines - December 2019 
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The following schematic illustrates the different operating modes. 

Mechanical Systems Comparison 
Hybrid Heat Pumps (CGC Bulldog) 

Operation: 

TRANE 

- Heating Mode - two speed fan operation. no compressor operation 
- Cooling Mode - compressor operation with oversized condensers 
- Building Loop temperatures of 30C Summer. 49C winter 
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COOLING MODE HEATING MODE 

The hybrid heat pump units shall be designed for the following maximum temperatures: 

Hot water supply: 
Hot water return: 

51.7 C {125°F) 
32.2 C {90°F) 

The following systems are not compatible with DES and should not be considered for the building 

mechanical system: 

• Electric baseboards 

• Water Source Heat Pumps 

• VRF systems 

CE DES Building Compatibility Guidelines - December 2019 
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Building Service Application 

Building Name and Address: 

Conditioned Floor Area: 

Intended Use and Occupancy: 

Mechanical Engineer of Record: 

Building services requested (circle): DHW / Heating/ Cooling/ Other 

If Other, please specify 

Target Date for Service1: 

GENERAL STEPS OF BUILDING PEER REVIEW FOR COMPATIBILITY: 

1. Kickoff Meeting with Building Developer and Design Engineer - CE to supply copy of 

Building Compatibility Design Guide to Building Engineer to provide a copy of "Project 

Statistics" (from Architect). 

2. Building Engineer to provide Building Services Application (form attached) with copies of 

relevant design information (drawings, equipment schedules and specifications), plus 

load and temperature details at the earliest stage possible - minimum 90 days before 

Building Permit application. 

1 Target Date is for building occupancy. CE will endeavour to have the ETS commissioned a minimum 
30 days prior to building occupancy. Construction heat service will be accommodated when possible. 

CREATiVENERGY Building Service Application 
Page 1 of 4 
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ENERGY 

NB: If an energy model has been performed, please provide energy profile summaries. 

3. CE to review and provide feedback on Building Services Application within 30 to 90 days, 

depending on complexity and response. 

4. Ongoing reviews of the Building Service Application by CE and Engineer. 

5. Building Engineer approves (sealed by professional engineer of record) the final Building 

Service Application. 

6. CE signs off the Building Services Application 

7. Developer applies for Building Permit 

8. Amendments to Building Service Application to be approved by CE 

9. Construction of building mechanical systems starts 

10. CE to review relevant submittals/Shop Drawings to ensure compatibility. 

11. Connection to ETS 

12. Building mechanical system as-builts to be provided to CE for review. 

13. Remedies by building owner, as required. 

14. Commissioning and Functional testing 

15. Occupancy permit and Energy Service commencement 

Floor Area Breakdown (m2): 

Estimated Loads: 

CREA1WENERGV Building Service Application 
Page 2 of 4 
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COMPATIBILITY CHECK LIST 

Item: Units Engineer Comments: 
Initial 

HVAC system is hydronic with direct 
return arrangement 
Heating loads 100% served by 
hydronic system 
No other sources of heat generation Demonstrate no more than 1% 
other than that allowed (solar or via prohibited equipment (typ. 
waste heat recovery) for remote area needs) 
Space provided for Energy Transfer Location and sq. meters; 
Station preferable at Pl level - attach 

drawing of location 
Compatible with district energy 
supply/return temperatures 
Designed to minimize return 
temperatures 

CREAT!VENERGV Building Service Application 
Page 3 of 4 
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DHW configured as: Choose from instantaneous, 
semi-instantaneous, or 
charging (see Guide) 

HVAC system design fully variable 
flow with 2-way control 

HVAC system design with outdoor air 
temperature reset strategy 

Certification: 

I certify that I am a registered professional as defined in the BC Building Code. 

Registered Professional of Record's Name (Print) 

Address 

Phone No. 

Date 

DE Utility review by: 

Date: 

Professional's Seal, Signature and 
Date 

CREAT!VENERGY Building Service Application 
Page 4 of 4 
October 15 
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SCHEDULEF 

KEY MILESTONE DATES 

Sign Definitive Agreements March 5, 2020 

CPCN Application Submitted March 13, 2020 

Complete Detailed Design November 5, 2020 
Drawings: Phase 1 - Cooling Plant 
improvements 

Complete Detailed Design July 5, 2020 
Drawings: 114 E. 4th DPS/ETS 

CPCN Application Approval December 5, 2020 

Assume Operation of the Cooling January 5, 2021 
Plant 

Developer/CE 

CE 

CE 

CE 

BCUC 

Developer/CE 

Phase 1 - CE servicing existing 2015 Main, existing 111 E. 5th and 114 E. 4th 

7 

8 

9 

Energy Transfer Station 114 E. 4th August 31, 2020 
Ave available for fit-out 

Complete Phase 1 Cooling Plant June 5, 2021 
Construction 

Service Commencement Date for December 15, 2020 
114 E. 4th Ave 

Phase 2 - CE adding service to 110 E. 5th Ave 

10 

11 

Notice in writing to CE of MSl l (actual) 
construction for 110 E. 5th Ave months 

Development Breaks ground for 110 Nov 1, 2020 
E. 5th Ave 

I:\ENK\CREO l 1\MAI19 l \Docs\Definitive Agreements\Construction and Purchase Agreement (Final Execution Copy).docx 
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12 

13 

14 

15 

47 

Complete Detailed Design MSlO (actual) + 8 CE 
Drawings - 110 E. 5th ETS/DPS months 

ETS 110 E. 5th Ave available for MSll (actual) + 12 Developer 
fit-out months 

Complete ETS/DPS 110 E. 5th Ave MS 13 ( actual) + 4 CE 
months 

Service Commencement Date for MSll (actual) + 22 Developer 
110 E. 5th Ave months 

Phase 3 - CE performing major cooling plant update and new service to renovated 111 E. 5th 

16 Consultation for Cooling Plant Sept 1, 2023 Developer/CE 
modifications or temporary 
equipment required to 
renovate/rebuild 111 E. 5th 

17 Construct Temporary measures for M 18 (actual) - 6 months Developer/CE 
Cooling Plant Service 

18 Renovation begins on 111 E. 5th Septl,2024 Developer 

19 Complete Detailed Design MS17 (actual) + 8 CE 
Drawings - Phase 3 Cooling Plant months 
update 

20 Construction Complete of Cooling MS18 (actual) + 22 CE 
Plant renovations at 111 E. 5th months 

21 Service Re-Commencement Date MS18 (actual) + 24 Developer 
for 111 E. 5th Ave months 

22 Future Residential Tower 2027 Developer 
Construction-2015 Main St 

I:\ENK\CREOI 1 \MAI 191 \Docs\Definitive Agreements\Construction and Purchase Agreement (Final Execution Copy).docx 
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SCHEDULEG 

BUILDING SYSTEM APPLICATION 

[See attached Building System Application] 
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Building Service Application 

Building Name and Address: 

Conditioned Floor Area: 

Intended Use and Occupancy: 

Mechanical Engineer of Record: 

Building services requested {circle): DHW / Heating/ Cooling/ Other 

If Other, please specify 

Target Date for Service1: 

GENERAL STEPS OF BUILDING PEER REVIEW FOR COMPATIBILITY: 

1. Kickoff Meeting with Building Developer and Design Engineer - CE to supply copy of 

Building Compatibility Design Guide to Building Engineer to provide a copy of "Project 

Statistics" {from Architect). 

2. Building Engineer to provide Building Services Application {form attached) with copies of 

relevant design information {drawings, equipment schedules and specifications), plus 

load and temperature details at the earliest stage possible - minimum 90 days before 

Building Permit application. 

1 Target Date is for building occupancy. CE will endeavour to have the ETS commissioned a minimum 
30 days prior to building occupancy. Construction heat service will be accommodated when possible. 

CREATIVENERGY Building Service Application 
Page 1 of 4 

October 15 
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NB: If an energy model has been performed, please provide energy profile summaries. 

3. CE to review and provide feedback on Building Services Application within 30 to 90 days, 

depending on complexity and response. 

4. Ongoing reviews of the Building Service Application by CE and Engineer. 

5. Building Engineer approves (sealed by professional engineer of record) the final Building 

Service Application. 

6. CE signs off the Building Services Application 

7. Developer applies for Building Permit 

8. Amendments to Building Service Application to be approved by CE 

9. Construction of building mechanical systems starts 

10. CE to review relevant submittals/Shop Drawings to ensure compatibility. 

11. Connection to ETS 

12. Building mechanical system as-builts to be provided to CE for review. 

13. Remedies by building owner, as required. 

14. Commissioning and Functional testing 

15. Occupancy permit and Energy Service commencement 

Floor Area Breakdown (m2): 

Estimated Loads: 

CREATiVENERGV Building Service Application 
Page 2 of 4 

October 15 
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COMPATIBILITY CHECK LIST 

Item: Units Engineer Comments: 
Initial 

HVAC system is hydronic with direct 
return arrangement 
Heating loads 100% served by 
hydronic system 
No other sources of heat generation Demonstrate no more than 1% 
other than that allowed (solar or via prohibited equipment (typ. 
waste heat recovery) for remote area needs) 
Space provided for Energy Transfer Location and sq. meters; 
Station preferable at Pl level - attach 

drawing of location 
Compatible with district energy 
supply/return temperatures 
Designed to minimize return 
temperatures 

CREATIVENERGY Building Service Application 
Page 3 of 4 
October 15 
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DHW configured as: Choose from instantaneous, 
semi-instantaneous, or 
charging (see Guide) 

HVAC system design fully variable 
flow with 2-way control 
HVAC system design with outdoor air 
temperature reset strategy 

Certification: 

I certify that I am a registered professional as defined in the BC Building Code. 

Registered Professional of Record's Name {Print) 

Address 

Phone No. 

Date 

DE Utility review by: 

Date: 

Professional's Seal, Signature and 
Date 

CREA1WENERGV Building Service Application 
Page 4 of 4 
October 15 
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SCHEDULEH 

DESCRIPTION OF PURCHASED ASSETS 

111 East 5th A venue 

List of major equipment is as follows: 

ITEM# DESCRIPTION MANUFACTURER 

Centrifugal Water-Cooled Chillers: 2 x 350 Ton+ Carrier (Trane 

1 1x150Ton Controls Upgrade) 

One of the two 350 Ton chillers is standby 

2 
Cooling towers: 2 x 350 Ton+ 1 x 125 Ton Baltimore Aircoil 

One of the two 350 Ton towers is stand by 

3 Chilled Water and Condenser circulating pumps 
N/A for 111 E. 5th Ave and 2015 Main St 

( duty/standby) 

4 Water storage tank for cooling tower makeup 
NIA 

water 

COMMENTS 

35 years old 
and nearing the 

end of their 
service life. 

Cooling Towers 
were replaced 

in 2017 

35 Years old, 
some motors 

replaced 

35 Years old, 
good condition 

• Chilled and heating hot water is distributed to air handling units, one per floor, to heat or cool air 

before being delivered to the floor space. Each air handling unit is equipped with heating coil, cooling 

coil, and a reheat coil. Entering hot water temperature is 71°C (160°F) with leaving hot water 

temperature of 63°C (145°F). Entering chilled water temperature is 7°C (45°F) while leaving chilled 

water temperature is 12.s°C (SS°F). Space temperature control is achieved via averaging 

temperature readings from distributed temperature sensors to determine whether heating or 

cooling is required. Air from the air handling units is distributed through overhead ductwork 

distribution and air supply diffusers. Heating water is distributed to perimeter baseboard heaters on 

the main floor. Local cooling for certain spaces is achieved via floor mounted air handling units 

supplying air to underfloor air distribution system. 

2015 Main Street 

• Chilled and heating hot water is distributed to air handling units, one per floor, to heat or cool air 

before being delivered to the floor space. Each air handling unit is equipped with heating coil, 

cooling coil, and a reheat coil. Air from the air handling units is distributed through overhead 

ductwork distribution to variable air volume (VAV) boxes connected to air supply diffusers. The VAV 

boxes are equipped with reheat coils too. Space temperature control is achieved via temperature 

sensors to control the VAV boxes and heating coils .. Heating hot water is distributed to perimeter 

baseboard heaters as well. 
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SCHEDULE I 

PLAN OF DESIGNATED PREMISES 

https://creativeenergy.sharepoint.com/sites/Projects/Shared Docwnents/Main and 5th/3. Agreements/Definith•e Agreeements/furn from CE to WB Dec 2 2019/Construction and Purchase 
Agreement v7.docx 
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SCHEDULEJ 

PURCHASED ASSETS REPORT 

[See attached Technical Memorandum Dated February 4, 2020 issued by Kerr Wood Leida!] 
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KERR WOOD LEIDAL 
consultin9 engfne<-?rs 

Technical Memorandum 

DATE: February 4, 2020 

TO: Travis Penno, Creative Energy 

CC: Kieran McConnell, P.Eng., Creative Energy 
KWL File 

FROM: Ayman Fahmy, P.Eng. 

RE: MAIN ALLEY - COOLING PLANT 
Review of Existing Cooling Plant - Final Report 
Our File 3835.019-300-CL T-001 (Rev 0) 

1. Introduction 

Greater V.::u1couver 
200 - 4185A Still Creek Drive 
Burnaby, BC V5C 6G9 
T 604 294 2088 
F 604 294 2090 

Creative Energy (CE) has retained Kerr Wood Leida! Associates Ltd. (KWL) to complete a peer review of 
the Main Alley district cooling concept. The cooling plant is an existing asset that will be expanded to 
serve the loads of future buildings. The loads that are intended to be served by this plant include: 

• 111 East 5th Avenue (existing) 
• 2015 Main Street (existing) 
• 114 East 4th Avenue 
• 110 East 5th Avenue 
• 111 East 5th Avenue (expansion) 
• Future residence tower 

The existing cooling plant was designed with substantial redundancy to feed a data centre that has been 
decommissioned with an existing cooling demand that is much lower than the installed capacity. The 
chillers are 35 years old and are reaching near end-of-life. The process adopts a primary - secondary 
pumping arrangement with single-speed motors for the evaporator side. The condenser side also 
includes single-speed motors for the pumps. The cooling towers were replaced recently (2017). Table 1 
below shows the existing equipment and the corresponding capacities. 

Greater Vancouver • Okanagan • Vancouver !s!and • Calgary • Kootenays kwl.ca 

llkwl.ca\bby\3000..3999\3800-3899\3835-019\300-Report\Rev0\3835--019--300-CL T-001-RevD_MainSt_Peer_Review_20200204.docx 
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Equipment 

Chiller 1 
Chiller 2 (Standby) 
Chiller 3 
CoolinQ Tower 1 
CoolinQ Tower 2 (Standby) 
Cooling Tower 3 

t 
Capacity 

(tons) 
350 
350 
150 
300 
300 
125 

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 
Review of Existing Cooling Plant - Final Report 

February 4, 2020 

I 

2. Demand Analysis 

1 

The demand analysis for this report includes the processing of the data from the existing buildings, the 
future anticipated demand, and commentary on the available capacity. 

The information available for the existing demand includes operation data received October 1, 2019 from 
Honeywell in text format. The data includes chiller current drawn (amps), and temperatures on an hourly 
basis (°F). Unfortunately, the existing plant does not have any instrumentation that measures the thermal 
energy or the flow. An approximate estimate of the plant capacity was calculated from the current based 
on 3-phase power. The following assumptions were made with this calculation: 

• Chiller motor power factor of 0.8 
• kW/ton conversion of 0. 7 

With these assumptions, the maximum peak thermal capacity generated since 2015 at any time was 325 
tons. Since 2015, the total number of hours exceeding 260 tons was only 11 hours and mainly in 2015. 
For the sake of this review, it will be assumed that the existing demand for 2015 Main and 110th East 5th 
Avenue is 260 tons (910 kW). This assumption also aligns with an EUI of 75 W/m2 (assuming a total floor 
space of 13,280 m2). The Plant Operator has also advised that no more than one chiller was ever 
required to meet the existing load. 

Based on this data, the chillers are well below their capacity limit. The combined chiller load from the 
data provided is shown in Figure 1 below. 

KERR WOOD LEIDAL ASSOCIATES LTD. 
consultin9 0nqin(1ors 
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 
Review of Existing Cooling Plant - Final Report 

February 4, 2020 
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Figure 1: Combined Chiller Hourly Load - All Received Data 

This figure shows a jump in load at the end of September 2018 until August 2019. The current (amps) 
data does not align with the supply temperatures provided for the same hour. It is evident that this time 
slot is not accurate and will therefore be ignored for this review. There is also a gap in data from January 
2019 to August 2019. 

The peak capacity, excluding the data from September 2018 to August 2019, and data prior to 2018, for 
the existing buildings is approximately 260 tons. 

re 
The anticipated demand for future buildings was obtained from an e-mail dated March 2018 from Integral 
and a memorandum dated September 2019 outlining additional chilled water demand. The anticipated 
demand is outline in Table 2 below. 

114 East 4th Avenue 840 239 
11 0 East 5th Avenue 560 159 
111 East 5th Avenue ex ansion 1 490 139 

The total anticipated capacity for future buildings is approximately 500 tons. 

1 Additional capacity for 111 East 5th Avenue as listed in the Creative Energy Feasibility report dated October 2017. 

I 
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 
Review of Existing Cooling Plant - Final Report 

February 4, 2020 

The total existing chiller capacity is 850 tons. Figure 2 below is a visual representation of the existing 
capacity used, the future capacity anticipated at 114 East 4th Avenue, 11 O East 5th Avenue, the 111 East 
5th Avenue expansion, and the available capacity remaining. 

The total existing cooling tower capacity is 725 tons. Figure 3 below shows that the existing cooling 
towers capacity used, the future capacity from 114 East 4th Avenue, 110 East 5th Avenue, and the 
available capacity remaining. The available capacity excludes 111 East 5th Avenue as it cannot be met 
under this design. 

Chillers Available Capacity (Tons) 
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Figure 2: Chiller Available Capacity 

Cooling Towers Available Capacity (Tons) 
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Figure 3: Cooling Tower Available Capacity 

below shows the available chiller capacity with N+1 design. Note that this only shows the future capacity 
at 114 East 4th Avenue as there is no capacity for the other expansions with an N+1 design. 

Figure 5 below shows the available cooling tower capacity with N+1 design. Note that his only shows the 
existing building peak demand as there is no capacity for 114 East 4th Avenue, or other buildings, with this 
design. 
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 
Review of Existing Cooling Plant - Final Report 

February 4, 2020 

Figure 6 below shows the available chiller capacity (N+1) with a replacement of the 150 ton chiller for one 
400 ton chiller (with VFD). 111 East 5th (expansion) demand is not shown in the figure as there is not 
enough capacity to meet the demand in this scenario. 

Figure 7 below shows the available cooling tower capacity (N+ 1) with a replacement of the 125 ton 
cooling tower for one 300 ton cooling tower. 
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It shall be noted that the existing plant is not only constrained by the available capacity of the chillers. 
When operating near full capacity, the overall capacity delivered is also impacted by the flow delivered by 
the pumps. Assuming the pumps were sized for a certain differential temperature, it will not be possible 
to deliver the peak available capacity if the design differential temperature can not be maintained. 

In order to meet the demand of 114 East 4th Avenue, KWL recommends that the small cooling tower is 
replaced with a larger tower, or than another cooling tower cell is added to the existing system. 

3. Condition Assessment 

1 u 
The existing system condition assessment includes the following details: 

• The existing Carrier chillers are well maintained but are 35 years old and has been converted by 
Trane to R 134a. Refer to Eddy currents report in Appendix A. All tubes passed the test except for 
one tube in chiller 1 that lost 40% of the thickness 

• The cooling towers have been replaced in 2017 

• The pumps are well maintained, and some motors were replaced 

• The water storage tank is in good condition 

KWL recommends that a detailed design for the future system is completed to allow the replacement of 
any of the chillers in case one goes out of service. Replacing one of the chillers right after the Creative 
Energy take over is further recommended if possible. 

KERR WOOD LEIDAL ASSOCIATES LTD. 
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 
Review of Existing Cooling Plant - Final Report 

February 4, 2020 

It is recommended to complete a piping condition assessment as well. That can be done by stripping the 
insulation at strategic points and measuring the thickness of the piping. Piping in spaces that are not air 
conditioned or exposed to the elements are at higher corrosion risk 

4. Existing Plant Shortcomings 
KWL completed a plant walk through on September 19, 2019 in the presence of Creative Energy and 
WestBank. It was very clear that the plant has been well maintained. However, taking over an existing 
plant will have some shortcomings that may be useful to address soon. Some shortcomings noted 
include: 

• The temperature differential is too small on average (1-1.5 deg C). This will not allow the plant to 
reach its full existing potential. Some of the factors attributing to this are: 

- Primary - secondary pumping. 

- No VFDs anywhere (including the distribution pumps). 

- Existing buildings' end users have three-way valves for floor fans. Smaller FCUs do not have 
control valves. 

• The existing equipment, though well maintained, are outdated. 

- Existing chiller uses R123, which has been banned for new installation, but will be available for 
maintenance until 2030. These chiller (Carrier brand) has been converted by Trane from R11. 
Any major maintenance issues might take an extended time to complete. 

- 0.15 - 0.3 kW/ton extra. 

- None of the motors {pumps or chillers) have VFDs. 

- Pump motors are at the NEMA standard efficiency levels. 

- As the piping is all insulated, the health of the piping cannot be reviewed at this time. 

• The existing control system is outdated. 

5. Opportunities 
The following opportunities purchasing the existing plant have been identified: 

• The existing base waste heating load can probably run a 500 kW heat Recovery Heat Pump. 
However, to be able to sell this heat to the City for a premium, this supply temperature may need to 
be raised to meet the Southeast False Creek system requirements during the winter and partially 
during the shoulder seasons. 

• The existing electric boiler could polish the supply to meet the Southeast False Creek system 
requirements during the winter, but the current plan does not include this purchase by Creative 
Energy. 

• The space is easily accessible for upgrades. 

I 
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• There is space within the plant to add more equipment. 

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 
Review of Existing Cooling Plant - Final Report 

February 4, 2020 

• There are various ways to improve the efficiency of the existing process, for example, cascade the 
new future buildings with the existing (refer to below, average return temperature is 48 °F). 

Return Temperature (Deg F) 
G0.00 

42.,00 

40.00 

Figure 5: Return Temperature (°F) 

6. Conclusion and Recommendations 
This review of the Main and 5th district cooling plant leads to the following recommendations: 

• The existing plant capacity is sufficient to feed the new future load for 114th East 4th Avenue 
(assuming the low differential temperature concern will be addressed). 

• The existing cooling tower capacity is sufficient to feed the existing load, and not 114th East 4th 

Avenue under the N+1 design. 

• Replace the existing 150 ton chiller with a 400 ton VFD chiller before the connection of the 110th East 
5th Ave. building. A VFD chiller might be necessary to meet low load conditions. 

• Replace the remaining two 350 ton chillers with suitable capacity chillers once the remaining future 
loads have been determined. VFD chiller may not be necessary for the remaining two. 

I 
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• Address the biggest concern, which is the low differential temperature across the chilled water 
system. This can be done either by doing system upgrades on the existing building side or factoring 
this in the design of the future buildings to allow a cascade design (that will require marginally 
increasing the supply temperature requirements). 

• Look into the discrepancies in the data provided after September 23, 2018 and ask for data for the 
summer of 2019. 

• Review the stale of the insulated piping to determine the health of the pipes. 

• Investigate the possibility of adding heat recovery heat pumps and selling this heat to the Southeast 
False Creek System. 

• Complete a condition assessment of the existing electric boilers (if the waste heat recovery is an 
option) and consider taking them over. 

• Complete a simplistic feasibility for replacing the pump motors with premium efficiency motors and 
preferably getting rid of the primary - secondary pumping and ~dd VFDs. 

• Update the control system as other upgrades are completed. 

KERR WOOD LEI DAL ASSOCIATES LTD. 

Prepared by: 

Ayman Fahmy, P.Eng. 
Team Lead, District Energy 

AMAC/amf 

Statement of Limitations 

Reviewed by: 

Aleks Paderewski. P.Eng., M.Eng. 
Technical Reviewer 

This document has been prepared by Kerr Wocd Leidal Associates Ltd. (KWL) for the exclusive use and benefit of Creative Energy. No other 
party is entitled to rely on any of the conclusions, data, opinions, or any other information contained in this document. 

This document represents KWL's best professional judgement based on the Information available at the time of its completion and as 
appropriate for the project scope of work. Services performed in developing the content of this document 11ave been conducted In a manner 
consistent with that level and skill ordinarily exercised by members of the engineering profession currently practising under similar conditions. 
No warranty, express or implied. is made. 

Copyright Notice 
These materials (text. tables. figures and drawings included herein) are copyright of Kerr Wood Leidel Associates Ltd. (KWL). Crealive 
Energy is permilled to reproduce the materials for archiving and !or distribution to third parties only as required lo conduct business specifically 
relaling to the Review of Exisling Cooling Plant Final Report. Any other use of these materials without the wrillen permission of KWL is 
prohibited. 
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Appendix A 

Chiller Condition Assessment 

Greater Vancouver • Okanagan • Vancouver Island • Calgary • Kootenays kwl.ca 
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Royal Bank Data Centre 

Technician: Kevin Whitham 

111 East 5th Ave, Vancouver BC 

Manufacturer Carrier 
Model Number 19DG6368CP 
Serial Number 771725837 

Chiller 1 
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TEST DA TE: June 15, 2015 



PROCEDURE 
A length of tube (calibration standard) with natural or artificial defects is used to calibrate the instruments. The standard is 
representative of the tubes to be inspected and meets or exceeds ASME codes. Certain type tube configurations may 
require two separate calibration standards. r.::zoutinely, each tube is tested in both absolute and differential modes. 

The tube bundles were numbered in rows from top to bottom and individually from left to rigt1t. Each tube has a two 
number identification system. The first number identifies the row the tube is in, and the second identifies the tube in tl1at 
row. ie.: Tube 2-7 would be Row 2, 7th tube in that row from the left 

The probe is manually pushed through the entire length of tube and then withdrawn al a relatively constant rate of speed 
The tecl1nician monitors the instruments. After the test is complete, the technician will tt1e data and create a 
report. 

Calibration standard s1iecifications 
Typical Calibration standards 

Transition Area 

r- Land 1 
Imperfect Fins ~ t ~ Imperfect Fins -----~---,.,,,.,,.,._-cl 

------------12"------------
This diagram shows a skip fin or landed tube with a machined notch approximately 1 so• around 
circumference which represents support wear that could occur at internal supports. 

20% O.D. 
Groove 
. 250Wide 
1 so· of Cir.* 

... 

40% O.D . 
.093 Dia. Flat 
Bottom Hole* 

... 
100% Hole 
.046 Dia. ... 

I 

100% Hole 40% ID. 20% I.D. 
.062 Dia. Anomaly Anomaly 

... ... ... 
I r1 

j 
This diagram shows additional machined defects used to calibrate test equipment in the absolute 
and differential modes. 
NOTE: Calibration Standards are maintained for smooth wall and finned lubes. 

TRANE'' 



INSTRUMENTATION 

The eddy current inspection performed on this unit was conducted, using a Corestar OMNl-200 remote tester. This 
special test equipment yields the most complete and professional tube analysis available. 

Special probes, designed and built by Corestar, are incorporated into the system. Two or more coils and components 
are contained inside a watertight probe housing. The housing material may differ. depending on the type of inspection. 
The pmbe contains both low and high resolution coils. 

The test system may be calibrated for several frequencies and modes simultaneously. Tl1e absolute mode is used to 
evaluate support wear, transverse cracks, longitudinal cracks, erosion, bulging and corrosion. The differential mode, 
with phase analysis, performs best on small discontinuities such as pitting and incipient cracks. 

TEST CERTIFICATION 

We certify that we have perforrned eddy current analysis on this machine to the highest possible degree of accuracy 
using present state-of-the-a1·t techniques However, we do not assume any responsibility for financial or other damage 
resulting from any error which might be made during the test or in the interpretation of test results 

INTRODUCTION 

Generally, if tubes show flaws greater than 40% of through-wall thickness and/or show anomalies of unusual nature, 
tube plugging will be recommended. 

The following tube bundles were tested: 

Condenser - 222 tubes were tested full length 

Evaporator -- 212 tubes were tested full length 

SUMMARY 

Condenser-··· All tested tubes were accepted 

Evaporator - 1 tube was found to have ID pitting less than 40% wall loss. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Condenser - Retest all tubes in 3 years, June 2018 

Evaporator - Retest all tubes in 6 years, June 2021 

TRANE'· 



TEST RESULTS 

Row Tube 

Row 

7 12 

.{Internal (Outer 
Derecti Defe·ctl 

y 

Description Type Accept Reject 

No defects found 

Description 

ID Pitting less than 40% !DP y 

TRANE" 



TUBE SHEET BUNDLE CONDESNER 

Royal Bank Data Centre 
FINAL INDICATIONS MAP 

Condenser 
MATERIAL Finned Copper 

TUBE SIZE 0.750-inch OD X 0.028-inch WALL 
VIEW Right side facing control panel 

SERIAL# 771725837 WORK ORDER 15-0198830 

TRANE'· 

Model l 9DG (222 tubes) 
217- mwn wlws 

TRANE NORTHWEST., CoreStar DBMS Rev 7 .4, 06/15/201511 :41 :48 



TUBE SHEET BUNDLE EVAPORATOR 

Royal Bank Data Centre 
FINAL INDICATIONS MAP 

Evaporator 
MATERIAL: Finned Copper 

TUBE SIZE 0.750-inch OD X 0.028-inch WALL 
VIEW: Left side facing control panel 

SERIAL#: 771725837 WORK ORDER 15-7090651 

TRANE'' 

Model 190G (212 tube':>) 
/11 op011 tub~<:> 

TRANE NORTHWEST., CoteSt11r DBMS Rev 7.4. 06/15/201513:37:49 



ID PIT IN EVAPORATOR TUBE 

Project=Evaporator Site=RBDC Comp=CHILLER_ 1 Date=06/15/2015 13:34:42 TIMNli 
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Royal Bank Data Centre 

Technician: Kevin Whitham 

111 East 5th Ave, Vancouver BC 

Manufacturer Carrier 
Model Number 19DG6368CP 
Serial Number 771725838 

Chiller 2 
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PROCEDURE 
A length of tube (calibration with natural or artificial defects is used to calibrate the instruments. The standard is 
representative of the tubes to be inspected and meets or exceeds ASME codes. Certain type tube configurations may 
require two separate calibration standards. Routinely, each tube is tested in both absolute and differential modes. 

The tube bundles were numbered in rows from top to bottom and individually from left to right. Each tube has a two 
number identification system. The first number identifies the row the tube is in, and the second identifies the tube in that 
row Le : Tube 2-7 would be Row 2, 7th tube in that row from the left. 

The probe is manually through the entire length of tube and then withdrawn at a relatively constant rate of 
The technician monitors the instruments. After the test is complete, the technician will analyze the data and create a 

Calibration standard Specifications 
TllJliCal Calibration standards 

Transition Area 

r- Land -j 
Imperfect Fins ~ r ~ Imperfect Fins -----~---,.....,._-ct_ 

-r-----------·12"------------
This diagram shows a skip fin or landed tube with a machined notch approximately 1 80° around 
circumference which represents support wear that could occur at internal supports. 

20% O.D. 
Groove 40% O.D . 
.250 Wide .093 Dia. Flat 1 00% Hole 100% Hole 
180° of Cir.* Bottom Hole* .046 Dia. .062 Dia. • • • • 

40% LD 
Anomaly 

• 
20% I.D. 
Anomaly 

• cs;;;::::::==::::i ..... =1:.==:::::i1 === ======;=;::::;~~~ 

Tl1is diagram s11ows additional machined defects used to calibrate test equipment in the absolute 
and differential modes. 
NOTE: Calibration Standards are maintained for smooth wall and finned tubes. 

TRANE' 



INSTRUMENTATION 

The eddy current inspection performed on this unit was conducted, using a Corestar OfVINl-200 remote tester. This 
special test equipment yields the most complete and professional tube analysis available. 

Special probes, designed and built by Corestar, are incorporated into the system. Two or more coils and components 
are contained inside a watertight probe housing. The housing material may differ, depending on the type of inspection. 
The probe contains both low and high resolution coils. 

The test system may be calibrated for several frequencies and modes simultaneously. The absolute mode is used to 
evaluate suppo1i wear, transverse cracks, longitudinal cracks, erosion, bulging and corrosion. The differential mode, 
with phase analysis, performs best on srnall discontinuities such as pitting and incipient cracks. 

TEST CERTIFICATION 

We certify that we have performed eddy current analysis on this machine to the highest possible degree of accuracy 
using present state-of-tt,e-art techniques. However, we do not assume any responsibility for financial or other damage 
resulting from any error which might be made during the test or in the inte1·pretation of test results 

INTRODUCTION 

Generally, if tubes show flaws greater than 40%1 of through-wall thickness and/or show anomalies of unusual nature, 
tube plugging will be recommended. 

The following tube bundles were tested 

Condenser - 222 tubes were tested full length. 

Evaporator - 210 tubes were tested full length 2 tubes previously plugged. 

SUMMARY 

Condenser •· All tested tubes were accepted. 

Evaporator - All tested tubes were accepted. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Condenser - Retest all tubes in 3 years, June 2018 

Evaporator - Retest all tubes in 6 years, June 2021 



TEST RESULTS 

Defectl 1'efectl 

Row Tube (Internal 
Defect) 

(Outer 
Defect)· 

No defects found 

· Description 

No defects found 

TRANE' 

Type Accept Reject 



TUBE SHEET BUNDLE CONDESNER 

Royal Bank Data Centre 
FINAL INDICATIONS MAP 

Condenser 
MATERIAL Finned Copper 

TUBE SIZE: 0.750-inch OD X 0.028-inch WALL 
VIEW Right side facing control panel 

SERIAL#: 771725838 WORK ORDER 15-0198830 

TRANI!' 

Model l90G (222 lubes) 
'))?. OP(:ll tubes 

TRANE NORTHWEST., Corestar DBMS Rev 7.4. 0611612015 11:43:20 



TUBE SHEET BUNDLE EVAPORATOR 

Royal Bank Data Centre 
FINAL INDICATIONS MAP 

Evaporator 
MATERIAL Finned Copper 

TUBE SIZE: 0.750-inch OD X 0.028-inch WALL 
VIEW: Left side facing control panel 

SERIAL# 771725838 WORK ORDER 15-7090651 

TRANE' 

Model l 9DG (212 tubes) 
) 1 O opc•n tulws 

TRANE NORTHWEST., CoreStar DBMS Rev 7.4, 06/16/201614:33:58 
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TEST DATE: June 15 & 16, 2015 

Royal Bank Data Centre 

Technician: Kevin Whitham 

111 East 5th Ave, Vancouver BC 

Manufacturer Carrier 
Model Number 19DG5027 AE 
Serial Number 771625836 

Chiller 3 
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PROCEDURE 
A length of tube (calibration standard) with natural or artificial defects is used to calibrate the instruments. Tile standard is 
representative of the tubes to be inspected and meets or exceeds ASME codes. Certain type tube configurations may 
require two separate calibration standards. Routinely, each tube is tested in both absolute and differential modes. 

The tube bundles were numbered in rows from top to bottom and individually from left to right Each tube has a two 
number identification The first number identifies the row the tube is in, and the second identifies the tube in that 
row Le. Tube 2-7 would be Row 2, 7th tube in that row from the left. 

The probe is manually pushed through the entire length of tube and then withdrnwn at a relatively constant rate of speed 
The technician monitors the instruments. After the test is complete, the technician will the data and create a 

Calibration standard Specifications 
Typical Calibration standards 

Transition Area 

r- Land -i 
Imperfect Fins ~ t ~ Imperfect Fins 

--VllJJIIIIJ!!ll4 -- -~ - --1/lfflllll1/III- ct_ 
------------12"--------------

This diagram shows a skip fin or landed tube with a machined notct1 approximately 180° around 
circumference wt1ict1 represents support wear that could occur at internal supports. 

20% O.D. 
Groove 40% OD . 
. 250\.1/ide .093 Dia. Flat 100% Hole 100% Hole 40% ID. 20% ID. 
1 so· of Cir.* Bottom Hole* .046 Dia. .062 Dia. Anomaly Anomaly 

• • • • • • cc~~~===..., =i == =======;;;~\ 

This diagram shows additional machined defects used to calibrate test equipment in t11e absolute 
and differential modes. 
NOTE: Calibration Standards are maintained for smooth wall and finned tubes. 

TRANI!' 



INSTRUMENTATION 

The eddy current inspection performed on this unit was conducted, using a Coresta1· OMNl-200 remote tester This 
special test equipment yields the most complete and professional tube analysis available. 

Special probes, designed and built by Corestar, are incorporated into the system. Two or more coils and components 
are contained inside a watertight probe l1ousing. The housing material may differ, depending on the type of inspection. 
The probe contains both low and high resolution coils. 

The test system may be calibrated for several frequencies and modes simultaneously. The absolute mode is used to 
evaluate support wear, transverse cracks, longitudinal cracks, erosion, bulging and corrosion. The differential mode, 
with phase analysis, performs best on small discontinuities such as pitting and incipient cracks. 

TEST CERTIFICATION 

We certify that we have performed eddy current analysis on this machine to the higl1est possible degree of accuracy 
using present state-of-the--art techniques. However, we do not assume any responsibility for financial mother damage 
resulting from any error whicl1 might be made dLning the test or in the interpretation of test results 

INTRODUCTION 

Generally, if tubes show flaws greater than 40% of through-wall thickness and/or show anomalies of unusual nature. 
tube plugging will be recommended. 

The following tube bundles were tested: 

Condenser -- 114 tubes were tested full length 

Evaporator - 110 tubes were tested full length 

SUMMARY 

Condenser -All tested tubes were accepted. 

Evaporator - All tested tubes were accepted .. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Condenser - Retest all tubes in 3 years, June 2018 

Evaporator - Retest all tubes in 6 years, June 2021 

TEST RESULTS 

TRANE' 



Row Tube ' {lnternal (Outer 
Defect) Oefe,m 

. (Internal {Outer 
Defect) Defect) 

Description 

No defects found 

Description· 

No defects found 

TRANE' 

Type Accept Reject 

Type Accept Reject 



TUBE SHEET BUNDLE CONDESNER 

2--

Royal Bank Data Centre 
FINAL INDICATIONS MAP 

Condenser 
MATERIAL Finned Copper 

TUBE SIZE: 0.750-inch OD X 0.028-inch WALL 
VIEW: Right side facing control panel 

SERIAL#: 771625836 WORK ORDER: 15-0198830 

Mod1~I19DG (114 lubes) 
114 open tulles 

TRANE NORTHWEST .. CotaSter DBMS R0\I 7.4, 06/15/201516:20:20 



TUBE SHEET BUNDLE EVAPORATOR 

Royal Bank Data Centre 
FINAL INDICATIONS MAP 

Evaporator 
MATERIAL: Finned Copper 

TUBE SIZE: 0.750-inch OD X 0.028-inch WALL 
VIEW: Left side facing control panel 

SERIAL# 771625836 WORK ORDER 15-0198830 

" · ~",-~- ·····,1i 0 ···==c=:.·:, ............. J 

TRANE" 

Model 19DG (110 LUbes) 
110 open tubes 

TRANE NORTHWEST., CoreStnr DBMS Rev 7.4, 06/16/2015 08:33:51 



  

 

 

SCHEDULE K 

PURCHASE PRICE CALCULATION 

[See attached Memorandum Dated January 30, 2020 re: Valuation of Existing Equipment for 

Main & 5
th

 District Cooling System] 



MEMORANDUM 
 

 

Suite 350, 13220 St. Albert Trail NW | Edmonton, Alberta  T5L 4W1 | Phone 780.453.3410 | 
Suite 300, 3901 Highway #7 | Vaughan, Ontario  L4L 8L5 Phone 905.265.9777 | 

Suite 210, 4180 Lougheed Hwy  | Burnaby, British Columbia  V5C 6A7 | Phone 604.689.3410 | 
Page 1 of 2 

 

Attention: Travis Penno, Travis@creative.energy  Project No.: 218279 
     
Company: Creative Energy  Project Name: MSMP Main & 5th Peer Review 
     
Sender: David Trigg, dtrigg@fvbenergy.com  Date/Time: January 30, 2020 
     
Distribution: FVB File  Pages: 2 
     

 

 

 
 

Re: Valuation of Existing Equipment for Main & 5th District Cooling System 
 
 
 

Travis, 

 

In 2018 FVB was contracted to support our client to, amongst other tasks, review the value of existing 

equipment to be purchased from our client by Creative Energy to be used as part of the proposed Main & 5th 

District Cooling System. You have requested that these discussions be summarized in a memo. 

 

The specific equipment that will be purchased are chillers and cooling towers. The current value of this 

equipment is based on linear depreciation of the asset and estimated replacement value. Depreciation of the asset 

is based on the remaining proportion of the estimated useful life. 

 

The following table summarizes the estimated value assuming purchase in 2020. 

 

 

Table 1: Valuation of Existing Equipment 

Equipment 
Estimated 

Replacement Value 

Install 

Date 

Expected 

Replacement Date 

Value in 2020 

(2) × 350-ton Chiller (2) x $350,000 1979 2024 (2) × $31,111 

(2) × 300-ton Cooling towers 
$420,000 

2017 2037 
$357,000 

(1) × 125-ton Cooling tower 2017 2037 

Total:    $419,222 

 

  

~ F-VB 
ENERGY INC 



 

 Page 2 of 2 

 

 

Note, original concept included purchase of a 150-ton chiller, which is no longer contemplated. 

 

Estimated Replacement Values and install date for equipment are from a property assessment commissioned by 

Westbank in 2017. 

 

Lifespan of chillers are based on the date on which Creative Energy expects to replace the chillers. Lifespan of 

cooling towers is based on ASHRAE Equipment Life Expectancy (median years). 

 

 

 

 

Regards, 

 
David Trigg, P.Eng. 

FVB Energy Inc. 

 
 
 
 
 

~ END ~ 
 
 

S F-VB 
ENERGY INC 



Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP 

Application for a CPCN to Acquire, Operate and Expand a  

Thermal Energy System for Cooling in the Main Alley Development 

 

 

 

Appendix C 

Contribution Agreement 



CONTRIBUTION AGREEMENT 
 

THIS AGREEMENT is made effective as of ________________, 2020 (the “Effective Date”) 
 

AMONG: 
5TH & MAIN PARTNERSHIP (REG NO. FM0666843), having 
an address at 666 Burrard Street, Suite 2500, Vancouver, BC V6C 
2X8 
 
AND 
 
111 EAST 5TH PROPERTY INC., having an address at 501 – 
1067 West Cordova Street, Vancouver, BC V6C 1C7 

(collectively, the "Owner") 

AND: 
CREATIVE ENERGY MOUNT PLEASANT LIMITED 
PARTNERSHIP, by its general partner, CREATIVE ENERGY 
MOUNT PLEASANT G.P. INC., having an address at Suite 1 – 720 
Beatty Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 2M1 

 
(“Creative Energy”) 

 
WHEREAS:  
 
A. The Owner is collectively the legal and beneficial owner of the property located at 111 

East 5th Avenue, Vancouver, British Columbia, legally described as: 
 
PID: 004-908-767, Lot 12, Block 24, District Lot 200A, Plan 197, 
PID: 004-909-143, Lot 13, Block 24, District Lot 200A, Plan 197, 
PID: 004-909-259, Lot 14, Block 24, District Lot 200A, Plan 197, 
PID: 004-909-275, Lot 15, Block 24, District Lot 200A, Plan 197, and 
PID: 004-909-291, Lot 16, Block 24, District Lot 200A, Plan 197, 
 
(the “Lands”). 

B. Pursuant to a Construction and Purchase Agreement entered into between the Owner and 
Creative Energy concurrent with the execution of this Agreement (the “Purchase 
Agreement”), the Owner has agreed to design, install and sell and Creative Energy has 
agreed to purchase, operate and maintain the Purchased Assets, which includes the 
Cooling Plant (each as defined in the Purchase Agreement) to provide, inter alia, the 
building constructed or to be constructed on the Lands (the “Building”) with thermal 
energy for space cooling (the “Energy Services”); 



 – 2 – 
 
C. The Owner has directed the registered owner of the Lands to grant to Creative Energy a 

statutory right of way (the “SRW”) over the Lands to establish the rights and obligations 
of Creative Energy with respect to its access to and use of the Lands, including the 
Building, which SRW will be registered against title to the Lands; and 

D. In order to recognize the benefits associated with Creative Energy’s use of the applicable 
portions of the Lands, including the Building, wherein the Cooling Plant is or will be 
situate, Creative Energy agrees to make financial contributions to the Owner in 
accordance with the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement. 

 
NOW THEREFORE THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSES THAT, in consideration of the 
premises and the covenants and agreements set out herein, and other good and valuable 
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged by each party, the 
parties covenant and agree as follows:  

 
1. Interpretation – Any capitalized term used in this Agreement, including the recitals, that 

is neither a proper noun nor defined herein shall have the meaning given to that term in 
the Purchase Agreement. 
 

2. Commencement of Obligations – The obligations of the parties to carry out the 
transactions contemplated herein and to otherwise comply with the terms of this 
Agreement do not arise and are not effective until completion of the purchase and sale of 
the Purchased Assets (the “Commencement Date”). If the Purchase Agreement is 
terminated for any reason prior to the completion of the purchase and sale contemplated 
therein, then this Agreement will automatically concurrently terminate and be null and 
void without liability between the parties and neither party will be under any obligation to 
the other to complete the transactions contemplated by this Agreement. 

 
3. Acknowledgement re: Costs – Creative Energy acknowledges and agrees that for the 

purposes of this Agreement, pursuant to the SRW, Creative Energy is the recipient of 
certain benefits that have a cost implication to the Owner, including wear and tear and 
capital depreciation, similar to those attributable to use of property and facilities within 
the Building by tenants, licensees, occupiers and others (the “Owner’s Costs”). 

 
4. Contribution Towards Costs – Subject to section 8, Creative Energy agrees to pay  to 

the Owner during the Term (as hereinafter defined) as a contribution towards the 
Owner’s Costs, commencing on the Commencement Date, the following amounts: 

 
(a) an annual rate of $20.00 multiplied by the total Usable Area of the Premises (as 

hereinafter defined), payable in equal monthly instalments, which annual rate shall be 
increased annually on the anniversary of the Commencement Date in accordance with 
section 6 (the “Contribution Payments”), plus Applicable Taxes (as hereinafter 
defined); where “Usable Area” means the approximate area of the Premises which 
Creative Energy is reasonably able to use for the purposes granted within the SRW 
and which is not encumbered by the Owner’s equipment, as such area is determined 
by the Owner and Creative Energy from time to time, each acting reasonably; and 
where “Premises” means those portions of the Building used by Creative Energy for 



 – 3 – 
 

the Cooling Plant, as more particularly shown outlined on the drawing attached as 
Schedule A; and 
 

(b) any incremental property taxes directly assessed by the City of Vancouver with 
respect to the Cooling Plant and the amount of any increase in insurance premiums 
that would not have been incurred by the Owner but for the Cooling Plant being 
located within the Building. For greater certainty, the Contribution Payments will be 
adjusted as a result of any such increases under this section 4(b). 

5. Determination of Floor Area – For the purpose of calculating the Contribution 
Payment, the total area of the Premises will be determined upon completion of 
construction of the Premises based on the as-built drawings, and the parties hereby agree 
to amend this Agreement in writing to replace Schedule A to reflect the actual size and 
location of the Premises as built. 

6. CPI Increase – The Contribution Payment set out in section 4 will be subject to an 
annual increase by the percentage change in the CPI published immediately prior to the 
commencement of the preceding year to the CPI published immediately prior to the 
commencement of that year, where “CPI” means the Consumer Price Index (All Items) 
for the City of Vancouver, 2020=100, published by Statistics Canada or its successor, 
adjusted for any change in base year, or, if Statistics Canada or its successor no longer 
publishes such index or is no longer operated by the Government of Canada, such other 
price index as the Owner may substitute, acting reasonably, and in the case of such a 
substitution, the Owner shall be entitled to make all necessary conversions for such 
purposes. By way of example, the formula for the calculation of the Contribution 
Payment for the year 2021 is as follows: 

(Contribution Payment for the year 2020, being $20.00 per square 
foot of Usable Premises, as adjusted by any incremental property 
taxes per section 4(b)) 

x ([CPI 2021 – CPI 2020]/[CPI 2020] x 100) 

= Contribution Payment for the year 2021 

 
7. Payments Generally – All Contribution Payments and other payments to be made by 

Creative Energy to the Owner hereunder: 
 

(a) shall be paid when due, without prior demand and without set-off or deduction in 
lawful money of Canada to the Owner at the address set out on page 1; and 

 
(b) are exclusive of all tax or duty levied, rated or assessed on account of this 

Agreement, on the use or occupancy of the Premises, or on amounts payable 
under this Agreement, whether existing at the date hereof or hereafter charged by 
any governmental authority, including without limitation, goods and services tax, 
value added tax, business transfer tax, harmonized or retail sales tax, federal sales 
tax, excise tax or duty or any tax similar to the foregoing, together with any 
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penalty or interest assessed or imposed with respect to the foregoing taxes 
(collectively, the “Applicable Taxes”). 

 
8. Relief from Payment – Creative Energy shall be relieved of its obligations to make any 

payments hereunder, or be entitled to a reimbursement from the Owner for any pre-
payments made, as the case may be, for and during any period in which access to or use 
of the Premises by Creative Energy is restricted or prohibited by the Owner or by an 
event of Force Majeure affecting the Premises. For the purpose of this section “Force 
Majeure” means any event not caused by Creative Energy, which is unavoidable or 
beyond the reasonable control of the Owner and which, by the exercise of its reasonable 
efforts, the Owner (including all those persons for whom the Owner is responsible at law) 
is unable to prevent or overcome, including, acts of God, war, riots, intervention by civil 
or military authority, strikes, lockouts, accidents, acts of civil or military authority, or 
orders of government or regulatory bodies having jurisdiction; provided however, a lack 
of funds or other financial cause shall not be an event of Force Majeure. 

 
9. Utilities 
 

(a) Creative Energy shall directly pay all gas, electricity, water, steam and other 
utility charges consumed from the Premises, including as a result of the operation 
of the portion of the Cooling Plant contained therein, together with all Applicable 
Taxes; provided that where it is not possible for Creative Energy to directly pay 
for any gas, electricity, water, steam and other utility charges pursuant to this 
subsection, any such charges for utilities shall be payable by Creative Energy on a 
monthly basis at a basic rate as reasonably estimated by the Owner's engineers or 
accountants, as the case may be.  At the end of each year, the Owner shall 
reasonably determine the actual charges incurred for such utilities and any 
resulting overpayment or underpayment by Creative Energy will be refunded or 
paid by the Owner or Creative Energy, as the case may be and the decision of the 
Owner, acting reasonably, shall be final and binding with respect to any such 
adjustment. 

 
(b) Creative Energy shall pay the cost of installing, inspecting, verifying, maintaining 

and repairing any meters or metering system installed at the request of the Owner 
or Creative Energy to measure the usage of utilities in the Premises.  Where a 
base building metering system has been installed in the Building, the Owner will 
provide, at Creative Energy’s expense, all necessary components and 
programming to connect the Premises to the Owner’s metering system. 

 
(c) Creative Energy’s obligations to pay for utilities shall not extend to include any 

water or other utilities flowing through the Cooling Plant to be used or consumed 
by others. 

 
10. Term – The term of this Agreement shall commence upon the Commencement Date and 

shall continue for so long as the SRW remains registered against title to the Lands (in 
whole or in part in accordance with the SRW).  
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11. Termination – This Agreement shall terminate immediately upon Creative Energy 

ceasing to operate the Cooling Plant or the discharge of the SRW, whichever first occurs. 
 
12. Default – A party (the “Defaulting Party”) will be in default under this Agreement if: 
 

(a) it is insolvent, commits an act of bankruptcy, has a receiver or liquidator appointed for its 
assets, or files for protection from its creditors under insolvency legislation; 

 
(b) it fails or refuses to make any payment due under this Agreement to the other 

party (the “Non-Defaulting Party”) within thirty (30) days of demand for such 
payment after the date that payment is due; or 

 
(c) it is in breach of any term, covenant, agreement, condition or obligation imposed 

upon it under this Agreement and fails to cure such default within thirty (30) days 
after receipt of written notice thereof from the Non-Defaulting Party or, if such 
default is not capable of being cured within such thirty (30) day notice period, 
fails to commence in good faith the curing of such default forthwith upon receipt 
of written notice thereof from the Non-Defaulting Party and to continue to 
diligently pursue the curing of such default until cured. 

 
13. Effect of Default by Creative Energy - If Creative Energy is a Defaulting Party, the 

Owner may, at its option and without liability therefor or prejudice to any other right or 
remedy it may have, including specific performance injunctive relief or other equitable 
remedies (which are acknowledged by Creative Energy to be reasonable in the 
circumstances): 

 
(a) undertake the necessary steps to remedy the default at Creative Energy’s expense 

and payable by Creative Energy on demand, and such action shall not relieve 
Creative Energy from any of its obligations under this Agreement; or 

 
(b) terminate both this Agreement and the SRW (and not either one) by further 

written notice to Creative Energy. 
 
14. Effect of Default by the Owner - If the Owner is a Defaulting Party, Creative Energy 

may, at its option and without liability therefor or prejudice to any other right or remedy 
it may have, including specific performance injunctive relief or other equitable remedies 
(which are acknowledged by the Owner to be reasonable in the circumstances): 

 
(a) undertake the necessary steps to remedy the default at the Owner’s expense and 

payable by the Owner upon demand, and such action shall not relieve the Owner 
from any of its obligations under this Agreement; or 

 
(b) terminate both this Agreement and the SRW (and not either one) by further 

written notice to the Owner. 
 
15. No Tenancy - Despite any other provision herein or any rule of law to the contrary, this 

Agreement does not create any interest in land passing between the Owner and Creative 
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Energy and any inference that the relationship between Creative Energy and the Owner 
hereunder, or arising from or with respect to Creative Energy’s use of the Lands, 
including the Building, is or creates a landlord/tenant relationship is hereby disclaimed by 
Creative Energy and the Owner.  No payments made hereunder by Creative Energy to the 
Owner will represent or be construed as rent. 
 

16. Application of Utilities Commission Act – The parties acknowledge Creative Energy is a 
“public utility” as defined in the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c.473 and this 
Agreement may be subject to regulation by the British Columbia Utilities Commission 
(“BCUC”) under that Act. 
 

17. Notices - Any notice to be given under this Agreement will be effective only if in writing 
and when it is actually delivered to the party for whom it is intended at the following 
address or such other address in British Columbia as such party may designate to the 
other party by notice in writing delivered in accordance with this section: 
 

If to Creative Energy: 
 
Suite 1 – 720 Beatty Street, 
Vancouver, BC V6B 2M1  
 

If to the Owner: 
 
6th Floor - 1067 West Cordova St.,  
Vancouver, B.C. V6C 1C7 

 
18. Confidentiality – The parties will treat this Agreement as confidential and will at all 

times during the term of this Agreement and for a reasonable time thereafter hold this 
Agreement in confidence and neither party will, without the prior written consent of the 
other party, disclose or divulge the terms of this Agreement to any person, provided that 
nothing in this section will restrict or prevent either party from making any disclosure of 
the Agreement: 
 
(a) which is required by any Law, including pursuant to a disclosure statement for 

prospective purchasers; 
 
(b) to any governmental authority, including the BCUC; 

 
(c) to the directors, officers or employees of such party or to an Affiliate of such 

party or to the directors, officers or employees of an Affiliate of such party; 
 
(d) to the professional advisors of such party; or 
 
(e) in connection with legal proceedings or steps being taken to remedy a breach or 

default under this Agreement by the other party. 
 
19. Applicable Law, Venue - This Agreement and all matters arising hereunder will be 

governed by the laws of British Columbia and the federal laws of Canada applicable in 
British Columbia.  The venue of any proceedings taken in respect of this Agreement shall 
be Vancouver, British Columbia. 
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20. Entire Agreement – Subject to Section 1, this Agreement and the SRW contain the 

whole agreement between the parties in respect of the subject matter hereof and there are 
no terms, conditions or collateral agreements express, implied or statutory other than as 
expressly set forth in this Agreement and the SRW and this Agreement and the SRW 
supersede all of the terms of any written or oral agreement or understanding between the 
parties. 

 
21. Arbitration - The parties will make a bona fide attempt to settle any dispute (a 

“Dispute”) which may arise under, out of, in connection with or in relation to this 
Agreement by amicable negotiations and will provide frank and timely disclosure to one 
another of all relevant facts and information to facilitate negotiations. If the parties are 
unable to resolve the Dispute, within thirty (30) days, or if the parties agree to waive such 
discussions in respect of a particular Dispute, then either party may refer the Dispute to a 
single arbitrator who is appointed and renders a decision in accordance with the then 
current “Shorter Rules for Domestic Commercial Arbitration” or similar rules of the 
British Columbia International Commercial Arbitration Centre (“BCICAC”).  The 
decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding.  The costs and expenses of the 
arbitration, but not those incurred by the parties, shall be shared equally, unless the 
arbitrator determines that a specific party prevailed, and in such a case the non-prevailing 
party shall pay all costs and expenses of the arbitration, but not those of the prevailing 
party.  The arbitration will take place in Vancouver, British Columbia and be conducted 
in English. 

 
22. Amendments in Writing - Except as set out in this Agreement, no amendment or 

variation of this Agreement will be effective or binding upon the parties unless such 
amendment or variation is set out in writing and duly executed by the parties. 

 
23. Time of Essence - Time is of the essence of this Agreement and will remain of the 

essence despite any extension of time given under or in connection with this Agreement.  
 
24. Assignment 

 
(a) Assignment by Owner - The Owner may assign this Agreement without the 

consent of Creative Energy to any purchaser of the Lands effective on the 
completion date of the transfer of the Lands. Until Creative Energy receives 
written notice of such transfer identifying the name of the new owner and the 
place of payment for any remittances, Creative Energy will not be liable to a new 
owner for any payments delivered to the previous owner. 
 

(b) Assignment by Creative Energy - Creative Energy may assign this Agreement 
without the consent of the Owner to any of Creative Energy’s Affiliates, or to any 
lender(s) providing financing for any assets of Creative Energy, which include the 
Cooling Plant, for collateral security purposes, or to another person providing the 
Energy Services in the place and stead of Creative Energy, provided that any such 
Affiliate, lender or other person agrees in writing with the Owner to be bound by 
the terms and conditions of this Agreement effective as of the date of such 
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transfer, and any such assignment shall not release Creative Energy from any of 
its obligations hereunder without the written consent of the Owner, which consent 
shall not be unreasonably withheld. 

 
25. Counterparts and Facsimile - This Agreement may be executed by the parties and 

transmitted by facsimile transmission and, if so executed, transmitted and received, this 
Agreement will for all purposes be effective as if the parties had delivered and executed 
the original Agreement and each party undertakes to provide the other party with a copy 
of this Agreement bearing original signatures forthwith upon demand.  This Agreement 
may be executed in counterparts with the same effect as if the parties had signed the same 
document.  All counterparts will be construed together and will constitute one agreement. 

 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the Effective 
Date. 
 

5TH & MAIN PARTNERSHIP, by its General 
Partners: 

2000 MAIN HOLDINGS INC., by its 
authorized signatory: 

  
Name: 

MOUNT PIXEL PROJECTS LIMITED 
PARTNERSHIP, by its General Partner, 
1038324 B.C. LTD., by its authorized 
signatory: 
 
  
Name:  

 

CREATIVE ENERGY MOUNT 
PLEASANT LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, by 
its General Partner, CREATIVE MOUNT 
PLEASANT G.P. LTD., by its authorized 
signatory: 

 
 
 
  
Name: 
 

 

111 E 5TH PROPERTY INC. 
by its authorized signatory: 

_________________________________ 
Name: 
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1.0 Introduction

Creative Energy is a Vancouver-based energy utility company providing cost-effective and 
reliable shared energy solutions to local businesses and residents in Vancouver, BC. To expand 
their service offerings, Creative Energy intends to submit an application to the British Columbia 
Utilities Commission (BCUC) for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity to permit 
upgrades and an expansion to the existing cooling plant to connect three new buildings and 
re-purpose existing equipment for Vancouver’s first high-tech campus in the Mount Pleasant 
neighbourhood near East 5 Avenue and Quebec Street. 

Creative Energy initiated a public engagement process to provide information to the surrounding 
community about the expanded and upgraded cooling plant and the application process. 
During the engagement process, there were opportunities for members of the public to provide 
feedback and ask questions. Feedback received will be taken into account as part of the  
BCUC application. 

The following report outlines the engagement initiatives that were undertaken and the public 
feedback received. 
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2.0 Public and Stakeholder Consultation 

To support an application to the BCUC, Creative Energy hosted an open house on  
November 28, 2019.

The intent of the open house was to share details of the forthcoming proposal, to engage and 
solicit feedback, and to provide an opportunity for members of the public to ask questions to 
Creative Energy staff.  The open house also allowed attendees to meet the project team and to 
learn more about Creative Energy’s role as an energy utility provider.

2.1 Notification

1,461 flyer notifications were delivered on Thursday, November 14, 2019 via Canada Post 
unaddressed mail to residents and businesses within approximately a 2-block radius of the 
buildings that will connect to the proposed plant as part of the district energy system. The 
notifications stated Creative Energy’s intention to submit a proposal to the BCUC as well as the 
project team’s contact information, and the Open House date, time, and location.

A map of the notification area is included in Appendix A and a copy of the notification flyer is in 
Appendix B. 

2.2 Open House Details

The event took place on November 28, 2019 from 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Branch 177 located at 2655 Main Street in Vancouver, BC.

Open House display boards were arranged around the room presenting information regarding 
Creative Energy’s proposal.  

Upon arrival, attendees were encouraged to sign in and review the material displayed, ask 
questions to the project team and fill out a comment form prior to departing.  

A total of 4 people attended the Open House and 4 comment forms were completed.

There was a 10 days comment period following the open house.  No comments were submitted 
after the open house.
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2.3 Project Team Attendees

The following project team members attended the open house and were available to answer 
questions:

Creative Energy:   Travis Penno, Rob Gorter

Brook Pooni Associates:  Dan Watson, Katie Pystchula

2.4 Display Material

The display boards titles, listed below, are representative of the content shown at the open 
house:

1. Welcome

2. Our Proposal

3. What are the benefits of the proposed upgrade?

4. Frequently Asked Questions 

5. Target Timeline

A copy of the display boards can be found in Appendix C.
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2.5 Feedback Summary

Four members of the public attended the open house. Attendees reviewed the display material 
and were able to ask questions and provide comments to the project team. Each attendee was 
also invited to fill out a comment form. 

All four of the comments form received were supportive of the application.  The comment forms 
focused on the environmental benefits of district energy and the contribution to sustainability.

A copy of the comment form can be found in Appendix D and comment form transcriptions can 
be found in Appendix E.
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Appendix A - Notification Area
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Appendix B - Notification Flyer

Creative Energy Developments Limited Partnership (Creative Energy) is a privately-owned utility 
company that owns and operates a number of District Energy Systems in the Lower Mainland. 
Creative Energy is also a critical service provider in downtown Vancouver supplying steam heat to 
over 210 buildings. 

In the coming months, Creative Energy intends to submit an application to the BC Utilities 
Commission for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity to permit a new District Energy 
System planned as part of the Main Alley tech hub being developed around Quebec St and E. 5th 
Ave. Creative Energy plans to purchase an existing cooling system that was used in the past for a 
banking data center, repurpose and update the equipment to supply Low Carbon energy to all of 
the buildings in the tech campus. Prior to the submission of the application, Creative Energy will be 
hosting a public open house at the Royal Canadian Legion Branch 177 to share more details about 
the project.

Please come by to learn about the planned District Energy System, meet the project team, and 
provide your feedback.

PLEASE JOIN US

For more information please contact: 
Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc.
e: info@creative.energy | t: 604.688.9584

19137 Main Alley Notification .indd   119137 Main Alley Notification .indd   1 2019-11-13   4:26 PM2019-11-13   4:26 PM
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Appendix C - Open House Display Boards

We want to provide you with information about proposed 
changes to the District Energy System for Vancouver’s first 
high-tech campus near E 5th Avenue and Quebec Street.

Welcome

2

1

The purpose of this meeting is to outline details about:

Upgrades and expansion of the existing Cooling Plant and

An expanded District Energy System.

Two of these buildings are already existing: 111 E 5th and 2015 Main St. There is an existing energy centre in the 
basement of 111 E 5th Ave. The existing Energy Centre provides heating and cooling to the two existing buildings. 

We want to expand the existing District Energy System to provide cooling service to the three future commercial 
and residential buildings. The City of Vancouver will provide heating for the buildings from their existing South 
East False Creek  Neighbourhood Energy Utility Facility. 
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Our Proposal

Creative Energy would upgrade and expand the existing cooling plant to connect the new buildings 
and re-purpose existing equipment. We plan to submit a proposal to the BC Utilities Commission for a 
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity to allow us to do this work. 

Diagrams of proposed upgrade and expansion of existing cooling plant and district energy system:

As part of a new District Energy System for the campus, 
Creative Energy is proposing to upgrade and expand the 
existing cooling plant located at 111 East 5th Avenue.

1  E 4th

111 E 5th

2015 Main

Residential Tower
110 E 5th
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What are the benefits of the 
proposed upgrade?
Some of the benefits of connecting to a Centralized System 
include:

 9 Takes up less space than individual systems which saves capital costs and reduces the 

environmental impact of additional material and production.

 9 Reduced labour, maintenance, and operating costs compared to independent systems.

 9 The buried pipe network has a long lifetime and allows for connections to other customers in  

 the future.

 9 A utility grade plant leads to a higher level of redundancy and reliability.

 9 A centralized system allows for efficiencies in operation that reduce fuel consumption and 

greenhouse gas emissions.
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What are the environmental benefits of District Energy?
District Energy Systems have a higher quality and efficiency of equipment when compared to a 
typical building system, resulting in lower overall greenhouse gas emissions. Their economy of  scale 
also greatly increases the feasibility and ease of implementing low carbon solutions in the future.

Are there any health risks associated with the permanent plant?
The permanent plant will be approved by Technical Safety BC to ensure it is up to code and safe for 
the public. Creative Energy will implement a water treatment program to treat and monitor the water 
used in the Cooling System to ensure it remains clean and safe.

What is the approval process for this proposal?
This proposal requires an application submission to the British Columbia Utilities Commission 
(BCUC). We anticipate the submission of an application in the next month or so. BCUC takes up to 6 
months to review applications.

Is this a low carbon system?
The proposed District Energy System is electrified, producing zero carbon. There is also further low 
carbon potential that Creative Energy will explore in the future by recovering waste heat.

Are there any external building changes to 111 E 5th?
There are no external building changes required for Creative Energy’s plans to upgrade and expand 
the existing cooling plant. The developer of 111 E 5th does have renovation plans that are separate 
from Creative Energy’s plans.

Will there be any construction or noise impacts during upgrades to the existing 
cooling plant?
Creative Energy will be adding cooling tower capacity, which will require crane access to the roof 
of 111 E 5th, otherwise there are no construction or noise impacts associated with Creative Energy’s 
plans.

Frequently Asked 
Questions
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Target Timeline

July 2020 
BC Utilities Commission Deliberation 
for Certificate of Public Convenience 
and Necessity 

December 2020 
Complete construction of improvements 
of Energy Centre, Energy Transfer 
Station and  Distributed Piping System 
for 114 E 4th Ave

August 2020
Complete  purchase of existing 

assets and take over operation of 
Energy Centre 

Early - Mid  2021
Start of Service at 114 E 4th Ave

December 2019 
Anticipated Regulatory 
Application Submission

2027 
District Energy System fully 
operational in existing and new 
residential and commercial buildings.

The following represents our target timeline following this 
open house. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Appendix D - Comment Form

Thank you for attending today’s Open House to learn about Creative Energy’s proposal.  
We look forward to hearing your feedback.

Creative Energy - Open House 
Thursday, November 28, 2019

Display board materials are available for review online at www.brookpooni.com/resources.

Please drop your completed comment off at the sign-in desk or submit your comments via email to  
Maureen Solmundson at Brook Pooni Associates: msolmundson@brookpooni.com by December 8, 2019.

Creative Energy’s proposal is for an expanded District Energy System that will provide low carbon energy to the 
buildings near E 5th Avenue and Quebec Street. What are your thoughts on the proposal?

1.

Do you have any additional questions or comments you’d like to share?2.

Name:

Address:

Email:

Phone:

Age:

YES NOWould you like to be contacted with future updates?

Tell us about yourself...

19137 Main Alley Comment Form.indd   119137 Main Alley Comment Form.indd   1 2019-11-27   11:54 AM2019-11-27   11:54 AM
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Appendix E - Comment Form Transcriptions

Creative Energy’s proposal is for an expanded District Energy System that will provide 
low carbon energy to the buildings near E 5th Avenue and Quebec Street. What are your 
thoughts on the proposal? 

Participant 1
- DES is a good alternative to traditional cooling systems, especially now when cli-

mate change is a pressing issue. It would be good to expand the system to all the 
employment uses in Mount Pleasant and eventually to multi-family projects

Participant 2
- I hope your proposal will be approved as it is beneficial to the environment 

Participant 3
- The idea of having Energy System is excellent for the future generation

Participant 4
- I think that any project implemented that helps reduce carbon footprint is an 

amazing idea! Every bit counts 

2. Do you have any additional questions or comments you’d like to share? 

Participant 2

- energy savings project will be enjoyed by the future generations 

Participant 3
- I hope this will materialize 
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Fixed Inputs

		Inputs for Main Alley Model



				Timing Assumptions

										Units				Input

				Model Start Date						date				Jan-01-20

				Acquisition Date - 111 E 5th + 2015 Main						date				Aug-31-20

				Construction Start Date - Phase I						date				Sep-01-20

				Construction End - Phase I						date				Feb-28-22

				Construction Period - Phase I						months				18 months

				Construction Period - Phase II						date				Dec-31-26

				Construction Period - Phase III						date				Dec-31-28

				Commissioning Period						months				0 months

				Commissioning Delay						months				0 months

				Operating Period						years				25 years

				Operating Period - Phase III						years				25 years

				Start of Commissioning Date						date				Mar-01-22

				End of Operation										Dec-31-53

				COD Date - 111 E 5th + 2015 Main						date				Sep-01-20

				COD Date - M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						date				Feb-01-21

				COD Date - M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						date				Jan-01-23

				COD Date - M3/111 E 5th Redev. (Phase II)						date				Jan-01-27

				COD Date - M5/Phase III						date				Jan-01-29

				Beginning of Annual Forecast						date				Jan-01-22

				Valuation Date						date				Sep-01-20

				Monthly Periods						months				24 months



				Project Cost Estimates

										Units				Input

				111 E 5th + 2015 Main						$				732,793

				M2 + M4/114 E 4th + 110 E 5th (Phase I)						$				2,619,744

				M3/111 E 5th Redev. (Phase II)						$				5,764,322

				M5/Residential Tower (Phase III)						$				436,605

				Total						$				9,553,463



				Engineering Estimates

										Units				Input

				Cooler Efficiency - Existing						%				500.0%

				Cooler Efficiency - Phase I						%				550.0%

				Cooler Efficiency - Phase II+						%				600.0%

				Interconnection Losses						%				98.0%

				Pumping Electricity						%				2.0%



				Energy Demands

				111 E 5th						MWh				330

				2015 Main						MWh				220

				M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						MWh				655

				M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						MWh				790

				M3/111 E 5th (Phase II)						MWh				670

				M5/Residential Tower (Phase III)						MWh				240



				Peak Demand

				111 E 5th						kW				470

				2015 Main						kW				320

				M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						kW				840

				M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						kW				1,155

				M3/111 E 5th (Phase II)						kW				960

				M5/Residential Tower (Phase III)						kW				390



				Building Size

				111 E 5th						m2				7,880

				2015 Main						m2				5,400

				M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						m2				15,979

				M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						m2				19,250

				M3/111 E 5th (Phase II)						m2				16,070

				M5/Residential Tower (Phase III)						m2				11,520



				Operating Assumptions

										Units				2020

				Corporate Overhead						$				110,000

				Property Tax						$				0

				Rent						$				40,000

				Operators						$				300,000

														450,000

				Maintenance						% of NBV				1.00%

				Insurance						% of NBV+EBITDA				0.12%

				Municipal Access Fee						% of Fixed Revenue				1.25%



				General Inflation Factor (Annual)						%				2.00%

				Fixed Rate Inflation Factor (Annual)						%				0.75%

				Electricity Inflation Factor (Annual)						%				2.00%

				Depreciation Period for Plant (Revenue Requirement)						years				20 years

				Combined Corporate Tax Rate						%				27.00%

				Class 1 CCA						%				4.00%

				Class 17 CCA						%				30.00%



				Financing Assumptions

										Units				Input

				Debt/Capitalization						%				57.50%

				Equity/Capitalization						%				42.50%

				Cost of Debt						%				4.50%

				Cost of Equity						%				9.50%

				WACC						%				6.63%

				Debt Amortization Period						years				20 years



				Conversion Factors

														Input

				KWh/MWh										1,000

				MJ/KWh										3.6

				GJ/MWh										3.6

				Sq.Ft/m2										10.764



				Monthly Seasonal Demand

										Units		Heating		Cooling

				January				1		%		14.20%		2.17%

				February				2		%		12.30%		2.46%

				March				3		%		11.40%		3.42%

				April				4		%		8.60%		5.36%

				May				5		%		6.20%		8.66%

				June				6		%		4.50%		12.08%

				July				7		%		3.70%		21.61%

				August				8		%		3.50%		22.47%

				September				9		%		4.30%		13.21%

				October				10		%		7.20%		3.94%

				November				11		%		10.80%		2.48%

				December				12		%		13.30%		2.12%

































































Variable Inputs

		Variable Inputs for Main Alley Model



				Period Start						Jan-01-20		Feb-01-20		Mar-01-20		Apr-01-20		May-01-20		Jun-01-20		Jul-01-20		Aug-01-20		Sep-01-20		Oct-01-20		Nov-01-20		Dec-01-20		Jan-01-21		Feb-01-21		Mar-01-21		Apr-01-21		May-01-21		Jun-01-21		Jul-01-21		Aug-01-21		Sep-01-21		Oct-01-21		Nov-01-21		Dec-01-21		Jan-01-22		Jan-01-23		Jan-01-24		Jan-01-25		Jan-01-26		Jan-01-27		Jan-01-28		Jan-01-29		Jan-01-30		Jan-01-31		Jan-01-32		Jan-01-33		Jan-01-34		Jan-01-35		Jan-01-36		Jan-01-37		Jan-01-38		Jan-01-39		Jan-01-40		Jan-01-41		Jan-01-42		Jan-01-43		Jan-01-44		Jan-01-45		Jan-01-46		Jan-01-47		Jan-01-48		Jan-01-49		Jan-01-50		Jan-01-51		Jan-01-52		Jan-01-53		Jan-01-54		Jan-01-55		Jan-01-56		Jan-01-57		Jan-01-58		Jan-01-59		Jan-01-60		Jan-01-61		Jan-01-62		Jan-01-63		Jan-01-64		Jan-01-65		Jan-01-66		Jan-01-67		Jan-01-68		Jan-01-69		Jan-01-70		Jan-01-71

				Period End						Jan-31-20		Feb-29-20		Mar-31-20		Apr-30-20		May-31-20		Jun-30-20		Jul-31-20		Aug-31-20		Sep-30-20		Oct-31-20		Nov-30-20		Dec-31-20		Jan-31-21		Feb-28-21		Mar-31-21		Apr-30-21		May-31-21		Jun-30-21		Jul-31-21		Aug-31-21		Sep-30-21		Oct-31-21		Nov-30-21		Dec-31-21		Dec-31-22		Dec-31-23		Dec-31-24		Dec-31-25		Dec-31-26		Dec-31-27		Dec-31-28		Dec-31-29		Dec-31-30		Dec-31-31		Dec-31-32		Dec-31-33		Dec-31-34		Dec-31-35		Dec-31-36		Dec-31-37		Dec-31-38		Dec-31-39		Dec-31-40		Dec-31-41		Dec-31-42		Dec-31-43		Dec-31-44		Dec-31-45		Dec-31-46		Dec-31-47		Dec-31-48		Dec-31-49		Dec-31-50		Dec-31-51		Dec-31-52		Dec-31-53		Dec-31-54		Dec-31-55		Dec-31-56		Dec-31-57		Dec-31-58		Dec-31-59		Dec-31-60		Dec-31-61		Dec-31-62		Dec-31-63		Dec-31-64		Dec-31-65		Dec-31-66		Dec-31-67		Dec-31-68		Dec-31-69		Dec-31-70		Dec-31-71

				Year						2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058		2059		2060		2061		2062		2063		2064		2065		2066		2067		2068		2069		2070		2071

				Days in Period						30		28		30		29		30		29		30		30		29		30		29		30		30		27		30		29		30		29		30		30		29		30		29		30		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364

				Timing Flags

				Model Dates

				Monthly Periods						-24		-23		-22		-21		-20		-19		-18		-17		-16		-15		-14		-13		-12		-11		-10		-9		-8		-7		-6		-5		-4		-3		-2		-1		0		12		24		36		48		60		72		84		96		108		120		132		144		156		168		180		192		204		216		228		240		252		264		276		288		300		312		324		336		348		360		372		384		396		408		420		432		444		456		468		480		492		504		516		528		540		552		564		576		588

				Months in Period						1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12

				Years in Operation - 111 E 5th						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45		46		47		48		49		50		51		52

				Years in Operation - 2015 Main						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45		46		47		48		49		50		51		52

				Years in Operation - M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45		46		47		48		49		50		51

				Years in Operation - M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45		46		47		48		49		50		51

				Years in Operation - 111 E 5th Redev. (Phase II)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45

				Years in Operation - Phase III						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43

				Construction Period - Phase I						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Construction Period - Phase II						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Construction Period - Phase III						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Commissioning Period						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - 111 E 5th						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - 2015 Main						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - 111 E 5th Redev. (Phase II)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - Phase III						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - Total Project						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - Phase I - Cost of Service						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - Phase II - Cost of Service						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - Phase III - Cost of Service						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Interest Accrual Period

				Debt Repayment Period - Phase 1

				Debt Repayment Period - Phase 2						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Debt Repayment Period - Phase 3						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Debt Repayment Period - Rate Design

				Energy Usage Forecast

				Month						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Energy Demand

				Cooling Demand - 111 E 5th						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Cooling Demand - 2015 Main						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Cooling Demand - M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Cooling Demand - M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Cooling Demand - 111 E 5th Redev. (Phase II)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Cooling Demand - Phase III						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Cooling Demand						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		550		550		550		550		550		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,995		1,995		1,995		1,995		2,335		2,335		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Month		Load %

				January		1		2.17%		2.2%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		2.2%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				February		2		2.46%		0.0%		2.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		2.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				March		3		3.42%		0.0%		0.0%		3.4%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		3.4%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				April		4		5.36%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		5.4%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		5.4%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				May		5		8.66%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		8.7%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		8.7%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				June		6		12.08%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		12.1%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		12.1%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				July		7		21.61%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		21.6%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		21.6%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				August		8		22.47%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		22.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		22.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				September		9		13.21%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		13.2%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		13.2%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				October		10		3.94%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		3.9%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		3.9%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				November		11		2.48%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		2.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		2.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				December		12		2.12%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		2.1%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		2.1%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Periodic Load Percentage						2.2%		2.5%		3.4%		5.4%		8.7%		12.1%		21.6%		22.5%		13.2%		3.9%		2.5%		2.1%		2.2%		2.5%		3.4%		5.4%		8.7%		12.1%		21.6%		22.5%		13.2%		3.9%		2.5%		2.1%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				COP Efficiency						500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		550.0%		550.0%		550.0%		550.0%		550.0%		550.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%

				Periodic Cooling Demand (MWh)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		73		22		14		12		12		30		41		65		104		146		260		271		159		48		30		26		1,205		1,995		1,995		1,995		1,995		2,335		2,335		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Annual Electricity Demand (MWh)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		15		4		3		2		2		6		8		13		21		29		52		54		32		10		6		5		241		363		363		363		363		425		425		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Subscribed Capacity

				Capacity - 111 E 5th						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - 2015 Main						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - 111 E 5th Redev. (Phase II)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - Phase III						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Subscribed Capacity						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		790		790		790		790		790		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		2,785		2,785		2,785		2,785		3,275		3,275		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Periodic Peak - Subscribed Capacity						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		66		66		66		66		66		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		1,630		2,785		2,785		2,785		2,785		3,275		3,275		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Subscribed Capacity - Rate Design

				Capacity - 2015 Main						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - 111 E 5th Redev. (Phase II)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - Phase III						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Subscribed Capacity - Rate Design						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Periodic Peak - Subscribed Capacity						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



						Month		Load %

				January		1		17.99%		18.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		18.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				February		2		20.39%		0.0%		20.4%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		20.4%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				March		3		28.33%		0.0%		0.0%		28.3%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		28.3%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				April		4		44.37%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		44.4%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		44.4%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				May		5		71.67%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		71.7%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		71.7%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				June		6		100.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				July		7		100.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				August		8		100.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				September		9		100.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				October		10		32.63%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		32.6%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		32.6%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				November		11		20.49%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		20.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		20.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				December		12		17.56%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		17.6%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		17.6%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Periodic Peak Demand						18.0%		20.4%		28.3%		44.4%		71.7%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		32.6%		20.5%		17.6%		18.0%		20.4%		28.3%		44.4%		71.7%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		32.6%		20.5%		17.6%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%



				Peak Demand						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		158		52		32		28		28		66		92		145		234		326		326		326		326		106		67		57		326		506		506		506		506		595		595		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Periodic Peak						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		258		152		132		128		128		166		192		245		334		426		426		426		426		206		167		157		278		376		376		376		376		424		424		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Connected Area

				Area - 111 E 5th						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		7,880		7,880		7,880		7,880		7,880		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Area - 2015 Main						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Area - M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,332		1,332		1,332		1,332		1,332		1,332		1,332		1,332		1,332		1,332		1,332		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Area - M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Area - 111 E 5th Redev. (Phase II)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Area - Phase III						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Connected Area (m2)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,107		1,107		1,107		1,107		1,107		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		29,259		48,509		48,509		48,509		48,509		56,699		56,699		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Connected Area (sq.ft)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,912		11,912		11,912		11,912		11,912		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		314,944		522,151		522,151		522,151		522,151		610,308		610,308		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Inflation Factors

										2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058		2059		2060		2061		2062		2063		2064		2065		2066		2067		2068		2069		2070		2071		2072		2073		2074		2075		2076		2077		2078		2079

				General Inflation Factor						1.000		1.020		1.040		1.061		1.082		1.104		1.126		1.149		1.172		1.195		1.219		1.243		1.268		1.294		1.319		1.346		1.373		1.400		1.428		1.457		1.486		1.516		1.546		1.577		1.608		1.641		1.673		1.707		1.741		1.776		1.811		1.848		1.885		1.922		1.961		2.000		2.040		2.081		2.122		2.165		2.208		2.252		2.297		2.343		2.390		2.438		2.487		2.536		2.587		2.639		2.692		2.745		2.800		2.856		2.913		2.972		3.031		3.092		3.154		3.217		3.281

				Fixed Rate Inflation Factor						1.000		1.008		1.015		1.023		1.030		1.038		1.046		1.054		1.062		1.070		1.078		1.086		1.094		1.102		1.110		1.119		1.127		1.135		1.144		1.153		1.161		1.170		1.179		1.188		1.196		1.205		1.214		1.224		1.233		1.242		1.251		1.261		1.270		1.280		1.289		1.299		1.309		1.318		1.328		1.338		1.348		1.358		1.369		1.379		1.389		1.400		1.410		1.421		1.431		1.442		1.453		1.464		1.475		1.486		1.497		1.508		1.520		1.531		1.542		1.554		1.566

				Electricity Inflation Factor						1.000		1.020		1.040		1.061		1.082		1.104		1.126		1.149		1.172		1.195		1.219		1.243		1.268		1.294		1.319		1.346		1.373		1.400		1.428		1.457		1.486		1.516		1.546		1.577		1.608		1.641		1.673		1.707		1.741		1.776		1.811		1.848		1.885		1.922		1.961		2.000		2.040		2.081		2.122		2.165		2.208		2.252		2.297		2.343		2.390		2.438		2.487		2.536		2.587		2.639		2.692		2.745		2.800		2.856		2.913		2.972		3.031		3.092		3.154		3.217		3.281

				Electricity Inflation Factor (+5/+2)						1.000		1.050		1.103		1.158		1.216		1.276		1.340		1.407		1.477		1.551		1.629		1.661		1.695		1.729		1.763		1.798		1.834		1.871		1.909		1.947		1.986		2.025		2.066		2.107		2.149		2.192		2.236		2.281		2.326		2.373		2.420		2.469		2.518		2.569		2.620		2.672		2.726		2.780		2.836		2.893		2.951		3.010		3.070		3.131		3.194		3.258		3.323		3.389		3.457		3.526		3.597		3.669		3.742		3.817		3.893		3.971		4.050		4.131		4.214		4.298		4.384

				O&M Cost Forecast

										2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058		2059		2060		2061		2062		2063		2064		2065		2066		2067		2068		2069		2070		2071		2072		2073		2074		2075		2076		2077		2078		2079

				Maintenance

				Insurance						0		1,786		4,499		5,151		5,789		5,871		5,903		14,243		14,688		15,769		16,235		16,513		16,796		17,084		17,378		17,678		17,983		18,293		18,610		18,933		19,261		19,596		19,937		20,285		20,639		21,000		21,368		21,742		22,124		22,513		22,910		23,313		23,725		24,146		23,678		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Corporate Overhead						110,000		112,200		114,444		116,733		119,068		121,449		123,878		126,355		128,883		131,460		134,089		136,771		139,507		142,297		145,143		148,046		151,006		154,027		157,107		160,249		163,454		166,723		170,058		173,459		176,928		180,467		184,076		187,758		191,513		195,343		199,250		203,235		207,299		211,445		215,674		219,988		224,388		228,875		233,453		238,122		242,884		247,742		252,697		257,751		262,906		268,164		273,527		278,998		284,578		290,269		296,075		301,996		308,036		314,197		320,481		326,890		333,428		340,097		346,899		353,837		360,913

				Property Tax						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Rent						40,000		40,800		41,616		42,448		43,297		44,163		45,046		45,947		46,866		47,804		48,760		49,735		50,730		51,744		52,779		53,835		54,911		56,010		57,130		58,272		59,438		60,627		61,839		63,076		64,337		65,624		66,937		68,275		69,641		71,034		72,454		73,904		75,382		76,889		78,427		79,996		81,595		83,227		84,892		86,590		88,322		90,088		91,890		93,728		95,602		97,514		99,464		101,454		103,483		105,552		107,664		109,817		112,013		114,253		116,538		118,869		121,247		123,672		126,145		128,668		131,241

				Operators						300,000		306,000		312,120		318,362		324,730		331,224		337,849		344,606		351,498		358,528		365,698		373,012		380,473		388,082		395,844		403,761		411,836		420,072		428,474		437,043		445,784		454,700		463,794		473,070		482,531		492,182		502,025		512,066		522,307		532,753		543,408		554,277		565,362		576,669		588,203		599,967		611,966		624,206		636,690		649,423		662,412		675,660		689,173		702,957		717,016		731,356		745,983		760,903		776,121		791,644		807,476		823,626		840,098		856,900		874,038		891,519		909,350		927,537		946,087		965,009		984,309

				Insurance Cost Forecast

										2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058		2059		2060		2061		2062		2063		2064		2065		2066		2067		2068		2069		2070		2071		2072		2073		2074		2075		2076		2077		2078		2079

				EBITDA						0		-52,715		125,262		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		549,071		715,071		707,800		866,406		864,330		862,066		859,611		856,959		854,105		851,044		847,771		844,280		840,566		836,623		832,446		828,028		823,364		818,448		813,272		807,832		802,120		796,130		789,855		783,287		776,421		769,248		761,761		754,848		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Business Interruption Insurance (2 Years of EBITDA0				0.12%		0		87		313		882		1,434		1,429		1,372		1,517		1,707		1,889		2,077		2,072		2,066		2,060		2,053		2,046		2,039		2,030		2,022		2,013		2,003		1,993		1,982		1,970		1,958		1,945		1,932		1,918		1,903		1,888		1,872		1,855		1,837		1,820		906		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Accumulated Cost of Plant						0		1,387,729		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,232,027		9,232,027		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Replacement Insurance				0.12%		0		1,665		4,023		4,023		4,023		4,023		4,023		11,078		11,078		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Replacement Insurance (Inflated)						0		1,699		4,186		4,269		4,355		4,442		4,531		12,726		12,980		13,880		14,158		14,441		14,730		15,024		15,325		15,631		15,944		16,263		16,588		16,920		17,258		17,604		17,956		18,315		18,681		19,055		19,436		19,824		20,221		20,625		21,038		21,459		21,888		22,326		22,772		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Forecasted Cost of Insurance						0		1,786		4,499		5,151		5,789		5,871		5,903		14,243		14,688		15,769		16,235		16,513		16,796		17,084		17,378		17,678		17,983		18,293		18,610		18,933		19,261		19,596		19,937		20,285		20,639		21,000		21,368		21,742		22,124		22,513		22,910		23,313		23,725		24,146		23,678		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Electricity Forecast

										2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058		2059		2060		2061		2062		2063		2064		2065		2066		2067		2068		2069		2070		2071

				BC Hydro Large General Service Rate (Effective April 1, 2019)

Brittni Scott: https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/tariff-filings/electric-tariff/bchydro-electric-tariff.pdf						Jan-31-20		Feb-29-20		Mar-31-20		Apr-30-20		May-31-20		Jun-30-20		Jul-31-20		Aug-31-20		Sep-30-20		Oct-31-20		Nov-30-20		Dec-31-20		Jan-31-21		Feb-28-21		Mar-31-21		Apr-30-21		May-31-21		Jun-30-21		Jul-31-21		Aug-31-21		Sep-30-21		Oct-31-21		Nov-30-21		Dec-31-21		Dec-31-22		Dec-31-23		Dec-31-24		Dec-31-25		Dec-31-26		Dec-31-27		Dec-31-28		Dec-31-29		Dec-31-30		Dec-31-31		Dec-31-32		Dec-31-33		Dec-31-34		Dec-31-35		Dec-31-36		Dec-31-37		Dec-31-38		Dec-31-39		Dec-31-40		Dec-31-41		Dec-31-42		Dec-31-43		Dec-31-44		Dec-31-45		Dec-31-46		Dec-31-47		Dec-31-48		Dec-31-49		Dec-31-50		Dec-31-51		Dec-31-52		Dec-31-53		Dec-31-54		Dec-31-55		Dec-31-56		Dec-31-57		Dec-31-58		Dec-31-59		Dec-31-60		Dec-31-61		Dec-31-62		Dec-31-63		Dec-31-64		Dec-31-65		Dec-31-66		Dec-31-67		Dec-31-68		Dec-31-69		Dec-31-70		Dec-31-71

				Electricity inflation factor (2%)		1-Jan-2019		2.00%		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0612		1.0824		1.1041		1.1262		1.1487		1.1717		1.1951		1.2190		1.2434		1.2682		1.2936		1.3195		1.3459		1.3728		1.4002		1.4282		1.4568		1.4859		1.5157		1.5460		1.5769		1.6084		1.6406		1.6734		1.7069		1.7410		1.7758		1.8114		1.8476		1.8845		1.9222		1.9607		1.9999		2.0399		2.0807		2.1223		2.1647		2.2080		2.2522		2.2972		2.3432		2.3901		2.4379		2.4866		2.5363		2.5871		2.6388		2.6916		2.7454		2.8003

				Electricity inflation factor (5%/2%)		No				1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1576		1.2155		1.2763		1.3401		1.4071		1.4775		1.5513		1.6289		1.6615		1.6947		1.7286		1.7632		1.7984		1.8344		1.8711		1.9085		1.9467		1.9856		2.0253		2.0658		2.1071		2.1493		2.1923		2.2361		2.2808		2.3265		2.3730		2.4205		2.4689		2.5182		2.5686		2.6200		2.6724		2.7258		2.7803		2.8359		2.8927		2.9505		3.0095		3.0697		3.1311		3.1937		3.2576		3.3228		3.3892		3.4570		3.5261		3.5967		3.6686		3.7420

				Electricity inflation factor						1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0612		1.0824		1.1041		1.1262		1.1487		1.1717		1.1951		1.2190		1.2434		1.2682		1.2936		1.3195		1.3459		1.3728		1.4002		1.4282		1.4568		1.4859		1.5157		1.5460		1.5769		1.6084		1.6406		1.6734		1.7069		1.7410		1.7758		1.8114		1.8476		1.8845		1.9222		1.9607		1.9999		2.0399		2.0807		2.1223		2.1647		2.2080		2.2522		2.2972		2.3432		2.3901		2.4379		2.4866		2.5363		2.5871		2.6388		2.6916		2.7454		2.8003





				Electricity usage charge		$/kWh		0.0606		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		64.31		65.60		66.91		68.25		69.61		71.00		72.42		73.87		75.35		76.86		78.39		79.96		81.56		83.19		84.85		86.55		88.28		90.05		91.85		93.69		95.56		97.47		99.42		101.41		103.44		105.51		107.62		109.77		111.96		114.20		116.49		118.82		121.19		123.62		126.09		128.61		131.18		133.81		136.48		139.21		142.00		144.84		147.73		150.69		153.70		156.78		159.91		163.11		166.37		169.70

				Demand charge		$/Peak KW /Month		12.3400		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3,247		1,908		1,666		1,608		1,649		2,137		2,469		3,141		4,283		5,469		5,469		5,469		5,469		2,650		2,142		2,019		43,610		60,225		61,430		62,658		63,911		73,607		75,079		78,092		79,654		81,247		82,872		84,529		86,220		87,944		89,703		91,497		93,327		95,194		97,098		99,039		101,020		103,041		105,101		107,204		109,348		111,535		113,765		116,041		118,361		120,729		123,143		125,606		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Basic charge		$/day		0.2673		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		8.18		8.45		8.18		8.45		8.62		7.79		8.62		8.34		8.62		8.34		8.62		8.62		8.34		8.62		8.34		8.62		103.54		105.61		108.01		109.87		112.07		114.31		116.92		118.93		121.31		123.74		126.56		128.73		131.31		133.94		136.99		139.35		142.13		144.98		148.28		150.83		153.85		156.93		160.50		163.27		166.53		169.86		173.73		176.72		180.26		183.86		188.06		191.29		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-





Monthly

		Monthly Model for Main Alley



				Circuit Breaker (On=1)		0

										Yes		Regulated

										No		Unregulated





				Period Start						Jan-01-20		Feb-01-20		Mar-01-20		Apr-01-20		May-01-20		Jun-01-20		Jul-01-20		Aug-01-20		Sep-01-20		Oct-01-20		Nov-01-20		Dec-01-20		Jan-01-21		Feb-01-21		Mar-01-21		Apr-01-21		May-01-21		Jun-01-21		Jul-01-21		Aug-01-21		Sep-01-21		Oct-01-21		Nov-01-21		Dec-01-21		Jan-01-22		Jan-01-23		Jan-01-24		Jan-01-25		Jan-01-26		Jan-01-27		Jan-01-28		Jan-01-29		Jan-01-30		Jan-01-31		Jan-01-32		Jan-01-33		Jan-01-34		Jan-01-35		Jan-01-36		Jan-01-37		Jan-01-38		Jan-01-39		Jan-01-40		Jan-01-41		Jan-01-42		Jan-01-43		Jan-01-44		Jan-01-45		Jan-01-46		Jan-01-47		Jan-01-48		Jan-01-49		Jan-01-50		Jan-01-51		Jan-01-52		Jan-01-53		Jan-01-54		Jan-01-55		Jan-01-56		Jan-01-57		Jan-01-58

				Period End						Jan-31-20		Feb-29-20		Mar-31-20		Apr-30-20		May-31-20		Jun-30-20		Jul-31-20		Aug-31-20		Sep-30-20		Oct-31-20		Nov-30-20		Dec-31-20		Jan-31-21		Feb-28-21		Mar-31-21		Apr-30-21		May-31-21		Jun-30-21		Jul-31-21		Aug-31-21		Sep-30-21		Oct-31-21		Nov-30-21		Dec-31-21		Dec-31-22		Dec-31-23		Dec-31-24		Dec-31-25		Dec-31-26		Dec-31-27		Dec-31-28		Dec-31-29		Dec-31-30		Dec-31-31		Dec-31-32		Dec-31-33		Dec-31-34		Dec-31-35		Dec-31-36		Dec-31-37		Dec-31-38		Dec-31-39		Dec-31-40		Dec-31-41		Dec-31-42		Dec-31-43		Dec-31-44		Dec-31-45		Dec-31-46		Dec-31-47		Dec-31-48		Dec-31-49		Dec-31-50		Dec-31-51		Dec-31-52		Dec-31-53		Dec-31-54		Dec-31-55		Dec-31-56		Dec-31-57		Dec-31-58

				Year						2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058

				Timing Flags



				Valuation Flag						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Sensitivity Toggles

				Circuit Breaker				0

				Debt Scenario				Regulated

				Tax Free Cash Flows				No

				Income Statement



				Fixed Charge Revenue				51,971,851		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		26,465		26,465		26,465		26,465		26,663		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		665,113		1,144,928		1,153,515		1,162,167		1,170,883		1,387,218		1,397,622		1,575,787		1,587,605		1,599,512		1,611,508		1,623,595		1,635,772		1,648,040		1,660,400		1,672,853		1,685,400		1,698,040		1,710,776		1,723,606		1,736,533		1,749,557		1,762,679		1,775,899		1,789,218		1,802,638		1,816,157		1,829,778		1,843,502		1,857,328		1,871,258		1,885,292		0		0		0		0		0

				Variable Revenue				4,227,877		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,172		2,190		1,846		1,764		1,811		2,527		3,008		3,980		5,634		7,350		8,827		8,961		7,525		3,269		2,534		2,356		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018		89,778		104,468		106,557		110,548		112,759		115,014		117,315		119,661		122,054		124,495		126,985		129,525		132,115		134,757		137,453		140,202		143,006		145,866		148,783		151,759		154,794		157,890		161,048		164,268		167,554		170,905		174,323		177,809		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Revenue				56,199,728		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30,636		28,654		28,311		28,228		28,474		57,541		58,022		58,994		60,648		62,364		63,840		63,974		62,539		58,283		57,547		57,370		724,636		1,229,528		1,239,807		1,250,184		1,260,661		1,491,685		1,504,179		1,686,335		1,700,364		1,714,526		1,728,823		1,743,255		1,757,826		1,772,535		1,787,386		1,802,378		1,817,515		1,832,798		1,848,228		1,863,808		1,879,539		1,895,423		1,911,462		1,927,658		1,944,012		1,960,527		1,977,205		1,994,047		2,011,056		2,028,233		2,045,582		2,063,102		0		0		0		0		0



				Total Electricity Costs				4,227,877		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,172		2,190		1,846		1,764		1,811		2,527		3,008		3,980		5,634		7,350		8,827		8,961		7,525		3,269		2,534		2,356		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018		89,778		104,468		106,557		110,548		112,759		115,014		117,315		119,661		122,054		124,495		126,985		129,525		132,115		134,757		137,453		140,202		143,006		145,866		148,783		151,759		154,794		157,890		161,048		164,268		167,554		170,905		174,323		177,809		0		0		0		0		0

				O&M Cost				27,460,954		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		39,425		39,570		39,716		39,863		41,031		41,537		41,690		41,844		42,000		42,157		42,314		42,473		42,633		42,794		42,956		43,120		529,247		546,199		556,910		567,782		621,812		672,147		689,822		709,381		723,276		737,446		751,897		766,636		781,667		796,996		812,629		828,573		844,834		861,417		878,330		895,578		913,169		931,110		949,407		968,067		987,098		1,006,508		1,026,303		1,046,491		1,067,081		1,088,080		1,109,497		1,130,444		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Operating Costs				31,688,831		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		43,597		41,759		41,562		41,627		42,842		44,064		44,698		45,825		47,634		49,507		51,141		51,434		50,159		46,064		45,490		45,476		588,769		630,798		643,202		655,800		711,590		776,614		796,379		819,929		836,034		852,460		869,212		886,296		903,720		921,491		939,615		958,098		976,949		996,174		1,015,783		1,035,780		1,056,175		1,076,976		1,098,190		1,119,826		1,141,892		1,164,397		1,187,351		1,210,760		1,234,635		1,258,985		1,283,821		1,308,254		0		0		0		0		0



				EBITDA				24,510,897		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-12,960		-13,105		-13,251		-13,398		-14,368		13,477		13,324		13,169		13,014		12,857		12,699		12,540		12,380		12,219		12,057		11,894		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		549,071		715,071		707,800		866,406		864,330		862,066		859,611		856,959		854,105		851,044		847,771		844,280		840,566		836,623		832,446		828,028		823,364		818,448		813,272		807,832		802,120		796,130		789,855		783,287		776,421		769,248		761,761		754,848		0		0		0		0		0



				Interest				2,504,359		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		224,578		213,061		221,141		208,620		196,098		183,576		171,054		158,532		146,011		133,489		120,967		108,445		95,923		83,402		70,880		58,358		45,836		33,314		20,793		8,271		1,507		502		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Depreciation				9,678,206		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		18,320		21,955		25,500		28,956		32,325		35,610		38,813		41,936		44,981		47,950		50,845		53,667		56,419		59,101		61,717		64,268		801,052		560,737		392,516		274,761		192,333		1,898,480		1,328,936		1,064,252		744,976		521,483		365,038		255,527		178,869		125,208		87,646		61,352		42,946		30,062		21,044		14,731		10,311		7,218		5,053		3,537		2,476		1,733		1,213		849		594		416		291		204		0		0		0		0		0

				Earnings Before Taxes				12,328,333		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-31,280		-35,060		-38,751		-42,354		-46,693		-22,134		-25,490		-28,767		-31,968		-35,093		-38,145		-41,127		-44,038		-46,882		-49,660		-52,374		-665,186		37,993		204,090		319,624		356,738		-1,407,987		-834,197		-418,987		-89,266		144,485		310,997		430,378		516,704		579,825		626,636		661,961		689,174		710,637		728,000		742,418		754,695		765,393		774,905		783,502		791,373		792,889		788,139		782,438		775,827		768,832		761,470		754,645		0		0		0		0		0

				Income Taxes				3,328,650		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,278		186,077		191,872		196,560		200,453		203,768		206,656		209,224		211,546		213,671		214,080		212,798		211,258		209,473		207,585		205,597		203,754		0		0		0		0		0

				Net Income				8,999,683		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-31,280		-35,060		-38,751		-42,354		-46,693		-22,134		-25,490		-28,767		-31,968		-35,093		-38,145		-41,127		-44,038		-46,882		-49,660		-52,374		-665,186		37,993		204,090		319,624		356,738		-1,407,987		-834,197		-418,987		-89,266		144,485		310,997		430,378		516,704		579,825		626,636		617,683		503,097		518,765		531,440		541,965		550,927		558,737		565,681		571,957		577,703		578,809		575,341		571,180		566,353		561,248		555,873		550,890		0		0		0		0		0



				Fixed Charge Revenue Build Up



				Revenue Requirement - Actual

				Depreciation		$		10,246,251		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		15,014		15,014		15,014		15,014		15,014		15,014		15,014		15,014		15,014		15,014		15,014		180,165		180,165		180,165		180,165		180,165		481,676		481,676		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		500,099		344,108		332,147		332,147		332,147		332,147		332,147		30,637		30,637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Return on Equity		$		4,229,016		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,618		3,265		3,697		4,389		4,958		4,959		6,046		6,368		7,133		7,426		8,236		8,796		9,046		9,924		10,145		11,070		134,193		126,939		120,014		112,431		226,578		334,655		328,496		319,921		299,293		278,665		258,746		237,409		216,781		196,153		176,007		154,897		134,269		113,641		93,515		76,263		62,649		49,275		36,000		22,528		9,154		1,850		618		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Cost of Debt		$		2,710,236		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,678		2,092		2,370		2,813		3,178		3,178		3,875		4,081		4,571		4,759		5,278		5,637		5,797		6,360		6,502		7,094		86,000		81,351		76,913		72,053		145,206		214,469		210,522		205,027		191,807		178,587		165,822		152,147		138,928		125,708		112,797		99,268		86,049		72,829		59,931		48,875		40,150		31,579		23,071		14,437		5,866		1,186		396		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				O&M		$		27,460,954		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		39,425		39,570		39,716		39,863		41,031		41,537		41,690		41,844		42,000		42,157		42,314		42,473		42,633		42,794		42,956		43,120		529,247		546,199		556,910		567,782		621,812		672,147		689,822		709,381		723,276		737,446		751,897		766,636		781,667		796,996		812,629		828,573		844,834		861,417		878,330		895,578		913,169		931,110		949,407		968,067		987,098		1,006,508		1,026,303		1,046,491		1,067,081		1,088,080		1,109,497		1,130,444		0		0		0		0		0

				Income Taxes		$		1,851,273		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		190,005		216,059		214,979		211,856		203,092		141,892		135,472		133,131		130,507		127,522		124,430		11,256		11,072		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Revenue Requirement		$		46,497,730		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		46,774		47,980		48,836		50,119		52,220		64,688		66,624		67,306		68,718		69,356		70,843		71,920		72,490		74,093		74,617		76,297		929,606		934,654		934,002		932,431		1,173,761		1,702,946		1,710,516		1,746,641		1,726,687		1,707,010		1,688,777		1,668,505		1,649,688		1,631,169		1,803,751		1,811,110		1,792,443		1,772,056		1,734,967		1,506,716		1,483,587		1,477,242		1,471,132		1,464,702		1,458,696		1,051,436		1,069,027		1,046,491		1,067,081		1,088,080		1,109,497		1,130,444		0		0		0		0		0



				Rate Design				Yes

				$/kW				$399.00		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$408.04		$411.11		$414.19		$417.30		$420.42		$423.58		$426.75		$429.96		$433.18		$436.43		$439.70		$443.00		$446.32		$449.67		$453.04		$456.44		$459.86		$463.31		$466.79		$470.29		$473.82		$477.37		$480.95		$484.56		$488.19		$491.85		$495.54		$499.26		$503.00		$506.77		$510.58		$514.40		$518.26		$522.15		$526.07		$530.01		$533.99

				Subscribed Capacity		kW				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		66		66		66		66		66		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		1,630		2,785		2,785		2,785		2,785		3,275		3,275		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		0		0		0		0		0

				Fixed Revenue		$		51,971,851		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		26,465		26,465		26,465		26,465		26,663		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		665,113		1,144,928		1,153,515		1,162,167		1,170,883		1,387,218		1,397,622		1,575,787		1,587,605		1,599,512		1,611,508		1,623,595		1,635,772		1,648,040		1,660,400		1,672,853		1,685,400		1,698,040		1,710,776		1,723,606		1,736,533		1,749,557		1,762,679		1,775,899		1,789,218		1,802,638		1,816,157		1,829,778		1,843,502		1,857,328		1,871,258		1,885,292		0		0		0		0		0



				Revenue Deferral Account

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		20,363		42,048		64,699		88,769		114,878		125,138		137,460		150,507		165,065		180,312		197,164		215,187		233,840		254,241		275,231		298,067		590,938		411,823		211,289		-12,703		-10,759		314,719		658,506		877,489		1,077,551		1,257,778		1,418,524		1,555,880		1,669,996		1,759,592		2,020,738		2,293,178		2,550,831		2,790,846		2,995,233		2,963,116		2,891,479		2,795,214		2,673,361		2,522,902		2,342,835		1,716,636		1,054,343		312,037		-470,770		-1,296,322		-2,167,333		-3,086,701		-3,086,701		-3,086,701		-3,086,701		-3,086,701

				Under/(Over) Recovery				-5,474,121		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		20,310		21,515		22,372		23,654		25,557		9,674		11,611		12,293		13,704		14,343		15,829		16,906		17,477		19,079		19,603		21,284		264,492		-210,274		-219,514		-229,736		2,878		315,729		312,894		170,854		139,082		107,498		77,269		44,910		13,916		-16,871		143,351		138,257		107,043		74,016		24,191		-216,890		-252,947		-272,315		-291,547		-311,197		-330,523		-751,201		-747,131		-783,287		-776,421		-769,248		-761,761		-754,848		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		20,310		41,879		64,419		88,353		114,326		124,552		136,748		149,752		164,211		179,408		196,142		214,070		232,664		252,919		273,844		296,514		562,560		380,664		192,309		-18,447		-9,825		304,969		627,614		829,359		1,016,572		1,185,049		1,335,046		1,463,434		1,569,796		1,653,125		1,902,943		2,158,995		2,400,221		2,624,846		2,815,037		2,778,343		2,710,170		2,619,163		2,503,667		2,362,163		2,192,380		1,591,634		969,506		271,056		-464,384		-1,240,019		-2,058,083		-2,922,181		-3,086,701		-3,086,701		-3,086,701		-3,086,701		-3,086,701

				AFUDC on Deferral				2,387,420		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		53		169		280		416		552		585		711		754		855		904		1,022		1,117		1,176		1,322		1,386		1,553		28,379		31,159		18,980		5,743		-934		9,750		30,892		48,130		60,979		72,729		83,478		92,446		100,200		106,467		117,795		134,183		150,610		165,999		180,196		184,773		181,309		176,051		169,694		160,739		150,456		125,002		84,838		40,981		-6,386		-56,304		-109,250		-164,519		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing RDDA w/ AFUDC				-3,086,701		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		20,363		42,048		64,699		88,769		114,878		125,138		137,460		150,507		165,065		180,312		197,164		215,187		233,840		254,241		275,231		298,067		590,938		411,823		211,289		-12,703		-10,759		314,719		658,506		877,489		1,077,551		1,257,778		1,418,524		1,555,880		1,669,996		1,759,592		2,020,738		2,293,178		2,550,831		2,790,846		2,995,233		2,963,116		2,891,479		2,795,214		2,673,361		2,522,902		2,342,835		1,716,636		1,054,343		312,037		-470,770		-1,296,322		-2,167,333		-3,086,701		-3,086,701		-3,086,701		-3,086,701		-3,086,701		-3,086,701



				Variable Charge Revenue Build Up



				Electricity Costs

				Electricity Basic Charge		$		4,717		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8		8		8		8		9		8		9		8		9		8		9		9		8		9		8		9		104		106		108		110		112		114		117		119		121		124		127		129		131		134		137		139		142		145		148		151		154		157		161		163		167		170		174		177		180		184		188		191		0		0		0		0		0

				Electricity Demand Charge		$		2,992,625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,247		1,908		1,666		1,608		1,649		2,137		2,469		3,141		4,283		5,469		5,469		5,469		5,469		2,650		2,142		2,019		43,610		60,225		61,430		62,658		63,911		73,607		75,079		78,092		79,654		81,247		82,872		84,529		86,220		87,944		89,703		91,497		93,327		95,194		97,098		99,039		101,020		103,041		105,101		107,204		109,348		111,535		113,765		116,041		118,361		120,729		123,143		125,606		0		0		0		0		0

				Electricity Usage Charge (LGS)		$/MWh				$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$64.31		$65.60		$66.91		$68.25		$69.61		$71.00		$72.42		$73.87		$75.35		$76.86		$78.39		$79.96		$81.56		$83.19		$84.85		$86.55		$88.28		$90.05		$91.85		$93.69		$95.56		$97.47		$99.42		$101.41		$103.44		$105.51		$107.62		$109.77		$111.96		$114.20		$116.49		$118.82		$121.19		$123.62		$126.09		$128.61		$131.18

				Electricity Demand		MWh		13,532		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		15		4		3		2		2		6		8		13		21		29		52		54		32		10		6		5		241		363		363		363		363		425		425		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		0		0		0		0		0

				Periodic Pumping Electricity Demand		MWh		271		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		5		7		7		7		7		8		8		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Usage Charge				1,230,534		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		916		273		172		147		154		382		530		831		1,342		1,873		3,349		3,483		2,048		611		384		329		15,808		24,269		24,754		25,250		25,755		30,747		31,362		32,337		32,984		33,643		34,316		35,003		35,703		36,417		37,145		37,888		38,646		39,419		40,207		41,011		41,831		42,668		43,521		44,392		45,280		46,185		47,109		48,051		49,012		49,992		50,992		52,012		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Electricity Costs		$		4,227,877		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,172		2,190		1,846		1,764		1,811		2,527		3,008		3,980		5,634		7,350		8,827		8,961		7,525		3,269		2,534		2,356		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018		89,778		104,468		106,557		110,548		112,759		115,014		117,315		119,661		122,054		124,495		126,985		129,525		132,115		134,757		137,453		140,202		143,006		145,866		148,783		151,759		154,794		157,890		161,048		164,268		167,554		170,905		174,323		177,809		0		0		0		0		0



				O&M Build Up



				Maintenance		$		4,495,544		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		695		840		986		1,133		1,307		1,459		1,612		1,767		1,922		2,079		2,237		2,396		2,556		2,717		2,879		3,042		38,239		39,003		39,783		40,579		76,025		112,872		118,791		124,901		127,399		129,947		132,546		135,197		137,901		140,659		143,472		146,342		149,269		152,254		155,299		158,405		161,573		164,805		168,101		171,463		174,892		178,390		181,958		185,597		189,309		193,095		196,957		200,896		0		0		0		0		0

				Insurance		$		574,248		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		149		149		149		149		375		375		375		375		375		375		375		375		375		375		375		375		5,151		5,789		5,871		5,903		14,243		14,688		15,769		16,235		16,513		16,796		17,084		17,378		17,678		17,983		18,293		18,610		18,933		19,261		19,596		19,937		20,285		20,639		21,000		21,368		21,742		22,124		22,513		22,910		23,313		23,725		24,146		23,678		0		0		0		0		0

				Corporate Overhead		$		5,314,593		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		9,350		9,350		9,350		9,350		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		116,733		119,068		121,449		123,878		126,355		128,883		131,460		134,089		136,771		139,507		142,297		145,143		148,046		151,006		154,027		157,107		160,249		163,454		166,723		170,058		173,459		176,928		180,467		184,076		187,758		191,513		195,343		199,250		203,235		207,299		211,445		215,674		0		0		0		0		0

				Municipal Access Fee		$		649,648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		331		331		331		331		333		688		688		688		688		688		688		688		688		688		688		688		8,314		14,312		14,419		14,527		14,636		17,340		17,470		19,697		19,845		19,994		20,144		20,295		20,447		20,601		20,755		20,911		21,067		21,226		21,385		21,545		21,707		21,869		22,033		22,199		22,365		22,533		22,702		22,872		23,044		23,217		23,391		23,566		0		0		0		0		0

				Property Tax		$		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Rent		$		1,932,579		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,400		3,400		3,400		3,400		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		42,448		43,297		44,163		45,046		45,947		46,866		47,804		48,760		49,735		50,730		51,744		52,779		53,835		54,911		56,010		57,130		58,272		59,438		60,627		61,839		63,076		64,337		65,624		66,937		68,275		69,641		71,034		72,454		73,904		75,382		76,889		78,427		0		0		0		0		0

				Operators		$		14,494,343		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		25,500		25,500		25,500		25,500		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		318,362		324,730		331,224		337,849		344,606		351,498		358,528		365,698		373,012		380,473		388,082		395,844		403,761		411,836		420,072		428,474		437,043		445,784		454,700		463,794		473,070		482,531		492,182		502,025		512,066		522,307		532,753		543,408		554,277		565,362		576,669		588,203		0		0		0		0		0

				Total O&M Costs		$		27,460,954		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		39,425		39,570		39,716		39,863		41,031		41,537		41,690		41,844		42,000		42,157		42,314		42,473		42,633		42,794		42,956		43,120		529,247		546,199		556,910		567,782		621,812		672,147		689,822		709,381		723,276		737,446		751,897		766,636		781,667		796,996		812,629		828,573		844,834		861,417		878,330		895,578		913,169		931,110		949,407		968,067		987,098		1,006,508		1,026,303		1,046,491		1,067,081		1,088,080		1,109,497		1,130,444		0		0		0		0		0



				Construction Schedule



				Construction Draws

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		896,527		1,060,261		1,223,995		1,387,729		1,551,463		1,715,197		1,878,931		2,042,665		2,206,399		2,370,133		2,533,867		2,697,601		2,861,335		3,025,069		3,188,803		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,116,858		9,116,858		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463

				Draws - Acquisition				732,793		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Draws - Phase 1				2,619,744		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Draws - Phase 2				5,764,322		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,764,322		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Draws - Phase 3				436,605		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		436,605		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing Accum. Construction Costs				9,553,463		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		896,527		1,060,261		1,223,995		1,387,729		1,551,463		1,715,197		1,878,931		2,042,665		2,206,399		2,370,133		2,533,867		2,697,601		2,861,335		3,025,069		3,188,803		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,116,858		9,116,858		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463



				Interest During Construction

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		115,168		115,168		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218

				Interest During Construction - Phase 1				0

				Interest During Construction - Phase 2				115,168		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		115,168		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Interest During Construction - Phase 3				10,050		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,050		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing Accum. Interest				125,218		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		115,168		115,168		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218



				Total Accum. Construction Costs (IO)				9,678,681		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		896,527		1,060,261		1,223,995		1,387,729		1,551,463		1,715,197		1,878,931		2,042,665		2,206,399		2,370,133		2,533,867		2,697,601		2,861,335		3,025,069		3,188,803		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,232,027		9,232,027		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681



				AFUDC

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,149		13,789		22,409		32,606		44,081		55,559		69,591		84,391		100,979		118,251		137,397		157,821		178,800		201,781		225,232		250,771		250,771		250,771		250,771		250,771		401,490		401,490		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570

				ROE During Construction - Phase 1				250,771		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,149		7,640		8,621		10,196		11,475		11,478		14,032		14,800		16,589		17,272		19,146		20,424		20,979		22,981		23,451		25,538		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				ROE During Construction - Phase 2				150,719		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		150,719		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				ROE During Construction - Phase 3				166,080		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		166,080		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing Accum. ROE						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,149		13,789		22,409		32,606		44,081		55,559		69,591		84,391		100,979		118,251		137,397		157,821		178,800		201,781		225,232		250,771		250,771		250,771		250,771		250,771		401,490		401,490		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570



				Total Accum. Construction Costs (w/ AFUDC)				10,246,251		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		902,676		1,074,049		1,246,404		1,420,335		1,595,544		1,770,756		1,948,521		2,127,055		2,307,378		2,488,384		2,671,264		2,855,422		3,040,135		3,226,850		3,414,035		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		9,633,517		9,633,517		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251



				Financing Schedule



				Debt Schedule

				Total Debt Funding		57.50%		5,565,242



				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,118,587		4,862,658		5,053,383		4,775,121		4,496,859		4,218,597		3,940,335		3,662,073		3,383,811		3,105,548		2,827,286		2,549,024		2,270,762		1,992,500		1,714,238		1,435,976		1,157,714		879,452		601,190		322,928		44,665		22,333		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Draws				5,565,242		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,118,587		0		446,655		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		1`		Repayments - Phase 1				-5,118,587		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Repayments - Phase 2				-446,655		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,118,587		4,862,658		5,053,383		4,775,121		4,496,859		4,218,597		3,940,335		3,662,073		3,383,811		3,105,548		2,827,286		2,549,024		2,270,762		1,992,500		1,714,238		1,435,976		1,157,714		879,452		601,190		322,928		44,665		22,333		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0



				Interest Rate				4.50%

				Interest Expense - Construction				125,218		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		115,168		0		10,050		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Interest Expense - Operating				2,504,359		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		224,578		213,061		221,141		208,620		196,098		183,576		171,054		158,532		146,011		133,489		120,967		108,445		95,923		83,402		70,880		58,358		45,836		33,314		20,793		8,271		1,507		502		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0



				EBITDA				24,510,897		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-12,960		-13,105		-13,251		-13,398		-14,368		13,477		13,324		13,169		13,014		12,857		12,699		12,540		12,380		12,219		12,057		11,894		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		549,071		715,071		707,800		866,406		864,330		862,066		859,611		856,959		854,105		851,044		847,771		844,280		840,566		836,623		832,446		828,028		823,364		818,448		813,272		807,832		802,120		796,130		789,855		783,287		776,421		769,248		761,761		754,848		0		0		0		0		0

				less: Cash Taxes				-3,328,650		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-44,278		-186,077		-191,872		-196,560		-200,453		-203,768		-206,656		-209,224		-211,546		-213,671		-214,080		-212,798		-211,258		-209,473		-207,585		-205,597		-203,754		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Cash Flow Available for Debt Service				21,182,247		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-12,960		-13,105		-13,251		-13,398		-14,368		13,477		13,324		13,169		13,014		12,857		12,699		12,540		12,380		12,219		12,057		11,894		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		549,071		715,071		707,800		866,406		864,330		862,066		859,611		856,959		854,105		851,044		847,771		800,002		654,489		644,751		635,886		627,575		619,596		611,791		604,048		596,286		588,449		582,050		577,057		572,029		566,948		561,664		556,164		551,094		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0



				Principal Payments						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		255,929		255,929		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		22,333		22,333		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Interest Expense						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		224,578		213,061		221,141		208,620		196,098		183,576		171,054		158,532		146,011		133,489		120,967		108,445		95,923		83,402		70,880		58,358		45,836		33,314		20,793		8,271		1,507		502		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Debt Service Requirement						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		480,507		468,991		499,403		486,882		474,360		461,838		449,316		436,794		424,273		411,751		399,229		386,707		374,185		361,664		349,142		336,620		324,098		311,577		299,055		286,533		23,840		22,835		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0



				Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio						0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		1.49x		1.51x		1.73x		1.78x		1.82x		1.86x		1.91x		1.96x		2.01x		2.06x		2.00x		1.69x		1.72x		1.76x		1.80x		1.84x		1.89x		1.94x		1.99x		2.05x		0.00x		0.00x		-25692507049249200.00x		-25464287202395400.00x		-25226950809281300.00x		-24979942141294900.00x		-24752233728807100.00x		0.27x		0.27x		0.27x		0.27x		0.27x

				Max DSCR				2.06x

				Min DSCR				1.49x



				Equity Schedule

				Total Equity Funding		42.50%		4,113,440



				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		896,527		1,060,261		1,223,995		1,387,729		1,551,463		1,715,197		1,878,931		2,042,665		2,206,399		2,370,133		2,533,867		2,697,601		2,861,335		3,025,069		3,188,803		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440

				Draws				4,113,440		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		0		0		0		0		760,903		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Repayments

				Closing						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		896,527		1,060,261		1,223,995		1,387,729		1,551,463		1,715,197		1,878,931		2,042,665		2,206,399		2,370,133		2,533,867		2,697,601		2,861,335		3,025,069		3,188,803		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440



				Fixed Charge Build-Up Schedule



				Capital Expenditures

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		902,676		1,074,049		1,246,404		1,420,335		1,595,544		1,770,756		1,948,521		2,127,055		2,307,378		2,488,384		2,671,264		2,855,422		3,040,135		3,226,850		3,414,035		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		9,633,517		9,633,517		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251

				Additions - Acquisition				732,793		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Additions - Phase 1				2,870,514		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		169,883		171,373		172,355		173,930		175,209		175,212		177,766		178,534		180,323		181,006		182,880		184,158		184,713		186,715		187,185		189,272		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Additions - Phase 2				6,030,209		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,030,209		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Additions - Phase 3				612,735		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		612,735		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing				10,246,251		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		902,676		1,074,049		1,246,404		1,420,335		1,595,544		1,770,756		1,948,521		2,127,055		2,307,378		2,488,384		2,671,264		2,855,422		3,040,135		3,226,850		3,414,035		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		9,633,517		9,633,517		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251



				Accumulated Depreciation

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,053		6,107		9,160		12,213		15,267		30,280		45,294		60,308		75,322		90,335		105,349		120,363		135,377		150,391		165,404		180,418		360,583		540,749		720,914		901,080		1,081,245		1,562,921		2,044,597		2,556,909		3,069,222		3,581,534		4,093,847		4,606,159		5,118,472		5,630,785		6,143,097		6,655,410		7,167,722		7,680,035		8,180,134		8,524,242		8,856,389		9,188,536		9,520,683		9,852,831		10,184,978		10,215,615		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251

				Depreciation Expense - Acquisition				732,793				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		24,426		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Depreciation Expense - Phase 1				2,870,514				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,960		11,960		11,960		11,960		11,960		11,960		11,960		11,960		11,960		11,960		11,960		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		11,960		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Depreciation Expense - Phase 2				6,030,209		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		301,510		301,510		301,510		301,510		301,510		301,510		301,510		301,510		301,510		301,510		301,510		301,510		301,510		301,510		301,510		301,510		301,510		301,510		301,510		301,510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Depreciation Expense - Phase 3				612,735		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30,637		30,637		30,637		30,637		30,637		30,637		30,637		30,637		30,637		30,637		30,637		30,637		30,637		30,637		30,637		30,637		30,637		30,637		30,637		30,637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing				10,246,251		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,053		6,107		9,160		12,213		15,267		30,280		45,294		60,308		75,322		90,335		105,349		120,363		135,377		150,391		165,404		180,418		360,583		540,749		720,914		901,080		1,081,245		1,562,921		2,044,597		2,556,909		3,069,222		3,581,534		4,093,847		4,606,159		5,118,472		5,630,785		6,143,097		6,655,410		7,167,722		7,680,035		8,180,134		8,524,242		8,856,389		9,188,536		9,520,683		9,852,831		10,184,978		10,215,615		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251



				Net Book Value of Plant						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		899,623		1,067,943		1,237,244		1,408,121		1,580,277		1,740,475		1,903,227		2,066,748		2,232,057		2,398,048		2,565,914		2,735,059		2,904,758		3,076,460		3,248,631		3,422,889		3,242,724		3,062,558		2,882,393		2,702,228		8,552,272		8,070,596		8,201,655		7,689,342		7,177,030		6,664,717		6,152,405		5,640,092		5,127,779		4,615,467		4,103,154		3,590,842		3,078,529		2,566,217		2,066,117		1,722,010		1,389,862		1,057,715		725,568		393,421		61,273		30,637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Regulatory Equity

				Deemed Equity Capital				42.50%		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		311,437		382,340		453,876		525,829		598,452		671,618		739,702		808,872		878,368		948,624		1,019,171		1,090,514		1,162,400		1,234,522		1,307,495		1,380,668		1,454,728		1,378,158		1,301,587		1,225,017		1,148,447		3,634,715		3,430,003		3,485,703		3,267,970		3,050,238		2,832,505		2,614,772		2,397,039		2,179,306		1,961,573		1,743,841		1,526,108		1,308,375		1,090,642		878,100		731,854		590,691		449,529		308,366		167,204		26,041		13,021		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Mid-Period Ratebase				9.50%		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		155,719		346,888		418,108		489,852		562,140		635,035		705,660		774,287		843,620		913,496		983,897		1,054,842		1,126,457		1,198,461		1,271,009		1,344,082		1,417,698		1,416,443		1,339,872		1,263,302		1,186,732		2,391,581		3,532,359		3,457,853		3,376,837		3,159,104		2,941,371		2,723,638		2,505,905		2,288,173		2,070,440		1,852,707		1,634,974		1,417,241		1,199,508		984,371		804,977		661,273		520,110		378,948		237,785		96,623		19,531		6,510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Return on Equity				4,229,016		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,618		3,265		3,697		4,389		4,958		4,959		6,046		6,368		7,133		7,426		8,236		8,796		9,046		9,924		10,145		11,070		134,193		126,939		120,014		112,431		226,578		334,655		328,496		319,921		299,293		278,665		258,746		237,409		216,781		196,153		176,007		154,897		134,269		113,641		93,515		76,263		62,649		49,275		36,000		22,528		9,154		1,850		618		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Regulatory Debt

				Deemed Debt Capital				57.50%		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		421,356		517,283		614,067		711,415		809,670		908,659		1,000,773		1,094,356		1,188,380		1,283,432		1,378,878		1,475,401		1,572,659		1,670,236		1,768,964		1,867,963		1,968,161		1,864,566		1,760,971		1,657,376		1,553,781		4,917,556		4,640,593		4,715,952		4,421,372		4,126,792		3,832,212		3,537,633		3,243,053		2,948,473		2,653,893		2,359,314		2,064,734		1,770,154		1,475,575		1,188,017		990,155		799,171		608,186		417,202		226,217		35,232		17,616		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Mid-Period Ratebase				4.50%		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		210,678		469,320		565,675		662,741		760,543		859,165		954,716		1,047,564		1,141,368		1,235,906		1,331,155		1,427,139		1,524,030		1,621,447		1,719,600		1,818,463		1,918,062		1,916,364		1,812,769		1,709,174		1,605,578		3,235,669		4,779,074		4,678,272		4,568,662		4,274,082		3,979,502		3,684,922		3,390,343		3,095,763		2,801,183		2,506,604		2,212,024		1,917,444		1,622,864		1,331,796		1,089,086		894,663		703,679		512,694		321,709		130,725		26,424		8,808		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Cost of Debt				2,710,236		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,678		2,092		2,370		2,813		3,178		3,178		3,875		4,081		4,571		4,759		5,278		5,637		5,797		6,360		6,502		7,094		86,000		81,351		76,913		72,053		145,206		214,469		210,522		205,027		191,807		178,587		165,822		152,147		138,928		125,708		112,797		99,268		86,049		72,829		59,931		48,875		40,150		31,579		23,071		14,437		5,866		1,186		396		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				CCA Schedule



				Capital Expenditures - CCA

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		896,527		1,060,261		1,223,995		1,387,729		1,551,463		1,715,197		1,878,931		2,042,665		2,206,399		2,370,133		2,533,867		2,697,601		2,861,335		3,025,069		3,188,803		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,232,027		9,232,027		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681

				Additions - Class 17 - Acquisition				732,793		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Additions - Class 17 - Phase 1				2,619,744		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Additions - Class 17 - Phase 2				5,879,490		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,879,490		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Additions - Class 17 - Phase 3				446,655		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		446,655		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		896,527		1,060,261		1,223,995		1,387,729		1,551,463		1,715,197		1,878,931		2,042,665		2,206,399		2,370,133		2,533,867		2,697,601		2,861,335		3,025,069		3,188,803		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,232,027		9,232,027		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681



				Accumulated CCA

				Opening				30.00%		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		18,320		40,275		65,775		94,730		127,055		162,665		201,479		243,415		288,396		336,346		387,191		440,858		497,276		556,378		618,095		682,363		1,483,415		2,044,151		2,436,667		2,711,428		2,903,761		4,802,240		6,131,176		7,195,428		7,940,404		8,461,887		8,826,925		9,082,452		9,261,321		9,386,529		9,474,175		9,535,527		9,578,473		9,608,536		9,629,579		9,644,310		9,654,621		9,661,839		9,666,892		9,670,429		9,672,904		9,674,638		9,675,851		9,676,700		9,677,294		9,677,710		9,678,002		9,678,206		9,678,206		9,678,206		9,678,206		9,678,206

				Depreciation Expense - Class 17				9,678,206		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		18,320		21,955		25,500		28,956		32,325		35,610		38,813		41,936		44,981		47,950		50,845		53,667		56,419		59,101		61,717		64,268		801,052		560,737		392,516		274,761		192,333		1,898,480		1,328,936		1,064,252		744,976		521,483		365,038		255,527		178,869		125,208		87,646		61,352		42,946		30,062		21,044		14,731		10,311		7,218		5,053		3,537		2,476		1,733		1,213		849		594		416		291		204		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		18,320		40,275		65,775		94,730		127,055		162,665		201,479		243,415		288,396		336,346		387,191		440,858		497,276		556,378		618,095		682,363		1,483,415		2,044,151		2,436,667		2,711,428		2,903,761		4,802,240		6,131,176		7,195,428		7,940,404		8,461,887		8,826,925		9,082,452		9,261,321		9,386,529		9,474,175		9,535,527		9,578,473		9,608,536		9,629,579		9,644,310		9,654,621		9,661,839		9,666,892		9,670,429		9,672,904		9,674,638		9,675,851		9,676,700		9,677,294		9,677,710		9,678,002		9,678,206		9,678,206		9,678,206		9,678,206		9,678,206		9,678,206



				Net Book Value of Plant						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		878,207		1,019,986		1,158,220		1,292,999		1,424,408		1,552,532		1,677,452		1,799,250		1,918,003		2,033,787		2,146,676		2,256,743		2,364,058		2,468,691		2,570,708		2,670,174		1,869,122		1,308,385		915,870		641,109		6,328,266		4,429,786		3,547,505		2,483,254		1,738,277		1,216,794		851,756		596,229		417,360		292,152		204,507		143,155		100,208		70,146		49,102		34,371		24,060		16,842		11,789		8,253		5,777		4,044		2,831		1,981		1,387		971		680		476		476		476		476		476		476



				Tax Schedule



				Revenue Requirement Income Tax Calculation

				EBITDA				19,036,776		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,350		8,410		9,120		10,256		11,190		23,151		24,934		25,462		26,718		27,200		28,529		29,446		29,857		31,298		31,660		33,178		400,359		388,456		377,092		364,649		551,949		1,030,800		1,020,694		1,037,260		1,003,412		969,564		936,880		901,869		868,021		834,173		991,122		982,537		947,609		910,639		856,637		611,138		570,418		546,132		521,725		496,635		471,597		44,929		42,724		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				(-) Interest Deduction				-2,504,359		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-224,578		-213,061		-221,141		-208,620		-196,098		-183,576		-171,054		-158,532		-146,011		-133,489		-120,967		-108,445		-95,923		-83,402		-70,880		-58,358		-45,836		-33,314		-20,793		-8,271		-1,507		-502		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				(-) CCA Deduction				-9,678,206		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-18,320		-21,955		-25,500		-28,956		-32,325		-35,610		-38,813		-41,936		-44,981		-47,950		-50,845		-53,667		-56,419		-59,101		-61,717		-64,268		-801,052		-560,737		-392,516		-274,761		-192,333		-1,898,480		-1,328,936		-1,064,252		-744,976		-521,483		-365,038		-255,527		-178,869		-125,208		-87,646		-61,352		-42,946		-30,062		-21,044		-14,731		-10,311		-7,218		-5,053		-3,537		-2,476		-1,733		-1,213		-849		-594		-416		-291		-204		0		0		0		0		0

				Subtotal				6,854,212		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-10,970		-13,545		-16,379		-18,700		-21,135		-12,459		-13,879		-16,474		-18,264		-20,751		-22,316		-24,221		-26,562		-27,803		-30,057		-31,090		-400,693		-172,281		-15,424		89,888		359,617		-1,092,258		-521,303		-248,133		49,816		251,983		388,265		475,288		530,620		562,955		769,988		800,218		796,217		784,653		752,192		525,528		501,748		493,078		483,358		472,305		460,851		41,688		41,008		-849		-594		-416		-291		-204		0		0		0		0		0

				(+) Loss carryforward (used)				2,355		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,970		13,545		16,379		18,700		21,135		12,459		13,879		16,474		18,264		20,751		22,316		24,221		26,562		27,803		30,057		31,090		400,693		172,281		15,424		-89,888		-359,617		1,092,258		521,303		248,133		-49,816		-251,983		-388,265		-475,288		-530,620		-562,955		-66,265		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		849		594		416		291		204		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				After Tax Income				6,856,567		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		703,723		800,218		796,217		784,653		752,192		525,528		501,748		493,078		483,358		472,305		460,851		41,688		41,008		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total income tax		27.00%		1,851,273		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		190,005		216,059		214,979		211,856		203,092		141,892		135,472		133,131		130,507		127,522		124,430		11,256		11,072		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Loss Carryforwards - Actual

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,970		24,515		40,895		59,595		80,730		93,189		107,069		123,543		141,806		162,557		184,873		209,094		235,655		263,458		293,515		324,605		725,298		897,579		913,003		823,115		463,498		1,555,756		2,077,059		2,325,192		2,275,376		2,023,393		1,635,127		1,159,839		629,219		66,265		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		849		1,444		1,860		2,151		2,355		2,355		2,355		2,355		2,355

				(+) Losses incurred				2,777,052		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,970		13,545		16,379		18,700		21,135		12,459		13,879		16,474		18,264		20,751		22,316		24,221		26,562		27,803		30,057		31,090		400,693		172,281		15,424		0		0		1,092,258		521,303		248,133		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		849		594		416		291		204		0		0		0		0		0

				(-) Losses utilized				-2,774,697		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-89,888		-359,617		0		0		0		-49,816		-251,983		-388,265		-475,288		-530,620		-562,955		-66,265		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Closing						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,970		24,515		40,895		59,595		80,730		93,189		107,069		123,543		141,806		162,557		184,873		209,094		235,655		263,458		293,515		324,605		725,298		897,579		913,003		823,115		463,498		1,555,756		2,077,059		2,325,192		2,275,376		2,023,393		1,635,127		1,159,839		629,219		66,265		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		849		1,444		1,860		2,151		2,355		2,355		2,355		2,355		2,355		2,355



				Total Project Income Tax - Rev. Requirement				1,851,273		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		190,005		216,059		214,979		211,856		203,092		141,892		135,472		133,131		130,507		127,522		124,430		11,256		11,072		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Fixed Rate Design Tax Calculation

				EBITDA				24,510,897		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-12,960		-13,105		-13,251		-13,398		-14,368		13,477		13,324		13,169		13,014		12,857		12,699		12,540		12,380		12,219		12,057		11,894		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		549,071		715,071		707,800		866,406		864,330		862,066		859,611		856,959		854,105		851,044		847,771		844,280		840,566		836,623		832,446		828,028		823,364		818,448		813,272		807,832		802,120		796,130		789,855		783,287		776,421		769,248		761,761		754,848		0		0		0		0		0

				(-) Interest Deduction				-2,504,359		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-224,578		-213,061		-221,141		-208,620		-196,098		-183,576		-171,054		-158,532		-146,011		-133,489		-120,967		-108,445		-95,923		-83,402		-70,880		-58,358		-45,836		-33,314		-20,793		-8,271		-1,507		-502		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				(-) CCA Deduction				-9,678,206		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-18,320		-21,955		-25,500		-28,956		-32,325		-35,610		-38,813		-41,936		-44,981		-47,950		-50,845		-53,667		-56,419		-59,101		-61,717		-64,268		-801,052		-560,737		-392,516		-274,761		-192,333		-1,898,480		-1,328,936		-1,064,252		-744,976		-521,483		-365,038		-255,527		-178,869		-125,208		-87,646		-61,352		-42,946		-30,062		-21,044		-14,731		-10,311		-7,218		-5,053		-3,537		-2,476		-1,733		-1,213		-849		-594		-416		-291		-204		0		0		0		0		0

				Subtotal				12,328,333		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-31,280		-35,060		-38,751		-42,354		-46,693		-22,134		-25,490		-28,767		-31,968		-35,093		-38,145		-41,127		-44,038		-46,882		-49,660		-52,374		-665,186		37,993		204,090		319,624		356,738		-1,407,987		-834,197		-418,987		-89,266		144,485		310,997		430,378		516,704		579,825		626,636		661,961		689,174		710,637		728,000		742,418		754,695		765,393		774,905		783,502		791,373		792,889		788,139		782,438		775,827		768,832		761,470		754,645		0		0		0		0		0

				(+) Loss carryforward (used)				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		31,280		35,060		38,751		42,354		46,693		22,134		25,490		28,767		31,968		35,093		38,145		41,127		44,038		46,882		49,660		52,374		665,186		-37,993		-204,090		-319,624		-356,738		1,407,987		834,197		418,987		89,266		-144,485		-310,997		-430,378		-516,704		-579,825		-626,636		-497,967		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				After Tax Income				12,328,333		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		163,994		689,174		710,637		728,000		742,418		754,695		765,393		774,905		783,502		791,373		792,889		788,139		782,438		775,827		768,832		761,470		754,645		0		0		0		0		0

				Total income tax				3,328,650		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,278		186,077		191,872		196,560		200,453		203,768		206,656		209,224		211,546		213,671		214,080		212,798		211,258		209,473		207,585		205,597		203,754		0		0		0		0		0



				Loss Carryforwards - Actual

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		31,280		66,340		105,091		147,445		194,138		216,271		241,761		270,528		302,496		337,589		375,734		416,861		460,900		507,782		557,442		609,816		1,275,001		1,237,008		1,032,918		713,294		356,556		1,764,543		2,598,740		3,017,727		3,106,993		2,962,508		2,651,511		2,221,133		1,704,429		1,124,603		497,967		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				(+) Losses incurred				4,025,438		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		31,280		35,060		38,751		42,354		46,693		22,134		25,490		28,767		31,968		35,093		38,145		41,127		44,038		46,882		49,660		52,374		665,186		0		0		0		0		1,407,987		834,197		418,987		89,266		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				(-) Losses utilized				-4,025,438		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-37,993		-204,090		-319,624		-356,738		0		0		0		0		-144,485		-310,997		-430,378		-516,704		-579,825		-626,636		-497,967		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		31,280		66,340		105,091		147,445		194,138		216,271		241,761		270,528		302,496		337,589		375,734		416,861		460,900		507,782		557,442		609,816		1,275,001		1,237,008		1,032,918		713,294		356,556		1,764,543		2,598,740		3,017,727		3,106,993		2,962,508		2,651,511		2,221,133		1,704,429		1,124,603		497,967		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Total Project Income Tax - Rate Design				3,328,650		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,278		186,077		191,872		196,560		200,453		203,768		206,656		209,224		211,546		213,671		214,080		212,798		211,258		209,473		207,585		205,597		203,754		0		0		0		0		0



				Project Cash Flows



				Unlevered Cash Flows

				Construction Costs				-9,553,463		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-732,793		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		0		0		0		0		-5,764,322		0		-436,605		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				EBITDA				24,510,897		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-12,960		-13,105		-13,251		-13,398		-14,368		13,477		13,324		13,169		13,014		12,857		12,699		12,540		12,380		12,219		12,057		11,894		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		549,071		715,071		707,800		866,406		864,330		862,066		859,611		856,959		854,105		851,044		847,771		844,280		840,566		836,623		832,446		828,028		823,364		818,448		813,272		807,832		802,120		796,130		789,855		783,287		776,421		769,248		761,761		754,848		0		0		0		0		0

				Cash Taxes				-3,328,650		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-44,278		-186,077		-191,872		-196,560		-200,453		-203,768		-206,656		-209,224		-211,546		-213,671		-214,080		-212,798		-211,258		-209,473		-207,585		-205,597		-203,754		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Net Cash Flow				11,628,784		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-732,793		-176,694		-176,839		-176,985		-177,132		-178,102		-150,257		-150,410		-150,565		-150,720		-150,877		-151,035		-151,194		-151,354		-151,515		-151,677		-151,840		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		-5,215,251		715,071		271,195		866,406		864,330		862,066		859,611		856,959		854,105		851,044		847,771		800,002		654,489		644,751		635,886		627,575		619,596		611,791		604,048		596,286		588,449		582,050		577,057		572,029		566,948		561,664		556,164		551,094		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Cash Flows for Valuation						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-732,793		-176,694		-176,839		-176,985		-177,132		-178,102		-150,257		-150,410		-150,565		-150,720		-150,877		-151,035		-151,194		-151,354		-151,515		-151,677		-151,840		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		-5,215,251		715,071		271,195		866,406		864,330		862,066		859,611		856,959		854,105		851,044		847,771		800,002		654,489		644,751		635,886		627,575		619,596		611,791		604,048		596,286		588,449		582,050		577,057		572,029		566,948		561,664		556,164		551,094		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				IRR						0		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		7.7%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%



				Project IRR - Valuation Date of Sep-01-20				7.7%



				Levered Cash Flows

				Construction Costs				-4,113,440		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-732,793		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		0		0		0		0		-760,903		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				EBITDA				24,510,897		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-12,960		-13,105		-13,251		-13,398		-14,368		13,477		13,324		13,169		13,014		12,857		12,699		12,540		12,380		12,219		12,057		11,894		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		549,071		715,071		707,800		866,406		864,330		862,066		859,611		856,959		854,105		851,044		847,771		844,280		840,566		836,623		832,446		828,028		823,364		818,448		813,272		807,832		802,120		796,130		789,855		783,287		776,421		769,248		761,761		754,848		0		0		0		0		0

				Interest Expense				-2,504,359		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-224,578		-213,061		-221,141		-208,620		-196,098		-183,576		-171,054		-158,532		-146,011		-133,489		-120,967		-108,445		-95,923		-83,402		-70,880		-58,358		-45,836		-33,314		-20,793		-8,271		-1,507		-502		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Principal Repayment				-5,565,242		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-255,929		-255,929		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-22,333		-22,333		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Cash Taxes				-3,328,650		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-44,278		-186,077		-191,872		-196,560		-200,453		-203,768		-206,656		-209,224		-211,546		-213,671		-214,080		-212,798		-211,258		-209,473		-207,585		-205,597		-203,754		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Net Cash Flow				8,999,207		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-732,793		-176,694		-176,839		-176,985		-177,132		-178,102		-150,257		-150,410		-150,565		-150,720		-150,877		-151,035		-151,194		-151,354		-151,515		-151,677		-151,840		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		-211,832		234,564		238,809		367,002		377,448		387,706		397,773		407,643		417,311		426,772		436,020		400,773		267,782		270,566		274,222		278,433		282,976		287,693		292,471		297,232		301,916		558,209		554,222		572,029		566,948		561,664		556,164		551,094		0		0		0		0		0

				Cash Flows for Valuation						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-732,793		-176,694		-176,839		-176,985		-177,132		-178,102		-150,257		-150,410		-150,565		-150,720		-150,877		-151,035		-151,194		-151,354		-151,515		-151,677		-151,840		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		-211,832		234,564		238,809		367,002		377,448		387,706		397,773		407,643		417,311		426,772		436,020		400,773		267,782		270,566		274,222		278,433		282,976		287,693		292,471		297,232		301,916		558,209		554,222		572,029		566,948		561,664		556,164		551,094		0		0		0		0		0

				IRR						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		9.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%



				Equity IRR - Valuation Date of Sep-01-20				9.5%



				Pricing Analysis



				Cooling Demand		MWh		79,540		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		73		22		14		12		12		30		41		65		104		146		260		271		159		48		30		26		1,205		1,995		1,995		1,995		1,995		2,335		2,335		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		0		0		0		0		0

				Connected Area		m2		2,074,522		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,107		1,107		1,107		1,107		1,107		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		29,259		48,509		48,509		48,509		48,509		56,699		56,699		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		0		0		0		0		0

				Connected Area		sq.ft		22,330,156		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,912		11,912		11,912		11,912		11,912		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		314,944		522,151		522,151		522,151		522,151		610,308		610,308		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		0		0		0		0		0



				Total Revenue				56,199,728		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30,636		28,654		28,311		28,228		28,474		57,541		58,022		58,994		60,648		62,364		63,840		63,974		62,539		58,283		57,547		57,370		724,636		1,229,528		1,239,807		1,250,184		1,260,661		1,491,685		1,504,179		1,686,335		1,700,364		1,714,526		1,728,823		1,743,255		1,757,826		1,772,535		1,787,386		1,802,378		1,817,515		1,832,798		1,848,228		1,863,808		1,879,539		1,895,423		1,911,462		1,927,658		1,944,012		1,960,527		1,977,205		1,994,047		2,011,056		2,028,233		2,045,582		2,063,102		0		0		0		0		0

				Cost/MWh						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$421.59		$1,321.15		$2,078.46		$2,418.44		$2,381.27		$1,937.77		$1,406.79		$913.03		$581.17		$428.30		$245.20		$236.25		$392.81		$1,226.55		$1,928.37		$2,243.43		$601.36		$616.30		$621.46		$626.66		$631.91		$638.84		$644.19		$654.89		$660.34		$665.84		$671.39		$676.99		$682.65		$688.36		$694.13		$699.95		$705.83		$711.77		$717.76		$723.81		$729.92		$736.09		$742.32		$748.60		$754.96		$761.37		$767.85		$774.39		$780.99		$787.66		$794.40		$801.20		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/m2						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$27.68		$25.89		$25.58		$25.51		$25.73		$23.60		$23.80		$24.20		$24.87		$25.58		$26.18		$26.24		$25.65		$23.90		$23.60		$23.53		$24.77		$25.35		$25.56		$25.77		$25.99		$26.31		$26.53		$24.72		$24.93		$25.13		$25.34		$25.55		$25.77		$25.98		$26.20		$26.42		$26.64		$26.87		$27.09		$27.32		$27.55		$27.78		$28.02		$28.26		$28.50		$28.74		$28.98		$29.23		$29.48		$29.73		$29.99		$30.24		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/sq.ft						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$2.57		$2.41		$2.38		$2.37		$2.39		$2.19		$2.21		$2.25		$2.31		$2.38		$2.43		$2.44		$2.38		$2.22		$2.19		$2.19		$2.30		$2.35		$2.37		$2.39		$2.41		$2.44		$2.46		$2.30		$2.32		$2.33		$2.35		$2.37		$2.39		$2.41		$2.43		$2.45		$2.48		$2.50		$2.52		$2.54		$2.56		$2.58		$2.60		$2.63		$2.65		$2.67		$2.69		$2.72		$2.74		$2.76		$2.79		$2.81		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/MWh - Levelized				$676.38

				Cost/m2 - Levelized				$26.28

				Cost/sq.ft - Levelized				$2.44



				Fixed Revenue				51,971,851		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		26,465		26,465		26,465		26,465		26,663		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		665,113		1,144,928		1,153,515		1,162,167		1,170,883		1,387,218		1,397,622		1,575,787		1,587,605		1,599,512		1,611,508		1,623,595		1,635,772		1,648,040		1,660,400		1,672,853		1,685,400		1,698,040		1,710,776		1,723,606		1,736,533		1,749,557		1,762,679		1,775,899		1,789,218		1,802,638		1,816,157		1,829,778		1,843,502		1,857,328		1,871,258		1,885,292		0		0		0		0		0

				Cost/MWh						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$364.18		$1,220.20		$1,942.91		$2,267.34		$2,229.80		$1,852.67		$1,333.85		$851.42		$527.18		$377.82		$211.30		$203.16		$345.54		$1,157.74		$1,843.47		$2,151.29		$551.96		$573.90		$578.20		$582.54		$586.91		$594.10		$598.55		$611.96		$616.55		$621.17		$625.83		$630.52		$635.25		$640.02		$644.82		$649.65		$654.52		$659.43		$664.38		$669.36		$674.38		$679.44		$684.54		$689.67		$694.84		$700.05		$705.30		$710.59		$715.92		$721.29		$726.70		$732.15		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/m2						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$23.91		$23.91		$23.91		$23.91		$24.09		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.73		$23.60		$23.78		$23.96		$24.14		$24.47		$24.65		$23.10		$23.27		$23.45		$23.62		$23.80		$23.98		$24.16		$24.34		$24.52		$24.71		$24.89		$25.08		$25.27		$25.46		$25.65		$25.84		$26.03		$26.23		$26.42		$26.62		$26.82		$27.02		$27.23		$27.43		$27.64		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/sq.ft						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$2.22		$2.22		$2.22		$2.22		$2.24		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.11		$2.19		$2.21		$2.23		$2.24		$2.27		$2.29		$2.15		$2.16		$2.18		$2.19		$2.21		$2.23		$2.24		$2.26		$2.28		$2.30		$2.31		$2.33		$2.35		$2.36		$2.38		$2.40		$2.42		$2.44		$2.45		$2.47		$2.49		$2.51		$2.53		$2.55		$2.57		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/MWh - Levelized				$626.89

				Cost/m2 - Levelized				$24.36

				Cost/sq.ft - Levelized				$2.26



				Variable Revenue				4,227,877		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,172		2,190		1,846		1,764		1,811		2,527		3,008		3,980		5,634		7,350		8,827		8,961		7,525		3,269		2,534		2,356		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018		89,778		104,468		106,557		110,548		112,759		115,014		117,315		119,661		122,054		124,495		126,985		129,525		132,115		134,757		137,453		140,202		143,006		145,866		148,783		151,759		154,794		157,890		161,048		164,268		167,554		170,905		174,323		177,809		0		0		0		0		0

				Cost/MWh						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$57.41		$100.96		$135.54		$151.09		$151.47		$85.10		$72.94		$61.60		$53.99		$50.48		$33.90		$33.09		$47.27		$68.81		$84.91		$92.15		$49.40		$42.41		$43.25		$44.12		$45.00		$44.74		$45.63		$42.93		$43.79		$44.67		$45.56		$46.47		$47.40		$48.35		$49.31		$50.30		$51.31		$52.33		$53.38		$54.45		$55.54		$56.65		$57.78		$58.94		$60.11		$61.32		$62.54		$63.79		$65.07		$66.37		$67.70		$69.05		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/m2						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$3.77		$1.98		$1.67		$1.59		$1.64		$1.04		$1.23		$1.63		$2.31		$3.01		$3.62		$3.68		$3.09		$1.34		$1.04		$0.97		$2.03		$1.74		$1.78		$1.81		$1.85		$1.84		$1.88		$1.62		$1.65		$1.69		$1.72		$1.75		$1.79		$1.82		$1.86		$1.90		$1.94		$1.98		$2.01		$2.06		$2.10		$2.14		$2.18		$2.22		$2.27		$2.31		$2.36		$2.41		$2.46		$2.51		$2.56		$2.61		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/sq.ft						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.35		$0.18		$0.15		$0.15		$0.15		$0.10		$0.11		$0.15		$0.21		$0.28		$0.34		$0.34		$0.29		$0.12		$0.10		$0.09		$0.19		$0.16		$0.17		$0.17		$0.17		$0.17		$0.17		$0.15		$0.15		$0.16		$0.16		$0.16		$0.17		$0.17		$0.17		$0.18		$0.18		$0.18		$0.19		$0.19		$0.19		$0.20		$0.20		$0.21		$0.21		$0.22		$0.22		$0.22		$0.23		$0.23		$0.24		$0.24		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/MWh - Levelized				$49.49

				Cost/m2 - Levelized				$1.92

				Cost/sq.ft - Levelized				$0.18











Annual

		Annual Summary for Main Alley





				Period Start						Jan-01-20		Jan-01-21		Jan-01-22		Jan-01-23		Jan-01-24		Jan-01-25		Jan-01-26		Jan-01-27		Jan-01-28		Jan-01-29		Jan-01-30		Jan-01-31		Jan-01-32		Jan-01-33		Jan-01-34		Jan-01-35		Jan-01-36		Jan-01-37		Jan-01-38		Jan-01-39		Jan-01-40		Jan-01-41		Jan-01-42		Jan-01-43		Jan-01-44		Jan-01-45		Jan-01-46		Jan-01-47		Jan-01-48		Jan-01-49		Jan-01-50		Jan-01-51		Jan-01-52		Jan-01-53

				Period End						Dec-31-20		Dec-31-21		Dec-31-22		Dec-31-23		Dec-31-24		Dec-31-25		Dec-31-26		Dec-31-27		Dec-31-28		Dec-31-29		Dec-31-30		Dec-31-31		Dec-31-32		Dec-31-33		Dec-31-34		Dec-31-35		Dec-31-36		Dec-31-37		Dec-31-38		Dec-31-39		Dec-31-40		Dec-31-41		Dec-31-42		Dec-31-43		Dec-31-44		Dec-31-45		Dec-31-46		Dec-31-47		Dec-31-48		Dec-31-49		Dec-31-50		Dec-31-51		Dec-31-52		Dec-31-53

				Year						2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053



				Income Statement



				Fixed Charge Revenue				51,971,851		105,858		631,812		665,113		1,144,928		1,153,515		1,162,167		1,170,883		1,387,218		1,397,622		1,575,787		1,587,605		1,599,512		1,611,508		1,623,595		1,635,772		1,648,040		1,660,400		1,672,853		1,685,400		1,698,040		1,710,776		1,723,606		1,736,533		1,749,557		1,762,679		1,775,899		1,789,218		1,802,638		1,816,157		1,829,778		1,843,502		1,857,328		1,871,258		1,885,292

				Variable Revenue				4,227,877		9,971		57,784		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018		89,778		104,468		106,557		110,548		112,759		115,014		117,315		119,661		122,054		124,495		126,985		129,525		132,115		134,757		137,453		140,202		143,006		145,866		148,783		151,759		154,794		157,890		161,048		164,268		167,554		170,905		174,323		177,809

				Total Revenue				56,199,728		115,829		689,596		724,636		1,229,528		1,239,807		1,250,184		1,260,661		1,491,685		1,504,179		1,686,335		1,700,364		1,714,526		1,728,823		1,743,255		1,757,826		1,772,535		1,787,386		1,802,378		1,817,515		1,832,798		1,848,228		1,863,808		1,879,539		1,895,423		1,911,462		1,927,658		1,944,012		1,960,527		1,977,205		1,994,047		2,011,056		2,028,233		2,045,582		2,063,102



				Total Electricity Costs				4,227,877		9,971		57,784		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018		89,778		104,468		106,557		110,548		112,759		115,014		117,315		119,661		122,054		124,495		126,985		129,525		132,115		134,757		137,453		140,202		143,006		145,866		148,783		151,759		154,794		157,890		161,048		164,268		167,554		170,905		174,323		177,809

				O&M Cost				27,460,954		158,573		506,549		529,247		546,199		556,910		567,782		621,812		672,147		689,822		709,381		723,276		737,446		751,897		766,636		781,667		796,996		812,629		828,573		844,834		861,417		878,330		895,578		913,169		931,110		949,407		968,067		987,098		1,006,508		1,026,303		1,046,491		1,067,081		1,088,080		1,109,497		1,130,444

				Total Operating Costs				31,688,831		168,544		564,334		588,769		630,798		643,202		655,800		711,590		776,614		796,379		819,929		836,034		852,460		869,212		886,296		903,720		921,491		939,615		958,098		976,949		996,174		1,015,783		1,035,780		1,056,175		1,076,976		1,098,190		1,119,826		1,141,892		1,164,397		1,187,351		1,210,760		1,234,635		1,258,985		1,283,821		1,308,254



				EBITDA				24,510,897		-52,715		125,262		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		549,071		715,071		707,800		866,406		864,330		862,066		859,611		856,959		854,105		851,044		847,771		844,280		840,566		836,623		832,446		828,028		823,364		818,448		813,272		807,832		802,120		796,130		789,855		783,287		776,421		769,248		761,761		754,848



				Interest				2,504,359		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		224,578		213,061		221,141		208,620		196,098		183,576		171,054		158,532		146,011		133,489		120,967		108,445		95,923		83,402		70,880		58,358		45,836		33,314		20,793		8,271		1,507		502		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Depreciation				9,678,206		94,730		587,633		801,052		560,737		392,516		274,761		192,333		1,898,480		1,328,936		1,064,252		744,976		521,483		365,038		255,527		178,869		125,208		87,646		61,352		42,946		30,062		21,044		14,731		10,311		7,218		5,053		3,537		2,476		1,733		1,213		849		594		416		291		204

				Earnings Before Taxes				12,328,333		-147,445		-462,370		-665,186		37,993		204,090		319,624		356,738		-1,407,987		-834,197		-418,987		-89,266		144,485		310,997		430,378		516,704		579,825		626,636		661,961		689,174		710,637		728,000		742,418		754,695		765,393		774,905		783,502		791,373		792,889		788,139		782,438		775,827		768,832		761,470		754,645

				Income Taxes				3,328,650		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,278		186,077		191,872		196,560		200,453		203,768		206,656		209,224		211,546		213,671		214,080		212,798		211,258		209,473		207,585		205,597		203,754

				Net Income				8,999,683		-147,445		-462,370		-665,186		37,993		204,090		319,624		356,738		-1,407,987		-834,197		-418,987		-89,266		144,485		310,997		430,378		516,704		579,825		626,636		617,683		503,097		518,765		531,440		541,965		550,927		558,737		565,681		571,957		577,703		578,809		575,341		571,180		566,353		561,248		555,873		550,890



				Fixed Charge Revenue Build Up



				Revenue Requirement

				Depreciation				10,246,251		12,213		168,205		180,165		180,165		180,165		180,165		180,165		481,676		481,676		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		500,099		344,108		332,147		332,147		332,147		332,147		332,147		30,637		30,637		0		0		0		0		0

				Return on Equity				4,229,016		13,970		94,107		134,193		126,939		120,014		112,431		226,578		334,655		328,496		319,921		299,293		278,665		258,746		237,409		216,781		196,153		176,007		154,897		134,269		113,641		93,515		76,263		62,649		49,275		36,000		22,528		9,154		1,850		618		0		0		0		0		0

				Cost of Debt				2,710,236		8,953		60,310		86,000		81,351		76,913		72,053		145,206		214,469		210,522		205,027		191,807		178,587		165,822		152,147		138,928		125,708		112,797		99,268		86,049		72,829		59,931		48,875		40,150		31,579		23,071		14,437		5,866		1,186		396		0		0		0		0		0

				O&M				27,460,954		158,573		506,549		529,247		546,199		556,910		567,782		621,812		672,147		689,822		709,381		723,276		737,446		751,897		766,636		781,667		796,996		812,629		828,573		844,834		861,417		878,330		895,578		913,169		931,110		949,407		968,067		987,098		1,006,508		1,026,303		1,046,491		1,067,081		1,088,080		1,109,497		1,130,444

				Income Taxes				1,851,273		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		190,005		216,059		214,979		211,856		203,092		141,892		135,472		133,131		130,507		127,522		124,430		11,256		11,072		0		0		0		0		0

				Fixed Revenue Requirement				46,497,730		193,709		829,171		929,606		934,654		934,002		932,431		1,173,761		1,702,946		1,710,516		1,746,641		1,726,687		1,707,010		1,688,777		1,668,505		1,649,688		1,631,169		1,803,751		1,811,110		1,792,443		1,772,056		1,734,967		1,506,716		1,483,587		1,477,242		1,471,132		1,464,702		1,458,696		1,051,436		1,069,027		1,046,491		1,067,081		1,088,080		1,109,497		1,130,444

				Rev. Requirement w/ Fuel				50,725,607		203,680		886,956		989,128		1,019,254		1,020,294		1,020,449		1,263,539		1,807,414		1,817,074		1,857,188		1,839,446		1,822,024		1,806,092		1,788,165		1,771,742		1,755,664		1,930,737		1,940,634		1,924,558		1,906,813		1,872,420		1,646,918		1,626,592		1,623,108		1,619,915		1,616,460		1,613,490		1,209,326		1,230,074		1,210,760		1,234,635		1,258,985		1,283,821		1,308,254



				Rate Design

				Fixed Revenue				51,971,851		105,858		631,812		665,113		1,144,928		1,153,515		1,162,167		1,170,883		1,387,218		1,397,622		1,575,787		1,587,605		1,599,512		1,611,508		1,623,595		1,635,772		1,648,040		1,660,400		1,672,853		1,685,400		1,698,040		1,710,776		1,723,606		1,736,533		1,749,557		1,762,679		1,775,899		1,789,218		1,802,638		1,816,157		1,829,778		1,843,502		1,857,328		1,871,258		1,885,292



				Variable Charge Revenue Build Up



				Electricity Costs

				Electricity Basic Charge						33		102		104		106		108		110		112		114		117		119		121		124		127		129		131		134		137		139		142		145		148		151		154		157		161		163		167		170		174		177		180		184		188		191

				Electricity Demand Charge						8,429		42,367		43,610		60,225		61,430		62,658		63,911		73,607		75,079		78,092		79,654		81,247		82,872		84,529		86,220		87,944		89,703		91,497		93,327		95,194		97,098		99,039		101,020		103,041		105,101		107,204		109,348		111,535		113,765		116,041		118,361		120,729		123,143		125,606

				Total Usage Charge						1,509		15,315		15,808		24,269		24,754		25,250		25,755		30,747		31,362		32,337		32,984		33,643		34,316		35,003		35,703		36,417		37,145		37,888		38,646		39,419		40,207		41,011		41,831		42,668		43,521		44,392		45,280		46,185		47,109		48,051		49,012		49,992		50,992		52,012

				Total Electricity Costs				4,227,877		9,971		57,784		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018		89,778		104,468		106,557		110,548		112,759		115,014		117,315		119,661		122,054		124,495		126,985		129,525		132,115		134,757		137,453		140,202		143,006		145,866		148,783		151,759		154,794		157,890		161,048		164,268		167,554		170,905		174,323		177,809



				O&M Build Up



				Maintenance				4,495,544		3,655		25,973		38,239		39,003		39,783		40,579		76,025		112,872		118,791		124,901		127,399		129,947		132,546		135,197		137,901		140,659		143,472		146,342		149,269		152,254		155,299		158,405		161,573		164,805		168,101		171,463		174,892		178,390		181,958		185,597		189,309		193,095		196,957		200,896

				Insurance				574,248		595		4,499		5,151		5,789		5,871		5,903		14,243		14,688		15,769		16,235		16,513		16,796		17,084		17,378		17,678		17,983		18,293		18,610		18,933		19,261		19,596		19,937		20,285		20,639		21,000		21,368		21,742		22,124		22,513		22,910		23,313		23,725		24,146		23,678

				Corporate Overhead				5,314,593		37,400		114,444		116,733		119,068		121,449		123,878		126,355		128,883		131,460		134,089		136,771		139,507		142,297		145,143		148,046		151,006		154,027		157,107		160,249		163,454		166,723		170,058		173,459		176,928		180,467		184,076		187,758		191,513		195,343		199,250		203,235		207,299		211,445		215,674

				Municipal Access Fee				649,648		1,323		7,898		8,314		14,312		14,419		14,527		14,636		17,340		17,470		19,697		19,845		19,994		20,144		20,295		20,447		20,601		20,755		20,911		21,067		21,226		21,385		21,545		21,707		21,869		22,033		22,199		22,365		22,533		22,702		22,872		23,044		23,217		23,391		23,566

				Property Tax				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Rent				1,932,579		13,600		41,616		42,448		43,297		44,163		45,046		45,947		46,866		47,804		48,760		49,735		50,730		51,744		52,779		53,835		54,911		56,010		57,130		58,272		59,438		60,627		61,839		63,076		64,337		65,624		66,937		68,275		69,641		71,034		72,454		73,904		75,382		76,889		78,427

				Operators				14,494,343		102,000		312,120		318,362		324,730		331,224		337,849		344,606		351,498		358,528		365,698		373,012		380,473		388,082		395,844		403,761		411,836		420,072		428,474		437,043		445,784		454,700		463,794		473,070		482,531		492,182		502,025		512,066		522,307		532,753		543,408		554,277		565,362		576,669		588,203

				Total O&M Costs				27,460,954		158,573		506,549		529,247		546,199		556,910		567,782		621,812		672,147		689,822		709,381		723,276		737,446		751,897		766,636		781,667		796,996		812,629		828,573		844,834		861,417		878,330		895,578		913,169		931,110		949,407		968,067		987,098		1,006,508		1,026,303		1,046,491		1,067,081		1,088,080		1,109,497		1,130,444



				Fixed Charge Build-Up Schedule



				Capital Expenditures - Electric

				Opening						0		1,420,335		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		9,633,517		9,633,517		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251

				Additions						1,420,335		2,182,973		0		0		0		0		6,030,209		0		612,735		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						1,420,335		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		9,633,517		9,633,517		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251



				Accumulated Depreciation - Electric

				Opening						0		12,213		180,418		360,583		540,749		720,914		901,080		1,081,245		1,562,921		2,044,597		2,556,909		3,069,222		3,581,534		4,093,847		4,606,159		5,118,472		5,630,785		6,143,097		6,655,410		7,167,722		7,680,035		8,180,134		8,524,242		8,856,389		9,188,536		9,520,683		9,852,831		10,184,978		10,215,615		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251

				Depreciation Expense						12,213		168,205		180,165		180,165		180,165		180,165		180,165		481,676		481,676		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		512,313		500,099		344,108		332,147		332,147		332,147		332,147		332,147		30,637		30,637		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						12,213		180,418		360,583		540,749		720,914		901,080		1,081,245		1,562,921		2,044,597		2,556,909		3,069,222		3,581,534		4,093,847		4,606,159		5,118,472		5,630,785		6,143,097		6,655,410		7,167,722		7,680,035		8,180,134		8,524,242		8,856,389		9,188,536		9,520,683		9,852,831		10,184,978		10,215,615		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251



				Net Book Value of Plant						1,408,121		3,422,889		3,242,724		3,062,558		2,882,393		2,702,228		8,552,272		8,070,596		8,201,655		7,689,342		7,177,030		6,664,717		6,152,405		5,640,092		5,127,779		4,615,467		4,103,154		3,590,842		3,078,529		2,566,217		2,066,117		1,722,010		1,389,862		1,057,715		725,568		393,421		61,273		30,637		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Regulatory Equity

				Deemed Equity Capital - Electric						598,452		1,454,728		1,378,158		1,301,587		1,225,017		1,148,447		3,634,715		3,430,003		3,485,703		3,267,970		3,050,238		2,832,505		2,614,772		2,397,039		2,179,306		1,961,573		1,743,841		1,526,108		1,308,375		1,090,642		878,100		731,854		590,691		449,529		308,366		167,204		26,041		13,021		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Mid-Year Ratebase - Electric						562,140		1,417,698		1,416,443		1,339,872		1,263,302		1,186,732		2,391,581		3,532,359		3,457,853		3,376,837		3,159,104		2,941,371		2,723,638		2,505,905		2,288,173		2,070,440		1,852,707		1,634,974		1,417,241		1,199,508		984,371		804,977		661,273		520,110		378,948		237,785		96,623		19,531		6,510		0		0		0		0		0

				Return on Equity - Electric						13,970		94,107		134,193		126,939		120,014		112,431		226,578		334,655		328,496		319,921		299,293		278,665		258,746		237,409		216,781		196,153		176,007		154,897		134,269		113,641		93,515		76,263		62,649		49,275		36,000		22,528		9,154		1,850		618		0		0		0		0		0



				Regulatory Debt

				Deemed Debt Capital - Electric						809,670		1,968,161		1,864,566		1,760,971		1,657,376		1,553,781		4,917,556		4,640,593		4,715,952		4,421,372		4,126,792		3,832,212		3,537,633		3,243,053		2,948,473		2,653,893		2,359,314		2,064,734		1,770,154		1,475,575		1,188,017		990,155		799,171		608,186		417,202		226,217		35,232		17,616		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Mid-Year Ratebase - Electric						760,543		1,918,062		1,916,364		1,812,769		1,709,174		1,605,578		3,235,669		4,779,074		4,678,272		4,568,662		4,274,082		3,979,502		3,684,922		3,390,343		3,095,763		2,801,183		2,506,604		2,212,024		1,917,444		1,622,864		1,331,796		1,089,086		894,663		703,679		512,694		321,709		130,725		26,424		8,808		0		0		0		0		0

				Cost of Debt - Electric						8,953		60,310		86,000		81,351		76,913		72,053		145,206		214,469		210,522		205,027		191,807		178,587		165,822		152,147		138,928		125,708		112,797		99,268		86,049		72,829		59,931		48,875		40,150		31,579		23,071		14,437		5,866		1,186		396		0		0		0		0		0



				Construction Schedule



				Construction Draws

				Opening						0		1,387,729		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,116,858		9,116,858		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463

				Draws						1,387,729		1,964,808		0		0		0		0		5,764,322		0		436,605		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing Accum. Construction Costs						1,387,729		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,116,858		9,116,858		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463



				Interest During Construction

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		115,168		115,168		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218

				Interest During Construction						0		0		0		0		0		0		115,168		0		10,050		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing Accum. Interest						0		0		0		0		0		0		115,168		115,168		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218



				Total Accum. Construction Costs (IO)						1,387,729		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,232,027		9,232,027		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681



				AFUDC

				Opening						0		32,606		250,771		250,771		250,771		250,771		250,771		401,490		401,490		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570

				ROE During Construction						32,606		218,165		0		0		0		0		150,719		0		166,080		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing Accum. ROE						32,606		250,771		250,771		250,771		250,771		250,771		401,490		401,490		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570		567,570



				Total Accum. Construction Costs (w/ AFUDC)						1,420,335		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		9,633,517		9,633,517		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251		10,246,251



				Financing Schedule



				Debt Schedule

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,118,587		4,862,658		5,053,383		4,775,121		4,496,859		4,218,597		3,940,335		3,662,073		3,383,811		3,105,548		2,827,286		2,549,024		2,270,762		1,992,500		1,714,238		1,435,976		1,157,714		879,452		601,190		322,928		44,665		22,333		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Draws						0		0		0		0		0		0		5,118,587		0		446,655		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Repayments						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-255,929		-255,929		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-22,333		-22,333		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						0		0		0		0		0		0		5,118,587		4,862,658		5,053,383		4,775,121		4,496,859		4,218,597		3,940,335		3,662,073		3,383,811		3,105,548		2,827,286		2,549,024		2,270,762		1,992,500		1,714,238		1,435,976		1,157,714		879,452		601,190		322,928		44,665		22,333		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0



				Interest Expense - Construction						0		0		0		0		0		0		115,168		0		10,050		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Interest Expense - Operating						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		224,578		213,061		221,141		208,620		196,098		183,576		171,054		158,532		146,011		133,489		120,967		108,445		95,923		83,402		70,880		58,358		45,836		33,314		20,793		8,271		1,507		502		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0



				EBITDA						-52,715		125,262		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		549,071		715,071		707,800		866,406		864,330		862,066		859,611		856,959		854,105		851,044		847,771		844,280		840,566		836,623		832,446		828,028		823,364		818,448		813,272		807,832		802,120		796,130		789,855		783,287		776,421		769,248		761,761		754,848

				less: Cash Taxes						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-44,278		-186,077		-191,872		-196,560		-200,453		-203,768		-206,656		-209,224		-211,546		-213,671		-214,080		-212,798		-211,258		-209,473		-207,585		-205,597		-203,754

				Cash Flow Available for Debt Service						-52,715		125,262		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		549,071		715,071		707,800		866,406		864,330		862,066		859,611		856,959		854,105		851,044		847,771		800,002		654,489		644,751		635,886		627,575		619,596		611,791		604,048		596,286		588,449		582,050		577,057		572,029		566,948		561,664		556,164		551,094



				Principal Payments						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		255,929		255,929		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		22,333		22,333		0		0		0		0		0

				Interest Expense						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		224,578		213,061		221,141		208,620		196,098		183,576		171,054		158,532		146,011		133,489		120,967		108,445		95,923		83,402		70,880		58,358		45,836		33,314		20,793		8,271		1,507		502		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Debt Service Requirement						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		480,507		468,991		499,403		486,882		474,360		461,838		449,316		436,794		424,273		411,751		399,229		386,707		374,185		361,664		349,142		336,620		324,098		311,577		299,055		286,533		23,840		22,835		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0



				Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio						0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		1.49x		1.51x		1.73x		1.78x		1.82x		1.86x		1.91x		1.96x		2.01x		2.06x		2.00x		1.69x		1.72x		1.76x		1.80x		1.84x		1.89x		1.94x		1.99x		2.05x		24.41x		25.27x		-25692507049249200.00x		-25464287202395400.00x		-25226950809281300.00x		-24979942141294900.00x		-24752233728807100.00x



				Equity Schedule

				Opening						0		1,387,729		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440

				Draws						1,387,729		1,964,808		0		0		0		0		760,903		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Repayments						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						1,387,729		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440



				Project Cash Flows



				Unlevered Cash Flows

				Construction Costs						-1,387,729		-1,964,808		0		0		0		0		-5,764,322		0		-436,605		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				EBITDA						-52,715		125,262		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		549,071		715,071		707,800		866,406		864,330		862,066		859,611		856,959		854,105		851,044		847,771		844,280		840,566		836,623		832,446		828,028		823,364		818,448		813,272		807,832		802,120		796,130		789,855		783,287		776,421		769,248		761,761		754,848

				Cash Taxes						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-44,278		-186,077		-191,872		-196,560		-200,453		-203,768		-206,656		-209,224		-211,546		-213,671		-214,080		-212,798		-211,258		-209,473		-207,585		-205,597		-203,754

				Net Cash Flow						-1,440,444		-1,839,546		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		-5,215,251		715,071		271,195		866,406		864,330		862,066		859,611		856,959		854,105		851,044		847,771		800,002		654,489		644,751		635,886		627,575		619,596		611,791		604,048		596,286		588,449		582,050		577,057		572,029		566,948		561,664		556,164		551,094



				Project IRR - Model Start Date of Dec-31-20								7.8%



				Levered Cash Flows

				Construction Costs						-1,387,729		-1,964,808		0		0		0		0		-760,903		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				EBITDA						-52,715		125,262		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		549,071		715,071		707,800		866,406		864,330		862,066		859,611		856,959		854,105		851,044		847,771		844,280		840,566		836,623		832,446		828,028		823,364		818,448		813,272		807,832		802,120		796,130		789,855		783,287		776,421		769,248		761,761		754,848

				Interest Expense						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-224,578		-213,061		-221,141		-208,620		-196,098		-183,576		-171,054		-158,532		-146,011		-133,489		-120,967		-108,445		-95,923		-83,402		-70,880		-58,358		-45,836		-33,314		-20,793		-8,271		-1,507		-502		0		0		0		0		0

				Principal Repayment						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-255,929		-255,929		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-22,333		-22,333		0		0		0		0		0

				Cash Taxes						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-44,278		-186,077		-191,872		-196,560		-200,453		-203,768		-206,656		-209,224		-211,546		-213,671		-214,080		-212,798		-211,258		-209,473		-207,585		-205,597		-203,754

				Net Cash Flow						-1,440,444		-1,839,546		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,385		-211,832		234,564		238,809		367,002		377,448		387,706		397,773		407,643		417,311		426,772		436,020		400,773		267,782		270,566		274,222		278,433		282,976		287,693		292,471		297,232		301,916		558,209		554,222		572,029		566,948		561,664		556,164		551,094



				Equity IRR - Model Start Date of Dec-31-20								9.8%



				Pricing Analysis



				Cooling Demand		MWh				120		1,191		1,205		1,995		1,995		1,995		1,995		2,335		2,335		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575

				Subscribed Peak		kW				263		1,560		1,630		2,785		2,785		2,785		2,785		3,275		3,275		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665

				Connected Area		m2				4,427		27,927		29,259		48,509		48,509		48,509		48,509		56,699		56,699		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219

				Connected Area		sq.ft				47,649		300,611		314,944		522,151		522,151		522,151		522,151		610,308		610,308		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309



				Total Revenue		$				115,829		689,596		724,636		1,229,528		1,239,807		1,250,184		1,260,661		1,491,685		1,504,179		1,686,335		1,700,364		1,714,526		1,728,823		1,743,255		1,757,826		1,772,535		1,787,386		1,802,378		1,817,515		1,832,798		1,848,228		1,863,808		1,879,539		1,895,423		1,911,462		1,927,658		1,944,012		1,960,527		1,977,205		1,994,047		2,011,056		2,028,233		2,045,582		2,063,102

				Fixed Revenue		$				105,858		631,812		665,113		1,144,928		1,153,515		1,162,167		1,170,883		1,387,218		1,397,622		1,575,787		1,587,605		1,599,512		1,611,508		1,623,595		1,635,772		1,648,040		1,660,400		1,672,853		1,685,400		1,698,040		1,710,776		1,723,606		1,736,533		1,749,557		1,762,679		1,775,899		1,789,218		1,802,638		1,816,157		1,829,778		1,843,502		1,857,328		1,871,258		1,885,292

				Variable Revenue		$				9,971		57,784		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018		89,778		104,468		106,557		110,548		112,759		115,014		117,315		119,661		122,054		124,495		126,985		129,525		132,115		134,757		137,453		140,202		143,006		145,866		148,783		151,759		154,794		157,890		161,048		164,268		167,554		170,905		174,323		177,809



				Total Revenue - RD		$/MWh				$968.07		$579.12		$601.36		$616.30		$621.46		$626.66		$631.91		$638.84		$644.19		$654.89		$660.34		$665.84		$671.39		$676.99		$682.65		$688.36		$694.13		$699.95		$705.83		$711.77		$717.76		$723.81		$729.92		$736.09		$742.32		$748.60		$754.96		$761.37		$767.85		$774.39		$780.99		$787.66		$794.40		$801.20

				Fixed Revenue - RD		$/MWh				$884.73		$530.60		$551.96		$573.90		$578.20		$582.54		$586.91		$594.10		$598.55		$611.96		$616.55		$621.17		$625.83		$630.52		$635.25		$640.02		$644.82		$649.65		$654.52		$659.43		$664.38		$669.36		$674.38		$679.44		$684.54		$689.67		$694.84		$700.05		$705.30		$710.59		$715.92		$721.29		$726.70		$732.15

				Variable Revenue - RD		$/MWh				$83.34		$48.53		$49.40		$42.41		$43.25		$44.12		$45.00		$44.74		$45.63		$42.93		$43.79		$44.67		$45.56		$46.47		$47.40		$48.35		$49.31		$50.30		$51.31		$52.33		$53.38		$54.45		$55.54		$56.65		$57.78		$58.94		$60.11		$61.32		$62.54		$63.79		$65.07		$66.37		$67.70		$69.05



				Total Revenue - CoS		$/MWh				$1,702.30		$744.87		$820.85		$510.90		$511.43		$511.50		$633.35		$774.05		$778.19		$721.24		$714.35		$707.58		$701.39		$694.43		$688.05		$681.81		$749.80		$753.64		$747.40		$740.51		$727.15		$639.58		$631.69		$630.33		$629.09		$627.75		$626.60		$469.64		$477.70		$470.20		$479.47		$488.93		$498.57		$508.06

				Fixed Revenue - CoS		$/MWh				$1,618.97		$696.34		$771.46		$468.50		$468.17		$467.38		$588.35		$729.31		$732.56		$678.31		$670.56		$662.92		$655.84		$647.96		$640.66		$633.46		$700.49		$703.34		$696.09		$688.18		$673.77		$585.13		$576.15		$573.69		$571.31		$568.82		$566.48		$408.32		$415.16		$406.40		$414.40		$422.56		$430.87		$439.01

				Variable Revenue - CoS		$/MWh				$83.34		$48.53		$49.40		$42.41		$43.25		$44.12		$45.00		$44.74		$45.63		$42.93		$43.79		$44.67		$45.56		$46.47		$47.40		$48.35		$49.31		$50.30		$51.31		$52.33		$53.38		$54.45		$55.54		$56.65		$57.78		$58.94		$60.11		$61.32		$62.54		$63.79		$65.07		$66.37		$67.70		$69.05



				Total Revenue - RD		$/kW				$439.86		$442.05		$444.56		$441.48		$445.17		$448.90		$452.66		$455.48		$459.29		$460.12		$463.95		$467.81		$471.71		$475.65		$479.62		$483.64		$487.69		$491.78		$495.91		$500.08		$504.29		$508.54		$512.83		$517.17		$521.55		$525.96		$530.43		$534.93		$539.48		$544.08		$548.72		$553.41		$558.14		$562.92

				Fixed Revenue - RD		$/kW				$401.99		$405.01		$408.04		$411.11		$414.19		$417.30		$420.42		$423.58		$426.75		$429.96		$433.18		$436.43		$439.70		$443.00		$446.32		$449.67		$453.04		$456.44		$459.86		$463.31		$466.79		$470.29		$473.82		$477.37		$480.95		$484.56		$488.19		$491.85		$495.54		$499.26		$503.00		$506.77		$510.58		$514.40

				Variable Revenue - RD		$/kW				$37.87		$37.04		$36.52		$30.38		$30.98		$31.60		$32.24		$31.90		$32.54		$30.16		$30.77		$31.38		$32.01		$32.65		$33.30		$33.97		$34.65		$35.34		$36.05		$36.77		$37.50		$38.25		$39.02		$39.80		$40.60		$41.41		$42.24		$43.08		$43.94		$44.82		$45.72		$46.63		$47.56		$48.52



				Total Revenue - CoS		$/kW				$773.47		$568.56		$606.83		$365.98		$366.35		$366.41		$453.69		$551.88		$554.83		$506.74		$501.90		$497.14		$492.79		$487.90		$483.42		$479.04		$526.80		$529.50		$525.12		$520.28		$510.89		$449.36		$443.82		$442.87		$442.00		$441.05		$440.24		$329.97		$335.63		$330.36		$336.87		$343.52		$350.29		$356.96

				Fixed Revenue - CoS		$/kW				$735.60		$531.52		$570.31		$335.60		$335.37		$334.80		$421.46		$519.98		$522.30		$476.57		$471.13		$465.76		$460.79		$455.25		$450.12		$445.07		$492.16		$494.16		$489.07		$483.51		$473.39		$411.11		$404.80		$403.07		$401.40		$399.65		$398.01		$286.89		$291.69		$285.54		$291.15		$296.88		$302.73		$308.44

				Variable Revenue - CoS		$/kW				$37.87		$37.04		$36.52		$30.38		$30.98		$31.60		$32.24		$31.90		$32.54		$30.16		$30.77		$31.38		$32.01		$32.65		$33.30		$33.97		$34.65		$35.34		$36.05		$36.77		$37.50		$38.25		$39.02		$39.80		$40.60		$41.41		$42.24		$43.08		$43.94		$44.82		$45.72		$46.63		$47.56		$48.52



				Total Revenue - RD		$/m2				$26.17		$24.69		$24.77		$25.35		$25.56		$25.77		$25.99		$26.31		$26.53		$24.72		$24.93		$25.13		$25.34		$25.55		$25.77		$25.98		$26.20		$26.42		$26.64		$26.87		$27.09		$27.32		$27.55		$27.78		$28.02		$28.26		$28.50		$28.74		$28.98		$29.23		$29.48		$29.73		$29.99		$30.24

				Fixed Revenue - RD		$/m2				$23.91		$22.62		$22.73		$23.60		$23.78		$23.96		$24.14		$24.47		$24.65		$23.10		$23.27		$23.45		$23.62		$23.80		$23.98		$24.16		$24.34		$24.52		$24.71		$24.89		$25.08		$25.27		$25.46		$25.65		$25.84		$26.03		$26.23		$26.42		$26.62		$26.82		$27.02		$27.23		$27.43		$27.64

				Variable Revenue - RD		$/m2				$2.25		$2.07		$2.03		$1.74		$1.78		$1.81		$1.85		$1.84		$1.88		$1.62		$1.65		$1.69		$1.72		$1.75		$1.79		$1.82		$1.86		$1.90		$1.94		$1.98		$2.01		$2.06		$2.10		$2.14		$2.18		$2.22		$2.27		$2.31		$2.36		$2.41		$2.46		$2.51		$2.56		$2.61



				Total Revenue - CoS		$/m2				$46.01		$31.76		$33.81		$21.01		$21.03		$21.04		$26.05		$31.88		$32.05		$27.22		$26.96		$26.71		$26.47		$26.21		$25.97		$25.74		$28.30		$28.45		$28.21		$27.95		$27.45		$24.14		$23.84		$23.79		$23.75		$23.70		$23.65		$17.73		$18.03		$17.75		$18.10		$18.46		$18.82		$19.18

				Fixed Revenue - CoS		$/m2				$43.76		$29.69		$31.77		$19.27		$19.25		$19.22		$24.20		$30.03		$30.17		$25.60		$25.31		$25.02		$24.76		$24.46		$24.18		$23.91		$26.44		$26.55		$26.27		$25.98		$25.43		$22.09		$21.75		$21.65		$21.56		$21.47		$21.38		$15.41		$15.67		$15.34		$15.64		$15.95		$16.26		$16.57

				Variable Revenue - CoS		$/m2				$2.25		$2.07		$2.03		$1.74		$1.78		$1.81		$1.85		$1.84		$1.88		$1.62		$1.65		$1.69		$1.72		$1.75		$1.79		$1.82		$1.86		$1.90		$1.94		$1.98		$2.01		$2.06		$2.10		$2.14		$2.18		$2.22		$2.27		$2.31		$2.36		$2.41		$2.46		$2.51		$2.56		$2.61



				Capital Revenue		$				35,136		322,622		400,359		388,456		377,092		364,649		551,949		1,030,800		1,020,694		1,037,260		1,003,412		969,564		936,880		901,869		868,021		834,173		801,117		766,478		732,630		698,782		653,545		469,246		434,946		413,001		391,218		369,112		347,168		33,673		31,652		0		0		0		0		0

				Operations Revenue		$				168,544		564,334		588,769		630,798		643,202		655,800		711,590		776,614		796,379		819,929		836,034		852,460		869,212		886,296		903,720		921,491		1,129,620		1,174,157		1,191,927		1,208,031		1,218,874		1,177,672		1,191,647		1,210,107		1,228,697		1,247,348		1,266,322		1,175,653		1,198,423		1,210,760		1,234,635		1,258,985		1,283,821		1,308,254



										Project Life		20 Years

				Total Revenue - Levelized - $/sq.ft						2.44		2.38

				Fixed Revenue - Levelized - $/sq.ft						2.27		2.22

				Variable Revenue - Levelized - $/sq.ft						0.18		0.17



				Load Forecast



				111 E 5th		MWh				330		330		330		330		330		330		330		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2015 Main		MWh				220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220

				M2/114 E 4th		MWh				0		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655

				M4/110 E 5th		MWh				0		0		0		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790

				111 E 5th Redev.		MWh				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670

				M5		MWh				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240

				Total Cooling Demand (Annualized)		MWh				550		1,205		1,205		1,995		1,995		1,995		1,995		2,335		2,335		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575



				111 E 5th		kW				470		470		470		470		470		470		470		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2015 Main		kW				320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320

				M2/114 E 4th		kW				0		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840

				M4/110 E 5th		kW				0		0		0		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155

				111 E 5th Redev.		kW				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960

				M5		kW				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390

				Total Peak Demand (Annualized)		kW				790		1,630		1,630		2,785		2,785		2,785		2,785		3,275		3,275		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665



				111 E 5th		m2				7,880		7,880		7,880		7,880		7,880		7,880		7,880		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2015 Main		m2				5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400

				M2/114 E 4th		m2				0		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979

				M4/110 E 5th		m2				0		0		0		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250

				111 E 5th Redev.		m2				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070

				M5		m2				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520

				Connected Area (Annualized)		m2				13,280		29,259		29,259		48,509		48,509		48,509		48,509		56,699		56,699		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Demand Charge

		Demand Charge Estimate

				Peak		470



						January		February		March		April		May		June		July		August		September		October		November		December

				Seasonality		2.2%		2.5%		3.4%		5.4%		8.7%		12.1%		21.6%		22.5%		13.2%		3.9%		2.5%		2.1%

				Peak (kW)		85		96		133		209		337		470		470		470		470		153		96		83

				Peak %		18.0%		20.4%		28.3%		44.4%		71.7%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		32.6%		20.5%		17.6%



				Demand Charge		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34

				Demand Charge		1,043.50		1,182.76		1,642.81		2,573.65		4,156.61		5,799.80		5,799.80		5,799.80		5,799.80		1,892.71		1,188.67		1,018.58

				Total		37,898.49

				Rate/kW (Annual)		$80.64

				Average Peak		256

				Average % of Total		54.5%





Capital Schedule

		Capital Schedule for Main Alley



						111 E 5th + 2015 Main		M2 + M4		M3		M5		Total		Depreciation Period		Depreciation $

				Purchase of Assets		419,222								419,222		5 years		83,844

				EC+OSE				1,086,656		3,891,813				4,978,468		20 years		248,923

				DPS+ETS				668,525				273,983		942,508		40 years		23,563

				Predevelopment		190,029								190,029		30 years		6,334

				CPCN		50,000								50,000		30 years		1,667

				Engineering				195,598		317,278				512,876		30 years		17,096

				Soft Costs				229,353		547,009		40,733		817,095		30 years		27,236

				Internal		59,687		88,576		229,860		67,092		445,216		30 years		14,841

				Contingency		13,855		351,036		778,363		54,797		1,198,050		25 years		47,922

				Total		732,793		2,619,744		5,764,322		436,605		9,553,463		20 years		471,426



				Old

						111 E 5th + 2015 Main		M2 + M4		M3		M5		Total

				Purchase of Assets		468,000								468,000

				EC+OSE				1,216,483		4,009,158				5,225,642

				DPS+OSE				197,833		218,583		107,408		523,825

				ETS+OSE				129,000		129,000		75,000		333,000

				Predevelopment		190,029								190,029

				CPCN		50,000								50,000

				Engineering				228,211		240,463		98,601		567,274

				Internal		32,187		116,076		229,860		67,092		445,216

				Contingency		8,605		377,271		965,413		69,620		1,420,909

				Total		748,821		2,264,874		5,792,477		417,722		9,223,895





Charts

		Supporting Charts



								2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025

				Depreciation				12,213		168,205		180,165		180,165		180,165		180,165

				Return on Equity				13,970		94,107		134,193		126,939		120,014		112,431

				Cost of Debt				8,953		60,310		86,000		81,351		76,913		72,053

				O&M				158,573		506,549		529,247		546,199		556,910		567,782

				Income Taxes				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Revenue Requirement				187,170		724,363		741,069		826,419		832,328		837,296

				Variable Electricity Charge				9,971		57,784		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018

				Total Revenue Requirement				197,142		782,147		800,592		911,019		918,620		925,314





						2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030

				M1/M3		700		700		700		700		700		700		0		0		0		0		0

				M2/M4		0		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400

				M3 Redevl.		0		0		0		0		0		0		800		800		800		800		800

				Total (Tons)		700		1100		1100		1100		1100		1100		1200		1200		1200		1200		1200

				Total (kW)		2460		3870		3870		3870		3870		3870		4220		4220		4220		4220		4220



Cost of Service Rate vs. Levelized Rate ($/kW)



Fixed Revenue - CoS	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	735.60284829267766	531.52018025851157	570.31028317097753	335.60291269020024	335.36860161746216	334.8047067974797	421.45824465201088	519.98359660966776	522.29503240172676	476.57313185439648	471.12891242315294	465.75991697265852	460.78502548056917	455.2536279129431	450.11942476715842	445.06662773910648	492.15589971638491	494.16369993110624	489.07027977323082	483.50772236987171	473.38796592431271	411.10948799481571	404.7986002175885	403.06739183870775	401.40026077144955	399.64577201335572	398.00704281852131	286.88580847443393	291.68527760959631	285.53647055987415	291.15438070959397	296.88395256661443	302.72770753764098	308.44313592872868	Total Revenue - CoS	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	773.46849898927758	568.56125790423516	606.82709956393694	365.97986204236707	366.35319592464322	366.4	0888490347407	453.69450632012519	551.88210417171365	554.83160765646198	506.73628152312932	501.89532508526042	497.14165788800813	492.79449556103407	487.90319116127284	483.42197928045476	479.03523334266873	526.8039795560378	529.50463720105233	525.11803578857587	520.27643350552376	510.8921618250007	449.36365506034804	443.81785062443146	442.86702725368758	441.9960085492944	441.05331269910073	440.24273431798122	329.96621380388302	335.62742056358411	330.35732426463301	336.87165148844798	343.51556876104553	350.29209625035475	356.95866941741474	Total Revenue - RD	439.85815069659998	442.04852139572381	444.56181597108446	441.48228642712792	445.17322141020435	448.89921991229033	452.66101628795752	455.47644784153795	459.2913500863234	460.11858531155792	463.94651407225382	467.81069308607215	471.71163939246787	475.64949883017283	479.62498961200328	483.63845896550953	487.69045710181496	491.78113236157435	495.91125257016051	500.08118391462858	504.29151222550695	508.54238826278737	512.83463326307742	517.168633642636	521.54501349220857	525.96392589296647	530.4262495957355	534.93239261144674	539.4830201406005	544.07828747027122	548.71913529760775	553.40599469707547	558.13957505412793	562.92003372766089	





Annual Cost of Service



Depreciation	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	12213.216666666667	168204.88429379201	180165.36013868221	180165.36013868221	180165.36013868221	180165.36013868221	180165.36013868221	481675.83180247282	481675.83180247282	512312.56758138892	512312.56758138892	512312.56758138892	512312.56758138892	512312.56758138892	512312.56758138892	512312.56758138892	512312.56758138892	512312.56758138892	512312.56758138892	512312.56758138892	500099.35091472208	344107.68328759569	332147.20744270674	332147.20744270674	332147.20744270674	332147.20744270674	332147.20744270674	30636.735778916121	30636.735778916121	0	0	0	0	0	Return on Equity	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	13969.662506337074	94107.062231233387	134193.3961018039	126939.14893665828	120013.70644670913	112430.65460636707	226577.74023045163	334654.75921507465	328496.06078342197	319920.59929627826	299292.64957173058	278664.69984718302	258745.64229330193	237408.80039808771	216780.85067354012	196152.90094899249	176007.16262890759	154897.00149989722	134269.0517753496	113641.10205080194	93515.237275971609	76263.293231168456	62648.800078267217	49275.097518865201	36000.025165395775	22527.692400061176	9153.9898406591565	1850.3539207186295	618.47910353691714	0	0	0	0	0	Cost of Debt	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	8952.6939282098265	60310.09870546536	86000.10214573807	81351.095448570442	76912.808775445155	72053.08205423523	145206.16788762686	214469.14909449051	210522.24328844683	205026.51410009156	191806.74446237841	178586.9748246652	165821.5106957	0737	152147.43554923884	138927.66591152566	125707.89627381248	112797.15995103365	99268.356998386123	86048.587360672929	72828.817722959735	59930.817696984886	48874.618262699274	40149.540607434406	31578.777666888836	23071.223558009056	14437.251785797715	5866.4888452521509	1185.8305312345394	396.36276913975792	0	0	0	0	0	O	&	M	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	158573.17694919155	506549.43597278727	529246.90318246931	546198.5073182967	556909.68014379567	567782.01163169637	621811.94309908967	672146.53878462396	689822.09524131333	709380.84726860444	723275.50241535762	737445.85345155618	751897.39781588782	766635.7427722211	781666.60760518094	796995.82585963141	812629.34762493859	828573.24186491268	844833.69879434211	861417.03230305144	878329.682428431	895578.21787741315	913169.33859887789	931109.87840750127	949406.80766007199	968067.23598532728	987098.41506837821	1006507.7414908152	1026302.7596276089	1046491.1646019388	1067080.8053006618	1088079.6861566419	1109497.0481254542	1130444.0931787905	Income Taxes	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	190005.13467428193	216058.79230291941	214978.6698571374	211856.28282737805	203091.80679649659	141892.46084212305	135471.98307017572	133131.03005290186	130506.69190117909	127522.36681505572	124429.71073288438	11255.826337115765	11072.205159968658	0	0	0	0	0	Total Electricity Costs	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	9971.2880167713247	57784.081127328827	59522.410720523774	84599.80394578469	86292.095145499086	88017.636025194399	89777.988745698269	104467.61226570015	106557.28395925777	110547.94353590568	112758.90240662376	115014.08045475627	117314.70784490369	119660.64930512843	122053.86229123097	124494.93953705562	126985.21261232808	129524.53509435263	132115.0257962397	134757.32631216448	137452.8779760215	140201.52229517594	143005.55274107942	145865.66379590103	148783.41560580136	151758.63661325545	154793.80934552051	157889.68553243097	161047.95392636527	164268.42882794118	167553.79740449996	170904.87335258999	174323.48463209608	177809.43023603462	Cost of Service	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	203680.03806717641	886955.56233060686	989128.17228921724	1019253.9157879923	1020293.6506501313	1020448.7444561754	1263539.2001015486	1807413.8911623622	1817073.5150749129	1857188.471782269	1839446.3664374794	1822024.1761595497	1806091.8262311898	1788165.195606065	1771741.5540628666	1755664.1302008808	1930736.5850728787	1940634.495341857	1924557.6011651307	1906813.1287977444	1872419.7730886275	1646917.7957961755	1626592.4225385413	1623107.6548847649	1619915.3713331639	1616460.3910422041	1613489.6212754012	1209326.1735912312	1230074.4963655358	1210759.59342988	1234634.6027051618	1258984.5595092319	1283820.5327575502	1308253.5234148251	









Variable Revenue ($/MWh)	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	48.527075587847008	49.396191469314338	42.405916764804353	43.254183030325358	44.119115802102456	45.001498118144497	44.739876773319125	45.634811117455143	42.931240208118709	43.789865012281069	44.665662312526706	45.559109842681046	46.470155069952789	47.399558171351835	48.347549334778883	49.314645	674690517	50.300790327903933	51.306806134462022	52.332942257151259	53.379758437289901	54.447193124340167	55.536136986826961	56.646859726563505	57.779967225553925	58.935392859516682	60.114100716706993	61.316382731041152	62.542894728685539	63.793564593375216	65.069435885242697	66.370824602947565	67.698440633823722	69.052205916906644	





Peak Demand Forecast vs. Capacity (kW)



111 E 5th	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	470	470	470	470	470	470	470	0	0	0	0	2015 Main	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	320	320	320	320	320	320	320	320	320	320	320	M2/114 E 4th	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	0	840	840	840	840	840	840	840	840	840	840	M4/110 E 5th	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	0	0	0	1155	1155	1155	1155	1155	1155	1155	1155	111 E 5th Redev.	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	960	960	960	960	M5	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	390	390	System Capacity	2460	3870	3870	3870	3870	3870	4220	4220	4220	4220	4220	









Distributed Comparison

		Distributed Comparison



						M1 & M3		M2		M4		M5		CE

				Soft Cost & Contingency		25.0%		25.0%		25.0%		25.0%

				WACC		6.63%		6.63%		6.63%		6.63%

				Depreciation Period		20 years		20 years		20 years		20 years

				Maintenance		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%

				Insurance		0.12%		0.12%		0.12%		0.12%



				Capital		3,510,000		3,000,000		2,900,000		1,500,000



				Total Capital		4,387,500		3,750,000		3,625,000		1,875,000



				Capital Charge		402,156		343,723		332,266		171,862

				Maintenance		43,875		37,500		36,250		18,750

				Insurance		5,265		4,500		4,350		2,250

				Operators		300,000		66,667		66,667		66,667				assumes current 5 operators ($500,000) running the DCS can operate and maintain the systems of all buildings

				Total Fixed Charge		751,296		452,390		439,532		259,528



				Subscribed Peak (kW)		1,280		840		1,155		390

				Load (MWh)		890		655		790		240



				$/MWh		$48.53		$48.53		$48.53		$48.53

				Variable Charge		43,189		31,785		38,336		11,646



				All-in Revenue $/kW		$621		$576		$414		$695		$442

				All-in Revenue $/MWh		$893		$739		$605		$1,130		$579















































































































































































